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CHAPTER I

INlrRODuc'rrON

During the 18608 and 1870s the early settlers in New
Zealand experienced insect plagues, especially armies of cater·
pillars, which created havoc amongst their crops (Drummond,
1907).

Although some native birds were regarded as insectivor

ous, the clearance of native bush and settlement of land had
restricted the distribution of these birds and the numbers
remaining in crop areas were considered insufficient to contro
the insect numbers.

Attention therefore turned to known

insectivorous birds from other countries.

Acclimatisation

societies were formed and various birds were imported.
Australian magpies (Gymnorhina spp.) and starlings
(Sturnus vulgaris) were introduced during this period in the
hope that they would help control the insect pests.

Now, appro.

imately 100 years later, both these birds are strongly associat,
with pastoral farming and are still commonly regarded as
beneficial in keeping down insect numbers.

However, with the

restricted use of DDT insecticides for pasture pest control in
recent years, the development of DDT resistant populations of
grass grubs (Costelytra zealandica) and the resulting

2

f

"

resurgence of grass grubs- and porina (Wiseana spp.) as pes·ts
in

areas, there is a need to evaluate the actual roles

cer~ain

play in agriculture and especially as biologically

bir~s

controlling agents of insects.
Very few,detailed studies covering most aspects of the
ecology of introduced birds have been carried out in New Zealand.
Marples (1942) is the only worker so far to have made a
systematic study on the food of an introduced bird.
ilJ'he objective .of this thesis was to study the biology of

Iqagpies i:q. NeW-Zealand.

The most i:rnportant aspect of this was

an investigation of the food to ascerta.in what magpies actllally
eat and to discover if anYQf; these items
ural i,nterest.

of, anyagnicult-

we~e

Other aspects studied inclllded possible inter-

breeding between the two. speciE;¥S,tGYIIlIlorhinahypole.uca iGouJ,.d
ap.d ;g •. t:LQic.e.~ Latb.am:;,.present in .NeW Zealanq. andOQIlf;teqllently,
their. tcqconom,\Lc. classificatiorqdistrib.ution of bot4 speqies;
taxonomic measurements and identification of sex and a,ge
o1asses ;o:reedtngbiQlogy; . te..rrltQrial· .behaviourandmort~l:Lty
factors.

;'. I

·A suOsid:la.ry objective ,was to

revi~w

.and if ·pqsstble··

oota,in fre.sh evidenGe on the ,aggr,esqive behaviour shown by
magpies towards other birds and mammals (including man).

I
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CHAPTEH 2

lVIE'rHODS OF STUDY

INTRODUCTION
Most of the work attempted in this thesis could be done
from the examination of dead magpies, provided these were
preserved or freshly killed.

Certain aspects of the study, such

as investigation of the food in the gizzards, measurement of the
annual changes in gonad size and a description of the annual
changes in plumage and other morphological characters,
necessitated the collection of specimens over a complete year
and in sufficient numbers to provide the appropriate reliable
information.

The first task in the study, therefore, was to

Qrganise the collection of specimens.

COLLECTION OF SPECIIV1ENS
VUritten requests for aid in obtaining magpie specimens
were sent to the l'il"ew Zealand Forest Service, Wildlife Branch of
the New Zealand Department of Internal Affairs and National
Park boards and acclimatisation societies throughout New Zealand.
An outline of the objective of the study was also published in

4

the Christchurch

II

SSII

(20.3.1965) with a request for

specimens to be sent to Lincoln Oollege.
Field staft of the Forest Service and Wildlife Branch,
students ot; Ilincoln College and members of the public responded
so well that a final total of

332 specimens was collected

between IvIarch 1965 and March 1966.

Most of the birds were

shot using shotguns or .22 calibre rifles, a few were obtained
off roads after fatal collisions with cars and one bird was
obtained that had been electrocuted.

Four dying birds, all

apparently diseased, were obtained in Canterbury.
Areas of Collection
Originally it was hoped to collect as many specimens as
possible from the North Island to balance the large numbers
expected to be obtained during field work in Canterbury.

As

G. tibicen is very restricted in both numbers and distribution
in the South Island, it was hoped that sufficient numbers of
these could be obtained in the North Island.
The main sampling areas in the North I

and arose more

from chance than by design and depended really on the location
of actual collectors.

Similarly, the proportion of both

species (and hybrids) collected, depended on the distribution
of each species (or hybrids) coinciding with the location of
collaborating collectors, rather than any bias towards either
of the species.

Birds were shot that provided the easiest

target, irrespective of age, sex or species.
areas in the North

land turned out to be:

The main sampling
Woodhill Forest,

about 25 miles north of Auckland City; the general East Coast -

5
Gisborne and Hawke's Bay area; Ohakea Airfield and Bulls in the
Manawatu district.
In the South Island, Canterbury proved to be virtually
the only collecti,ng area, primarily because the province
contains the densest magpie population in the South Island (see
Chapter 4 and Appendix A) and contained most of the collectors;
and secondarily because collection was possible at the same time
as field work.
A final total of 142 (42.8%) specimens was obtained from
the North Island and 190 (57.2%) from the South Island, making
a grand total of 332 birds.

Q.

hypoleuca, 48 (14.5%) were

Of these, 250 (75.3%) were

Q.

tibicen and the remaining 34

(10.2%) were classed as hybrids.
Preservation of Specimens
All North Island specimens were deep frozen as soon as
possible after being shot, eventually air-freighted to
Christchurch, and from there taken to Lincoln College.

Virtually

all of these specimens were still partly frozen upon arrival.
Some South Island specimens were also deep frozen after
collection, but most of the specimens were obtained unpreserved
within 24 hours of being killed.

If sufficient numbers of

specimens were on hand or circumstances were convenient,
taxonomic work and dissections were proceeded with; otherwise
all birds were deep frozen until a later date.
It has'been suggested by various scientists that post
mortem digestion in the inteL'val between birds being collected
and deep frozen could affect the proportion .of different items

6

in the

zzard.

Comparison of examinations of jackdaw (Corvus

monedula spermologus) stomach-contents in summer and winter,
led Koersveld (1950) to conclude that the digestive effect of
I'

r

(

gastric juices and autolysis of food parts continued after the
bird's death and the wrong interpretation of the food taken
could result.

Differences in identification of stomach contents

in summer and winter through this digestive action were dependent
on temperature, the interval between death and laboratory
examination, and. the proportion of soft-bodied or more resistant
diet items.

This was best prevented by dissecting the stomach

of the bird immediately after it was killed and "fixingll the
contents, or by pouring a few c.c. of 10% formalin down the
alimentary canal.

If the position of the stomach was known,

this formalin could be injected through the body wall straight
into the stomach.
Examination of magpie gizzards
post mortem

~evealed

that even if

stion had occurred, resistant sclerotized

portions of insects, including larvae, remained and could be
identified.

earthworms (Lumbricus sp.), which lack these

parts except microscopic chaetae, and succulent vegetation such
as clover leaves and grass blades still remained in a recognisable form.
The main hindrance to taking these measures against
possible post mortem digestion was in supplying, or ensuring
that the voluntary collectors carried the formalin with them
whenever birds were collected.
in most cases the co

This was not possible because

ector was not then known, or birds were

collected when the opportunity arose and not through a special
effort.

7

It was thought as well that there would be a greater

chanc.e of obtaining voluntary collectors if all they had to' do
f

was shoot the birds and send in information on the details of
this, rather than hCl.ving to carry round formalin with them to
j;;reat .thebirds,.· or dissect out their gizzards and preserve
tb.e c.ol1tents.

Dissection also may have damaged the go:aads or

:i;ntretfi$;Il',sd;with. the description of plumages •
. ,'
LABORA~ORY

':WORK

.'

-

Virtually all specimens were weighed upon arrival.

Any

specimens that were excessively wet, or in a few cases
dehydrated, were allowed to dry or stand in the normal
atmosphere for a while and were then weighed again.

Changes

of weight arising from this were insignificant (e.g. change of
weight from 350.3 g to 350.1 g ) •

Some specimens collected had

extensive wounds with areas of the body or organs completely
missing or badly damaged, either through being shot or run over
on the roads.

Body weights would have been liable to error if

t.aken here and measurement of gonad size was frequently
impossible.
~hawed

or fresh birds were first measured and their

plumage and other features described.
will be found in Chapter

Further details of this

5.

Particulars on when the bird was collected, the locality,
habitat, nearby cover,and other pertin~n~ information originally
requested, were generally sent with the birds and these were

8

recorded for each bird at this stage.
The ventral side of the bird was then dissected;
appearance and any notes on the internal organs or fat layers
!

'

recorded; and the digestive system removed.

The gizzard

contents were then emptied out and preserved in

70% alcohol.

Further details of this process will be found in Chapter 6.
Gut contents were originally removed, but as a preliminary
examination did not reveal any diet items except a few sclerotised
pieces of insects.. also found in the gizzard, this procedure was
stopped.

Gut contents would also have presented a biased

picture of the proportion of food items totally in favour of
hard-bodied insects.
The diameter of ovarian follicles or length and breadth
of testes were measured in situ. with,vernier caliphers (see
Chapter 7), before preservation in a 1% (neutral) solution of
formaldehyde.

]'IELD WORK
Field observations on feeding habits, territories and
territorial behaviour, breeding and nesting, plus other
of behaviour were confined to Canterbury.

cts

Incidences of

aggression towards other birds or mammals were also looked for.
To gather data on the current distribution, number, and
status of magpies, written requests were sent to all
acclimatisation societies, National Park boards or rangers,
and various

ations or members of

likely to help with such information.

th~

public who were

Electric power boards

Canterbury,

Ornithological Society

Records Scheme and other sources of
for further ne
f

ing data, information on

New

aland Nest
on were utilised
interference

I

with electricity transmission, and on
magpies towards other birds and mammals.

ssion shown by

9
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CHA}JTER

3

3YST~1JINnCS

INTRODUCTION
The systematics of Gymnorhina spp. are generally
understood and accepted but the classification of some
individuals still remains a problem due to the presence of
hybrid zones bet~\feen two forms, (designated Q. tibicen and

Q. hypoleuca) in Australia (Amadon, 1951) and New Zealand
(Falla, Sibson and Turbott, 1966) and the oddity of a third
form (designated Gynmorhina dorsalis Campbell) which apparently
combines the characters of the male and female of these first
two forms.

TAXONOMY
According to Amadon (1962), the genus Gymnorhina was
established by Gray in 1840 from the type originally designated
Coracias tibicen Latham 1801.

Classification is as follows:-

Class:

Aves

Order:

Passeriformes

:H'amilx:

Cracticidae

Genus:

~orhina

Famil;y:

11

Cracticidae

The Cracticidae is a small Australo-Papuan family of
three genera and tentatively, 11 species.

Six of these species
I

are endemic to Australia, two to New Guinea, and the remaining
three to both regions.

Body sizes in the family range from that

of a shrike up to a crow, and some of the most prominent
inhabitants of the Australian countryside are included.

A

generalized habitat extending from sclerophyll forest to semiarid country is typical of Gymnorhina and most species of
Cracticus.

No members of the family undertake seasonal

movements other than of a local nomadic nature.
Il'he relationship of the Cracticidae to other song-birds
is little understood.

Amadon

(1951)

mentioned that they had

often been placed in the Lruliidae but there was little doubt
that the resemblance to Lanius was convergence.

The Cracticidae

is one of several superficially crow-like families centered in
the Australian region.

These families are in addition to the

Cracticidae, the Grallinidae (magpie-larks, white-winged chough,
apostle bird); ptilonorhynchidae (bower-birds); Paradisaeidae
(birds of paradise); and in New Zealand, the Callaeidae (wattlebirds or saddleback, huia and kokako).

All these birds are

rather large oscines with a semi-booted tarsus and a long tenth
primary.

Amadon

(1951)

was undecided whether they were related

to the Corvidae or not, and suggested that they may be closer
to such families as the Artimidae (shrikes or allies), Oriolidae
(orioles), and Dicruridae (drongos).
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Genus Gymnorhina
The three genera in the Cracticidae are Cracticus, the
"butcher-birds"; Gymnorhina, the "magpies"; and Strepera, the
I

"currawongs".

,

Cracticus are stocky big-headed birds which,like

the true butcher-birds or shrikes (Lanius), impale large insects
and small vertebrates upon thorns or wedge them in forks of
trees before tearing them apart.

They spend most of their time

in trees or bushes, but secure some food on the ground.
The two species of currawongs are the largest members of
the Cracticidae.

The larger of them is the size of a raven

(Corvus spp.), a bird that it also resembles in proportions and
appearance.

Currawongs feed on fruit and insects and, like crows

(Corvus spp.) or ravens, are at home both on the ground or in
trees.
Amadon

(1951)

characterised Gymnorhina as follows:-

..• larger than the butcher-birds and more terrestrial.
'J.1heir legs are long and strong, the wings long and
rather pointed, while the tail is comparatively short.
The bill is less strongly hooked than in Cracticus,
and the habits are less predatory.

The food is

chiefly insects secured on the ground.

The magpie

(there is usually only one form in a region) is
typical of Australia and 'J.1asmania, but in New Guinea,
where it is probably a recent arrival, it is found
only on the savannas along the south-east coast.
Amadon

(1951)

noted that the three genera were rather

closely related, and that if they had been members of a large
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family, it might have been preferable to reduce them to subgenera.
However, the differences in proportion on which the genera were
based reflected adaptations to somewhat different , habitats and
methods of feeding.

These generic differences in proportion

were emphasised by measurements of typical representative
specimens.

The curious communal territories of Gymnorhina

without strict pair formation (Wilson, 1946) are not found in
Cracticus or Strepera.
Species
There has long been disagreement as to whether there are
one, two, or three species of Gymnorhina.

The forms of

questionable status are as follows:Form One:-

A form in which the male has a white back

and the female a light grey back, with the feathers margined
with white.

Amadon (1951) included here the small hypoleuca

of Tasmania and the larger, but otherwise similar, leuconota
of southern Victoria and southern South Australia, and also
sparingly from northern Victoria and southern New South Wales.
Opinion is still divided over the naming of this white-backed
form but leuconota is generally considered a synonym for
hypoleuca.

Amadon (1951) and Condon (1954) referred to it as

leuconota in Victoria and other mainland areas and as hypoleuca
in Tasmania.

Campbell (1928), Barrett (1945), Wilson (1946) and

Serventy (1953) used hypoleuca to cover this form in all parts
of its range.

The majority of relevant Australian avian

literature also refers to it as hypoleuca •. In New Zealand this
form was originally designated leuconota by Drummond (1906) and
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Thomson (1922), but thereafter hYpoleuca by McCaskill (1945),
,

Oliver (1955), Turbott (1961) and Falla, Sibson and Turbott
(1966). 'The Checklist of New Zealand Birds (FI'eming, 1953)
classified the white-backed magpie as
Form Two:

Q. hypoleuca.

A white-backed form (dorsalis), in which

the males are virtually inseparable from those of h.ypoleuca,
but the females have the feathers of the mid-back black with
white margins (very similar to tibicen).

This form inhabits

south-western Australia, north to the middle part of the
continent.
Form Three:

A form (tibicen) in which the middle of

the back in adults is solid black in both sexes.

This type of

plumage is found from south New Guinea, south over much of
Australia to the middle of the continent in the west, and to
northern Victoria in the east.
races.

There are several recognisable

Hutton (1871) erroneously described G. tibicen as

belonging to the family Corvidae, and as distributed in all the
provinces of New Zealand.

As he made no mention of other forms

or species, and his description of the birdls appearance is
inadequate, this bird (or birds) may equally have represented
hypoleuca.

The Checklist of New Zealand Birds (Fleming, 1953)

classified the black-backed magpie as G. tibicen:
In this study the inclusive hypoleuca, tibicen, and
dorsalis, unless otherwise mentioned, will be regarded, with
reservations, as separate species.
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Classification of Australian Forms:
Evolutionary History.

G. hypoleuca and

~.

Serventy

(1953)

believed that

dorsalis, representing,Bassian fauna, and

G. tibicen, representing Eyrean fauna, evolved from a common
ancestor during a period of isolation (possibly the frigid late
Pleistocene) in the region of the present Great Dividing Range.
In the following period of great aridity, postulated by Gentilli

(1949),

surviving members of the Eyrean fauna squeezed into

various humidity refuges around the coast and in the highlands
of Central Australia.

vVhen conditions ameliorated in the later

Recent times, this fauna spread and Came into contact with
Bassian fauna.

'Nhat happened at the contacts depended on the

degree of differentiation attained during the previous separation
Serventy

Q.

(1953)

hypoleuca and

stated that the degree of difference between

Q.

tibicen was moderate and almost specific

except for the hybridisation along the narro;:v band of contact.
In other

area~3,

fauna such as

~.

such as ,'festern Austr,:llia, extending i:Jrean
tibicen, even though possibly aided by present

climatic trends and alteration of the environment by

ffiEm,

had no'

yet established contact with their Bassian counterparts (e.g.

Q.

dorsalis), and there was a wide gap between their present

ranges.
~brid

Zones.

The position over the number of species

of Gynmorhina is controversial and further complicated because
of the overlap between hypoleuca and tibicen in northern
Victoria and southern New South Wales.

South of the Dividing

R8nge or Victorian Alps in Victoria, the white-backed hypoleuca
.__ ~s __t?e prevailing form, and there are few, if any, records of
.I

l
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tibicen.

North of the Dividinz; Range and in southern New South

Wales, tibicen is the dominant form, but white-backed birds
occur in small numbers.

There is a similar mingling in parts
I

of South Australia.
Keast (1961) described the resulting hybrid zone as
corresponding generally to the Murray River Valley (800 miles
long), but in places it swung 50 - 100 miles to the north or
south of this.

Serventy (1953) similarly described the zone

as extending 30 miles or so in width.

Irypical magpie habitat

is open grassland with scattered trees; a form of association
Keast (1961) reported, that had vastly increased as a result of
land clearing.

He believed that this clearing and creation of

great areas of "open field" type habitat had undoubtedly
accelerated, if not caused, hybridisation amongst magpies in
the Murray Valley area.
Condon (1954) also agreed that interbreeding between the
two forms occurred over a wide area but because of the great
individual variation of IIhybrids ll
be plotted only with difficulty.

,

the zone of contact could
'rhis secondary intergradation,

as he termed it, caused a progressive reduction in the width of
the black saddle in IIhybrids", and as this was the only visible
character by which such individuals could be recognised, its
supression might have led observers to assume chat the IIhybrid
population" was unable to maintain itself.

He stated that there

was no evidence in support of this assumption, and there was
little doubt that hybrid birds were numerous.
Cole (1921) published a photograph of four specimens
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taken from a district in north-eastern Victoria (see Plate 10).
He was undecided as to whether they were variants of tibicen
or hybrids between tibiqen and hyPoleuca.

Amadon (1951)
t

examined specimens of tibicen in the American Museum and found
two in which the black back was somewhat reduced, which perhapS
indicated previous crossing with hypoleuca.

Both specimens

were from the area where overlap between the two forms existed.
He felt that there could be no doubt that some of the four bir~~
figured by Cole (1921), as well as the two he had eXamined, were
really intermediate as regarded the amount of black on the back
Cole (1921) also recorded matings between birds of mixed and
pure plumages and described the progeny of such matings.

Amad~~

(1951) remarked that if the statement made by Cole (1921), that
the pattern of the adult plumage could be predicted by examinihQ
that of the nestlings, was accepted, then he had established
that all variations from a black-backed (tibicen) to a whitebacked (hypoleuca) type of bird could mate with one another an~
that the young of a single brood could show a wide variation in
the colour of the back.
Mathews (1922) cited further evidence of interbreeding
between hypoleuca and tibicen in New South \'Vales, and Chandler
(1913) reported seeing several "hybrids" in the Victorian mall
country near the South Australian border.

Amadon (1951)

remarked that in South Australia hypoleuca was replaced by
tibicen in the dry interior,' but that both were said to occur
at some places, such as 100 miles north of Adelaide.

'1!he Species.
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=G~.-=hy~p=o=l=e=u=c=a~~~Q~.-=t=i=b=i=c=e==n:

Amadon (1951) concluded

i

that the very fact that the two di'stinct forms, hypoleuca
tibicen, met in an area

natural barriers were absent,

,indicated that their differentiation occurred in isolation and
that they had recently come into secondary contact with each
other.

If such was the case, some interbreeding could occur,

but he believed this would not be enough to prevent the further
differentiation of the two forms; in which case they would
correctly be regarded as distinct

ies.

ied this by explaining that

Later Amadon (1953)

was perhaps influenced by

the fact of several instances of "spec

s" coming together

secondarily (often as a result of environmental changes caused
by man) especially in North America,
li.mited extent.
to est

hybridising to a

He thought in such cases one could only seek

whether or not hybridisation occurred freely and if

hybrids were completely fertile.

If this was so, he believed

the two forms were best conSidered as races.

However, if the

hybrids "never seem to get anywhere", which suggested reduced
fertility, then the chances were that natural selection would
work to reduce hybridisation still further and specific status
was indicat
Storr (1952) claimed that complete hybridisation was
occurring and that hybrids were completely fert
forms should be regarded as races of the single
Hall (1922)

, so that all
cies, tibicen.

o believed that tibicen was the only species and

that the white and black-backed forms were simply dimorphics,
/(

each with different races.
Analysis of measurements of both forms by Amadon
the~

,suggested that

were conspecific.

(1951)

He further suggested that

if hyPoleuca and tibicen were distinct species, it would be
expected that any size difference between them would be magnified
by ecological competition in the area where they met and overlapped.

Instead, he found that the exact opposite occurred, and

the measurements blended.

He thought it quite likely that future

field work would show that all forms of Gymnorhina were
conspecific, especially since they were all said to have similar
habits.

If such was the case, the variation would resemble to

some extent that found in the hooded crow (Corvus corone) and
carrion crow

(Q.

cornix) of Europe, (Mayr,

quite different but interbred freely •.

1942) which appeared

Amadon

(1951) however,

believed it would be premature to unite the white and blackbacked magpies.
Condon

(1951) regarded such incomplete reproductive

isolation between hypoleuca and tibicen as possibly justifying
the union of both forms as one species, which he stated had
been advocated for both crows by some ornitholigists.

Serventy

(1953) agreed that strictly both forms had failed to achieve
true specific separation, but stated that there was apparently
a restriction in the infiltration of the respective genes
across the biological front.

The hybrid zone was limited, and

as in the crows, showed no evidence of expansion.

He concluded

that the specific separation had "almost been attained, but not
quite", but on the whole considered tibicen specifically
if

(,

c:.v

separable from hypoleuca.

G.

The true relationship of the forms of

magpies has also been obscured by the oddity of a third form,
t
f<

the varied-backed magpie

..;.;:...;..;;;;..;.;;...;;;.;.;;;;=), which apparently combines

the characters of the male
Serventy

(1953) believed

of the other two forms.
importance of these sexual plumages

in dorsalis had perhaps been overrated in the past.
of dorsalis and hypoleuca were

Adult males

ine;'uishable; and although

at first sight adult females of both these forms appeared
markedly different, the patterns on

individual mantle

feathers were essentially similar and only

in degree.

Both had the back feathers margineJ. with

hypoleuca

,the centres of the feathers were grey,

darker
in the

blackish-grey, giving the black appearance of
field.

Amadon

(1951) held similar views to

remarked

that the fact that male birds of dorsalis
be differentiated only by slight average

could
ers

sted

conspecificity.
in

The large inland range given for

Australia by iNilson (1946) and Serventy and Whi ttel (1

was

based wholly upon sight observations of supposed white
birds.

Amadon

(1951) suggested that

may intergrade in that area.

dorsal~

and

He also believed that the

s

and of the black-backed form, tibicen
met
a

mid Nestern Australia and the two seemed to replace each
geographically.

Records of interbreeding or intergradat

en the two were lacking, but he remarked that specimens

longirostris were comparatively uncommon in collections.
Serventy (1953) regarded it as doubtful if dorsalis really
penetrated north of the "mulga-eucalypt linell" the northernmost
boundary of the Bassian elements in Western Australia. ' In
Western Australia tibicen did not range any further south than
Gascoyne country, so in contrast to the situation in the east,
he replied, there was really a wide gap between the distribution
of the two magpie forms.
Serventy (1953) classified dorsalis as a race of hypoleuca
", which under isolation had retained or developed a darkening of
the mantle feathers in the female and immature male.

.ation

Amelior-

of climatic conditions had not yet brought dorsalis into

contact with tibicen and so, in the absence of competition from
a similar form, it had a more extensive distribution at present
than its relative (hypoleuca) had in the east.

Serventy (in

Amadon 1953) felt dorsalis was best considered a full species,
ranking as a semi-species in zoo-geographical discussions, at
the present time.
G. dorsalis, separated from tibicen and hypoleuca by
the natural geographical barrier of the central desert region,
had already achieved a degree of morphological differentiation
typical of a species, so that whatever its origin, future
evolution could allow it to be classed with full agreement as
a species.
Classification of New Zealand Forms:
Introduction.

Detailed information is lacking on the

introduction of G. tibicen and G. AYpoleuca into New Zealand.

From what records exist it appears that both species were
possibly imported together and liberated in the same general
areas. , P.C. Bull (in litt. 25.11.1965)

beli~ved

that Q.

hypoleuca may have been liberated by itself in the Wairarapa,
and Q. tibicen in Hawke's Bay, and the populations gradually
increased until they met in central Hawke's Bay.

Present

information, however, shows that the two species are distributed
in both areas.
The situation which developed following the liberations
was markedly different from that in Australia.

Instead of

allopatric populations gradually coming into contact over a
period of time from their normal distributional ranges as in
I

Australia, both species were liberated in entirely new habitats,
either together, or with the absence of any real barrie:r;-s
between each other.

The process of contact was not only accel-

erated but contact zones were formed between the two species
in areas regardless of the species' possible ecological
requirements.

Contact zones formed were not so much the over-

lapping of continuous.populations, but smaller zones between
the less numerous G. tibicen and the more widely spread and
numerous Q. hypoleuca.
Hybrid Classification.

Because of the wide range in the

width and completeness of black bands on certain magpies, J.S.
Watson (P.C. Bull in litt. 25.11.1965) made the arbitrary
decision that if the band went right across the

back, however

thin, he would record the bird as black-backed; birds with
broken bands were recorded as white-backed.

P.C. Bull (in litt.

. ;r

.6~

2j

25.11.1965) similarly followed this method but also introduced
two new categories, "doubtful black-back!! and "doubtful whiteback ll (i. e. ,clear intermediates), to plot the distribution and
relative abundance of "hybrids".
A

study.

similar decision

been made for G. tibicen in this

.Any bird with a continuous, even if irregular, black

band across its back

regarded as Q. tibicen.

Any biI'd with

the complete absence of any black on its back is regarded as
G. hypoleuca.

Birds with backs [aIling between these two

extremes are, for the purpose of this study, considered to be
hybrids.
Because of the mixtUre of species and
their areas of 1
as that between

ion, clearly outlined hybrid zones such
tV{Q species along the Murray River Valley

in Australia, or between the hooded and carrion crows in EurOPE
were unlikely to develop.

However, from a survey of the

distribution of both species and hybrids obtained dlITing this
study, five possible hybrid zones or areas may be discerned.
These are situated in the following areas:(i)

In the Auckland region, between

Kaipara

and Manukau Harbours.
(ii)

In the Gisborne - northern Hawke's Bay region

(iii)

In the Wairarapa - southern Hawke's Bay regia

(iv)

In the Manawatu region around Marton, Bulls
and Ohakea.

(v)

In North Canterbury, between the Ashley and
Conway Rivers.
)f
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Individual hybrids have also been re

at Maraekakaho in

central Hawke's Bay and at 1\IIoawhango, to the north of rraihape.
These areas are shown in Figs. 3 and 14

Chapter 4,

an~

will

be discussed further there.
In other areas, such as central Taranaki, the Volcanic
Plateau south of Lake 'r aup 0

,

the Kaimanawa Ranges, between

Fielding and Hastings, and the west coast of Wellington south
of Foxton, Q. tibicen and G. hypoleuca have been observed
sharing the same. habitats.

As yet there are no records of

hybrids occurring, but this may well be due to uncertainty over
species or hybrid identification by members
Interbreeding.

the public.

Accompanying the original requests for

magpie specimens in this study was a request
on composition of magpie groups in the area.

any information
From reports

received it has been possible to build up a Imowl

of

potential interbreeding in general hybrid areas.
In the Auckland region, hybrids of all ages have been
reported on their own or as part of a group of Q.

_ -----_.
.........

Groups containing both species have also been noted.
the Gisborne - northern Hawke's Bay region, immature
and adult hybrids have been noted as single individuals, or as
members of groups of either species.

One fledgling hybrid was

obtained from the same area as four Q. hypoleuca (including a
fl

ing) •

Atv\faerengaokuri, near Gisborne, an adult ·female

hybrid and the fledgling female G. tibicen it was about to feed,
were obtained as specimens for this study.

The adult bird had
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the almost pure, light greyish back typical of

~.

Aypoleuca,

except for a small inclusion of black feathers on the left
{

;

hand' side, in the typical band position.

The

~ledgling

however, had a wide (90 mm) pure black band across its back.
P.O. Bull (ig litt. 25.11.1965) described how pairs
of adults, either both black-backed or white-backed, one of
each, or including all kinds of intermediates, could be found
in the Wellington.

(Waira.rap~)

- Hawke's Bay area.

In the Manawatu district near Bulls, hybrids have been
noted in groups oontaining both species, or with ,groups of
pyPoleuca.

~.

Mixed species groups have also been observed.

In North Canterbury, Q. h.ypoleuca is the most abundant

and widely distributed species, but mixed species groups of
varying ages and sex ratios occur.

Groups of .fi. h:ypoleuca

have been reported to oontain hybrid birds.

Combinations of

adult breeding pairs between G. tibicen and hybrids,

Q.

4ypoleuca and hybrids, or the two species themselves have been
reoorded.

From the information received, pure groups of

tibicen are not seen in this area.

Q.

This could partly be due

to the low density of this species in North Oanterbury.

.What

birds are present may find it easier to form adequate
territorial units with the denser G. 8ypoleuca populations.
More detailed field observations, however, may reveal groups
of Q. tibicen.
Oonclusion.

The general attitude in New Zealand is to

regard the magpies present here as separate species.

P.O.

Bull (in litt. 25.11.1965) does not feel so definite because

of the hybridisation that occurs in certain parts

or

New

Zealand, and he suspects that they are simply two incompletely
separated races brought together by man in New Zealand.
Although the true position is still unknoWn, it is
obvious that the situation of sympatric populations and
individuals of both forms, with hybridisation between these
in at least five separate areas of New Zealand, is worthy of
further study.

A detailed investigation of this aspect may

not only provide. the answer to the species problem in Australia,
but may also contribute much to the controversial subjeot of
speciation.
Subspecies or Races
Aside from the controversy over whether hypoleuca and
dorsalis are subspecies of tibicen, or dorsalis a subspecies
of

~ypoleuca,

various subspecies or races of Gymnorhina have

been recognised.

Amadon (1951) originally fully described

five separate races of tibicen (papuana, eylandtensis,
longirostris, terraereginae and tibicen), and three of
~ypoleuca

(leuconota, bypoleuca and dorsalis).

(1962) included finki as a race of tibicen.

Later, Amadon

Most workers

prefer to retain dorsalis as a distinct species.
Subspecies in New Zealand.

Amadon (1951) has described

the range of all subspecies in Australia.

Since it is unlikely

that any of the more remote or geographically restricted
subspecies were imported into New Zealand during the late
nineteenth century acclimatisation period, the only possible
subspecies appear to be terraereginae or tibicen for

Q. tibicen,

J-
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and hypoleuca or leuconota for G. aypoleuca.
A comparison of culmen and wing measurements of adult
New Zealand

spe~imens

of -G. tibicen; with those obtained by
r

Amadon (1951) for the relevant two subspecies in Australia
(see Table 1) indicates that it is G. tibicen tibicen which
is present in New Zealand.

~.

tibicen terraereginae occurs

in Queensland and the eastern part of the Northern Territory
whereas

~.

tibicen tibicen inhabits New South Wales and

Viotoria north of, the Dividing Range, from where collections
for liberation in New Zealand appear more feasible during
this relatively early stage of Australian settlement.
The subspecies leuconota of G. hypoleuca occurs mainly
in Victoria and South Australia, whereas the smaller hYpoleuca
is endemic to Tasmania.

Thomson (1922) and Lamb (1964-) both,

recorded that G. hypoleuca was introduced into Canterbury
from Tasmania and Victoria, so that both subspecies are likely
to be present in Canterbury.

Culmen and wing measurements of

adult Canterbury and total New Zealand specimens of this
species obtained are closely similar, and when compared with
such measurements for the two subspecies in Australia (see
Table 1) incline towards those of leuconota.

The ranges of

measurements however, encompass those for hypoleuca so that
it is quite likely that both subspecies are present generally
throughout New Zealand.
Differences in body measurements of both species in the
North and South Islands will be discussed in Chapter 5.

/

'

TABLE 1
Comparison

o~

Measurements

Australian Subspecies o~ Gymnorhina tibicen and G. hypoleuca
wi th New Zealand Forms

o~

-

,

Culmen" (mm)

No.o~
Sex birds

Species

Subspecies

tibicen

terraereginae

M'
F'

6
4

tibicen

M'
F'

-'N.Z.

lD20leuca

Specimens

9:.YEoleuca
leuconota

M

F

M'

M+

F'
M'

M+

F'

F+
N.Z.

Specimens

Canterbury
Specimens
Notes

*

M

F

M
F

Mean*

Wing (mm)
No.o~

Range

birds

242.0-26'5.0
240.0-251.0

8
3
11
14

275.00
260.00
2?2.64±2.7?
259.68±3.12

251.0-292.0
245.0-275.0
256.0-282.0
235.0-282.0

4
10
1
9
10
4
10
7471
53
52

253.00±0.87
254.00
235.00
283.00
281.90
276.00
266.70
273.67:1:1.54
261.99±0.87
274.93±0.96
262.05±1.15

251.0-255.0

53.0-57.0
53.0-56.0

6
3

10
411
14

52.00
49.00
52.66:1:0.51
48.36±o.73

47.0-56.0
4?0-53.0
49.3-54.5
44.5-53.5

4
10
1
11
10
6
10
7471
52
51

47.50±1.04
45.70
43.00
56.00
53.30
50.00
50.80
54.23:1:0.81
49.08±0.22
54.46±0.57
49.08±0.28

45.0-50.0

-

-

-

-

48.0-53.0

-

47.0-59.0
45.0-53.5
47.5-59.0
45.0-53.5

With addition o~ standard errors where possible.
Measurements ~rom Amadon (1951)
+ Measurement"s ~rom Campbell ("1928)

Range

250.00
245.00

55.00
55.00

43.0
53.0-59.0

Mean*

-

-

-

-

235.0
275.0-292.0
272.0-280.0

,

-

251.0-295.5
230.0-276.0
258.0-295.5
230.0-276.0
"

I,

!

I

DISOUSSION
Whatever the present position is over the different
t

forms, ~. tibicen, G. dorsalis and~. ~!poleuca at least appear
to be given species status

tod~

(with reservations).

position over BYpoleuca and tibicen still remains
because of the presence of the hybrid zone.

The

conv~oversial

Future

re.~~ch

work on this zone in Australia and on bybridisation occurring
in New Zealand ,may help to solve this problem.

Mayr (1950) outlined how isolated populations had often
diverged so far morphologically that subspecies groups were
considered as species by some authors.

However, he believed

, that they had still apparently not reached either complete
reproductive isolation or ecological compatibility because the
expected geographical barriers had broken down before the
speciation process was completed.

If isolating mechanisms had
I .... ~

not yet evolved, bybridisation would take place.,

But if the

two temporarily isolated populations diverged only very slightl
he was loath to call such interbreeding hybridisation rather
than intergradation - secondary intergradation to distinguish
it from intergradation of populations that had always been in
continuous contact and owed their differences to opposing
selection pressures.

He believed that all secondary inter-

gradation indicated incomplete reproductive isolation.
Mayr

(196~)

selected sexual isolation, hybrid fertility

and developmental compatibility as the only criteria that woul<
render 'possible unequivocal decisions (one species or two) in
the case of peripheral isolates.

Bigelow (1965) believed the

same criteria should apply to hybrid zones.

In hybrid zones,
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sexual isolation was always imperfect or absent, hybrids were
often fertile, and developmental compatibil~ty was sufficient
to produce hybrids.

All three criteria broke down in hybrid

zones without always rendering unequivocal decisions possible.
He believed similar difficulties could be encountered in the
. experimental analysis of peripheral isolates, and these were the
anomalies that made decisions based upon the well known species
definition by Mayr (1942) difficult.

M~

(1942) stated that

"Species are groups of actually or potentially interbreeding
natural populations which are reproductively isolated from
other such groups".

Bigelow (1965) believed this over-

emphasized the importance of interbreeding and diverted attention
from the concept of reproductive isolation.

Mere interbreeding

did not necessarily indicate an absence of reproquctive isolation,
as two good species would remain reproductively $$olated however
many sterile hybrids they might produce.

He maintained that

the first half of the definition should be discarded and a
bisexual species should be defined as "a group of natural
populations that is reproductively isolated from other such
groups, but in which the component populations are not
reproductively isolated from one another".
M~

(1959) defined reproductive isolation

in terms of

"the protective devices ofa well-intergrated and harmoniously
eoadapt~d

gene pool against pollution by other gene pools", and

regarded speciation as essentially completed when geographical
isolation could be removed without resulting in Ugenetic

swamping of the new daughter species by the parental species!!.
Dobzhansky (1951) pOinted out that populations may continue to
diverge

d~spite

gene exchange, but the "real problem" was how
I

much gene exchange between diverging populations was possible
without arresting or reversing the divergence.
Bigelow (1965) attempted to show that hybridisation
did not always tend to make two gene pools progressively more
similar, even when the hybrids were fertile.

Hybridisation

would make divergent populations progressively more similar
only if the difference

be~ween

the populations was eroded by

an increasing interflow of genes.

Genes from one population

would be incorporated into the gene pool of the other if they
'improved the well-intergrated harmony of the Uforeign l1

g~ne

pool, but if they tended to disrupt that harmony their frequency
would be reduced.

This was merely natural selection in action.

The frequency of deleterious genes would be held at a minimum,
whether they appeared by mutation or migration.

When most of

the genes of the two gene pools were "inter-harmonious",
seleotion would interfere only slightly with a strong interflow
of genes.

Even here however, a slight interference must be

expected since the migrant genes were moving from one intricate
pattern of ecological (selective) factors into another.
Reproductive isolation should therefore be oonsidered in terms
of gene flow and not interbreeding, since selection would inhib:
gene flow between two differently well-intergrated gene pools
despite interbreeding.
The hybrid belt between the hooded and carrion crows is

a striking example of this argument.

The zone, 46.5 - 62 miles

wide (Mayr, 1942), extends from Scotland through Denmark and
central Eurqpe to the Mediterranean near Genoa (Mayr, 1963).
{

t

The hybrids are not completely sterile; every conceivable
combination of the parental characters and all degrees of
intermediacy occur within the zone; "impure" birds are found
~ccasionally

outside the zone; sexual isolation seems to be

absent within the zone (pairing is apparently random), and
nests in the zone contain the normal number of young.
criteria of the species definition by

M~r

All the

(1942) appear to have

broken down if attention is concentrated on the zone itself.

If

the zone is considered in a larger sense however, it appears as
"a wavy dark borderline separating populations flas distinct
morphologically as good species" (Mayr, 1963).
evidence

(M~,

There is no

1942) that this zone has broadened materially

during the past 5,000 years.

Interbreeding has actually taken

place for a very long timE\',- but the gene flow does not seem to
have "reversed the divergence" between the populations concerned
which remain as distinct morphologically as good speoies.

Much

the same situation appears to exist in the hybrid zone between
tibicen and hyPoleuca in Australia, although some of the factors
have not yet been fully investigated.
Gene exchange can and does occur between distinct species.

Mayr (1963) defined introgression as "the incorporation of
genes of one species into the gene pool of another species tl •
Neither interbreeding nor gene exchange excludes the possibility
of full species rank.
Finally, Bigelow (1965)" stated that there was no
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"allopatric" hybridisation whatsoever in a hybrid zone.
Hybridisation was entirely between sympatric individuals; all
,the allopatric individuals, properly defined, lived outsi<le
the zone of contact.

Allopatry should be defined strictly in

terms of mutually exclusive ranges.

Where species such as the

crows or magpies overlapped and hybridised, the two species as
such would be neither sympatric nor allopatric; but they would
contain allopatric populations and individuals as well as
sympatric populations and individuals.

Hybridisation would be

sympatric however, and should be defined, according to Bigelow
(1965), as '!the crossing between natural populations that are

sufficiently divergent to render the effects of genetic incompatibility recognisable as such".
This discussion would appear very relevant to the whole
question of the number and validity of Gymnorhina species.
Interbreeding between tibicen and

~ypoleuca

does occur, hybrids

are fertile, and developmental compatibility appears sufficient
enough to produce hybrids.

Attention in future research work

could well be focussed on gene exchange between these two
species, particularly in terms of reproductive isolation.
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CHAPTER 4

LIBERATIONS AND DISTRIBUTION
Unfortunately most of the details of magpie liberations
in New Zealand lie hidden, if indeed they still exist, in
correspondence files and minute-books of the various
acclimatisation societies, other organisations, or early
newspapers.

Similarly, distribution reports must be gleaned

from Classified Summarised Notes (Anon., 1940-62), the
Recording Scheme organised by the Ornithological Society of
New Zealand (OSNZ) since 1963, from various notes or
publications on New Zealand birds, or obtained through
correspondence or observations.

Consequently there is no very

clear picture of the establishment and present distribution
of magpies in New Zealand.

LIBERATIONS IN NEW ZEALAND
Most general literature on New Zealand birds, such
as Thomson (1926), Oliver (1955), Williams (1959) and Falla,
Sibson and Turbott (1966), contains brief statements that

Q:. hypoleuca was introduced from Auckland to Otago in
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large numbers between 1864 and 1874.

No mention is made of

Q. tibicen and it seems quite probable that they were included
in some districts with G. hypoleuca under the latter's name.
Drummond (1906) gave a slightly more detailed description
of liberations or appearances of

Q. hYRoleuca (leuconota) at

various localities in both islands.

The range of dates

extended from 1865 to 1902, but he admitted that some of the
dates were only approximate.

The dates and localities are

summarised below, under six main regions:North Auckland:

Bay of Islands, circa 1880;

Kaukapakapa, 1885; Glorit - Kaipara Estuary, circa
1897; Upper Whanbateau, 1901; Auckland, 1867;
Epsom, 1868.
Gisborne:

Motu, circa 1890.

Hawke's. Bay:
Manawatu:

Havelock North, 1886.

Kimbolton, circa 1902; Komako, 1902;

Marton, 1887; Carnavon, circa 1900.
Christchurch:
Dunedin:

1868.

1865-1869.

Thomson (1922) also gave a slightly more detailed
description of liberations.

The Canterbury Society liberated

44 birds, all from Victoria, between 1864 and 1867, and 42
plus

na

large number" from Tasmania between 1864 and 1871.

The otago Society introduced 111 birds between 1865 and 1869
which at first appeared to be establishing; building nests at
Inchclutha and in the vicinity of Dunedin.

But for some

unexplained reason (possibly shot, or taken by boys) they
entirelyq.isa.pl>eared Bl?-.d by 192_2_ were only appearing again
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from the north.

The Wellington Society introduced 260 in

1874; the Auckland Society ten in 1867 and one in 1870.

Sir

George Grey introduced a number on to Kawau Island, probably
at an earlier date, which very quickly became numerous and
spread to the mainland.
Lamb (1964) in a review of the history of the North
Canterbury Acclimatisation Society provided extensive details
of the liberation of magpies in
made of

.
liberations in

C~terbury.

No mention is

1864 but a statement is included that

"the Australian magpie has proved himself a most valuable bird
in the destruction of the caterpillars, without the attendant
evil attached to his English namesake".

(Lyttleton "Times",

12.5.1866).
Introductions from both Tasmania and Victoria were
continued up to 1873.

Tasmanian birds were liberated at

Glenmark, Woodend, Southbridge, Governor's Bay, Riccarton,
Rockwood, Akaroa, Seadown, Timaru and Rangitata.

Figures given

by Lamb (1964) however, are confusing and often do not agree
with stated totals.

At least 460 magpies were paid for at six

shillings per bird in 1874.

The first record of breeding of

magpies in Canterbury was of a pair of "Tasmanian magpies" in
October 1870.

In June 1888, "Australian magpies" (and starlings,

(Sturnus vulgaris)) were officially declared to be protected
birds.

This legal protection was finally lifted on 15.2.1951.
None of the literature dealing with the introduction of

magpies into l\lew Zealand mentions G. tibicen.
would have undoubtedly been

Tasmanian birds

Q. hypoleuca, but the Victorian

importations to Canterbury possibly included some G. tibicen ,~C

-~----

1 ___ _

which were not recorded separately.
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No records exist to show

where birds liberated in other provinces, especially Hawke's
t

(

Bay, were collected from in Australia.

J.S. Watson (P.C. Bull

in litt. 25.11.1965) believed that G. tibicen was introduced
to Hawke's Bay and G. hypoleuca to Wellington and that each
species increased in numbers and range until they met.

DISTRIBUTION IN NEW ZEALAND
Introduction
Most of the information obtained from different sources
(see Chapter 2) on the present distribution of magpies in New
Zealand ponfirmed the general distribution reviewed below.
However, a number of new distributional reports and points of
interest about the spread of magpies were received.

All this

information is open to criticism on the basis of possible bias
by observers and insufficient knowledge of the difference
between the two species.

On the other hand, most of the

information was from professional workers, some of whom spend,
or have spent, a great deal of time in the field and this would
appear to be the only available source to acquire information
of some reliability on a Dominion-wide basis.
In addition to this recent information, all the data
accumulated by McCaskill (1945), or in the Classified Summarised
Notes (Anon., 1940-62) and the Recording Scheme (OSNZ), or
obtained during field work and general visits to various parts
of New Zealand, have been summarised to find the general
distribution of each species and hybrids in New Zealand.

~e

R

.6

patterns of distribution resulting from all these data
available are shown in Figs. 1 to 4, and a detailed record of
distribution including a review of all data up to the

pr~sent

date is included as Appendix A.
Any discussion of the distribution of magpies in New
Zealand, whether it is of a generalised form (see below), or a
very detailed record (see Appendix A), is most easily done
according to the major land districts in which magpies appear.
Even with the restricted and less abundant G. tibicen, small
discrete populations or areas do not generally oc·cur.

The

naming and boundaries of land districts have been taken from
the Descriptive Atlas of New Zealand (McLintock, 1960).
Review of Literature
Thomson (1922) noted that G.

~ypoleuca

was fairly

common from Wellington to north of Whangarei, but that the
numbers varied a good deal.

...

In Canterbury, magpies had soon

established themselves, and by 1922 were fairly common and had
spread south of the Waitaki River as far as the Horse Ranges.
Numbers had decreased in Taranaki., but inland f'rom Wanganui,
on the edges of the unbroken forest, they were very common.
Oliver (1955) and Williams (1959) have given general
distributional ranges of both species in New Zealand.
According to them, G.

~ypoleuca

inhabited the following three

main regions:(i)

From the Hokianga district and Whangarei to
the Hunua Hills south of Auckland City.
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(li)

The southern half of the North Island, south
of a line drawn from north

Taran~ki

through

Lake Taupo to northern Hawke's Bay, and an
offshoot along the East Coast region towards
East Cape.
(iii)

The eastern coast of the South Island, from
southern Marlborough to South otago, reaching
inland towards the foothills of the Southern
Alps.

Infiltrations had also been noticed into the Rotorua district,
Nelson and Southern Lakes and stray birds at Arrowtown,
Cromwell, Little Barrier and Kapiti Islands.

Magpies had also

been recorded up to 4,000 feet altitude on Mount Ruapehu.

Q. tibioen was described as more local in distribution
in such districts or localities as Karaka (near Auckland
Oity); the Turakina district; Hunterville and Raumati in the
Wellington land district; from Clive and Hastings to
Waipukurau, Dannevirke to Woodville and Pahiatua and the
Wairarapa district on the eastern coast of the North Island.

Q. tibicen had also been recorded from the Waiau - Cheviot and
Kaikoura districts in the South Island.
Falla (1957) mapped the distribution of G. hYEoleuca
in New Zealand based upon the extensive distribution reports
received by McCaskill (1945).
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Distribution of the White-backed Magpie (Q.

~ypoleuca)

North Island'
I

North Auckland:

White-backed magpies have established

in moderate to large numbers in an area bounded by Wbangarei
and Dargaville in the north, south along both coasts and
inland to the southern land district boundary south of Auckland
City.

Stray birds have made abortive attempts to 'establish on

Little Barrier Island.

In an area north from the Bay of Islands

and Hokianga Harbour to the Ninety Mile Beach, G.

~ypoleuca

have been seen from time to time, but are generally regarded
as having not yet established in this far northern area.
Breeding may however, be occurring and increasing numbers can
be expected to spread from the denser populations to the south
of Whangarei, so that eventual establishment would appear to
be inevitable.

Main directions of dispersal appear to be

towards this far northern area and from the west coast south of
Auckland City towards the east coast and Firth of Thames.
The absence of any large or high ranges has probably
contributed to the overall distribution in North Auckland which
has developed from the original liberation sites cited by
Drummond (1906).
South Auckland:

Magpies do not appear to be abundant

on the extensive Waikato - Hauraki - Piako lowlands.

One

possible reason for this is that the longer pastures of this
intensively farmed dairying region do not
feeding conditions.

provi~e

optimum

However, magpies are, present in large
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FIG. 1 :

Distribution of thf;l White-baoked Magpie (GYJ!!!lorhina h.ypoleuoa)
in the No.rth Island, New Zealand
'

__ ______,_ _ _ _.....,...i,

numbers in dairying country elsewhere in New Zealand (e.g.,
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Canterbury, Taranaki) and the more probable explanation is
I

that birds were

~ot

originally liberated in this ,area.

Although

odd stragglers are present, birds dispersing from populations
in adjacent districts, especially North Auckland, have not yet
reached or established in the area.

At present the species is

scattered along the west coast from Raglan to the Taranaki
boundary, with odd groups or individuals occurring in the
central lowlands.
In the Bay of Plenty, magpies are found only on the
coastal lowlands and up river valleys, and numbers also appear
to be dependent on dispersal from established populations in
adjacent land districts.

One of the liberation sites cited by

Drummond (1906) was Motu in the adjacent land district of
Gisborne, so that magpies in the Bay of Plenty may be descendants from the original liberations, or birds dispersing from
the larger populations in Gisborne.
of

~.

~ypoleuca

Although only low numbers

occur in the Bay of Plenty, the species appears

to be slowly extending along the coast and river valleys towardf
the Coromandel Peninsula.
Gisborne:

The distributi.on of Q. h.ypoleuca in the

Gisborne land district is closely correlated with the pattern
of lowlands and river valleys.

One small colony exists near

Opotiki (Bay of Plenty), and large numbers have established
from Hicks Bay and East Cape in the north, south along the coas
including Ruatoria, Tolaga

B~

and Gisborne City, to the

boundary with Hawke's Bay.
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In some areas the species has been'

reported to be increasing in all cleared country.
Establishment in the district has probably arisen from
the original liberations at Motu (Drummond, 1906) and
particularly from immigration of birds from Hawke's Bay.
HaWke • 8 Bay:'

G:ymnorhina h.ypoleuca appear to have been

first liberated in Hawke's Bay in the 18?Os (McCaskill, 1945).
As in other land districts, the present distribution appears
to be governed'by the pattern of lowlands and river valleys,
although in recent years, possibly because of population
pressure on the coastal lowlands, the birds appear to be
extending further into the foothills and range country.
Isolated

occ~rences

have been noted at Tawera on the Napier

to Taupo road, and more commonly, on grassy areas up to 4,550
feet altitude throughout most of the Kaweka Range.

Q. tibicen is also found in large numbers in
the same area, Q. &ypoleuca is one of the most conspicuous and
Although

abundant birds in the whole of southern Hawke's Bay.

The

Heretaunga and Takapua Plains appear to provide optimum
conditions for both species and the density of the total magpie
population in this region is probably exceeded only by that in
Canterbury.
Wellington:

In the Wairarapa region, the pattern of

distribution appears largely confined to the Wairarapa Plains
and smaller areas of plainsland or river valleys.

The species

is well established and already spreading into the Tararua Rang
On the west coast, G.

hyPolf~ca

can be found from the

suburbs and vicinity of Wellington City north along the coast
to the extensive Manawatu Plains.

Complete utilisation

of all available territories appears to have been reached here
as an overflow of mainly immature birds is dispersing up the
river valleys, with large pockets in some valleys, on to the
Volcanic Plateau.
Large populations have also been recorded in the Wanganui,
Rangitikeiand Wanganui - King Country districts.
a few

str~

Occasionally

birds' have been observed on the off-shore islands

of Mana and Kapiti.
Volcanic Plateau:

Although strictly speaking, a large

proportion of the Volcanic Plateau is in the Wellington land
district, the wide extent, type of country and general altitude
of the former make it worthy of separate consideration.
White-backed magpies apparently first arrived in the
Raetihi area in 1922 and after ten years had established in
large numbers in all neighbouring districts.

In the last 20

years birds have increased in the Ruahine Range, feeding in
grassy clearings and roosting in beech (Nothofagus sp.) trees.
The species is common today in the general Taihape and Waiouru
districts and in the Tongariro National Park where they have
been recorded as high as 5,080 feet above sea level, on Mount
Ruapehu.

Smaller numbers have also been reported to the east

and north-east of the National Park including the Kaimanawa
Range; to the west along the Wanganui River; and to

~he

north,

west of Lake Taupo; but no further north than Taumaranui.
Invasion of the Volcanic Plateau appears to be mainly
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via the numerous river valleys of the Wanganui - Manawatu
districts, with smaller numbers coming in from Hawke's
Tar~aki.

The bringing

~nto

Bay

and

production of large areas of scrub

and fernlands, dominantly manuka (Leptospermum scoparium) and
bracken fern (Pteridium sp.) formerly considered unfarmable, and
the use of this as pastoral sheep country, has probably
encouraged the spread of magpies.

As increasing land is broken

in, establishment of magpies over large areas will probably
result.
Taranaki:

White-backed magpies appear to have

established in Taranaki over the last 20 years or so, especially
on the Ring Plain around Mount Egmont and along the coastal
lowlands to Patea.

Unless the birds were originally introduced,

dispersal and establishment must have gradually occurred from
the Manawatu and Wanganui districts' populations, quite possibly
from the original liberation sites mentioned by Drummond (1906).
Taranaki is also an intensive dairying district like the
Waikato, and as magpies seem to have successfully established
in the former district, it is most likely that the general
lack of magpies in the Waikato has resulted through the lack of
overflowing populations in adjacent districts, with dispersal
of birds searching for new territories.
South Island
Although the Canterbury Plains contain the nucleus and
largest density of

Q.

~ypoleuca

in the South Island, many birds

have spread along the coast to south of Dunedin and into the
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FIG. 2:

Distribution of the White-backed Magpie (GymnQrhina hy;eoleuoa.)
in! the South Island, New Zealand .

"T'(

inland tussock-grassland covered foothills and ranges.

The

main invasion routes into the latter area appear to be the
Waitaki River and Lindis Pass; Burkes Pass; Rakaia River;
t

i

t

Waimakariri River and Arthur's Pass; and more reoently, the
Hurunui, Hope and Boyle Rivers and Lewis Pass.

New distribution

reports have been obtained as well for Southland and the West
Coast; land districts once free of magpies.
Nelson:

Only magpies kept in oaptivity have been

reported from Nelson, plus a group of five birds present on
Matakitaki Station near Murchison for a number of years.
Marlboraugh:

Small numbers of G.

~ypoleuca

are

scattered in the Waihopai Valley and Awatere Valley as far as
Molesworth Station.

Other

str~

birds

~ve

been noticed near

Blenheim over the years, but there is then an apparent gap in
distribution until the Clarence River.

South of the Clarence

isolated birds or groups can be found in settled areas especially
around Kaikoura and over the Hundalee Hills into Canterbury.
West Coast:

A small number of birds appear to inhabit

the coastal land south of Hokitika, although their establishment
is still in the balance.

A larger number of groups have

established in the lowlands and river valleys in the Ahaura Rotomanu - Haupiri area.

The appearance of groups of magpies

on the West Coast suggests that birds are crossing Arthur's
Pass and possibly Hope and Harper Passes and slowly spreading
through the pastoral land, especially between Haupiri and
Ahaura.

Reports of single birds are more possibly escaped pets

brought over from Oanterbury.
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The land district of Canterbury, especially

Canterb~y:

the plains, contains the greatest density of magpies in New
Zealand.

The dominant species throughout the district is G.

I

!

~ypoleuca.

I'

I'

-

Large numbers were originally liberated (Lamb, 1964)

and spread throughout the main plainsland before apparently
extending southwards into Otago, northwards into the more hilly
.country of North Canterbury, and inland into the foothills and
up river valleys.
White-backed magpies today are abundant on all land
below 1,000 feet from the Hundalee Hills to the Waitaki River.
This land includes the rougher foothill sheep country; the
suburbs of cities or towns; the heavier dairying land or
swampy land, such as around Lake Ellesmere; as well as the
large extent of pastoral land.

Groups of magpies are also

present over most of Banks Peninsula as high as 2,000 feet
above sea level.
Because of the large numbers of birds on the Canterbury
Plains, with almost full utilisation of all habitats suitable
for territories,

m~

birds have started to spread inland up

river valleys into the foothills or back-country grassland
areas.

Five major routes appear to be utilised.
Birds have spread up the Waitaki River to

~ake

Ohau

and the McKenzie Country and even as far as the Hermitage,
Mount Cook.

Dispersal into the same area has also occurred

through Fairlie, the Opih1 River and Burkes Pass.
Isolated birds have been recorded from the Rangitata
River and its headwaters, but this appears to be only a minor
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route, leading, only to colonisation of the immediate area.

The

third main route is up the Rakaia River to the Main Divide and
up tributaries, such as the

Harp~r-Avoca

River, fee4ing on

tussock-covered river flats and nesting in native bush.
The species has also spread extensively up the
Waimakariri River and its many tributaries into all tussock
. grassland (and farmland) areas, roosting or nesting in native
or introduced trees.

Groups have been observed feeding above

the bush-line in'some areas at altitudes over 4,000 feet.
Numbers fluctuate in the Bealey Valley, with birds sometimes
reaching Arthur's Pass township, where they are usually
destroyed.

Presumably this constant movement towards Arthur's

Pass has resulted in some birds crossing the Southern Alps and
being observed on the West Coast in recent years.

Birds may

also be crossing the GratgieburnRange and meeting up with
birds dispersing up the Rakaia River and especially the HarperAvoca River.
The final dispersal route in Canterbury is up the river
systems leading to Lewis Pass.
nucleus for

t~is

The Hanmer Basin contains the

spread, but birds have not yet crossed to the

West Coast via the Lewis Pass.

This is presumably because in

the first place numbers in' the tussock country east of the
pass have not yet built up, and secondarily, because the lack
of grassland feeding areas in the native bush of the Lewis Pass
and the West Ooast at present provides an effective barrier to
the species' westward dispersal.

Magpies present in the
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Hurunui and Hope River headwaters may however, be dispersing
westward into the Taramakau and Ahaura River valleys on the
West C,oast.
Otago:·

Tb.e distribution of G. pypoleuca in coastal

Otago is basically similar to that reported by Thomson (1922),
which existed for a short period only following the original
liberations between 1865 and 1869.

He noted that by 1922 the

Canterbury population had extended southwards and was reoccupying the land as far south as the Horse Range (Shag Valley
area).
From 1945 onwards, G. hypoleuca have appeared to have
spread southwards in great numbers on all land below 1,000 feet
altitude.

The first area occupied was from the Waitaki River

to the Shag Valley, where dispersal paused for a period and
numbers built up and established in the general area.

In

recent years, small numbers have dispersed from here south
along the coast, and colonies, some observed to be breeding,
have established along the coast to the Otago Peninsula; the
Suburbs of Dunedin; Taieri Plains and adjacent country; and as
far south as Milton.
Along with birds from South Canterbury,

Q. hypoleuca

from North Otago have spread up the Waitaki River to Omarama
and from there through the Lindis Pass and Hawkdun Range to
Central Otago.

Small numbers' have been reported in the last

ten years in the Wanaka district, but the main areas of
colonisation appear to have been along the Clutha River as far
as Alexandra and the Manuherikia Valley north of Alexandra.
Birds present on the Maniototo Plains have presumably spread

/'

from the Manuherikia Valley and possibly from the Shag Valley
on the east coast.
progress.

Two encircling movements appear to be in

Birds from the Waitaki River have spread through
I

t

.

the Lindis Pass and Hawkdun Range, either through the
Maniototo Plains meeting birds from the Shag Valley, or
spreading down the Clutha River where they may possibly meet
birds spreading from the Taieri Plains, in the vicinity of
Roxburgh.
Southland:· Only occasional widely scattered whitebacked magpies have been reported from Southland.

Some of

these are likely to be escaped pets and the others fore-runners
or stragglers from Otago.

Only a group of four birds introduced

into the Pahia district have bred.
Magpies have not been recorded from Fiordland or Stewart
Island.
Distribution of the Black-backed Magpie (G. tibicen)
Gymnorhina tibicen has a more restricted distribution
and abundance in New Zealand than G. h,ypoleuca.

It is not

certain whether this has been caused through only small
numbers being originally liberated, or lack of tolerance to New
Zealand conditions.

In Australia the species has an extensive

range from New Guinea to Victoria, so that lack of tolerance
to environmental conditions does not appear to be valid.
Nothing is lcnown, however, about possible exclusion of the
species through competition or inter-breeding in those areas
that the species shares with G. hyPoleuca.

North Island
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J.S. Watson (in New Zealand Wildlife Branch Head Office
File 46/23 (H.O. File 46/23»

found, from a survey of the

general magpie population in the North Island during 1957,
that G. tibicen representea only 6% of the magpie population
in North Auckland over 80% in central Hawke's Bay, and under
10% elsewhere.
North Auckland;

Gymnorhina tibicen appear to be centred

around the Kaipara Harbour, generally widely scattered in small
numbers.

Only one bird has been reported south of Auckland

City.
Gisborne:

Black-backed magpies in this region are found

only south of Gisborne City and appear to have spread from the
denser populations further to the south in Hawke's Bay.
Hawke's Bay:

Although~.

tibicen is abundant and widely

distributed in northern and southern Hawke's Bay (as is G.
hypoleuca), the largest concentration is found in central
Hawke's Bay.

Here the first record of this species in the

North Island was obtained during 1946.
Wellington:

In the Wairarapa, G. tibicen has been

observed only at four widely separated localities.

On the

west coast the species has been noted from Raumati South,
northwards along the coast at intervals to the Manawatu Plains.
In the Kaimanawa Range, G. tibicen has been reported to be
increasing (Westerkov, 1954) although mainly confined to
grassland areas.

A few birds have also been reported south of

Lake Taupo on the Volcanic Plateau.
Taranaki;

Large numbers of G. tibicen have apparently
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built up in central Taranaki over the last 20 years and are
still increasing.
South Island
Apart from two reports of stray birds in other areas,
G. tibicen is confined to a small area of North Canterbury
between the Ashley and Conway Rivers.

One possible reason for

the small numbers and range of G. tibicen in Canterbury is
that only small numbers were originally liberated in this area.
Lamb (1964) mentioned that all magpies released in Canterbury
were trom Tasmania and Victoria.

Tasmania is outside the

natural range of G. tibicen, as is most of Victoria.

However,

it is possible that a few specimens of G. tibicen were collected
from near the Victorian - New South Wales boundary and included
with the main stock of G. hyPoleuca for liberation in Canterbury.
With large numbers of G.

~ypoleuca

occupying most habitats to

the south, suboptimal habitats to the north and west, the sea
to the east, and interbreeding with G.

~ypoleuca

taking place

within its range, G. tibicen has become restricted both in
numbers and distribution.

The greatest numbers can be found

in a 20 mile wide belt following the Waiau River inland.

Distribution of Hybrid Magpies
The distribution of hybrid magpies in New Zealand
naturally enough follows the limited distribution of G. tibicen.
North Island
Hybrids have been noted around the southern portion of
Kaipara Harbour and Warkworth in North Auckland; along the east
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coast of Gisborne; occasionally in different parts of Hawke's
Bay; once in the Wairarapa; and on the Manawatu Plains, and
no:rth of this on the Volcanic Plateau.

--

P.C. Bull (in litt.

25.11.1965) believes hybridisation occurs freely between both
species in the Hawke's Bay - Wellington area.

,

Pairs seen in

this area could be either both G. tibicen or both G. hypoleuca,
one of each, or include all kinds of intermediates.

In

central Hawke's Bay, the birds were almost all blaCk-backed;
in the Wairarapa, nearly all· white-backed; and in southern
Hawke's Bay,

int~rmediates

tended to be most common.

South Island
Hybrids occur only in North Canterbury, but over a
wider range than G. tibicen.

Hybrids have been observed from

the Conway River to Loburn, and one specimen as far south as
Hororata, but the main habitat appears to be in the vicinity
of farnassus.
General
Westerkov (1954) gave a short but detailed account of
the spread of magpies within the Rotorua Acclimatisation
District.

Because in most cases the species was not named but

simply included under the general term "magpies ll , very little
of this information could be incorporated in this study.
However, the information is interesting in that it contains'
distributional data not presented for either species previously
in this chapter, as well as outlining four or five distinct
magpie inroads into the district.

The routes followed appeared

to be Tongariro - Kaimanawa Range; Napier - Taupo road;
I
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Wairoa - Galatea; Gisborne - Opotiki; and possibly a route from.
the west into the Rotorua area.
northwards around East

C~pe

and

Further possible routes were
south-westwa~ds

along the Bay

of Plenty coastline.
A comparison of the pattern of magpie distribution
recorded by Westerkov (1954) with data from this study, for
the Rotorua Acclimatisation District shows that both species
are still spreading and establishing in the I1Tongariro Kaimanawa area; G. tibicen apparently from Hawke's

B~

and the

Kaimanawas and G. hypoleuca from Hawke's Bay, the Waiouru Taihape region, National Park and Taranaki regions.
four other areas,

Q.

~ypoleuca

In the

appears·to be the dominant

species, slowly extending towards Taupo from Hawke's Bay through
the Kaweka Range and Napier - Taupo road; as far as
Waikaremoana on the Wairoa - Galatea route; and along the
coast towards Tauranga and slightly towards Rotorua from
Opotiki and Whakatane.

No dispersal route appears to exist

northwards around East Cape, or south-westward along the Bay
of Plenty coast.

Dispersal in most areas still appears to be

in the active stage and apart from the southern and eastern
boundaries, not many birds have established.

G. hypoleuca

also appears to be moving north, along the west side of Lake
Taupo, and from the west coast near Kawhia Harbour moving
eastwards towards Rotorua.
Conclusion
The present distribution of magpies throughout New
Zealand has arisen through two factors.

The first is the

J(

{',

number, species, and locality of the original liberated birds.
iVhere only low numbers of either species were originally
liberated,
it has takenr a long period of time for populations
r
to build up, and emigration to other areas by surplus members
of the populations has only recently started.

This appears

especially true of the North Auckland population.

The locality,

-

and especially the quality of the habitats where magpies were
. liberated has decided where these populations would develop,
and probably influenced their rate of development.

Conditions

in Canterbury (as well as large numbers of liberated birds)
were presumably more suitable than in Otago.

Once the pop-

ulations had built up, spread was then possible into areas where
magpies had not been liberated, such as the Volcanic Plateau,
Waikato lowlands, Central Otago, or the West Coast of the
South Island.

Both the number of liberated birds and the

locality of these liberations have also been important in
determining the present overall distribution of magpies.

From

what records exist, G. hypoleuca was widely liberated in
varying numbers, but except perhaps for Hawke's Bay, numbers
and localities in which G. tibicen were liberated are largely
unknown.

This is reflected today in the widespread distribution

and general abundance of G.

~ypoleuca

and the restricted

distribution and abundance, (except in Hawke's Bay) of G.
tibicen.
The second factor responsible for the present
distribution of magpies in New Zealand is land use.

In New

Zealand there is an almost complete lack of predators to
control large birds like the magpie and the spread of the

.ll

I
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latter, therefore, seems determined more by the presence of
suitable habitat and food than by environmental pressure
(~rom

predators or frpm allied species).

I

Throughout New

Zealand wherever they occur, magpies appear associated with
grazing animals, especially sheep, whether this is in the rich
coastal areas or vast stations in the high country.

The

association however, is with any areas of grassland in which
their dominantly invertebrate food is likely to be sufficiently
present, and which also contain suitable cover for nesting
requirements.

In areas sush as Hawke' s Bay and Oanterbury,

insect numbers, windbreaks and other trees provide optimum
living conditions for magpies and consequently very large
populations exist.

However, in recent years all suitable

territories, or land in these and other areas, have been utilised
by magpies and population pressure has caused the dispersal
towards other suitable areas.

In many instances this has

simply meant the dispersal into other areas where magpies were
not liberated or did not establish, and where habitat
conditions have been suitable for a long time.

The dispersal

from Oanterbury, first into the Shag Valley and later down the
coast to south of Dunedin, is one example of this.

In other

instances dispersal has been away from main population areas
up river valleys, or through mountain ranges, to less suitable
but apparently adequate areas of native grassland and forest
cover, such as is occurring in Oentral Otago and inland
Oanterbury.

Such areas, however, are quickly filled and the

distribution shows more as scattered colonies than as adjacent

au

territories.

A third pattern of dispersal, which will become

more important in the future as all sui-table habitats become
occupied is the movement into areas which are being broken in
from<bush or rough growth such as manuka and bracken fern, to
':pastoral ,farming, or in other words, into newly created habitats.
Alr'eady this is occurring in large areas of the Volcanic Plateau,
Hawke's Bay and Gisborne areas.
The distribution of magpies throughout New Zealand,
therefore, has arisen initially from the number of each species
...
liberated, and the areas in which these were liberated, and
secondly on the amount and distribution of suitable grassland
areas, containing adequate nesting trees, into which these
birds could spread.

In the past, the pattern of distribution

has been largely confined to land below 1,000 feet altitude,
but with continued population build up, together with the
alteration of large areas of vegetation cover to grasslands,
the speoies are spreading to higher altitudes and occupying
a wider range of country.
,
~ I

I
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CHAPTER 5

MORPHOLOGY

INTRODUOTION
The appearance of

~.

~ypoleuca

and G. tibicen has been

described in general terms in many books on New Zealand or
Australian birds.

However, very little has ever been included

on the annual and developmental changes in morphology or the
determination of age or sex of these birds.

Similarly, although

comparative measurements are known for both these species in
Australia (Amadon, 1951; Campbell, 1928) there is an absence
of any such records for New Zealand specimens.

Field

observations and laboratory examination of specimens collected
during this study have provided the opportunity to supply this
information and to investigate the possibility of Bergman's
Rule and Allen's Rule operating between North Island and South
Island populations of either species.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
To obtain a clearer idea of the sequence of changes in
appearance of magpies it appears relevant first to consider
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some of the general features of the anatomy and physiology of
birds.

Heather (1966) has given a useful outline of these

features,

p~ticularly

structure.

types

o~

plumage, moult and, beak

This latter information has been summarised and

presented in the following seotions.
Plumage Stages
General:
birds:

There are two distinct plumage stages in

the neosso}?tile or nestling plumage (in some cases

divisible into two stages, protoptile and mesoptile plumages)
and the teleoptile plumage of grown birds (which may often be
subdivided into a varying number of juvenile and adult plumages).
The plumage phase of nestling birds consists entirely
of down, which is present at hatching.

Many nidicolous birds

such as magpies have nestlings which are naked except for
limited areas of down, usually on the head and back, parts
visible to any potential predator.

The purpose of this down

appears to be for concealment rather than warmth.
The teleoptileplumage is that of both juveniles and
adults.

The first juvenile plumage is assumed while the

nestling is still in the nest in nidicolous birds.

Chapman

(1940) pointed out that the descriptive term tljuvenal lt was

not synonymous with the adjective or noun "juvenile", and,
whereas the latter could be applied to any immature animal,
"juvenal" was applicable only to passerine birds in their
second plumage, or to the plumage itself - the plumage following the natal down.
During the birdts daily activities the plumage receives

considerable abrasive wear.
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Feathers tend to become worn and

ragged, especially at their tips and also tend to fade.

In

most cases one complete moult per year occurs, generally
immediately after reproduction when gonadal activity ceases.
If this is the only moult of the year it is termed the annual
moult.

Fresh annual plumage is then assumed for the winter

season.

A complete moult involves all feathers, including

both contour and down feathers; a partial moult generally
involves only the body feathers and excludes most of the wing
and tail feathers and the largest of their coverts.

The extent

of body plumage moulted varies considerably between species and
in general males tend to moult more extensively than females
and females more than juveniles.
The regular moults of adult birds are preceded by a
succession of nestling and juvenile plumages and moults; the
number varying according to the species.

Juvenile plumage is

characterised by being less firm in texture than adult
plumage and the coloration is frequently dark, drab, or at
least less bright than and lacking the ornamentation of adult
plumage.

Streaked and spotted plumage is a frequent feature

and in general the coloration is reminiscent of female rather
than male adult plumage and is indistinguishable sexually.
The juvenal (first juvenile) plumage is moulted within
several months of being assumed in many birds.

This is a

partial moult and varies considerably in the extent of body
plumage affected.

The resulting plumage is a combination of

juvenile and adult plumage.

In some birds, usually species
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which do not breed until several years old, several annual
moults may occur before all juvenile plumage is lost and full
adult plumage is attained.
t

In general the. innermost feathers of each feather tract
(pteryla) moult first and the outermost last.

The tail

feathers (retrices) of most birds moult from the median pair
outwards.

Moult of the wing feathers (remiges) begins at

several points.

The primary and bastard wing remiges begin at

the innermost and proceed outwards.

The secondaries begin

usually at two points; at the outermost secondary and at another
much nearer the body.

Moult places a severe strain on a bird,

especially if it is a rapid moulter as is the case with many
passerines.
Magpies:

Robinson (1956) found·that the first moult in

G. dorsalis commenced within three months of leaving the nest
and was then followed once a year by the normal moult, which
lasted from September to May.

Immature and unemployed birds

tended to moult slightly earlier (September) than breeding
adults (November - April).
Richdale (1949).

g.

This was also noted in penguins by

Robinson (1956) found the plumage phases of

dorsalis were so varied and inconsistent that it was very

difficult to state precisely the change in appearance of birds
in any particular age group up to the fourth moult (at
approximately 3.5 years).

Wilson (1946) stated that it was

plumage irregularities that made it possible for him to
recognise individual G. dorsalis.
Great variation is also shown in the plumage phases of
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Q. tibicen and G. hypoleuca.

Various workers such as Campbell

(1895), Campbell (1928), Oliver (1955) and Falla, Sibson and
Turbott (1966) have all provided descriptions of both species,
{

r

{

but only in relation to the general age classes of adult male,
adult female and immature, with no further differentiation
within these classes.
Immature Birds.

The identification of and differen-

tiation between first and second-year birds has been the most
confusing aspect in the description of the plumage phases of
magpies.
Robinson (1956) described the ventral plumage of G.
dorsalis following the juvenal moult (first-year bird) as a
mottled grey in colour, which in some birds showed a brownish
tinge.

However, the general appearance could vary considerably

from a very light grey undersurface in some birds to a dark
grey in others.

Loaring (in Robinson, 1956) described the

plumage of first-year birds:
On the undersurface of the body, with the exception
of the vent, it differs completely from all others,
having the chin and throat grey, the foreneck and
chest brownish with black centres beautifully spotting
the feathers, the breast and abdomen grey with black
centres to feathers, and flanks grey, the black appearing
as bars on the feathers.
Robinson (1956) related how during the second year the
undersurface became blackish again with varying degrees of
brown or white edgings to feathers, particularly around the
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abdomen and flanks.

Variation appeared to be greater at this

stage than at any other.

A typical male would have a dark

brown head, throat and breast, with black edgings to the
feathers which gave a glossy black appearance in the field.
He admitted, however, that because of the variation in the
undersurface, particularly on the abdomen, which could'resemble
in some ways first-moult birds, it was as well to state that
any birds which showed grey-or spotted feathers from chin to
breast appeared to be first-moult birds.
Wilson (1946) however, found that for the first two
years the plumage of G. dorsalis was alike, with ash grey
breasts and darker grey centres to the feathers and grey back
feathers with paler grey edgings.

The other parts, which in

adults were black, were dark grey and, the white plumage lacked
the sheen of adult birds.

Some birds which were a little darker

than the others he regarded as second-year birds.

Individual

differences occurred amongst all immature birds, particularly
a tendency to barring or spotting on the breast.

Serventy and

Whittell (1962) simply commented that young G. dorsalis
resembled adult females in their general colour pattern, with
a brown tone to the feathers which progressively disappeared
with age.

Campbell (1928) described the ventral plumage of

yearling G. dorsalis as dull black with wide edges of fuscous
especially on the throat.
Campbell (1928)

~oted

that immature male G. hypoleuca

were similar to adult females in appearance.

The outstanding

difference was the dark shaft lines found on the immature
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birdls grey back feathers.

(Of the 71 immature G. hypoleuca

examined during this study these distinct black lines were
found in pine females and ontY two males; also
females).

~n

three adult

The yearling birdls plumage was a mixture of sooty

black and dull white colours with many fuscous edgings to the
feathers of the undersurfaces.

Immature~.

tibicen passed

through phases strikingly similar to those of

§.

hypoleuca.

Cole (1921) commented that it could readily be seen
that the change from immature to adult plumage in G. tibicen
was purely a matter of the darker markings becoming black and
the lighter markings white or greyish.

After the first moult

the adult plumage was indicated and the third moult brought
the adult plumage to perfection.

Carriok (1963) distinguished

first-year G. tibicen from adults by their greyish and not
black plumage and the sexes by the greyish lower nape and rump
and shorter bill of the female.
Beaks
General:

Since the beak is the primary organ for the

grasping, manipulation and ingestion of food, the horny sheath
(rhamphotheca) encasing the beak is subjected to considerable
wear.

As its external surface wears it is continuously

renewed from beneath.

The rhamphotheca is not moulted except

in special cases, such as where highly-coloured plates are
adopted for the breeding season and subsequently shed.
The "egg tooth" of hatching chicks is a completely
keratinised prominence on the crest and near the tip of the
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upper mandible.

It usually drops off within several days of

hatching.
,Magpies:

Robinson, (1956) noticed the ,shedding of a thin

coat of horny material from the beak of
moult and also during the winter.

Q. dorsalis during the

He queried whether there

were possibly two beak moults a year and noted that the
process was much shorter than the annual feather moult, thus
likely to pass unnoticed.
Both Wilson (1946) and RobiIison (1956) believed that
beaks of

Q. dorsalis remained leaden or dark horn coloured for

the first two years.

Loaring (in Robinson, 1956) however,

observed that second-moult birds (at least one-year-old) had
the same beak coloration'as adults.

Robinson (1956) concluded

that the condition was probably variable but that all birds had
a bluish-white beak with a black tip after the third moult,
the black tip tending to become smaller with age.

Beak colour

was not necessarily an indication of sexual maturity as glossy
black-breasted breeding females (third-year or older) sometimes
had dark beaks as did some black-backed males.

Serventy and

Whittell (1962) simply described the beaks of adult G. dorsalis
as bluish-white with a black tip and beaks of immatures as
"darker" •
Hall (1909) remarked that the beaks of G. hypoleuca
and

Q.

tibicen appeared to change from slaty black to white

when the birds reached one year of age.
Taxonomic Measurements
Baldwin and Kendeigh (1938) reviewed the literature on
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the variations in the weight of birds.

They showed that the

differences between weights of individual birds were scarcely
greater (than what could occpr in the weight of/a single
individual at

differ~nt

times and that individuals varied

slightly less in their weights the more closely they approached
the average weight of the species.

In some species average

weights of both sexes were nearly equal while in others males
were definitely heavier.

Generally juvenile birds weighed less

than adults over the summer.

In all birds, weights were

usually greatest in mid-winter and lowest in mid-summer, which
they found were inversely correlated with monthly variations
in temperature.

Kluyver (1952) also commented on the seasonal

change of body weight caused by fat storage or loss and breeding
period physiology_
According to Bergman1s Rule, the size of warm-blooded
animals increases the further they are from the equator; the
larger size being a natural heat conservation measure.

That

this rule is operative over the length of New Zealand has
been shown by Williams (1966) who found that the weight of North
Island specimens of Oalifornia quail (Lophort1X californicus)
was approximately

5% less than that of South Island specimens;

the difference being statistically significant.

J.E. Flux

(Ohristchurch "Press", 15.10.1966) found that hares (Lepus
europaeus) in the North Island were about half a pound lighter
than those in the South Island.
Allen1s Rule states that birds and mammals living in
colder regions further from the equator have shorter extremities
(toes, legs, wings, beaks) than related forms living in warmer

regions.

Many exceptions to this rule have been noted,

however.

No mention of the operation of this rule over New
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Zealand has been obtained.
General
Condon (1938) described various extreme forms or freaks
of

Q. hypoleuca which included albinos of snow-white plumage,

colourless feet, beaks and eyes, and birds coloured I1pinktl,
I1blue" or totally ,jet-black, all inheritable variations.
Physiological upsets could also give rise to excessively long
beaks and claws of old birds or odd white feathers scattered
in otherwise normal plumage.
Wilson (1946) estimated that the average age of G.
dorsalis surviving their first year in the wild was nine years.
Robinson (1956) knew of individual birds in captivity that had
been known to live for over 20 years and received reports that
individuals bred continuously for at least ten years in their
wild state.

Carrick (1963) recorded that the oldest hen

G. tibicen which had remained in the parental territory was
then almost seven years old.

The New Zealand Wildlife Branch

Head Office File 46/23 contains one report of a magpie (species
unknown) as old as 24 years, but makes no mention of whether
this was a pet or not.

METHODS OF STUDY

Collected specimens were first weighed to the nearest
0.1 g and then certain structures were measured using a pair

of dividers and a millimetre steel ruler.

?1
These measurements,

the lengths of total culmen, closed wing, tail, "tarsus" and
middle toe and claw, Were carried out according to the methods
I

'

recommended by Baldwin, Oberholser and Worley (1931) and Gurr
(194?).

All aspects of the plumage including colour patterns,

wear of feathers and signs of moult were recorded along with
colour and condition of beaks and any points of interest about
other parts of the body_

All measurements were analysed, means

and standard errors calculated and analysis of variance using
the Students "t" test carried out on certain parts of these
results.

WHITE-BACKED MAGPIE (G.

~ypoleuca)

Field observations and an examination of all collected
specimens permitted the changes in appearance of Q. hyPoleuca
to be described.

These results are presented below.

Reference to Fig. 5 showing the different areas of plumage of
a magpie will help in following the descriptions for each age
class.
~

Shedding or "moulting" of the beak of Q. a.ygoleuca,
G. tibicen and hybrids occurs to varying degrees randomly
throughout the year.

This appears to be caused by the continual

renewal of the worn external surface and not by distinct
moulting periods as Robinson (1956) believed occurred for
G. dorsalis.

Field observations showed that birds commonly

wiped their beaks back and forth along objects such as branches,
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fence posts or other solid perching spots.

This is believed

to be associated with feeding behaviour, such as wiping off
adheringrsoil, but may also

~ave

some effect on-beak shedding.

Nestlings
Observations made at a G.

~ypoleuca

nest near Lincoln

College during the 1965 nesting season allowed the development
of nestling plumage to be studied.
The young. magpie is hatched with a covering of greyishwhite down over the pinkish skin of its head and back.
Replacement of this natal plumage begins early, for after two
days the wings showed the slender short pinfeathers of the
primaries of juvenal plumage.

After seven days the chick had

a well developed pinkish beak but still retained the whitish
fluffy down on the head and back.

Quills, however, had

sprouted on the head, ridge of the back, scapular region,
throat, breast, thighs, tail and wings.

After nine days these

quills showed emerging feathers.
On 8.10.1965 when the smallest chick was 11 days old,
it was removed from the nest.

At this age it had a soft,

dull leaden-grey beak with the egg tooth still present, an
enlarged pinkish-white gape and pink palate.

The head was

covered with emerging black feathers, with fluffy white natal
down still present on the crown and above the open eyes.

l1'he

nape and hind neck were covered with emerging white feathers,
those of the hind neck being tipped with a gingery, light
brown - fawn.

Bare skin areas were present in the region of the

ear coverts and between the emerging scapular feathers and the
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median band of growing feathers running down the mantle.

The

black feathers in the scapular region and median band had
gingery-fawn and white tips respectively.
i

f'

The lower mantle
{

(back) and rump were both still covered with an extensive
light grey natal down, with black and fawny tips and margins.
The throat, breast and thighs were all covered with emerging
-black feathers tipped with a light fawny-brown.

A bare median

strip ran downwards from the throat, gradually widening towards
the completely bare, swollen abdomen, bordered by grey·-white
natal down.

All remiges and retrices appeared to be growing

vigorously.

The white upper wing coverts were conspicuously

tipped with a gingery-fawn.

Legs and feet were a soft pink

with traces of slate grey appearing, and were proportionally
very large, especially the
Claws were grey.

tibia-t~sal

joint at this age.

This particular nestling is shown in Plates

1 and 2 and measurements of its weight and appendages are
included in Table 2.
A second nestling was obtained from Gisborne on the
21.10.1965.

This was more developed but had essentially the

same appearance.

Measurements of this specimen are also

included in Table 2.
The distinguishing features of nestlings, besides their
obvious small size, helplessness and inability to fly from
the nest site, are the soft beak with enlarged pinkish gape,
the fluffy natal down covering most of the head and back, and
the swollen bare abdomen.

Sexual differentiation is possible

only by examination of the gonads at this stage.
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TABLE 2
Measurements in g or mm of Nestling Gymnorhina IjYpoleuca
Date

Region

Sex

Weight Culmen Wing Tail Tarsus Mtc.*

58

--

34.5 37.0

255.5 37.0 194
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57.5 42.5

8.10.1965 Canterbury Male
21.10.1965 Gisborne
Notes.

*

Male

166.7 26.5

Mid-toe and claw

Juvenal Birds
Before the young bird leaves the nest (September to
November) the beak, legs and feet gradually harden and start
to darken.

The beak loses the egg tooth and gradually changes

to a dull slaty grey or leaden colour, sometimes retaining a
slight pinkish tinge especially at the gape.

The juvenal

plumage begins to emerge shortly after hatching but is not
fully developed until after the bird has left the nest.

Natal

down remains on the bird's head and back; that on the head
being completely replaced shortly after the bird leaves the
nest, and that on the back persisting until the first moult.
In full juvenal plumage both sexes have a black head,
sometimes flecked with brown, a white nape and a light grey to
greyish back with yellow to gingery-yellow or fawny-yellow
tips.

The white wing coverts have fawny-yellow tips.

Scapulars

and wings are black and the remiges are still actively growing.
The most conspicuous feature of the juvenal plumage is a
gingery-fawn to fawny band over and under the eye (superciliary
and malar regions) and fawny throat.

The ventral side (underI).

I,

e

:rote b· d jUdt a p
colour o.! ab oru ·
II ·st m .teI ':'u10:.>

ye ,
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parts) is a dull grey to greyish-black, with ginger, gingeryyellow or fawn tips and the thighs are covered with dull grey black

~r

light brownish

fe~tners

with

gingery~fawn

tips.

A

juvenal bird is shown in Plate 3 with the band just appearing
over the eye.
Measurements in Table 3 of birds obtained between
September 1965 and February 1966 show the progressive growth
and development of juvenal magpies.
TABLE 3

Measurements in g or rom of Juvenal Gymnorhina
Region

Date

Sex

~ypoleuca

Weight Culmen Wing Tail Tarsus Mtc.+

21. 9.1965 Walroa

Female

253.7

39.5

202

104

58.5

41.5

21.10.1965 Bulls

Male

255.5

39.5

218

113

55.5

40.0

21.10.1965 Bulls

Female

295.7

42.0

247

141

59.0

38.8

22.11.1965 Canterbury Female

243.5

40.8

218

109

55.5

40.5

9.12.1965 Bulls

Female

280.3

44.0

243

133

57.0

43.5

13.12.1965 Bulls

Female

281.4

47.0

246

144

58.0

42.0

13.12.1965 Bulls

Male

308.0

*

255

*

64.5

40.5

14. 2.1966 Hicks Bay

Male**

303.7

50.5

251

143

54.0

42.5

14. 2.1966 Hicks Bay

Male"'*

305.2

52.0

253

145

56.5

44.5

Notes.

+

Mid-toe and claw

* Damaged appendage
**

Moulting commenced

The distinguishing features of

t~e
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juvenal age class are

the still relatively soft beak and legs; the traces of pinkish'
tinge often still present at the base or gape of

~he

beak; the

actively growing wing and tail feathers; and especially the
ginger, gingery-yellow, yellow or fawny tips to the white
upper wing coverts and grey back.

Again sexual differentiation

can be made only through examination of gonads.
Immature Birds
Introduction.

During this study the plumage and beak

colour of 71 immature

Q. AYpoleuca and 16 G. tibicen was

examined in an attempt to discover the duration of the immature
period.

From the review of literature it appears that

Q.

dorsalis retains the immature plumage for two years but there
is some confusion over the identification of first and secondyear birds.

Cole (1921) indicated that G. tibicen retained

the immature plumage for two years, but Carrick (1963) separated

Q. tibicen into either adult or first-year birds.

No information

was discovered relating to the duration of the immature plumage
of

Q.

~ypoleuca.

Reference to Fig. 5

m~

provide a clearer understanding

of the different parts of plumages involved in the following
discussion.
Beak Colour.

All immature specimens collected during

March - May had leaden to dull black beaks.

Most specimens

collected from May onwards (especially during June and July)
showed traces of a lighter grey or bluish-white around the
base of the culmen, along the edges of the mandibles and around
,f
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the nares.

During August most specimens had grey to greyish-

white beaks with black tips and a few had developed the bluishwhite beak with black tip characteristic of adults.

Most birds

had reached this adult stage during September but a few birds
still had dull slaty-grey beaks or beaks just showing traces
of a lighter colour.

The 16 specimens collected during October -

February, however, all ,possessed bluish-white beaks with black
tips.
The sequence of colour change. from leaden grey or dull
black to bluish-white with black tip appears to occur in the
first year, following the

pos~uvenal

moult.

This was confirmed

by observations on two young birds of known age, whose dark
beaks started to show light. grey streaks six months after their
leaving the

nest~

The bluish-white beak of adults is attained

at the time of the year when moulting has started so that if
a second year of immature plumage occurred it could be expected
that these birds would possess bluish-white beaks with black
tips between March and August when first-year birds had dull
black or grey-streaked beaks.

Only one bird in immature

plumage with a bluish-white beak and black tip was recorded
(early June) amongst 28 immature birds collected during this
period and the qu.estion arose wliether this was an instance of
precocious beak colour development in a first-year bird, or
whether all the specimens collected during this period were
only first-year birds with this one exception.

Examination of

the plumage indicated that it was simply a case of precocious
beak development.
The study of the changes

~n

beak colour in itself did
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not reveal the duration of the immature plumage but it did show
that first and second-year birds could be distinguished,
despite their

pl~age,

Plumage.

by the colourtof their beaks.

Within three months of leaving the nest

(December - March) the birds undergo a post-juvenal moult and
assume their first winter plumage.

The post-juvenal moult is

oonfined to the body feathers because the wing and tail feathers,
which were still growing when the birds first left the nest,
are not fully developed until the birds are through their body
moult.
The dark brown or black head feathers and white nape
feathers are moulted and replaced by identically coloured
feathers.

The new white wing coverts, however, lack the

previous yello\vy tips, the light grey back feathers lose the
gingery-yellow tips and the ginger - fawn band over and under the
eyes and throat is replaced by a lighter fawn.

Similarly, the

ventral plumage loses its yellowish tips and becomes mottled.
The thighs moult into a brown - black and the legs, feet and
claws harden and become black.

The tail coverts also are

rep+aced at this stage and in general there is a loss of the
gingery-yellowish-fawn tips from much of the plumage.
A typical description of ·the species at this age, with
the exception of the ventral plumage and beak colour, would be:Dark brown or black head with white nape, light grey to greyishwhite back (variable) and white tail coverts; black scapulars,
sometimes lightly mottled with white; wings brownish-black,
secondaries and margins especially brownish; fawny band over
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and under the eyes and on the throat.

North Auckland specimens

appeared to have a more gingery-orange fawny band and more
yellowish fawn or,white tips to the

~entral

plumage.

~

immature specimen with a light mottled ventral plumage is
shown in Plate 4.
Ventral Plumage:

Although at first sight there

appears to be considerable variation in the colour of the
ventral plumage of immature birds, closer examination reveals
that this plumage is of two main types.

Basically the ventral

plumage is of a light mottled or dark mottled appearance with
some variation.

Both types have breast and abdomen feathers

with brown - black centres but they differ in the amount of
light tips to these feathers.

The light mottled appearance is

caused by extensive fawny white or grey tips and margins,
whereas the dark mottled appearance is caused by a reduction
in the amount of these light tips and margins.
Both the light and dark mottled ventral plumages are
similar to those found in G. dorsalis which Wilson (1946) and
Robinson (1956) believed to be first and second-year plumages
respectively.

Frequent observations on two G. hypoleuca up

to seven months of age, other field observations and the
~alysis

of the pattern of occurrence of the two types of

plumage in specimens collected throughout a year revealed
however, that both occur in first-year birds.

The light mottled

plumage precedes the dark mottled plumage but with continual
daily abrasion, especially after the winter, the light tips
and margins wear away revealing more of the brown - black centres
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thus producing the darker mottled plumage.

A similar process

has been described for the cock sparrow (Passer domesticus)
by Heather (1966) where the dark "bib tt on the breast lies
beneath the lighter tips of the vifinter feathers and becomes
exposed in spring with the wearing away of these tips.

Because

this abrasion of the tips takes place at a variable rate some
birds develop the darker mottled plumage much earlier than
others. -Other birds appear to experience very little wear of
the ventral feather tips and the light mottled plumage

m~

be

retained much longer into the spring or even right up to the
moult.

Generally however, it is the dark mottled ventral

plumage which is replaced by the pure black adult plumage.
Similarly, because of this variable period of wear, either type
of ventral plumage may coincide with a grey streaked or bluishwhite beak.

The variation between the light and dark mottled

ventral plumages depends on the degree of abrasion that has
occurred.
Plate 5 shows an imnlature specimen with the dark
mottled ventral plumage being replaced by the pure black adult
plumage.
The sequence of ventral plumage development therefore
is from the dull dark grey or black feathers tipped with ginger,
gingerY-,yellow or fawn of the juvenal to the light mottled
phase following the post-juvenal moult.

This is usually

retained until August when the process of abrasion appears to
increase more rapidly, possibly through the frequent dustbaths taken at this time and the darker cent:r'es begin to show

I-

L_ L .. 4 :
Immat w:; v i te - bJ.c~~ed rna·' .ie
(Gyr!lIlorhina hYI)oleuca) vi th li 'ht mottled ventral plum. ge .

5:
Immature h i te - backed maGPie
hypol euca) lith dark mottled v ent ral pllmage
being replaced by pure blach a ult ventral plumage .
L TC

(~ymnorhina
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more conspicuously, producing the dark mottled ventral
appearance.
Moult:
becoming worn.

By August the tips of the wing and tail are
I

I

,

One specimen collected during August had very

tattered scapular, hindneck, mantle and wing secondary feathers.
It is generally about this period that the light tips of the
ventral plumage become worn, exposing the dark mottled plumage.
The first signs of moulting were observed in a collected
specimen in early August when glossy black feathers started to
appear on the head and breast.

During September many birds

were observed with new feathers growing on the head, breast,
abdomen, upper thigh, around the vent and in the wing and tail.
This continued in different birds, including growth or replacement of feathers around the eye (formerly the fawny band) and
tail coverts until early February.

The moulting period of

collected specimens, therefore, extended from August to February,
but the main period appeared to be between mid-September and
mid-December.

The sequence of feather replacement was not

studied but it appeared that head, nape and ventral feathers
are moulted first, followed by wing and tail feathers, tail
coverts and finally the feathers around the eye.
Measurements of immature G.

~ypoleuca

are shown in

Table 4 and indicate that females have lower mean weights and
length of appendages than males.

These however, cannot be

used for sexual identification and the only positive means
appears to be through examination of the gonads.
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TABLE 4

Measurements in g or mm of Immature Gymnorhina hypoleuoa
Specimen.s

Sex

No.of
Birds

Weight
Mean *

Range

Culmen

No.of
Birds

Mean*

No.of
Birds

Range

Tail
Mealf

Range

No.of
Birds

WJ.!l!_

Mean*

Range

No.of

~irds

Tarsus
Jean*

Range

Mid-toe & Claw
No.of
Birds Mean*

Ra~

North Islam M

10

3485541:6.71 307.0-3TI.O 10

53.9~0.64 49.5-56.5 10

262.5o!2~80 251 .0-280.0 10

146.5.5:2.37 137 •.5-161 .0 10

59.83:0.81 56.5-64.0 10

44.33:0.67 40.5-47.5

North Islam F

10

314.49:7 .. 88 278.2-352.1 11

49 ..1a!0 .. 82 46 .. 5-56 .. 0 10

251 .5o!2.82 236.0-263.0 11

144.77:2.96 133.0-1 68.0 11

+
57.34-1
.11 50.5-62.8 11

43.93:0.78 40.5-48.5

South Islam iii

22

328 ..44:4.58 292.3-358 .. 7 22

52.27:0.40 48 .. 0-55.0

21

253.4~5.26 238 •.5-267.0 22

134.34.!9.11 125.0-156.0 22

59.26:!0.62 51 00-64.0 22

43 .. 7o!O.56 39 •.5-48.0

South Islam F

28

311 .92:3.00 288 .. .5-34804 28

48.94:0 ..44 45.3-54.0 28

246 .. 57:1 529 233 •.5-265.5 25

137.Q4.!1 .. 31 129.0-152.5 28

58.7;:0.50 55.0-66.0 28

42 .. 95:0 .. 39 39 •.5-4850

New Zealam

M

32

334.7~4.08 29203-3TI.0 32

52.7¢0 .. 35 48.0-56.5 31

256.3;:1 .64 238 •.5-280.0 32

141.5o!3.16 125 .. 0-161 .0 32

59.44:0.48 51.0-64 .. 0 32

43.9o!O.42 39 •.5-48 .. 0

New Zealam

F

38

312.6o!2.96 278.2-352 ..1 39

49.00!0.41 45 .. 3-56 0 38

247.87:0.39 233 •.5-265.5 36

139.4o!1 .40 129.Q-168 .. 0 39

58.3;:0.48 50.5-66.0 39

43.22:0.38 39 •.5-48.5

~.

*

0

With the addition of standard errors.

J
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Adult (Second-year) Birds
Wilson (1946) and Robinson (1956) described how G. dorsalis
became glossy black ventrally in their third year and that the
I'

(

..

sexes could be distinguished by the appearance of the male
back colour pattern in which the feathers had the appearance
of having been broadly but lightly chalked around the black
centres.

B'emales resembled tlolder tl adults except that the

black plumage had not yet been .fully acquired.
Males:

Male specimens of

~.

hyPoleuca in New Zealand

have glossy black heads (with blue sheen), white napes,
generally a greyish-white back (very occasionally a white back,
usually with grey centres to rump feathers) and glossy black
to black wings, often with traces of brown present, particularly
on the

secondar~es

and tips.

Tail feathers are black at their

distal ends with sometimes a brovvnish influence.

Ventral

plumage (throat to abdomen) and thighs are a glossy black, the
underparts having a blue sheen and the thighs sometimes being
a dull black with a trace of brown or dark brown to brownishblack.
On general field appearance the birds closely resemble
older males with apparent white backs.

Closer examination with

field glasses, however, will reveal that the back feathers have
grey centres with large white tips and margins and may also
reveal brownish tinges in the black wing tips and secondaries.
Plate 6 shows a typical second-year adult male.
From collected specimens and field obqervations moulting
would appear to extend from October to March.

On 8.10.1965
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one male was observed to preen three loose feathers away.

One

bird in November was moulting along its back and had four new
tail

~eathers

and four

ne~

tail coverts

deve~oping.

During

December all collected specimens were noticed to be moulting
around the eye, three were noted with new tail feathers growing
and another had new wing, tail and tail covert feathers.

One

bird in March was moulting heavily along the back of its neck •
. Measurements of weights, culmens and other appendages are
included in Table
Females:

·5.
Adult female G. nypoleuca show a wide degree

of variation in plumage coloration and it probably would be
safest to include both second-year and older birds together
under the single term adult.

On closer examination, however,

this variation .appears divisible into·two types, one of which
\

can cautiously be regarded as

second~year

females and the

other as older females.
Second-year females have glossy black (blue sheen)
heads, white napes and grey to greyish-white backs (darker
than males of the same age) as do older females.

Ventral

plumage is a glossy black (blue sheen) often with traces of a
glossy brownish-black and in odd cases, dark brown.

Thighs are

usually black with traces of brown present, but in a few odd
cases have a rufous brown tinge.

Wings are black with brownish

and sometimes slightly rufous tips and secondaries.

The main

difference between this type of adult and older birds is that
either the ventral plumage or the thighs retain some trace of
the immature brownish coloration.
wing tips or secondaries.

Both may show this in their
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Adult (second-year) male white-backed magpie
(Gymnorhina hypoleuca)
Note trace of grey to white back.

rLATE 7:

"Older" adult male white-backed magpie
(Gymnorhina hypoleuca)
Note pure white back.
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"Older" Adult Birds
Wilson (1946) and Robinson (1956) stated that most
{

(.

G. dorsalis attained final adult plumage in their fourth year.
The males acquired a full white back extending from the nape
to the black tail tip.

Females still had a black back with

varying degrees of white tipping to the feathers.

After the

fourth moult the annual moult was very similar except for a
few variations with age which were not fully understood.

These·

were concerned with the bastard wing, upper wing coverts and
tail feathers.
G.

)

~poleuca

and G. tibicen attain final adult plumage

at the start of their third year with no subsequent changes in
appearance.

Birds in this plumage are referred to as "older"

adults in tables and elsewhere in this text.
Males:

"Older" adult males (see Frontispiece and Plate

7) have a bluish-white beak with black tip; glossy black head,
scapulars, wings, terminal half of tail and underparts; black
thighs and legs; and pure white nape, hindneck, mantle, rump,
basal half of tail, upper and under tail coverts and wing
coverts.

The black often has a bluish sheen to it and the

mantle can be a very chalky· white.
One specimen collected possessed a growing outer tail
feather in late July, but this may-have been premature
replacement due to injury.

Three birds in December had new

tail feathers growing and were-moulting about the thighs, while
one bird in April had a small developing primary wing feather
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TABLE

5

Measurements in g or mm of Adult Gymnorhina hypoleuca
Sex

S'Decimens,
Adult (2m :vr)

No.of
Birds

WeiJdlt
Mean *

RallP!e

No.of
Birds

Culmen
Mean*

Range

No.of
Birds

Wing
,

Mean *

Range

No.of
Birds

Tail
l4ean*

Range

No.of
Birds

Tarsus
l4ean*

Range

No.of
Birds

Mid-toe & Claw
,

Mean *

Range

North Islam

11

8

34-9.6s!7.08 324.3-382 .. 0

8

53.0,3!1.13 47.0-57.3

8

266.31! 3.21 251 .0-276.5

7

+
149.25-

136.5-157.0

8

+
55.5-64.0
59.25-0.94

8

45.13:0.78 40.5-47.5

North Islam

F

3

+
331 .2-348.8
34-1 .47-5.29

3

+
47.50:.0.09
47.0-48.0

3

257.5o! 2.36 254.0-262.0

3

+
145.3}:3 .. 71 138.0-150.0

3

58.3,3!0.88 57.0-60.0

3

42.5o!2.29 38.0-45.5

South Islam

11

17

369.oa:!:7.06 326.3-446.5 19

53 .. 84:0.57 50.0-59.0 19

271 .36! 1 .45 258.0-281 .0 17

145.62: 1.57 1 32.5-1 61 .0 19

60.44:0.51 57.5-64.5 19

44.64:0.53 40.0-50.0

South Islam

F

11

320. ?B!5.68 291 .2-353.0 10

48.53:0.69 46.0-51 .5 11

256.41: 3 .. 65 230 .. 0-268.0

9

141.33: 2 .. 77 130.5-154.0 11

57.39:1.02 53.5-66.5 11

42.64:0.80 39.5-48.5

53.ao!O .. 52 47 .. 0-59.0 27

269.87: 1 .. 39 251 .0-281 .. 0 24

146.6B! 1 .43 132.5-161 .0 27

60.09:0 ..45 55.5-64.5 27

44 .. 79:0 .. 43 40 .. 0-50.0

~.12

I

~

.,

New Zealand

M

25

362 .. 87:5.52 324 .. 3-446.5 27

New Zealam

F

14

+
325 .. 21-5
..11 291 .2-353.0 13

48.29:0.53 46.0-51.5 14

256 .. 64: 2.90 230 .. 0-268.0 12

142.3,3! 2.26 130.5-154 .. 0 .14

57 .. 61 :0.71 53 .. 5-66 .. 5 14

42 .. 61 :0.75 38.0-48 ..5

North Islam

M

13

334 ..1s!7 .. 66 288.5-392 ..1 13

+
53 .. 27-0.61
48 .. 5-56 .. 0 13

274 .. 29!21 .15 265 .. 0-284.0 12

147 ~5Lt!1 2.88 141 .5-155.0 13

58 ..46!0.82 53.3-62 .. 8 13

42 .. 6o!O .. 71 36 .. 5-45 .. 3

North Islam

F

17

325.14!5.20 287.2-364 .. 3 17

+
49 .. 3~0
..43 46 .. 0-52 .. 0 16

262 .. 6o! 1 .28 25300-272.0 13

147 ..48: 1 .56 140.0-158.0 17

58 .. ~0.64 55.0-63 .. 5 17

43 .. 2q.!0 .. 61 40 .. 0-48.5

South Islam

M

32

362.484 .. 96 288 .. 5-412.5 34

+ .. 83
54 .. 80;.0
47 .. 5-59 .. 0 34

276.93: 1 ..10 261 .. 0-295.5 33

146.60: 0.93 139 •.5-159.0 34-

+
59 .. 93-0
.. 42 53.5-66 .. 0 34-

+
44.00:.0
.. 38 40 .. 5-47 .. 0

South Islam

F

39

+
34-0 .. 04--3
.. 83 273.6-382 .. 8 41

49 .. 21:0 .. 32 45.0-53 .. 5 41

263.57: 0 .. 95 246 .. 5-276.0 39

+ 0.87 126.0-157.5 41
144.5}:-

58 .. 56!0 .. 41 54.5-67 .. 5 41

+ .. 39 39 .. 5-47 .. 5
43 .. 73-0

New Zealam

M

45

+
354 .. 30.:.4.54 288 .. 5-412.5 47

+
54 .. ~0.38
47 .. 5-59 .. 0 47

275 .. 85-+ 1 .. 88 261 .. 0-295.5 46

146.86! 0.74 139.5-159 .. 0 47

+
59 .. 52-0
..40 53.3-66.0 47

43.62!0032 36 .. 5-47 .. 0

New Zealam

F

56

+
273.6-382 .. 8 58
335.51-3.22

49 .. 2s!0.26 45.0-53 .. 5 57

263 .. 30: 0 .. 75 246.5-276.0 52

145.26! 0.80 1 26.0-158 .. 0 58

+
58 .. 47-0.3454 .. 5-67.5 58

+
43.59-0.31
39 .. 5-58.5

North Islam

14

21

34-0.06!5.59 288 .. 5-392.1

21

53 ..1 B!0.55 47 .. 0-57.3 21

+
251 .0-284.0 19
271 ..10:.13.00

148.1,3! 8.08 136.5-157 .. 0 21

58.76!0.92 53.3-64.0 21

43.56!0.58 36 .. 5-47 .. 5

North Island

F

20

327.524.65 287.2-364 .. 3 20

+
49.07-0
.. 39 46.0-52.0 19

261 .79-+ 0.38 253 .. 0-272.0 16

147.oa! 1.41 138.0-158.0 20

58.2~0.55

55.0-63.5 20

43.12:0.59 38.0-48.5

South Islam

M

49

364.774.04- 288.5-446.5 53

54 .. 46!0.57 47.5-59.0 53

274.9,3! 0.96 258 .. 0-295.5 50

146.2s! 0.87 132.5-161 .0 53

60.11:0.34- 53.5-66.0 53

44.2,3!0.17 40.0-50.0

South Island

F

50

335 .. 8o!3.41 273.6-382.8 51

49.oa!O.28 45.0-53.5 52

262.05: 1 .15 230 .. 0-276.0 48

143.92: 0.91 126.0-1 57.5 52

+
58.31-0.40
54.5-67.5 52

+
37.5-39.5
43.50:.0.35

New Zealam

14

69

357.36!2.00 288.5-446.5 73

54.2,3!o.81 47.0-59.0 73

273.67: 1.54 251 .0-295.5 70

146.ao! 0.68 1 32.5-1 61 .0 73

59.7,3!0.88 53.3-66.0 73

44.Q5!o.63 36.5-50.C

New Zealam

F

70

333.4s!2.80 273.6-382.8 71

49.0a!0.22 45i0-53.5 71

261 .99! 0.87 230.0-276.0 64-

144.71: 0.78 126.0-158.0 72

58.3o!O.33 53.5-67.5 72

+
38.0-48.5
43.40:.0.29

"Older". Adult

Total Adult

~.

* With the addition of stamard errors.

+
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and wing coverts growing.
Met;isurements of male and female "older" adults are
listed in Table

5.
"Older ll adult females have a similar appearance

Females:

to males except that the black plumage is frequently less
intense and the wing tips, margins or secondaries may show a
slight brownish tinge.

Although the nape and rump

m~

be white

the back (mantle) is a neutral grey (see Plate 8).
In August, tail feathers start to become very tattered
and by October the tail is frequently very worn.

Nine specimens

collected in December all had new tail feathers growing and
some were moulting around the eyes, on the thighs and along the
wing primaries.

Specimens in March had new tail coverts,

abdomen and tail ~eathers growing, while different specimens
in April were growing new wing secondaries, tail coverts and
abdomen feathers.

One bird in May still had two new tail

coverts emerging.

Moulting therefore appears to take place

after the breeding season from December through until May.
Seasonal Changes in Weight.

Insufficient numbers of

Q. tibicen,hybrids and most Q. bypoleuca were collected over
a year from anyone region to allow the study of seasonal
changes in weight.

The only exception was Holder" adult

G. hypoleuca of both sexes collected from Canterbury between
March and December.

The weights of these birds were graphed

for this period of time but in both cases the resulting points
were so scattered that no clear curve or seasonal change could
be discerned.

Male body weights varied between 288.5 - 412.5g
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'r....., 8 : II lder" adult fem<.J.le hits-bac' ed I:lagpie
G,[rullorhina hypoleuca) sho ing neutral grey b'c1.

)L.
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(range 124.0 g) and female body weights between 273.6 - 382.8 g
(range 109.2 g ).
t

Bergman's Rule and' Allen's Rule
Taxonomic measurements of North Island and South Island

samples of G. hyPoleuca were compared statistically.

Body

weights of second-year South Island males were heavier by 5.26%;
uolder" adult South Island maies by 7.82';6; "older" adult South
Island females by 4.38%; total adult South Island males by
6.77%; and total adult South Island females by 2.45%.
age class the difference in
the 0.1% level.

bo~

In each

weights was significant at

Only in the case of second-year females was

there no significant difference (at the 300;6 level) between body
weights in both Islands.

Bergman's Rule would therefore appear

to be in operation between North and South Island populations
.'

of G. h;ypoleuca.
A comparison between North and South Island samples of
lengths of culmen, wing, tail, tarsus, and mid-toe and claw
was inconclusive and the effects of Allen's Rule were not
apparent.
General
The beaks of most G.
sharp tip.

~ypoleuca

tapered straight to a

In some specimens however, this tip was continued

downwards in the form of a hook. ,Measurements of the depth of
these hooked tips appeared to show no relationship with sex or
age and are shown in Table 6.

?
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TABLE 6
Depth in nun of Hooked Tips of Beaks of Gymnorhina hyPoleuca
Age class

Sex

No.of
birds

Mean depth

Range of depths

Juvenal

Male

2

1.3

1.1 - 1.5

Juvenal

Female

3

1.4

1.0 - 2.0

Immature

Male

10

2.0

1.0 - 4.5

Immature

Female

14

1.8

1.0 - 3.0

Adult (2nd yr)

Male

6

3.8

1.5 -12.0

Adult (2nd yr)

Female

4

1.6

1.0 - 2.5

flOlder" Adult

Male

15

2.8

1.0 - 5.0

flOlder" Adult

Female

9

2.1

1.5 - 3.5

BLACK-BACKED MAGPIES

(Q. tibicen)

Nestlings
No nestlings were obtained during this study.

Hall

(1909) however, has described changes in appearance of G.
tibicen nestlings in Australia and the following is a summary
of his observations.

Atter eight days the skin apparently

changed from pinkish to black and quills sprouted along the
ridge of the back and wings.

Thes~

quills sprouted feathers

after ten days and quills on the head and rump were first
noticed.

At this age 'the beak was a dull brown-grey with a

pinkish tinge.

After 12 days the chicks opened their eyes;

sandy coloured feathers formed above the eyes and on the wings,
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and black feathers developed on the crown, back, throat and
breast.

At 16 days the head, neck and back were a brownish-

buff colour, the back darker than the neck.

An orange-rufous

band, 0.5 inches wide, divided the black of the crown and the
buff of the neck.

After 17 days the tail feathers were 0.5

inches long, the beak was darkening, the wing primaries were
black, the secondaries white, tipped with black and the wing
coverts a buff colour.

After 19 days the back was a rufous

brown with slight streaks of black and the orange-rufous band
had disappeared.

At 21 days the back had changed to a darker

rufous brown and after 24 days the beak was a slaty-black.

The

young stood .and preened on the nest after 30 days and left the
nest at

35 days.

At this stage the crown, lores and cheeks

were black; hinder crown and nape creamy white (males only);
back grey streaked with black and rufous brown; rump white;
abdomen grey, tipped with buff; beak slaty-black and tail and
legs black.
Juvenal Birds
Six juvenal G. tibicen were collected, allowing the
following observations to be made.
~.

Juvenal G. tibicen, like

gypoleuca, leave the nest from September to November.

The

beak changes from a light near-transparent grey with a pinkish
tinge and pink palate through a leaden or dull grey to a dull
leaden-blaCk.

In full juvenal plumage both sexes have black

heads sometimes flecked with brown.
greyish-white hindneck while
to greyish-white napes.

fe~ales

Males have a white nape and
show more variation with

Both sexes have dorsal bands that

gre~
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are black with yellow to yellowish-white tips, blackish-brown

to pure black, and rumps that are a greyish-white.

Of the six

specimens, collected, five had pure black wings and the sixth
black wings with traces of brown.
Initially the ventral plumage, including the thighs, is
a dull dark grey, with a gingery-fawn dusting on the dull
blacker downy throat feathers and less conspicuously on the
breast.

Eventually the gingery-fawn band develops over and

under the eyes and on the throat.

Ventral plumage can vary

between dull grey to black or brown with gingery or yellowish
tips and thighs can be brown with or without gingery or light
tips.

The legs and feet are initially soft and flexible, and

along with the claws, are a grey colour.
Moulting into the first winter plumage was noticed only
in December when one bird collected had new tail coverts.
The width of the black band across the mantle (measured
from nape towards tail) -varies considerably as is shown in
Table 7.
TABLE 7
Widths in rom of Black Bands of Juvenal Gymnorhina tibicen
Date

Sex

Nape
.
(left to right)

Band
(left to right)

23. 9.1965

Male

60

60

50

20

20

20

21.10.1965

Male

35

40

45

50

45

50

1.12.1965

Female

40

40

40

80 100

80

9.12.1965

Female

75

70

75

40

70

65

9.12.1965

Female

*50

90

50

40
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Measurements of specimens in Table 8 show the progressive
growth and development of juvenal magpies.

TABLE 8
Measurements .in g or mm of Juvenal Gymnorhina tibicen
Region

Date

Sex

Weight Culmen

Wing

Tail Warsus Mtc."

23. 9.1965 Bulls

Male

248.7

33.0

187.0

95.0 60.8

43.3

21.10.1965 Bulls

Male

292.4

49.5

248.0 141.5 59.8

42.5

262.3

32.0

183.5

83.0 55.0

42.0

27.10.1965 Gisborne Female
1.12.1965 Napier

Female

253.8

42.8

250.1 139.5 53.0

42.3

9.12.1965 Bulls

Female

271.3

45.5

255.0 144.0 58.0

40.5

9.12.1965 Bulls

Female

303.4

47.0

257.5 150.0 58.3

42 .. 0

Notes.

*

Mid-toe and claw.

The distinguishing features of the juvenal age class are
essentially the same as those for

Q.

~ypoleuca

with the exception

of the black band.
Immature Birds
Results from an examination of 16 collected specimens
indicated that immature

Q. tibicen undergo a

at about the same time as G.

~ypoleuca

pos~uvenal

moult

and, with the exception

of the dorsal black band, assume a similar immature plumage.
Beak colour development appears to follow that of immature
~.

hyPoleuca with perhaps a greater degree of variation.

specimen collected at the end of

M~

One

possessed a beak in which

the bluish-white colour had developed in the basal third, the

remainder of the beak being black.
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At the start of November,

11 birds had bluish-white beaks and another two had greyish-

black beaks with bluish-white streaks showing around the base.
TABLE 9
Widths in rom of Black Bands of Immature Gymnorhina tibicen

Sex

Nape
(left to right)

80

Male

Band
(left to right)

20

20

30

Male

50

50

4-5

80

85

85

Male

50

50

4-5

40

55

70

4-5

80

Male

50

50

50

80

60

70

80

70

80

Male

50

40

50

70

80

70

90

Male

65

60

50

35

4-5

30

60

50

35

Male

65

80

60

60

4-5

80

55

70

Male

30

30

30

85

95

90

80

Male

30

30

35

100

Female

75

]?emale

90 110

60

65

70

4-5

40

50

90 180 105
50

50

Female

35

35

30

65

90

90 125

Female

40

40

40

75

70

90

90

.lfemale

40

4-0

4-0

4-5

40

50

60

Female

35

30

30

65

75

85

70

85

Female

30

35

30

100

80

90

95

75 105

The types and sequence of development of ventral plumage
appeared to be the same as in G. hypoleuca with new glossy black
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feathers appearing in either the light or dark mottled phases in·
November.

Tail feathers appeared very worn from late September

onwards.and most specimens, collected in early/November showed
evidence of moulting with new ventral plumage, tail coverts
and tail feathers growing.
The dorsal bands of· specimens collected before November
were black, usually with greyish-white tips and margins to the
feathers.

During November "Ghe bands were generally moulting

and the colour ranged from brown to black with glossy black
feathers appearing in.varying amounts through the band region.
Measurements of the bands are shown in Table 9.
Measurements of immature G. tibicen are shown in Table
10.

Once again identification of the sexes appears to be

possible only by examination of the gonads.
Adult (Second-year)Birds
Again, except for the dorsal band, both sexes of secondyear adult G. tibicen appear identical in appearance to their
corresponding age class of G.

~ypoleuca.

Both sexes have

bluish-white beaks with black tips; glossy black heads with a
blue sheen to the black; pure white napes; white or greyishwhite hindnecks, mantles and rumps (except band. on back) in males
and greyish-white in females; white tail coverts; black wings
and tails, frequently

w~th

a brownish tinge or mixture on the

tips, margins and secondaries; glossy black ventral plumage
(females with traces of brown present); and dull black thighs,
sometimes with traces of brown present.
The dorsal band in males is usually a glossy black with
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TABLE 10
Measurements in g or mm of Immature Gymnorhina tibicen
Specimens

Sex

Weight

No.of
Birds

Culmen

No.of
Birds

Wing

No.of
Birds

Tail

No . of
Birds

Mean

North I sland. M

8

279a21 :!:6. 71

251 .9-314.3

8

51 .091:1 .04- 48.0-56.0

8

253.75!2.27 245.0-262.0

4

142.3a!4.57 130.0-152.0

North Island. F

6

287.37:8.57 268.7- 319.6

6

48.13:0.84- 45.Sc.50.5

6

+
252 .. 25- 5.74 237.0-271 .0

3

South Isl and M

-I

373 .. 2ct

1

52.00:

1

261 .00:

South Island. F

1

316.10:

1

50.00!

-1

253,,00:

New Zealand

14

9

289.66:12.0 251.9-373.2

9

51 .19-0.93 48.0-56.0

9

New Zealand

F

7

291.4i!:8.32

268.7-319.6

7

48.39-0.75 45.8-50.5

7

~.

*

---

RanP.:e

Mean

*

Ranp,:e

Mean*

Range

Mean*

Range

No.of
Birds

Tarsus
Range

Mean *

Mid-toe & Claw
No.of .
Range
Birds Mean'*
'.

-

--

* With addition of standard errors

+

+

--

--

--

8

57.691:1 .07 54.5-61 .8

8

41.72: 0.40 40.0-43.5

140.92-2.73 135.5-144.3

6

+
58.5().:.1
.24 54.0-62.5

6

42.63:0.92 41.0-46.0

1

144.00:

1

63.00!

1

43.00:

1

144.50:

1

59.00!

1

46.00:

254.55:2.16 245.0-262.0

5

142.20:3.55 130.0-152.0

9

58.28:1.11 54.5-63.0

9

41.86:0.38 40.0-43.5

252.36!4.86 237.0-271 .0

4

141.81 :2.13 135.5-144.5

7

58.57-1.05 54.0-62.5

7

43.10:0.92 41.0-46.0

--

-

-~-

+

--~

---

--

--

--

--

+

1

--

--

---
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a blue sheen, although one specimen was noted where a few band

feathers were broadly tipped with a pure white.

In females the

cdlour of the band appears more variable/with such colours as
f

glossy black (blue sheen), black, a mixture of these two and a
glossy brown with black tips being recorded.

In two specimens

black feathers along both margins of the band were tipped with
greyish-white.

Measurements of the bands of collected specimens

are· shown il1Table 11.

New tail coverts, retrices, and back

feathers were noted in specimens collected during November.
TABLE 11

Widths in rom of Black Bands of Adult (Second-year)
Gymnorhina tibicen
Sex

Nape
(left to right)

Band
(left to right)

Male

70

25

30

Male

65

60

60

Male

50

50

50

30

70

40

Male

40

40

20

70

70

70

Male

60

60

60

50

60

70

60

Male

45

45

45

5

10

10

Male

45

50

45

70

60

Male

50

50

45

85

Female

50

55

80

20

20

15

75

70

70

80

80

80

50

'55

55

80

65

Female

50

55

50

55

55

80

45

55

Female

39

30

25

90

75

80

70

60

]I'emale

50

50

50

60

80

80

70

80
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"01der"Adult Birds
Except for 'the dorsal band, Itolderll adult G. tibicen
t

.'

plumage corresponds' wi ththat of "olde:t'll adult Q. pypoleuc.a.

Males (Plate 9) are a truly-pied glossy black (including band)
and pure white but females may show a slight
",

.

brownis~

tinge to the

"

black,. particularly on the Wing tips, margiD:$ and secondaries, and
haV'ewll1.te.or greyish-white napes, greyish-white hindneoks and
rump~.#4,~hite' tail: coverts.!Dorsalbe.n~Bare always a glossy

blaok;l.h

'both sexes.

Mea~~~meb.tsottlle;w:lq;ths o~. the$e bands

are shown in Table 12.

Thevariatlon inban~;width 'is notioeable

on the back of the specimen shown in Plate 9.
TABLE 12
Widths inmm of Black Bands of "Older" Adult G@orhina tibicen
Sex

Nape
(left to right)

Band
(J,.eftto right)

Male

80

30

30

Male

80

20

20

110

55

30

40

Male

50

Female

50

--

,,0.

70

90 100

Female

'75

80

80

Female

80

40

60

Female

55

15 20

~'

70

80

75

85

80

20

35

25

30

40

40

...

]'emale

65 . 60

l:!'emale'

50

60

60

Female

50

50

50

30

40

Female

40

40

40

25

25

Female

50

50

~~le

75

40

25

40

40

90

80

90 120

" l de r " adult a l e black-backed magpie
tibi cen) showin b l a c k dors 1 band .
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Two new t

athers were notic

emerging in a male

specimen collected on 21.5.1965 and in one female collected on
t

29.1. 1966, the back of the head, thighs, tail coverts and tail
were all moulting and a new wing primary was growing.
Measurements of all adult specimens (second-year and
"older ll birds) are shown in Table 13.
Bergman's Rule and Allen's Rule
Allen's Rule did not appear to operate in regard to

~he

lengths of culmen, wing, tail, tarsus and mid-toe and claw, and
in general there were no significant differences between North
and South Island samples.

There were significant differences

in weight l)etween the two samples however, which could be
ascribed to the operation of Bergman's Rule.

South Island

second-year males were heavier by 11.42% (significant at the
O.1;'~

level); South Island "older ll adult females by

9.2n/~ (0.5)~

level); total South Island adult males by 6.54); (2.5% level);
and total i30uth I

and adult females by 7.10%

(0.5~6

level).

No significant differences were found for secolld-year adult
females and

I, older"

adult males.

HYBRID MAGPIES
Hybrid magpies have virtually the same appearance as
their corresponding age classes and sexes in G. hypoleuca
and

Q.

tibicen.

The only difference is the appearance of a

broken black band or scattered black feathers on the back
instead of the pure white or greyish-white back, or unbroken
black band.

Measurements
Sex

Svecimens
Adult (2rd 'yr)

No.or
Birds

Wei,mt
Mean *

I

R8llJ1!.:e

No~or

r

Culmen
Range

Birds Mean *

~

No.of
Birds
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TABLE 13
g or mm or Adult Gymnerhina tibicen
Wing
Mean *

Range

No.or
Birds

Tail
Mean *

Rall8e

No.or
Birds

Tarsus
Mean *

Range

North Islard

M

6

327.3o!13.65 284.6-357.3

6

+
52 .l,.~0.90
l,.9.3-5l,..5

6

269.00!3.35 256.0-280.5

5

1l,.7. 75:!: 2.86 139.0-157.0

6

+
59.79-1.05
56.5-63.8

North Islard

F

3

298.5o:!:13.l,.C 273.2-318.8

3

+
l,.7.8-51 .3
4.9.00:.1.13

3

248.00!6.56 235.0-256.0

2

+
144.00.:;.
1 .37 1l,.3.5-1l,.6.3

3

South Islard

M

2

369.5o! 5.00 36l,..5-37l,..5

2

52.00.:. --

2

+
280.00:.2.00
278.0-282.0

2

1l,.9.5o:!: 1 .50 1l,.8.0-151.0

South Islard

F

1

313 .. 00!

1

l,.9.00.:. --

1

25l,..oo!

1

1l,.9.50.:. --

+

8

-

-

+

+

-

--

-

--

+

--

Mid-toe & Claw
No.or
Birds Mean*
Range
6

+
44.33-0.70
l,.2.0-l,.6.3

55.92-1.95 52.8-59.5

3

l,.2 .5().:.0 .87 l,.1

2

+
56.0-62.0
59.90.:.3.00

2

+
l,.3.1';':'0.12
l,.3.0-l,.3.3

1

57.00.:. --

1

l,.3.00!

59.59-0.97 56.0-63.8

8

+

44.03-0.55 l,.2.0-l,.6.3

l,.

+
56.1 9-1
.l,.1 52.8-59.5

l,.

+
l,.2.62-0.62
l,.1 .0-44.0

1

58.50.:. --

1

l,.2.00!

+

+

--

+

.0-44.0

-- --

New Zealard

M

8

337.85:!:12.14- 284.6-37l,..5

8

52.34!0.66 l,.9 0,3-5l,..5

8

271 .. 75-0.97 256.0-282.0

7

1l,.8.25-+ 2.03 139.0-157.0

New Zealard

F

4-

+
302.12-10.1l,.
273.2-318.8

l,.

+
l,.9.00.:.0.80
l,.7 .. 8-51 .3

4-

2l,.9.5o!l,..87 235.0-256.0

3

1l,.6.l,.2-+ 1 .73 1l,.3 .5-1l,.9.5

North Islard

M

1

339.3o:!:

1

53.00.:. --

1

261.00.!

1

1l,.3.00!

North Islard

F

6

32009s! l,..62 312.2-3l,.O.8

6

+ .3l,. l,.5 .. 0-53.5
l,.8. ~1

6

-

265.92:!:l,..16 253.5-282 .. 0

144.00.:.+ 1 .25 1l,.0.5-1l,.9.5

6

+
56.3-6l,..0
58.88-1.09

6

44.l,.2:!:0.6l,. l,.3.0-l,.6.8

South Islard

M

2

+
3l,.3.75-23.25
32005-367.0

2

+
53.0-5l,..5
53 .. 75-0.75

2

282 000.:.+ -

2

152.00.:.+ 2.00 150.0-15l,..0

2

+
60.0-6l,..0
62.00.:.2.00

2

+
l,.7 .. 50.:.1
.00 l,.6.5-l,.8.5

South Islard

F

l,.

353.77:!:16.l,.0 311 .3-389.0

l,.

-

6

l,.8.1 ,:t1 • 68 44.5-52.5

4-

+
251 .0-273.0
260.%5.19

l,.

1l,.6.25-+ 2 ..1 6 1l,.1 .0-150.5

l,.

+
59.00.:.1
.25 55.5-60.5

l,.

+
l,.3.00.:.0.7l,.
l,.1 .0-44.5

New Zealard

M

3

3l,.2 027-13050

3

5305o:!:O.16 53.0-5l,..5

3

+
261 .0-282.0
275.00.:.0.70

3

1l,.9.00.:.+ 0.10 1l,.3.<l-154.0

3

60.83:!:1 .6l,. 58.5-6l,..0

3

+
l,.2. 0-l,.8 .5
l,.5.67-1.92

New Zealard

F

10

M

7

"Older" Adult

+

~-

-

320.5-367.0

+

-

-

--

-

+

+

--

-

--

33l,..oa! 6.l,.6 311.3-389.0 10

+
l,.l,..5-53.5 10
l,.8.10.:.0.99

+
263.75-3
..17 251 .0-282.0 10

144.9o:!: 0.36 1l,.0.5-150.5 10

+
58.92.:.0.77
55.5-6l,..0 10

+
l,.1 00-1,.6.8
l,.3.8;':'0.51

333.3o:!:11 .66 284.6-357.3

7

52.7,:t0.76 l,.9.3-5l,..5

265.()()t3.05 256 .. 0-280.5

1l,.5.3e! 2.l,.6 139.0-157.0

7

+
59.1l,..:.o.91
56.5-63.8

7

l,.3.17:!:0.68 l,.2 • 0-l,.6. 3

Total Adult
North Islard

7

6

North Islard

F

9

309.7,:t 6.15 273.2-3l,.0.8

9

+
l,.8.54-0.94

l,.5.0-53.5

9

256.964.l,.3 235.0-282.0

8

144.~

0.96 1l,.0.5-1l,.9.5

South Islard

M

l,.

356.63:!:1 2.23 320.5-37l,..5

4-

+ .. 00
281 • ()()!.1
278.0-282.0

l,.

+ .03
57.l,.o.:.1
52.8-6l,..0 9

'6!0.58 l,.1 .0-1,.6.8
l,.3.l,.

4-

+
52.88!-0.59
52.0-54.5

9

150.7s! 1 .25 1l,.8.<l-154.0

l,.

South Islard

F

5

333.3e!15.10 311.3-389.0

l,.8.5~1

5

5

5

;New Zealard

M

11

+
339.os.:9.26 284.6-37l,..5 11

1l,.7.00.:;.+ 1 .80 1l,.1 .0-150.5

+
l,.5.31-1
.33 l,.3 • 0-l,.8.5

5

+
257.25-=4.22
251 .0-273.0

60.5o:!:1 .71 56.0-6l,..0 l,.

52.66!0.51 l,.9.3-54.5 11

272.6l,.:!:2.77 ;256.0-282.0 10

+ 1.62
1l,.8.l,.7139.0-157.0 11

58.00.:.1 .03 55.5-60.5 5

+
l,.3.00.:.0.57
l,.1 .0-44.5

iNew Zealard

F

14-

324-.9s:!: 7.63 273.2-389.0 1l,.

~59.68:!:3.12 235.0-282.0 13

+
1l,.5.25-1
6.75 1l,.0.5-150.5 1l,.

+
44.q.a.;:;O.6l,.
l,.2.0-l,.8.5

l,.8.36!0.73 44.5-53.5 14-

+
59.93-0.81
56.0-6l,..0 11

58.1l,.:!:0.7l,. 52.8-6l,..0 1l,.

+
l,.3.50.:.0.l,.2
l,.1 .0-l,.6.8

-Notes.

* With addition or standard errors.

+

.31 l,.l,..5-52.5

+

+
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Cole (1921) found that in one Australian district
(presumably near the Murray River Valley) 30 - 35% of the
'black-backed magpie population was abnormal in coloration:

He

regarded these variants as mutants of G. tibicen rather than
as hybrids between

tibicen and

~.

Q.

These variati,

~ypoleuca.

phases from Cole (1921) are shown in Plate 10.

Variation

phases similar to phases C and D were found in New Zealand
hybrid specimens.
Immature Birds.
Males:

One male nestling was collected that had black

feathers interspersed with grey and white feathers tipped with
yellow (intermediate between phases C and D) in the usual band
area.

The width of this zone was 20 mm.
Six immature male hybrids collected showed band phases

similar to phase D.

One specimen had interspersed black

feathers in the normal band area covering an area 30 - 40 rum
wide.

Some of the feathers were all black, others were tipped

with white or grey.

A second specimen had three black and

white feathers showing out amongst the mottled grey back
feathers and a third had an area of black feathers 30 mm long
by 5 mm wide in the middle of the back.

Two specimens had

inclusions of black feathers in towards the back from the right
hand side (similar to phase D); the inclusions being 60 rum
40 rum long and 20 mm and 30 mm wide respectively.

and i

The

remaining specimen showed a variation phase almost identical
with phase D in Plate 10.
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:J

6~:r

.:

10:
Variat· on phases of blac - bach.eJ. . aGPie
(l,{ul.J.lOrhina tibicen); (from 'ole , 1921) .

.<~
b-~

ypic c 1 b l ack-bach.
magpie
ariation phases of black-backed rna pie
Ihite-backed .agpie ( . leuconota)

(Li!,jht grey m kinGs on iVhite bacLs
due to photogra hic re production)

Females:
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Seven immature female hybrids were collected.

Four of these had broken black dorsal bands.

The widths in

millimetres (measuring from nape ,towards tail) of these bands,
with gaps in the band being indicated by the symbol --- were
as follows:Band 1.

20, 25, ---, 35,

Band 2.

25, ---, 40.

Band 3.

45, 50, ---, 15,

Band 4.

40,

, 50, 55, 35.

, 50.

, 50.

The gap in the band of the last specimen (Band 4) and
the lengths o£each black area were 30 mm ,in each case.

A

fifth specimen had a black inclusion 40 nun in length and 15 mm
wide at the left edge of the band area which tapered to a width
of only 5 mrn towards the middle of the· back.

The sixth specimen

similarly had· an inclusion 40 mm in length, varying from 5 rom
in width near the middle of the back to 20 mm in width on the
right edge of the band area.

The final specimen had glossy

black feathers intruding from each side and appearing amongst the
greyish-white back feathers similar to phase C.

Measurements

of both sexes of immature hybrids are shown in Table 14.
Adult Birds
Males:

One of the two second-year male hybrids collected

had a broken band of black feathers interspersed with grey and
white feathers.

The second specimen had an inclusion 40 nun in

length on the left side varying from 25 t.o 10 mm in width.
Eight "older" adult male hybrids were collected.
had black inclusions on both

sid~s,

Two

those on the left measuring
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Ieasm-ements in g or
S1)8cimena

Sex

No.of

B:1rds

Weight
Mean*

:Range

No.of

Bil:'dJi

Culmen
)lean *

Range

lNo·of
Birds

IDDl

of Hybrid Jlagpies

JinP:
Meal

No.of'

~e

B1rdB

Tail
)leal

Range

No.of

Birds

Tarsus

lIean *

~

Kid-toe & Claw
No.of
Range
lIean*
B:1rds

Immature

II

6

321 .2o!15.35 288.7-390.2

6

52.3.¢l.03 4-9.0-56.0

6

253 0 66!3.15 24-7.0-268.0

5

14.4-.. 6o!1 .4.4- 14-1.0-14-9.0

5

58.4-~0.77 56.5-60.5

6

4-3.66!1.66 40.0-48.5

Immature

F

7

328.14-! 8.91 301 .7-371 .7

7

48.82!0.46 48.0-51.5

7

24-9.7¢2.32 24-4-.0-258.5

6

146.3~2.54- 139.0-157.0

7

57.89!0.97 53.5-61 .0

7

4.4-. 39!0.4-9 4-2.5-4-6.5

Adult (200 yr) )l

2

34-1.65! 0.02 34-1.6-34-1.7

2

52. co!

2

260.7~2.25 258.5-263.0

2

14-9 .5o!2 .55 14-7.0-152.0

2

59.6~1.87 57.8-61 .5

2

4.4-. 75:!:O.24- 4-4-.5-4-5.C

Adult (200 yr)

F

2

298.6~21 .78 276.9-320.4-

2

48.~O.75 48.0-4-9.5

2

248.7r;j.3.75 24-5.0-252.5

2

136.~1.75 135.0-138.5

2

55.1~O.62 54-.5-55.8

2

4-2.25:!:-t .75 4-0.5-4.4-.0

"Older" Adult

)l

8

366.5o! 8.33 338.Q..406.0

8

.5Ih~O.77 51.5-57.5

8

277.38!1 .31 272.0-283.0

7

150.1o:!:1 .92 142.8-157.0

8

62.1 ~0.85 59.0-67.0

8

43. 66!O.51 4-1 .0-4.5.5

8

56 .. 81!-, .04- 53.8-63 .. 0

8

4-3.oa!O.78 4-0.5-4-7 .. 0

AdUJ.t

F

8

Total Adult

II

10

Total Adult

F

10

"Older"

-

Notes.

8

-

-

+

+

8

259.37-3.20 24-4-.0-270.5

8

14-7.()9!1 .35 143.0-1.51 .5

361.5~ 7.36 338.Q..406.0 10

53.87!O.68 51.5-57.5 10

274.orJ.2.46 258.5-283.0

9

14-9.97!-, .53 142.8-1 57.0 10

61 .62:!:o.80 57.8-67.0 10

43.87:!:o.4-3 4-1.0-4.5.5

315 .. 0~ 8.40 276.9-363.8 10

+
4-9.3S-:-0.4-3
48 .. 0-52.5 10

257.2s:!:2.95 24-4-.0-2'70.5 10

14-5.O2!-, .76 135.0-1.51 .5 10

56.4-7!0.86 53.8-63.0 10

42.8s:!:0.68 40 .. 5-4-7.0;

319 ..14! 9.19 286.6-363.8

* With the addition .of

4-9.50:.0.52 4-8.0-52.5

stardard errors.
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I

,
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10 mm and Itthree .feathers II and on the right, 20 rom and "nine

.feathers" in width respectively.
,on the ).e.ft side varying

i~

One specimen had an inclusion

width .from 15 to 5" rom and two

specimens had inclusions on the right, varying .from 20 mm in
length and 10 mm in width in the first specimen, to four
separate inclusions one above the other:
wide in the second specimen.

15, 5, 2, and 10mm

The remaining three specimens had

broken bands with the following measurements in millimetres:Band 1.

30, 35, 35, 25,

Band 2.

20, 10,

Band 3.

50, 30,

---,
,

---,

35, 30.

---, 7, ---,

10,

10, 40, 30.

30, 50.

Once again the symbol --- indicates a gap in the band.
Females:

One of the two second-year female hybrids

collected had black inclusions 10 rom . wide on both sides, and
in the middle of the back consisting of one black feather,
several black feathers tipped with grey and combinations of grey
and black .feathers with white tips.

A second specimen had two

black and white .feathers and ten black feathers on the le.ft side,
one black .feather in the middle and seven black .feathers on the
right side.

One specimen had odd black feathers amongst the

mottled grey back feathers in an area 30 - 40 rom wide; some of
the black .feathers being tipped with white.

The remaining five

specimens all had broken bands (--- indicates gap) with the
.following widths in millimetres:-

---,

40, 40, 30, 20, 8.

Band 1.

5,

Band 2.

30,

---,

Band 3.

20,

,

Band 4.

30,

---,

30,

---,

25, 1.0.
60.-

40.

4112
Band 5.

25, ---, 15.
In the latter band the 25 mm measurement covers four. different
areas of black feathers.
I

,

I

I

Measurements of both sexes of adult hybrid specimens
collected are shown in 'Table 14.

CONCLUSION
The immature plumage and beak colour of G. 4ypoleuca
and G. tibicen in New Zealand appears to be retained for one
year only.

It appears quite possible that this also applies,

to G. ,dorsaris in Australia, but the variation in the wearing
aw~

of the light tips of the ventral plumage and appearance

of the darker plumage has been overlooked by Wilson (1946) and
Robinson (1956) and has led them mistakenly to conclude that
the immature plumage is retained for two years.

Both authors

remarked that there was a great deal of variation in the
immature plumage in the second year.

This is evident in the

first year of G. hyPoleuca and G. tibicen when ventral plumages
very similar to those reported for first and second-year G.
dorsalis can occur.

Other workers such as Cole (1921), Campbell

(1928) and Carrick (1963) mentioned only yearling and adult
plumage, or immature plumage without stating the duration of
this.

The change in beak colour during the first year in

G. hypoleuca and G. tibicen tends to confirm that the immature
plumage is retained for only one year.
Both species in New Zealand show a close similarity in
appearance per respective sexes and ages, differing only in the

t

occurrence of a black dorsal band in G. tipicen.

1+
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This is also

apparent from the measurements of both species with perhaps a
tend~ncy

for G. hypoleuca to be slightly

slightly longer culmen.

he~vier

and have a'

Immature birds of both species moult

earlier than adult birds, the latter moulting after the breeding
season.
Except for the dorsal band, hybrids have an identical
appearance to both species.

Age or sex does not appear to be

a significant factor in the variation in the width and completeness of the black bands in hybrids because the whole range of
variation__ can be seen in both sexes and birds of all ages.
This applies also to the width of the black band in
"Pure" populations of

Q. tibicen.

Q. tibicen such as in Hawke's Bay, however,

tend to have wider more uniform bands, whereas populations in
areas where

Q. hyPoleuca and hybrids are present, such as in

North Oanterbury, tend to have narrower and less uniform bands.
Future attention could be focused on this variation in band
width and completeness.
~o

seasonal changes in weight were noted although it

might have been expected that egg production during the breeding
season may have affected the weight of adult females.

Both

species are noted as very sedentary birds li,ving in permanent
territories all year round and examination of gizzards showed
that seemingly abundant food was obtained all year.

North

Island specimens were significantly lighter than South Island
specimens and this is ascribed to the operation of Bergman's
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Rule.

No signiricant dirrerences were noted in the length

or appendages between specimens rrom both Islands so that ir
Allen's/Rule is in operation in New Zealand, magpies do not
appear to conrorm to it.
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CHAPTER 6

FOOD AND FEEDING HABITS

INTRODUCTION
The scientific study of food habits has proved to be
one of the most essential tools in gaining an intelligent
understanding of wildlife.

A knowledge of the food of birds

(and other animals) places man in a position to alter their
environment, thus influencing or commanding either their
conservation or control.

FQod studies also serve as a final

criterion in deciding whether and to what extent some species
are harmful or beneficial.

Economic ornithology has as its

broad objective the determination of the relationship that
various bird species bear to man through their food and feeding
habits, particularly in relation to agriculture, horticulture
and forestry.

With a few exceptions, the most important relat-

ionship between man and wild birds is derived from the food
habits of the latter; for example, if
insects are being eaten.

produ~1

or destructive

11~

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The literature on the food of wild birds is extensive
and at once reveals an astonishing variety of techniques in
the evaluation of food materials discovered.

Each author

selects the form of presentation which seems best to him or
her, explaining it more or less in detail.

The reason for the

selection of that particular method is often stated but its
justification is sometimes attempted not so much by the proof
of its universal adequacy, as by the recounting of defects of
rejected techniques.

Some authors have also insisted on the

use of a single technique for the measurement or assessment
of foods of all species of birds, trying to force uniformity
of laboratory technique upon the variable feeding habits of
different species, or on one species in the course of its
growth and for the seasons.

Other authors have presented

different parts of their data by different methods.

Possibly

the best reviews on this aspect of avian food studies are by
Cottam (1936), Davison (1940), Hartley (1948) and Gibb and
Hartley (1957).

The only published
food study of an introduced
,

bird in New Zealand to date has been that of Marples (1942)
on the little owl (Athene noctua).

Stomach content results

were presented on a numerical basis because he believed that
any attempt to estimate the weight or volume of the very diverse

animals represented, mOS"G of which were recognisable only from
microscopic fragments, would have been quite valueless.

A

discussion on the different methods of food analysis and
presentation of results is

includ~d

later in this chapter.
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Australian Literature
The food and feeding habits of magpies have been given
, a certain amount o·f general attention, in the past but few
detailed observations have been published.

Robinson (1956)

examined an unspecified number of stomachs of G. dorsalis
and concluded that insects and their larvae were the chief food
of adults, but centipedes and mice were often consumed.

Reports

received by him indicated that fruit such as figs, apricots,
olives and grapes were also eaten, boxthorn berries collected
for the young and magpies were observed eating other birds and
dead lambs._ Oat and wheat grains, corms of Romulea rosea and
tubers of Arthropodium preissii were also found in odd specimens.
The insect food appeared to be mainly confined to five common
families:-

Orthoptera, Acridiidae (grasshoppers); Hemiptera,

Pentatomidae (stink bugs); Coleoptera, Carabidae (ground beetles)
and Tenebrionidae (stink beetles); and Lepidoptera, Noctuidae
(army vvorm).

McKeown (1936)' described how many members of the

Tenebrionidae, Carabidae and Pentatomidae possessed strong or
acrid, aromatic odours and taste;

~he

latter were also capable

of inflicting painful stabs with their rostrum.
mentioned that

Q.

~ypoleuca

He also

fed upon Tenebrionidae and with

G. tibicen, upon Fo.rmicidae (ants) which possessed a strong
flavour of formic acid and which with other members of the
Order Hymenoptera taken, such as wasps and bees, could often
sting.

Centipedes could also produce very painful bites and

millipedes were acrid in taste so that magpies appeared to
prefer strongly-flavoured food and were not seemingly affected
by stings or bites.
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Cleland (1918) also published fragmentary data
concerning the food of magpies obtained from the examination of
stomach contents of nine birds over a series of years_

E-

~oth

tibicen and G. hypoleuca were found to eat wheat and other

cultivated grains and seeds occasionally, the particular seeds
eaten depending mainly on the seeding plants present.

Ants,

locusts and grasshoppers were frequently fed upon and G. tibicen
was also known to feed upon hawk-moth larvae, cutworm, fly larvae,
red scale, weevils, ground beetles, scarabs and chrysomelid
beetles.

His opinion was that both species were amongst

Australia's most useful insectivorous birds.
The OSIRO Wildlife Research Division (Anon., 1966) found
that

Q. tibicen took food from the ground or top layer of soil.

Analysis of 1,319 stomach contents showed no difference in type
of food attributable to sex, age, or habitat.

The most important

single items throughout the year were weevils (Curculionidae)
and ants.

In winter and spring, earthworms, scarabaeid larvae,

dung beetles (Scarabae'idae) and leaf' beetles (Chrysomelidae)
were important components; in summer, grasshoppers (Acrididae)
and Ohristmas beetles, and in autumn, crickets (Gryllidae) were
common in stomach contents.
Robinson (1956)

belie~ed

young G. dorsalis were fed

mainly on lepidopterous larvae, especially army- worm.

Hall

(1909) recorded that young G. tibicen were reared chiefly on

the small black larvae of a night flying moth.

Lord (1956 b)

described how flocks of initially 40 and later 100 plus

Q.

tibicen discovered the nocturnal habits of caterpillars left
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behind after an invasion of the district by small whitish moths,
long before other birds.

The magpies worked the area for

three weeks from dawn to dusk and, with other birds, apparently
cleared the area of the caterpillar pest.
stated that

Carrick (1963)

Q. tibicen was primarily an insectivorous ground-

surface feeder, but it was versatile enough to explore other
tood sources and even resorted to carrion and pasture foliage
when necessary.

Roberts (1963) described various aspects of

post-fledgling 'feeding behaviour in

Q. tibicen including vocal

begging and scolding, young birds jumping off the ground to
take spiders from webs or insects trom leaves of shrubs, leaves
and other ground objects being turned over and crevices being
carefully examined and surplus food being pushed into soft soil
or deposited at ground level between leaves and stems of plants.
No birds were ever observed to retrieve this food.

Loaring

(in Robinson, 1956) and Elliot (1952) confirmed this "parking"
of food which Robinson (1956) stated was much more developed
among Cracticus spp., members of the same family, who hung food
on thorns, in forks or crevices in limbs of trees.
Roberts (1963) described regurgitated food pellets from
post-fledgling

Q. tibicen which were roughly cylindrical,

averaging 0.75 inches long and 0.38 inches wide, of a sticky
consistency and containing indigestible remains of beetles,
other ground insects and some seeds.

On the several occasions

the birds regurgitated these pellets they stood very erect,
arched their neck and opened their mouth widely_

Loaring

(in Robinson, 1956) also described such pellets, about 0.75 -

1.25 inches in length and 0.5 inches in diameter, being brought
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up and shaken from the bill.

They consisted of the hard

remains of insects and grain husks.
Robinson (1956) noted that magpies often showed
intelligence in the method of procuring and devouring food.
Debris of receding floods and refugees from bush fires were
often exploited; centipedes, scorpions, spiders, frogs, lizards
and mice, as well as an astonishing array of insects and their
larvae were included in their food range; dung was sometimes
pulled apart and grain, particularly wheat that had become damp
and swollen, eaten; meat scraps were
and birds in

~ne

eat~n

and bones picked;

group learned to peck open walnuts on the

ground to eat the kernels.

Sticks, dung, chips and even stones

were pulled aside or tossed over with a forward thrust of the
bill and sometimes drifts of leaves were s'birred or scattered
right and left by the bill to uncover insects harbouring
beneath them.

Although the magpie was essentially a ground

feeder, at times it collected food on the wing.

Such flight,

always horizontal, was inclined to be laboured and noisy until
the insect was caught.

Wilson (1950) witnessed magpies

catching cockchafer beetles on the wing and referred to a record
by another observer of a magpie catching a bat.

Robinson (1956)

remarked that in late autumn and early winter earthworms could
be ,sought.

Birds would suddenly jump forward, drive their

beaks into the ground and if possible extract the whole worm.

Q. 9Ypoleuca and G. dorsalis apparently detected worms by their
sense of hearing, cocking their heads on one side.

Birds feeding

nestlings would often drop assorted captures, select and
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rearrange these in the bill several times before flying off to
the nest.

Attempts to swallow large captures whole were rarely

made; for example, a'great deal of timetwould be spent

bre~king

up a large grasshopper.
New Zealand Literature
Oliver (1955) regarded G. hypoleuca as generally ground
feeders on pasture and ploughed land, obtaining ·their dominantly
insect food by

~robing

pastures.

Such food included grass

grubs, crickets, grasshoppers and fly maggots, but worms, snails,
small birds and their eggs, mice and fat or meat from drying
-

sheep and rabbit skins could also be included.

One report in

the New Zealand Wildlife Branch Head Office File 46/23 (H.O. File
46/23) mentions mice being eaten by magpies.
McCaskill (1945) received numerous reports of

~.

hypoleuca

eating grass grubs in open fields, either under grass or
cultivated, or from newly turned soil by following the plough.
The largest congregation of birds reported from Canterbury
were apparently from grass grub infested areas.

Other reports

mentioned porina (Wiseana spp.) and carrion of sheep, cattle,
rabbits or lambs being fed upon, but some reports insisted
that the birds were actually feeding on maggots in the carrion.
Birds were reported to feed among sheep on grassland, turn over
manure pads for insect food, pick at scrap meat around dog
kennels, fowl yards and farm abbatoirs, steal wheat and mash
from hens, eat mice and lizards and catch moths in the early
evening.

More unusual reports were of large quantities of

tawa berries being eaten and the birds getting so "drunk" that
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they were easy to catch; the heads being pecked off poisoned
sparrows; trout and other foods being stolen from a camp; and
baes being caught as, they alighted laden with honey at the '
hive by the adult bird jumping and then feeding them to the
young.

McCaskill (1946) also received one report of G.

hypoleuca standing beside bumble bee nests and eating the
·young bees as they came out into the sun to dry their wings.

METHODS OF STUDY
Preparation of Material
Collection of specimens and preliminary preparation of
gizzard contents has already been described in Chapter 2.
Of the total of 332 magpie specimens collected ten had completely
e.1Dpty gizzards, six were sent to Lincoln College without
gizzards but accompanied by lists of gizzard contents identified
by the Wildlife Branch, New Zealand Department of Internal
Affairs, another 13 had gizzard contents sent separately for
examination and 18 were sent without gizzards following trials
with poison baits by the Animal Ecology Division, DSIR.
All gizzards were opened and the food material washed
into a sieve (British Standard Size No. 60).

This allowed the

finer particles of sand or digested debris to be washed away,
preventing it from later obscuring small diagnostic items
which aided in the identification of the food.

Gizzard contents

were then gently brushed or washed out of the sieve and stored
in

70% alcohol for later identification.

\Vhere food items, in

particular gizzards, were coated with animal fat, hot water
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was used to wash this obscuring greasy layer off and the simple
presence of fat was noted.
(see

la~er)

were used, the

If volumetric assessment methods
~oss

in bulk

result~ng

from this hot

water treatment could have been measured and allocated to items
of apparent grease origin.

This method however, is more

applicable to predatory birds or animals feeding upon vertebrates
where fat may occur more frequently.

The fat, when it did appear

in magpie gizzards, always appeared to originate from meat scraps.
Examination of Material
Gizzard contents, labelled with a number for each bird,
were first-washed into a light blue tray.

This coloured tray

was chosen as it allowed pale or dark objects to be easily seen.
All particles that would aid in identification and enumeration
of food items were then separated and obviously unrecognisable
material of no further possible use was discarded.

Enumeration

of all food items was taken to the maximum diagnostic level.
For instance, if only two legs, or three bodies of a particular
type of insect were present, but fOQr heads, then four insects
were recorded.
Identification of the complete or more usually fragmented
food items was facilitated by reference collections of seeds,
insects and other food items, either held personally or by the
Zoology and Plant Science Departments of Lincoln College and
in the Herbarium of the DSIR, Lincoln.

For more specific

identification of certain items aid was obtained from various
authorities (see Acknowledgments) or froID,relevant literature.
The basis of identification work, however, depended on a
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general knowledge and understanding of distinguishing
entomological and biological characters of the food items.
Whe~

individual gizzar4 examinations and

~dentification

of food items were completed the results were tabulated on a
card index system.
Some of the complete or largely complete invertebrates
and the vertebrate bones an.d teeth are stored in the Zoology
Department, Lincoln College.

One new weevil (genus and species)

. was found in a gizzard during this study.
Assessment of Food
Assessment of vegetation, seeds, vertebrates and
invertebrates was carried out separately on a numerical basis
using a combination of the frequency of occurrence and
enumeration of the foods method.
Presentation of Results
Data on the consumption of seeds and vertebrates were
summarised into total numbers and frequencies of occurrence
(frequencies) which were then converted to percentages for
easy visual comparison.

The total numbers and frequencies

(and percentages) were then derived for each plant family
represented by the seeds in order to obtain a picture of their
relative importance as food.
Data on the consumption of invertebrates were summarised
first into monthly total numbers and frequencies (and percentages) to find if any seasonal trends in consumption were
apparent.

These monthly figures were then sUmmarised to give

... grand total numbers and frequencies, which were also expressed

.....::.

-~~~

12f5

as percentages.

As in the presentation of the results of seed

consumption, total numbers and frequencies were derived for
the different invertebrate families, orders and classes to
obtain an idea of their relative importance as food for
magpies.
Vegetation and miscellaneous items were summarised into
total frequencies and total numbers where possible.

Summarised

details of the total numbers and frequencies for each of the
four main classes of food and miscellaneous items and monthly
totals for invertebrates are included in Appendix B.
Feeding Habits
Part of the field work during this study was spent
observing the feeding habits of G.

~ypoleuca

in Canterbury.

For these observations a pair of 8 x 30 field glasses were
used.

Because of limited time for field work most of the

observations were carried out in the general vicinity of
Lincoln College.

In addition, a few reports were received

on various aspects of feeding behaviour for both species from
different parts of New Zealand.

Where any of the reports or

observations related specifically to food items they have been
included in the relevant section of the results.

The results obtained from an examination of 302 magpie
gizzards and field observations on feeding-habits show that
magpies are dominantly insectivorous birds.

Of the total of
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TABLE 15
Types of Food Material Found in 302 Magpie Gizzards

No.of gizzards
in which found

Frequency

Plant Material
Grass
Clover
Seeds
Grass and clQver
Daisy inflorescences
Moss
Miscellaneous

267
240
123
112
110
20
11
4

88.4
79.5

Animal Material
Phylum Arthropoda
Class Insecta
Class Arachnida
Class Crustacea
Class Myriapoda
Phylum Mollusca
Phylum Annulata
Phylum Chordata
Class Reptilia
Class Aves
Class Mammalia

302
299
297
96
22
20
1
28
16
6
1
9

100.0
99.0
98.3
31.8
7.3
6.6
0.3
9.3
5.3
2.0
0.3
3.0

35
7
13

11.6
2.3
4.3

Miscellaneous
Gravel
Food boli
. Others

%

40.7

37.1
36.4
6.6
3.6
1.3
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10,383 seeds, invertebrates and vertebrates found in the
gizzards 8,738 were invertebrates (84.2%), 1,629 were seeds
(15.7%) and the remqining 16 were vertebrates (0.1%).
of these vertebrates were likely to be carrion.

Seven

The

frequencies of· occurrence for each of the main classes of food
are shown in Table 15.

The plant component, despite its high

frequency, is. only of secondary importance.

Details of all

items-found in gizzards are given in Appendix B.
Food:

Plant. Material
Seeds
Sixteen plant families and 36 different species were

represented in the gizzard contents examined.

The importance

.of these different families is shown in Table 16.
The relative importance of the different seed species
by themselves is shown in Table 17.
Legume seeds were the most frequent seeds found.

The

principal legumes (also the two most frequent seeds found) were
suckling clover (Trifolium dubium) and birdsfoot trefoil
(Lotus sp.).

Both species are generally found over a wide range

of habitats especially light land pastures, roadsides and waste
ground.

Other legumes including subterranean clover (Trifolium

sUbterraneum) and white clover CT. repens) were generally
unimportant.
Grass seeds were next in importance to legumes in their
frequency of occurrence.

Both native and introduced grasses

were represented, the most frequent being annual poa (Poa annua),
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TABLE 16
Relative Importance of Plant Seed Families
in 302 Magpie Gizzards
t

Leguminosae
Gramineae
Carophyllaceae
Solanaceae·
Cyperaceae
Po lygonaceae
Compositae
Chenopodiaceae
Portulacaceae
Rubiaceae
. Rosaceae
Boraginaceae
Malvaceae
Epacridaceae
Urticaceae
Geraniaceae

No.of
species

No.of
gizzards

5
9
1
1
2

52
29
16
13
8
8
6
4
4

3
5
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

3
2
2
1
1
1
1

Frequency
%

18.2
9.6
5.3
4.3
2.7
2.7
2.0
1.3
1.3
1.0
0.7
0.7
0.3
0.3
0.3
0·3

Actual
Count

% total
seed nos.

213
230
64
449
23
218

13.1
14.1
3.9
27.6
1.4
13.4
0.5
2.1
1.1 '

9
34
18
9
11
8
5
333
1
4

0.5
0.7
0.5
0.3
20.4
0.1
0.3

Italian ryegrass (Lolium multiflorum) and cocksfoot (Dactylis
glomerata).

\Vheat (Triticum vulgare) was found in only one

bird during late March and was most likely obtained from
stubble or fowlyards.
Weed seeds were well represented by chickweed (Stell aria
media) and black nightshade (Solanumnigrum).

One bird

contained 208 black nightshade seeds and another bird 90,
with a grand total of 449 (27.6%) being found in 13 birds.
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TABLE 17
Relative Importance ot Plant Seed Species in 302 Magpie Gizzards
Seeds
Trifolium~

!2:E!! sp.

Stellaria media

Common name
!Suck1ing olover)
Birdaf'oot trefoil)
Chiokweed)
!Annual poa)
Black nightshade)
Sedge) .
~Fat hen)

Purslane)
~Ita1ian !Jegrass)
Cooksfoot
(Wild tare

sp.
ium subterraneum (Subterranean clover
Polygonum avioulare
(Wire weed)
Fest.uoa arUl1dinaoea
Soft 'escue)
brome)
Bromua mollia
Forget-me-not)
MYosotis '4rVensis
Sootoh thistle)
Cirsium lanceolatum
Cynos1ll'us oristatus
!Crested Dogstail)
Heaths)
Fami1Y Epaoridaoeae
Wheat)·
Tritioum vulgare
!2!!. eglanteria
~ Sweet briar)
Unknown)
FamUyRosaoeae
Oxalis oornioulata
OXa1iS~

lTall

~rotundifolia

Vulpiadertonensis
Anthoxanthum odoratum
Junous buf'onius
~ium repens
~ perennis
Xanthium spinosum
is
Cre'pis
Urtioa
Po!ygonum persioaria
Taraxaoum of'f'ioinale

!

I

I~

Hairgrass)
Sweet vernal)
Toad rush)
White olover)
Daisy)
tathllI'st burr)
Hawkweed)
Stinging nettle)
(Willow weed)
(Damelion)

No. of
izzards

Frequency

Aotual
oount

31
19
16
1.5
13
7
.5
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

10.3
6.3
.5.3
.5.0
4.3
2.3
1.7
1.3
1.3
1.0
1.0
1.0
1 0
1.0
0.7
0.7
0.. 7
0.7
0.7
0.7
03
03
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.. 3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3

154
46

1

1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1

1

0

0

0

64-

99
449
20
1.53
34-

18
21

19
8
9
4

64-

11
9
8
4
2
333
.59
4
7
4
.5
.5
.5
3
1

2
1
1
1
1

1

of' totaL
seed numbers

9.4
2.8
3.9
6.1
2706
1.2
9.4
2.1
1.1
1.3
1.2
0,..5
' 0•.5
0.3
3.9
0.7
0•.5
0•.5
0.3
0.1
20.4
3.6
0.3
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
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The two genera of the family Cyperaceae represented were Juncus
and Carex, with seeds of the latter being most often found.

Two

members of the family Polygonaceae found intrelatively large
numbers were Muehlenbeckia complexa, the common bush climbing
plant,. and wireweed (Polygonum aviculare) a persistant weed in
cultivated paddocks.

The third member, willow weed (P. persicaria)

was only of minor importance.
The family Compositae, although represented by as many
species as the Leguminosae, did not occur as frequently and was
only represented by one or two seeds at anyone time.

Included

with these was one seed of the Bathurst burr (Xanthium spinosium)
which was found firmly entangled in one bird's feathers.
Strictly speaking this should not have been recorded in the
food results, but

fo~

the sake of later discussion on seeds,

including their dispersal, it has been included with the rest
of the Compositae found.
Fat hen (Chenopodium album), purslane (Portulaca
oleraceae) and Coprosma sp. were the
in 1% or more of the gizzards.

~est

of the seeds found

Other seeds including sweet

briar (Rosa eglanteria) were found less frequently than this
and in small numbers.

The only exception was a bird collected

at the Waimakariri Gorge, Crulterbury, which contained 333 seeds
(20.4% of total seeds) of the heath family (Epacridaceae).
Vegetation
In addition to seeds, magpies may consume appreciable
amounts of green leaf material including grass blades and
clover leaves.

Grass blades by themselves were found in

79.5%
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of gizzards, clover leaves by themselves in 40.7% and vegetation
of both plants together at the same time in 36.4% of gizzards.
The quant:j..ty of leaf material,. present varied frolll slight traces
to nearly full gizzards and appeared to depend partly on the
number of invertebrates also present.

Gizzards containing

numerous invertebrates generally held only small amounts of
plant. material.

No clear seasonal pattern in vegetation

consumption was apparent.
A total of 313 daisy (Bellis perennis) immature
inflorescences was found in 6.6% of magpies.

Moss was found

in 11 birds (frequency 3.6%).collected during the winter months.
Other plant material such as macrocarpa (uupressus macrocarpa)
foliage, small unknown roots and a piece of undeterminable
fruit was recorded only once.
Food:

Animal Material
Invertebrates
Arthropods were the dominant invertebrates found in the

gizzards, of which the classes Insecta and Arachnida were the
most important.

The relative importance of the different

classes and orders of the arthropods is shown in Table 18.
Class Insecta:
Order Coleoptera.

The order Coleoptera by itself made

up nearly half of all the invertebrates eaten.

Representatives

of this order were found in 267 of the 302 magpies examined.
Several families help to form this high count and frequency
of occurrence, particularly that of the weevils.
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TABLE 18
Relative Importance of Arthropods in 302 Magpie Gizzards

Arthropod
Class
Order
Order
Order
Order
Order
Order
Class
Class
Class

Insecta
Coleoptera
Lepidoptera
Hymenoptera
Diptera
Hemiptera
Orthoptera
Arachnida
Crustacea
Myriapoda

No. of Frequency Actual
% total
gizzards
%
Count invertebrate nos.

297
167
208
97
76
73
56
96
22
20

98.3
88.4
68.9
32.1
25.2
24.2
18.5
31.8
7.3
6.6

8136
4231
2041
'353
357
209
923
390
90
25

Family Curculionidae (Weevils):

93.1
48.4
23.4
4.0
4.1
2.4
10.6
4.5
1.0
0.3
Adult weevils

formed 30.9% of the total invertebrate numbers and were found
in 72.5% of all gizzards.

Altogether they were the most

numerous single family represented arid one of the magpies'
basic food items.

The most important weevils (with per cent

of total invertebrate numbers and frequencies included in
parentheses) were:

Catoptes sp. (10.3%, 43.1% of "gizzards),

Argentine stem weevil (HyPerodes bonariensis) (3.2%, 25.5% of
gizzards), Listroderes delaiguei (3.4%, 19.9% of gizzards)
"and Desiantha maculata (2.2%,13.6% of gizzards).

Other less

important weevils included Otiorhynchus ovatus, Cecyropa discors,
Catoptes compressus, Epitimetes grisealis,
'fringed weevil (Graphognathus leucoloma),

~.

th~

lutosus, the whitevegetable weevil
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(Listroderes obliquus), the gum-tree weevil (Gonipterus
scutellatus) and the grain weevil (SitQphilus granarius).
Weevils/generally appear tOI be taken at high frequencies
all year round.

The three most commonly occurring weeVils,

Catoptes sp., HyPerodes bonariensis and Listroderes delaiguei
appear to be taken least trequently in mtd-winter (June and
July) and during October, but no definite trend is apparent.
Large numbers of weevils were often found in individual
gizzards; the largest number of total weevils found in anyone
bird being 220, with counts of 61 white-fringed weevils, 132
Catoptes ap. and 216 Cecyropa discors (in three different
birds respectively) being the maximum number of anyone species
found at anyone time.

It is a remarkable feature of the

magpies' hunting ability that such small and often inconspicuous
items, particularly Argentine stem weevil only

i

inch in length,

are observed and picked up from the surface litter by such
relatively large passerine birds.
Family Scarabaeidae:

Grass grub (Costelytra

7% of the total
invertebrate numbers, with a frequency of 17.2%. Larvae
appeared from April to September in 7.3% of gizzards, with
zealandica) larvae and adults comprised

peak frequencies occurring from July until September.

Adults

or beetles, although only appearing during the spring, were a
more significant food (6.2% ot numbers, frequency 9.9%) than
the larvae.

Two beetles were found in two Canterbury birds in

late September.

The presence of these beetles during this

month, especially in the South Island when they are not
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normally expected so early, is interesting, indicating that the
two magpies concerned have discovered the beetles in the soil.
Five magpie

s~ecimens

during October

collected in the North Island ,(Bulls)

cont~ined

170 beetles, three specimens from

both North and South Islands contained five beetles in
November and 20 specimens, again from both islands, contained

367 beetles in December.

Frequencies, therefore, increased

from 4.4% in September to 21.9% in October, 27.3% in November
and reached a peRk at 43.5% in December.

Large numbers of

beetles occurred in some gizzards (e.g. 94, 76 and 71 beetles
in three respective gizzards).

The seasonal trend in

consumption is clearly apparent with larvae being taken over
the winter months

fo~lowed

then by a switch to the seasonally

large numbers of beetles present between October and December.
Manuka beetles (Pyronota spp.) were found in 7.9% of
gizzards, appearing in September and persisting until the
following June.
was

essen~ially

The seasonal pattern of consumption shown
the same as that for grass grub beetles, the

essential ·difference being that highest frequencies showed up
\

later than that for grass grub beetles (December and February).
Aphodius granarius also showed a similar seasonal pattern of
ocourrence.
Other members of this family included Odontria piciceps
from Woodhill Forest, North Auckland, the blaok beetle
(Heteronychus arator) from Helensville and Saprosites brouni.
Famill Carabidae (Ground Beetles):

Ground beetles,

including one unknown larva, were taken by 23.8% of all magpies

and formed 1.9% of the total invertebrate numbers.
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Members of

the Tribe Harpalini were the dominant ground beetles (1.5% of
,numbers, frequency, 16.9%) but Holcaspis sp. and Megadromus spp.,
particularly M. antarcticus, also occurred frequently.

Lowest

frequencies were noted during the winter (June and July) and
were followed by sudden increases in frequencies during August
and-September.
Family Elateridae.(Click Beetles and Wireworms):
Click beetles and their larvae together made up 6.3% of
invertebrate numbers from 43.4% of gizzards.

Adult Corymbites

or Mecastrus sp. (frequency 10.3%), Lacon variabilis (frequency
29.1%) and the

~rvae

of the latter (frequency 14.2%) were the

most significant food items.

These were taken all year but at

lowest frequencies during winter with a sudden sharp seasonal
increase in frequencies during September and October.
Other Families:

Nine other Coleopteran families

were represented in the gizzard contents.

Rove beetles

(Staphylinidae) were found in 7.3% of gizzards, water beetles
(Hydrophilidae) in 6.3%, tiger beetles and their larvae
(Cicinqelidae) in 2.7%, leaf beetles (Chrysomelidae), notably
the bronze beetle (Eucolaspis brunneus), gum tortoise-beetle
(Paropsis charybdis) and Chrysomela quadrigemina, in 2.3%;
Tenebrionidae (adults and larvae) in 2.0%, longicorn beetles
(Oerambycidae) and Colydiidae each in 0.7% and lady-birds
(Coccinellidae) and Eucnemidae each in 0.3% of gizzards.
Rove beetles and Hydrophilidae appearEjd in gizzards
throughout the year, tiger beetles mainly in summer and leaf
beetles only between September and November.
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Coleopteran larvae in general were found in 23.5% of
gizzards but no seasonal trend in appearance was apparent.
Order Lepidoptera.
formed

Moths and

t~eir

larvae

togethe~

'2;.4% of invertebrates with a frequency of 68.9% and

made the Lepidoptera the second most important insect order
represented in the food of magpies.

Moths, from frequencies

of'occurrence, appeared unimportant except between September
and December.

Only small numbers of gizzards were collected

between Januar,y

and

March

howeve~,

when many moths are likely

to be seasonally abundant so that the food results may underestimate thafrequency and seasonal pattern of appearance of
moths (and similar seasonally abundant invertebrates)' in the
diet of magpies.

Porina (Wiseana sp.) moths assumed some

importance as a food during September (frequency 23.97b) but
tailed off in appearance gradually until December (frequency
4.4%).

Gracilaria linearis, although appearing once

respectively in March, May and September, was found mainly
during December (frequency 34.8%).

Unknown moths of the

superfamily Pyraloidea (possibly Scoparia sp., family Pyraustidae,

1
I,

or family Crambidae) occurred once respectively in January,
March and June.
Larvae however, were a more significant food, representing
21.6% of the total invertebrates found in gizzards, with a
frequency of 63.9%.

Over 50% of all magpies examined during

every month contained such larvae, with peak frequencies being
noted in late winter - early spring (July to September) and in
February.

Porina larvae (frequency ;2.8%) were the main larvae
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taken throughout the year (except November) with peak frequencies
being recorded from July to September.
were recorded during
December.

S~ptember

Pupae and emerging moths

and Octoberfand adults also in,

A total of 36 larvae were found in one bird during

August and 35 adults in another bird during September.
Larvae of the family Noctuidae (frequency 22.5%) were
the second most common larvae taken, particularly army worm
(Persectania caversa) (frequency 17.9%) and also Ariathisa comma,
Melanchra ap. and Plusia chalcites.

Army worms showed a similar

seasonal trend in appearance to porina larvae, with highest
frequenci~s

during the winter.

One bird collected during June

contained as many as 289 army worms,

One surprising fact was

the total absence of any army worm moths, or for that matter,
moths of any of the Noctuidae.
Grass moth (Crambus spp.) larvae (frequency 17.6%) are
next in importance to army worms, showing less of a seasonal
trend in appearance than porina or army worm.

Totals of 76

and 102, 50 and 36 were found respectively in individual birds
during February, June and July.
Larvae of the clover case bearer (Coleophora sp.), inside
their cases or the empty cases themselves (from which the larvae
may have been digested some hours previously), appeared in
14.2% of all gizzards.

Bagmoth (Oiketicus omnivorous) cocoons,

from which the larvae may previously have been digested, also
appeared in 5% of gizzards.

Leptomeris rubraria larvae were

found in 0.7% of gizzards.
Order Hymenoptera.

Representatives of the order
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Hymenoptera made up 4% of invertebrate numbers with a frequency
or 32.1%.
of

t~e

European wasps (Vespula germanic a) represented half

Hymenoptera found, (2.2% of numbers, frequency 15.6%).

Many of the birds containing these wasps were from North
Auckland.

Frequently entire wasps were found, so that it would

be quite possible. for these individuals to sting the alimentary
tract.

Very little evidence of inflammation of the alimentary

tract was noticed however, except for a slight thickening of
the gizzard and oesophagal walls in a bird collected during
June which contained 72 wasps.

Wasps gradually decreased in

frequency from 30% in March to 2.2% in September but then
increased rapidly again during October and November.
Ants (frequency 8.6%), particularly Monomorium antarcticum
(frequency 6.3%), and members of the superfamily Ichneumonoidea
(frequency 10.9%), notably the families Ichneumonidae (frequency

3.6%) and Braconidae (frequency 4.0%) were also utilised as
food by some magpies.

Honey bees (Apis mellifera) and bumble

bees (Bombus sp.) however, were taken only on a total of four
occasions.
Order Diptera.

Flies, including their maggots, appeared

to be consumed in about the same proportions as Hymenoptera,
making up 4.1% of invertebrate numbers with a frequency of 25.2%.
Representatives of the family Calliphoridae (frequency 11.3%),
notably the striped flesh or dung fly (Sarcophaga milleri)
(frequency 6.0%), its maggots (frequency 5.0%) and blowflies
(Calliphora sp.) (frequency 1.0%) were the most common Diptera
found, followed by soldier fly (Neoexaireta spinigera) larvae
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(frequency 4.3%), family Muscidae (frequency 3.0%) and hover
flies (Syrphidae) (frequency 2.7%), particularly Syrphus
novae~zealandiae

(frequency 2.0%) and the native hover fly

(Helophilus sp.) (frequency 1.0%).
Dipterous maggots were found in 10.3% of all m,agpies but
no seaSonal trend in appearance was apparent.

Soldier fly

maggots oocurred mainly between September and December, but
dung fly maggots occurred between April and August, with peak
frequencies being noted during July and August.
Only 11 magpies were collected during January and
February when large numbers of flies could be expected to be
available, so that frequencies may underestimate the importance
of Diptera in the diet, especially during these two months.
Dung flies were present from March until May, August and
September, and at peak frequencies in December.

Blowflies were

present only during December.
Other flies found in gizzards included crane flies
(Tipulidae), fungus gnats (Mycetophilidae), biting midges

(Ceratopogonidae), robber flies (Asilidae), horse flies (TabanidaE

and acalyptrate flies (Sciomyzidae, Ephydridae and Drosophilidae).
Order Hemiptera.

Plant bugs (2.4% of numbers, frequency

24. ~,.6) were well represented by the family Pentatomidae
(frequency 17.6%), particularly Dictyotus caenosus (frequency
15.9%) and by Nysius huttoni (frequency 4.6%) and cicadas
(Melampsalta spp.) (frequency 2.7%).

Except for one nymph

obtained during July, cicadas were noted only in December and
February.

Dictyotus caenosus occurred least frequently during
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the winter, but increased sharply in frequency during September
,and October.

Nysius huttoni appeared to be taken randomly

throughout the year.
Order Orthoptera.

Grasshoppers, crickets and other

members of the order Orthoptera altogether comprised 10.6% of
invertebrate numbers from 18.5% of gizzards.

Small black

crickets (Lissotracheles maoricus) (frequency 10.3%) and
orthopterous eggs (frequency 8.0%), mainly from this former
species, were the most common representatives. ,In addition
the common grasshoppers (PhaulacridiUm marginale), wetas
(Deinacrida or Hemideina sp.), the black field cricket
(Teleogryllus commodus) and Xiphidium sp. were found in some
gizzards.
Frequencies for all Orthoptera dropped to low levels
over winter, rising again during November.
Other Orders. Other insect orders represented in the
gizzard contents of magpies were earwigs (Dermaptera), egg
cases of cockroaches and mantids (Dictyoptera), lacewings
(Neuroptera) and stick insects (Phasmida).
Class Arachnida:
Spiders and mites, together comprising 4.5% of
invertebrate numbers, were the second most important class of
arthropods (frequency 31.8%) utilised as food by magpies.

Mites,

notably Totobates sp. (frequency 2.7%) were quite possibly
ingested accidentally with vegetation.

Spiders belonging to

the families Lycosidae and Salticidae (frequency 30.1%) were
by far the most common representatives, being taken at a fairly
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constant rate throughout the year, with highest frequencies
being noted in October, January and ]\ebruary.
(Aranea pustulosa),
,

Orbweb spiders

nursery spiders (Dolomedes sp.), trapdoor
(

f

spiders (Cantuaria sp.) and harvestmen (Phalangium opilio)
also appeared in a few gizzards.
Olass Crustacea:
Slaters (Porcellio scaber) were found in
One bird collected

dur~ng

7% of gizzards.

November contained 30 land shrimps

(Telochestia sp.).
Class Myriapoda:
Centipedes and millipedes occurred in the same number of
magpie gizzards (total frequency 6.6%) randomly through most of
the year.
Other Invertebrates:
Small snails (Phylum Mollusca) were found in one bird
during June.

Earthworms (Lumbricus sp.), representing the

Phylum Annulata, were present from March to October and again
in December, reaching highest frequencies during the winter.
Vertebrates
Reptiles:
(frequency 2.0%).

Lizards were found in six different gizzards
Skinks (Lygosoma sp.) occurred in five of

these gizzards, three being found in fledgling, juvenal and
immature birds respectively and the other two in adult birds.
One gizzard contained 106 bones and another 36 bones.

The

bones of a young gecko (family Geckonidae) were found in one
gizzard.
Birds: Nineteen bones or fragments of bones which had
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obviously been present in the gizzard for quite a while were
found in an adult magpie during July.

These were identified

as belonging to a young or nestling house sparrow (Passer
domesticus).

Plumage identified as belonging to magpies was

found in two gizzards and was most likely swallowed during
preening.
Mammals:

The bones, teeth and fur of at least two mice

(Mus musculus) plus many small boli containing fur were found
in the gizzard of'a fledgling collected in early October.
Ruminant teeth and bones possibly from sheep (Ovis aries) and
in one instance from a very young lamb were found in five
gizzards and were quite likely obtained from carrion.

Two of

these five birds, a recently fledged juvenal and its maternal
parent, were obvious.ly feeding on the' same mammal.

Skull

fragments belonging to mammals were also found in two gizzards.
Three pieces of animal tissue, the largest measuring 9/10 x 4/10
x 3/10 inches, were also found in one of these gizzards.

All

pieces were of a hard gristly nature and were quite possibly
from dead sheep, which would also account for the skull
fragments.

A similar piece of tissue was also found in another

gizzard and large quantities of animal fat were found on four
occasions.
Food:

Miscellaneous Items

A metal shaving, small piece of wood, two pieces of shot
(perhaps eaten in mistake for seeds or insects as the gizzard
was not puncture'd), rubber tailing ring, bro;k:en rubber band
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(92 x 5 x 1 nun ), length of dark green knitting wool (14 x

1.5mm), length of brown string (3.8 nun), small white stones
and a fragment of shell weretfound in different ,gizzards.
Food boli consisting of entangled grass fibres and sclerotised
portions of insects were found in seven gizzards.

Grit and

gravel over 0.6 mm in diameter were found in 35 gizzards.
Virtually every gizzard contained sand and grit below this
size which would aid in crushing and digesting such items as
hard-bodied insects and seeds.
Feeding Habits
Type of Feeding Area:

Information on the habitats that

birds had been feeding in or were shot in was obtained for the
total of 332 magpie specimens collected.

Feeding areas were

noted as far away as one mile from the nearest trees or
available shelter.

The majority of birds (249 or 75%) were

noted in open pastoral land, including 17 reports of birds
feeding alongside roads, 13 reports of birds in ryegrass and
clover pastures, six reports of birds in lucerne (Medicago sp.)
pastures, two reports of birds on open swampy country, another
two reports of birds in tussock country and three single reports
of birds in paspalum (Paspalum sp.), browntop (Agrostis tenuis)
and "bare" pastures respectively.

Fourteen birds (4.2%) were

noted at different times feeding among trees.

Seven of these

birds were in pine (Pinus radiata) plantations, four in
eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.) plantations and three on the edge
of native bush.

Thirty one birds (9.3%) were observed feeding

amongst crops; 18 of these were in a paddock of newly sown
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pumpkins (Curcurbita sp.) seven among a cover crop of barley
(Hordeum sp.) being fed-off to sheep under orchard trees,
three/among turnips

(Bra~sica

rapa) and sing;t.e birds respectivelY

in cultivated paddocks, young grass and turnip mixtures, and
wheat at the greenfeed stage.

A total of 38 birds (11.5%) were

noted in such habitats as airfields (19 birds), farmyards or
house lawns (16 birds), lupin· (Lupinus sp.) covered dune country
(two birds) and the ground of a trout hatchery (one bird).
J.W. Tonkin (pers. comm. 1965) observed most magpies
feeding in fairly old pastures and only noticed one magpie
feeding on_ploughed ground and a pair feeding amongst a turnip
and grass mixture.

Groups. of varying numbers were observed

near Lincoln College feeding amongst a grazed off ryegrassturnip crop with usually one or two adult males acting as
sentinels.

Magpies at Ooes Ford ceased feeding in one pasture

being saved for hay presumably when the grass reached the stage
when it was too high and dense for successful feeding.

These

same birds spent considerable time feeding on this and other
paddocks (including lucerne) once hay crops had been cut.
Other magpies were noted feeding in cultivated paddocks on
various occasions, especially during the breeding season, but
were never noticed following closely behind tractors searching
amongst the cultivated soil as so commonly occurs with gulls
(Larus spp.)
Feeding Habits and Detection of Food in

Q. hypoleuca: An

immature G. h.ypoleuca kept as a pet was frequently noticed to
peck at objects in the soil such as

pl~t

roots, overturn
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stones, pick up and drop leaves or gravel and generally
investigate any clumps of vegetation.
typical a1so of young wild magpies.

This behaviour seems
Both the pet and other

wild magpies were observed,to spend considerable time in stalking
and searching for insects amongst grass, surface litter and
under hedges or in picking insects off the leaves of plants.
Generally following or during rain, many magpies may be
noticed assuming the "listening" attitude characteristic of the
thrush (Turdus' philomelos), with head cocked to one side.

This

is followed by a quick running movement, a pause to "listen"
and then-a sudden stabbing of the beak into the ground.
Earthworms are the main item obtained in this way.

Over a three

minute period during rainy weather, one adult male was observed
to obtain 17 earthworms in this manner and a newly fledged
bird five earthworms, with one being fed to it by the adult.
The adult was feeding more intensively than the juvenal which
spent most of its time clamouring for food.

A few of the

earthworms appeared to be obtained simply by turning over mown
grass and on other occasions worms lying on the surface during
rainy weather were eaten by magpies.

Most of the worms from

below the ground surface appear to be extracted whole and one
adult female during the 1967 breeding season (10.10.1967) was
noticed to be wrapping the worms around her beak while extractint
more.

During this period, magpies along with sparrows and

yellowhammers (Emberiza citrinella) obtained many porina moths
resting or lying dead amongst tall grass.
In grassland, feeding actions noted' were: jumping upwards
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to obtain Diptera, Hymenoptera and other flying insects,
pecking or the straight lifting of food from the ground
surface, turning over obdects on the ground, deep-probing by
pushing the beak into holes and pouncing forwards at different
objects in the surface litter or on vegetation.

In deep-probing,

beaks were frequently pushed in as far as the feathers on the
head.

Some of the specimens collected from over New Zealand

during this study still had soil adhering to different levels
on their beaks •

With culmen lengths ranging up to 59 mm this

means that invertebrates living within 2.3 inches of the
surface

m~

be obtained, especially tunnel-dwelling insects

such as porina.
On one occasion an adult male was observed to offer a
second-year female a food item up in a willow (Salix sp.) tree.
This was followed by beak wiping, head scratching and feather
ruffling.

Wiping of the beak appears to be a characteristic

action of magpies.

One magpie was noticed wiping its beak back

and forth on a concrete fence post like the action of sharpening
a knife, but usually any suitable object, particularly a tree
branch is employed.

The magpie kept as a pet always showed

this behaviour following a meal so that it must have some
cleansing function.

This pet magpie once regurgitated a

cylindrical food pellet, measuring 0.75 x 0.38 inches and
containing such articles as sclerotised parts of insects,
fibrous plant material and pieces of coke, no doubt obtained
from the nearby yard.

Some of the magpie gizzards dissected
'.

during this study contained boli of fibrous plant material
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often containing resistant pieces of insects and parts of
plumage (magpie), no doubt ingested during preening.
were

possi~ly

incipient

These

pellet~.

Magpies appear to obtain their drinking water from raindrops or dew on grass and other plant leaves.
may be eaten for this reason as well.

Clover and grass

Although it is quite

feasible that magpies drink from large sources of free water,
such as puddles and rivers as many other birds do, no birds
were ever observed to be doing this.
Two magpies were observed eating hare (Lepus europaeus)
carrion on roads on different occasions (May and December).
Mice appeared to be relished by the pet magpie.
several dead mice were thrown on to a house lawn.

On 16.10.1966
About one

hour later excited carols were heard and one magpie came
running past the house with a mouse in its beak.

Another bird

excitedly pulled up a large clump of dead grass and ran alongside the first bird with this.

Meat scraps, especially fat,

seem to be treated as delicacies.

Bones or meat will be turned

over with the beak and the fat preferentially eaten.
adult female

observ~d,

One

used its foot to hold down a piece of

string with fat and meat adhering to it while it ripped off
pieces by jerking its head upwards.

Upon being disturbed it

flew off but returned five minutes later to collect the string.•
Bread and other similar foods are also preferred, particularly
by newly fledged or immature birds who perhaps are less
successful at searching for food than are older birds.

J.W.

Tonkin (pers. comm. 1965) often noted magpies feeding on fish
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and chips scattered on roadsides.
Feeding levels and stations vary considerably.

Some

food items are obtained from'trees in which the/birds perch or
roost (e.g. gum-tree weevil, gum tortoise beetle) and other
from the soil (e.g. grass grub larvae).

Magpies have been

seen to obtain flies, either by pouncing forward for them with
their beaks while they are resting on vegetation, by jumping
into the air for them or by plundering cobwebs, where spiders
may be taken at the same time.

The vast majority of food

items are, however, obtained from amongst the surface litter
or vegetation.
Feeding Associations:

J.W. Tonkin (pers. comm. 1965)

noted a single male G. hyPoleuca feeding with black-backed gulls
(Larus dominicanus).

On numerous occasions magpies have been

observed feeding in pastures adjacent to cultivated fields with
gulls or pigeons (Columba livia) present, but never in
combination with these birds.

On one occasion near Coes Ford,

a group of five magpies were observed feeding in the same area
as 13 white-faced herons (Ardea novaehollandiae) and on another
occasion at Duvauchelle, Akaroa Harbour, three magpies were
feeding along with over 50 rooks (Corvus frugilegus).

Magpies

also feed very close to sheep and cattle (Bos taurus) and it
is possible that these animals act as "beaters", flushing
insects for the magpies.
Magpies feed together in varying numbers with one or
two birds, usually adult males, acting as sentinels.

They may

become separated while feeding in the same pasture and quite
often birds may go to different parts of their communal
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territory at the same time or feed singly but territorial calls
will cause them to band'together again.

DISCUSSION
Methods of Study
Collection of Material.

The sampling error that may

arise from examination of specimens from widely scattered
localities is difficult to assess.

Two areas far apart may

be ecologically similar or the confines of one single district
may include very diverse habitats.

The most serious source of

error in sampling is deliberate or unconscious prejudice on
the part of unsupervised collectors.

Ideally, for a study of

the food habits of any bird, the gizzard or crop should be
collected by the author of the work and all relevant data
recorded at that time.

In a study of this magnitude this

ideal was not practicable, but the quality of the collection
for its purpose was believed to be satisfactory.

Cases have

been recorded however, where birds have been fed on special
foods (e.g. grain, fruit, fish) before being collected.
Unconscious prejudice can arise through collecting only or
mainly in certain habitats, such as grain fields-or orchards
and not over the entire range of habitat or habitats.

The

extent of collecting and the kind of study material used also
depends directly on the type of bird being studied as well as
time', help or finance available.
is the keeping of records.

A vi tal part of collecting

Notes made relating to when and
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where birds were collected as well as other information such
as sex and age may be useful in giving real meaning to final
results.
Examination of Material.

The contents of the digestive

tracts of birds are the most important single source of
information and no large-scale inquiry can be

undert~cen

does not include some examination of gut contents.

which

Laboratory

examination of stomach materials however, is a highly
specialised technical task.

Generally the actual food source

on which the bird was feeding can not be examined so that
identifications must be based on reference collections and the
investigator's fund of knowledge.

Food examined is frequently

fragmented and partly digested, especially if from gizzards,
and this may provide extra difficulties in ide,ntification.
Separation of gizzard contents and their subsequent enumeration
and identification is a laborious time-consuming task which in
this study accounted for the major part of all laboratory
work.

Identification of the frequently fragmented food involved

initially a general knowledge of taxonomic entomology or
biology, including frequent reference to relevant literature
and later the use of detailed keys for identification or
microscopic comparison with reference collections.

Because of

the fragmented nature of much of the food, identification could
often be based only on the examination and recognition of
certain characters such as head capsules, antennae, legs or
wings.

Identification by itself can

acco~t

for many hours

of patient searching through reference collections, literature
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for identification keys or

d~scriptions

microscopic examination of specimens.

of insects and
A major part of this

thesis therefore; was the listing oft food items present,in the
gizzards.
Gizzards, or crops where present, provide the best
source of food material to be examined.
whole alimentary tract

~rom

Investigation of the

oesophagus to cloaca generally

lays\~
r!:

undue emphasis upon those foods which possess recognisably hard
parts resistant to digestion and small enough to pass the
pylorus.

In birds such as magpies with muscular gizzards,

small smQoth seeds or hard parts of a beetle may be clearly
identifiable in the intestine while larger seeds or those
with awns and soft-bodied animals such as worms

m~

be wholly

digested in the gizzard.
Tabulation of individual gizzard examinations and
identification of food items results on a card index system
allows regional, monthly, seasonal or annual figures (depending
on the extent of the investigation) to be obtained.

From these

figures an assessment of the economic value of the food items
and utility of the bird' could then sometimes be closely
estimated and recommendations for its subsequent treatment made.
Assessment of Food.

Which methods of quantitative

assessment and of presentation of massed data to use are
perhaps the most important questions in avian food studies and
are certainly the most controversial.

Several methods are

possible and this variety has resulted trequently in a difficult;
in comparison of different workers' results and prevented
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collation of different investigations of the same species.
The two main methods of food assessment are by numerical
'and volumetric means.

Numerical assessment is generally'

carried out on birds containing only gizzards and feeding
mainly on animal foods, especially insects.

Volumetric

assessment is usually confined to birds with crops as well
as gizzards, where less digestive damage is caused to the food.
Such birds usually feed mainly on vegetable matter and seeds.
A third method of assessment of food is by gravimetric
means (by weight).

This is a laborious method and has not

been used very often; there are certain grave objections to
it besides the technical difficulties.

If the food is weighed

as found, inaccuracies may arise through the different
hygroscopic qualities of different food materials.

Not all

recognisable fragments can be cleaned of the unrecognisable
products of digestion with equal ease and this can also affect
the final results.

If the food is dried to a constant weight

an objection can be made that the ratio of wet to dry weights
of different foods are not uniform and that the nutritive
values of foods bear no constant relation to their dry weights.
The variety of digestive states will also very strongly affect
the data unless a series of samples is available.
Numerical Assessment:

Numerical assessment of food

can itself be undertaken by one of the following three methods:
(i)

The enumeration of the frequency of occurrence,
or more simply, a statement of the number of
birds in which each type of food item is found.

( ii)
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Th e enumerat'lon of t h e foods, or more simply,
a statement of the number of each food item
found.

(iii)

A combination of the previous two methods.

Results from the first two methods are generally alike but
certain dissimilarities may arise when the total number of
a food item is greater or less than might be expected from the
frequency of occurrence.

This is scarcely surprising if it is

considered how varied the modes of distribution of different
food items are.

In certain cases a ratio of total numbers to

frequency of occurrence, unusually high for the species of
predator, may be correlated with a shoaling or swarming habit
of the prey (e.g. adult Costelytra zealandica).
Of the number of objections raised over the use of the
numerical method of food assessment, the most pertinent is that.
certain foods, especially carrion, fruit pulp and fragmented
vegetable matter, cannot be assessed numerically.

This is not

so important when studying the food of such dominantly
insectivorous birds as magpies.

Another objection is that no

allowance is made for the different sizes of food organisms but

this is valid only if the person examining the results possesse'j
no biological knowledge or the basis of presentation is rigidly!
fleconomicl1 under the classes of "beneficial, neutral or
injurious fl •
In recent years there has been a trend towards the use
of biomass (living weight), especially in entomology, to show
the results of sampling procedures.

While such an approach
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could be used in an analysis of gizzard contents of magpies,
especially in showing which items provide the bulk of food
per bird, the numerical method giv,es a· clearer picture of the
I

utility of the bird in question.

For example, two large

lepidopteran larvae may virtually fill a magpie's gizzard and
by the biomass approach, represent the dominant food item
taken.

Fifty weevils may however, have a much lower biomass

and yet the consumption of these insects may have more
agricultural significance.

There is widespread agreement in

predator investigations that the numbers of each kind of item
consumed are likely to be especially significant, such as the
number of rats, rabbits or game birds found in hawks' stomachs,
or grass grubs, army worm or porina in magpie or starling
(Sturnus vulsaris) gizzards.

These· are more meaningful to the,

researcher than either the volumetric proportion or biomass
of each item, or a simple record of

~ts

presence or absence.

Certainly the biomass approach is applicable in nutritive
stUdies of the food of birds and in finding the effect avian
predation has on the numbers of insects in anyone area.

For

such a study as the latter, the total biomass of invertebrates
of a particular area could be sampled and the total biomass
of these invertebrates in magpie gizzards compared to find the
regulatory effect magpies have on the invertebrate populations.
However, it would be, a simple matter to convert numerical data
to biomass if an index of the biomass of each different
invertebrate was included or

constructe~.

The same method

could also be used to convert numerical data to volumetric
figures.
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The one great and often deciding advantage of the
numerical method is that it takes no account of the state of
, digestion of foods'.
in this

w~

Some of the items which can be treated

would be negligible on a volumetric basis.

Numerical methods therefore, are more often used on birds
without crops but with muscular grinding gizzards (e.g. magpies)
In addition numerical methods are less time-consuming and
require less equipment.
Volumetric Assessment:

Volumetric assessment can either

be made directly with small compact foods such as seeds, or by
water

di~placement

for larger and more irregular items.

The

great advantage of this method is that no form of food is
unmeasureable by it and it is possibly the only suitable method
for vegetarian birds where fragments of leaves and grasses or
fruit pulp are commonly found in the diet.

One seed of any

particular plant is much the same size as other seeds from the
same plant so that a given volume of identifiable seed will
always have much the same ecological implication.

This also

applies to adult insects but there is no such constant relation
between the total volume of many animal foods and the size of
their constituents.

If such published'data is to have any

ecological significance, some numerical data must be provided.
For instance, 100 c.c. of a particular fish could be a fragment
of a very large fish, one fish approximately 18 cm long or 30
fingerlings.
The results of volumetric assessment are also very much
influenced by the state of digestion of different foods.

With
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birds-of a mixed diet the objection can be raised that there
is no constant relation between the bulk and the nutritive
value of different foods (i.e. all foods assimilable or only
20% of crop contents absorbed).
Presentation of Results
After the examination and assessment of the food of any
species has been

compl~ted,

the problem remains of the best

method of expressing and presenting the data.

Doubtless the

ideal way is the publication of the full details of every bird
examined with summaries upon as many bases as possible.
Unfortunately it is rarely possible to publish so full an
account of an investigation of any size and only summaries can
be presented.

The number of specimens required for statisticall

satisfactory results is so large that it is probable that
adequate quantitative knowledge of the food and feeding habits
of many species will come only from the collation of the findin€
of several workers.

For this reason all pUblished summaries

should be in such forms as to permit their ready combination
with other results.

ItRaw" data such as frequencies of occurrenc

numbers of items and particular weights or volumes of items
are all of incomparably greater value than statements of
percentages alone.

A list of foods with a perGentage attached

to each but unaccompanied by any statement of the basis of
assessment or of the quantities involved cannot be recognised
as having much more than a qualitative value.

Percentages

allow easy visual comparison of the importance of food items
but not a statistical comparison.
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After the results have been summarised, regardless of the
method used to obtain them, a general description of
usually given.

resultis

Here outstanding indivi,dual results can be

mentioned and each main food item discussed, including where
possible their availability, reasons why they were eaten and
any other pertinent information.

Various data can also be

shown by such means as histograms, pictorial diagrams, graphs,
bar graphs or'derived tables.

Such data may include the

relative importance of major food items or major famil
regional or seasonal variations in the diet.

s and

Appendices can

also be used to include details of all food items found.
Field observations.

Correlating adequate field research

is essential to interpret laboratory studies properly.

Only

field observations can provide information on certain aspects
of the complete story of food use, particularly how, when and
where food is taken and to what extent the sources of supply
have been depleted.

This is especially important in economic

studies such as determining if a particular species of bird is
damaging wheat crops or merely gleaning waste grain from
stubble •. The presence of wheat in a bird may represent
depredation of cultivated crops, waste material, garbage, or
come from wild, volunteer or abandoned crops, poultry yards or
even meals from a bird lover.

Similarly the presence of a

small mammal or bird in another bird's gizzard may denote either
predation or the eating of carrion.

-Food
Althou~h

magpies are primarily
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insectivorous birds varying amounts of vegetation and seeds
may be eaten on different occasions.
Vegetation:

Clover leaves and blades of grass are

eaten in amounts varying from slight traces to near bulging
gizzards by many birds.

Field observations indicated that a

significant proportion of this foliage is taken while foraging
for animal food, the amount taken appearing to depend upon the
success the bird is having in its hunting activities.

Birds

observed idly se'arching amongst pasture for insects, pecked
off and swallowed pieces of vegetation occasionally as if
temporarily assuaging their appetites, whereas birds concentrating on searching amongst the surface litter or obviously
achieving much success in hunting activities were never seen
to swallow foliage.

On other occasions birds were noted to

break off pieces of foliage but subsequently drop or eject
them from th'eir gullets.
Vegetation therefore, is a readily available food which
appears to be trucen when more preferred animal food is not
readily available or the bird's desire to search for animal
food is very low.

No seasonal trend in consumption of

vegetation is apparent presumably because insects including
larvae can be obtained in generally sufficient numbers during
all seasons of the year.
Seeds:

Of the 36 different types of seeds found,

five of the grasses, three of the legumes and except perhaps
for Coprosma sp., heaths, Muehlenbeckia complexa and the
unknown member of the family Rosaceae, all the others are
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considered to be weeds in many districts.

Several of these,

particularly willow weed, wire weed, fat hen, chickweed, black
nightshaq.e and forget-me-not, (Myosotis arvensis) can be
persistent weeds in gardens, cultivated fields or pastures.
Three of the weeds, sweet briar, Bathurst burr and Scotch
thistle (Oirsium lanceolatum) are often declared to be noxious
weeds.

In contrast grass seeds, cereals and other seeds of

economic importance to man appear to be little affected by
magpies.
If the weed seeds during their passage through the
alimentary canal are crushed and digested, then magpies assume
some importance as weed control agents.

However, on examination,

the coats of many of the smaller seeds such as suckling clover.,
wire weed and black nightshade appear to still be intact and
these may in fact be ejected with the faeces.

Such seeds

accompanied by their own private supply of fertilizer would have
very good chances of germination and growth and instead of
controlling these weeds, magpies may in fact be acting as
dispersal agents.

Only a thorough examination of the faeces of

captive magpies fed upon these different seeds will resolve this
problem.

Bathurst burr, as already noted, is one seed that

may be spread through contact with the magpie's plumage.
Seeds may be ingested in a similar manner to vegetation
while the birds are searching for animal food.

Many of the

seeds, especially those from weeds, indicate a type of habitat
such as rank or weedy land or yegetation of a certain height
or density.

These habitats very possibly provide optimum

conditions for invertebrates or for the bird's hunting activities
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Therefore, many of the seeds may be taken while the bird is
hunting insects on the particular seeding plant or in the
surface Litter where the seeds have fallen.
Animal material.

Numbers and frequencies of invertebrates

found in magpie gizzards illustrate that adequate animal food
would appear to be found throughout the year.

Adaptability and

diet however allows intake of vegetation and seeds to increase
with any possible shortage of animal food.
Invertebrates:

The main conclusion which can be made

from the results of the gizzard analyses is that the frequency
at which different invertebrates are taken is often closely
correlated with their different seasonal periods of abundance
and availability to the birds.

Many representatives of the

Coleoptera, Lepidoptera (adults), Hymenoptera, Diptera,
Hemiptera and Orthoptera increase greatly in abundance in the
spring and summer and are utilised accordingly as food during
this period.

Lepidopteran larvae, such as porina and army

worm, in contrast, are more abundant during the winter and
help provide the bulk of food until pupation occurs.

The

feeding habits of magpies therefore are often geared to the
seasonal appearance of these invertebrates.

This is graphically

illustrated by the feeding habits shown during the magpie's
nesting season.
Nesting Season:

Very young or small birds are

inevitably at the mercy of their size if not almost constantly
kept warm and well fed.

Although nest-lining, proximity of

other nestlings and warmth generated by the parent (when present)
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aid in heat conservation, the relatively large surface area
of recently hatched chicks means that heat production is a
tremendous factor in their chances of survival;

~he

loss of

heat being proportional to the surface area of the bird.

Heat

production arises through the oxidation of food so that the
young must consume enormous amounts of food for this purpose
alone without taking into consideration growth requirements.
It is clear then that the young are perilously dependent upon
the

d~

them.

to day supply of food that their parents gather for

At the same time the parents must obtain sufficient

food for themselves.
In addition large quantities of protein food containing
essential amino acids are vital for the active growth and
development of newly hatched birds.

Vegetation lacks these

essential amino acids and although seeds can provide them
they develop too late for such nutritional purposes and are
poor sources compared with animal products.
It is therefore, advantageous for the sexual cycle of
any bird species to be so timed that the young are hatched
during the period of maximum appearance of their traditional
protein food.

The sexual cycle of magpies appears to conform

to this principle with young being hatched just when many
insects start to increase ill abundance during early spring.
Large numbers of insects are also obtained by switching to the
most available items as they appear through the spring and
summer, so that seemingly adequate supplies of the essential
~mi~o

acids for growth and development and food for heat
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production and energy are maintained throughout -the first few
months of the magpie's life.
Plate 11 shows at young magpie in

th~

nest being fed by

its maternal parent during this period.
Field observations by R.P. Pottinger (pers. comma 1966)
best illustrate this principle.

About 19.10.1966, when many

young magpies could be expected to be present in nests, he
recorded peak porina moth numbers around Lincoln College.
At the same time he noticed that magpies were oongregating
in areas of heavy porina concentrations about dusk (5.30 - 7.30
p.m.) every_night.

Here the pupae could be found in high

numbers at the surface ready to emerge as adults. (Magpies
collected in other areas during this period contained many of
these emerging moths).

However, duri·ng early liovember the

magpies switched to a different feeding area where peak grass
grub beetle number were just being reached.

He also noticed

the same utilisation of the different seasonal peaks of insects
during this period on a

~orth

Canterbury hill country farm.

Here the feeding sequence appeared to start again with porina
moths during mid-October and was then followed by grass grub
beetles, army Norms and by 20.12.1966, manuka beetles.
Regional Diet Differences:

Regional differences

in the diet of magpies obviously exist, not only in the
seasonal appearance of certain invertebrates, but also in the
specific invertebrates eaten.

Grass grub beetles appeared in

peale frequencies during October and December.

All beetles

found during October were from North Islruld magpie specimens,
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whereas many of the beetles found during December were from
South Island specimens, so that the two peaks were caused
by'regionally differing flight periods.

Similarly, European

wasps occurred in most magpie specimens collected in North
Auckland, where the more amenable climate may allow these
wasps to persist for longer periods than elsewhere in New
Zealand, so that they form a more frequent item of the diet
than

represen~ed

Th~se

in the general results shown here.

results also list only the variety of invertebrates

and their approximate frequencies which may be expected to be
found on-the average in magpies.

In some areas alternative

invertebrates may be taken that are not listed in these results
or in greater quantities because of certain regional factors.
More porina larvae may be obtained in higher rainfall areas
than the ones sampled, where wetter soils force the larvae
to spend more time on the surface.
grass grub larvae may be more
areas.

Similarly predation upon

significan~

in heavily infested

In rougher manuka-covered country,such as on the

Volcanic Plateau or many foothill regions,manuka beetles may
assume much more significance seasonally in the diet than they
do in more developed pastoral country.

Orthoptera may occur

much more frequently in tussock-grassland areas.
Regional diet differences are clearly shown by the
occurrence of certain invertebrates found only in certain
regions of 'New Zealand.

Black field crickets, black beetles,

white-fringed weevils and Odontria piciceps, for instance,
appeared only in gizzards trom certain districts of the North
Island.

More local differences may exist between magpies in
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the same region but in different habitats.

Some invertebrates

have possibly been found in pastures (e.g. plant bugs) while
others.were found in swampy land

(e.g~

Hydrophilidae beetles).

':One interesting feature about all the different species of

'spiders taken is that they are all from open country with no
f·orest species occurring at all.

The presence of trapdoor

spiders (Cantuaria sp.), particularly one female, Was
. 'especially interesting.

R.R. Forster (in litt. 7.6.1967) comm-

ented that only the mature male trapdoor spider ever leaves
the burrow so that it appeared as if one magpie had found how

to catch

f~males,

probably by waiting by the burrow until they

opened the lid slightly while waiting for their prey.

The

bird would have had to be very quick however, to catch these
spiders before they retreated into their burrows.
FOOd' Preferences and Availability:

Individual

differences in the diet of magpies in the same habitat occur,
Which raises the question of whether magpies show a preference
for different invertebrates or whether availability of the
different items is the governing reason for their presence in

,';the: diet.

Practically every study that has been made of the

; ;;food tha1)its of a particular bird species has shown that certain
<roo'ds" are taken in greater abundance than other foods that are
, available in equal quantities.

However, it is largely unknown

whether these foods are chosen because of pleas'ant odours,
uflavours Dr textures associated with them and whether other
I

'''items' are avoided because through past experien~e learning has
frididated that they are difficult,to eat or produce undesirable
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consequences.

The chemical composition of foods undoubtedly

plays a large role in their palatability.

McKeown (1936)

believed that magpies preferred strongly-flavouDed food such
as ants, stink bugs and ground beetles.
Availability of food ,however, may be just as important
as palatability, if not more so.

One food item that is very

abundant may be taken in greater quantities than another more
preferred food item.

If all kinds of suitable food are scarce,

food may be eaten that would normally be refused (e.g. vegetation).
Food items eaten by a bird therefore, are actually an indication
of the kinds of food available as well as a measure of its food
preferences.

Availability, for which no simple measure has

come into general use, may depend upon many factors such as
daily and seasonal periods of activity, both of the magpies
and their food species; the degree of hunger and vigour of the
individual bird searching for a meal; the relative abundance
of several possible kinds of food; their relative degree of
palatability at different ages or life stages; and the relative
ability of these food species to escape detection or avoid
capture.

Magpies frequently visited a bird tray filled with

fatty scraps or bread each day and kept under observation.
Recently fledged juvenal or immature birds were the most
frequent visitors indicating that this source of food was
probably more obtainable than insects.

Adult birds, presumably

with better developed foraging skills, were less frequent
visitors, but on the occasions they did feed from the tray, the
~~stion

was raised whether this was because of a shortage of
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available invertebrate food or simply through the lack of desire
to search for it.
Surveys of the potential food items prasent in a
territory or habitat compared with subsequent analysis of gizzard
contents are probably the best method,

to determine whether

availability governs the amounts of certain invertebrates eaten,
or whether preferences dictate which items are eaten and which
items equally available or present in relatively large numbers
are utilised only to a small degree, no doubt because they are
less palatable than others.
-Biological Control Agents:

In most cases the

question of reality of good or harm done by any bird species
is simply begged by the assumption that the bird is a major
controlling factor in the density of its prey.

Certainly at

the present time this assumption can not legitimately be made,
for the whole question of the effect of bird predation upon
numbers of prey remains extremely open.
prey density by a bird is rare.

Proof of control of

Even where it is known that

the feeding activities of any species of birds exercised a
significant controlling function upon the numbers of its
different foods, it is still essentially fallacious to assume
that the birdls capacity to benefit or harm man can be determined
from a simple comparison of the proportions of "beneficial"
and IIharmful ll foods on any basis of assessment.
It seems certain that a vast amount of fundamental
ecological work must be done before the quantity of an insect
~QgrL~E!aten by any speuies can usefully be compared with the
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quantity of some seeds or beneficial insect species taken.

At

the moment however, it would be a bold worker who would attempt
to equate the damage done by one insect against the benefit
conferred by another, even if it could be established that
bird predation was indeed regulating the numbers of insects
of both types in an equal or comparable degree.

Certainly

many of the invertebrates found in magpies gizzards are
considered 'Iharmful ll or "neutral" to man t s interest but it
would be premature to attempt to evaluate the economic status
of magpies on this basis alone.
Of more interest at the moment is the variety of pests
and the relative proportions in which these are taken by magpies.
Weevils, particularly Catoptes sp. and Argentine stem weevil
are by far the most common invertebrates in the diet.
Lepidopteran larvae, particularly porina and army worm follow
closely behind in appearance.

Consumption of porina, army worm

and grass grubs, recognised as some of the worst insect pests
in New Zealand pastures, is of definite agricultural interest.
Only 66 grass grub larvae were found in the 302 gizzards examined
however, which implies that these larvae are generally too deep
witihin the soil to be obtainable by the magpies.

Those. taken

were most likely to be from cultivated ground or feeding very
close under the surface.

Beetles were fed upon by an increasing

frequency of magpies from October onwards, which suggests that
as greater numbers of beetles appeared they became recognised
as a suitable food, especially by the growing number of young
birds which had just left the nest and were finding their own
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food.

Although some of the beetles may have been discovered

in long grass during the day, many magpies have been noticed
feeding well into dusk and such nocturnal insects as 'tb,ese
and porina moths may well be the dominan"ti food taken during
these hours.

Many magpie specimens collected during December

were shot either coming in to roost or feeding between 6.30 and
8.30 p.m. and were found to contain large numbers of adult grass
grubs.
Totals of 461 porina and 570 army worm larvae were also
found in the 302 gizzards examined.

Feeding frequency on

porina larvae appeared to increase at the same time as larvae
growth during the year, both reaching peaks during August.
Possibly as the larvae grew and emerged from their tunnels to
feed they became more conspicuous or accessible to the magpies.
After August feeding frequencies declined, presumably as pupation
started to occur, until in November no larvae appeared in the
diet.

Consumption of the moths and pupae however, started in

September, persisting through lmtil December.
Finally, it

worth comparing the diet of magpies with

the known foods of other pastoral insectivorous birds.
vVilson (in Ii tt.

2L~.10 .1967)

P.R.

found no traces of grass grub

larvae in ·the gizzards of 90 mynas (Acridotheres tristus)
from Hawke's Bay.

This was expected because the myna apparently

does not penetrate the soil at all when hunting for food, being
entirely a surface feeder.

Preliminary results indicated that

mynas followed a similar diet to magpies with weevils (predominantly Graphognathus leucoloma in that region), several
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species of blowflies, pentatomid shield bugs

(..Qict;Y9tu~

,9aen2-sus),

clover case bearer (Coleophora spissicornis) larvae and cocoons
and European wasps, all being eaten in fair numpers.
other species taken

A few

smaller numbers also appeared through

"the sample, and as in magpies, only a few earthworms were
found.

Even black nightshade seeds figured very strongly in

the diet for a large part of the year.

Grass grub beetles were

found in four gizzards.
An interesting digression in context with this similarity
,

in diet between magpies and mynas is that competition for food
between the two may be one reason why magpies have not colonised
the "JJaikato region where mynas appear to be plentiful.

Both

types of bird are present in Hawke's Bay and other North Island
districts however, and the absence of magpies in the 'Naikato is
more likely due to the lack of early introductions and subsequent
spread of the species.
G.H. Williams (pers.

COTlID1.

1967) conunented that prelimin-·

ary food studies on the starling showed that grass grub larvae
were virtually absent in their diet as well.

Weevils and

porina larvae however, were frequent food items found.
These three "types of birds, conunonly accepted as the
most importrult insectivorous pastoral inhabiting species, all
appear to be negligible predators of grass grub larvae ruld
more significant predators of lepidopterrul laevae ruld weevils.
Although the e

ct magpies and insectivorous birds in general

have in regulating insect populations is usually regarded as
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negligible, they may be significant in contributing towards
total generation mortality of these populations.

By forming

,

a biometrically constant brock of mortality with contemporaneous
mortalities, caused by other factors, magpie predation may
allow a highly variable mortality added to this block to affect
the generation mortality, so that it surpasses or falls short
of the constant mortality rate and hence affects population
regulation.

Avian predation may even form this highly variable

mortality, although density independent factors (e.g. not
governed by the availability of food) would appear to be far
more important in this context.
Vertebrates.

IV;agpies obviously show some skill in

capturing such fast moving animals as lizards.
a few experienced older birds develop this

Possibly only
which would

account for the low numbers and frequencies recorded.

The

remains of one introduced bird only, and this the uoiquitous
house sparrow, were found in the 302 gizzards

exami~ed

and

. this is conclusive proof that predation on other birds by
magpies is insignificant.

Judging from field observations,

mice appear to be a favoured food item but the elusiveness of
this mammal probably prevents it from becoming a frequent food.
Other mammalian parts found in gizzards are believed to come
from carrion, especially dead sheep or lambs.

Magpies have

frequently been observed around carrion pits on farms.
Miscellaneous Items.

Magpies are inquisitive birds

which often pick up or investigate many objects while searching
__ for food.

Some birds have been observed to pick up Solanum

h
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capsicastrum berries, tree leaves, small pieces of wood,
clumps of dead grass and other miscellaneous objects as if to
eat them 'and then suddenly let them fall to the,ground.

Some

of these objects such as gravel, pieces of shell grit and
white stones may be swallowed purposely.

Other items may

attract the bird's attention (e.g. metal shaving) and be
swallowed accidentally, or be mistaken for food (e.g. green
knitting wool, lengths of string, rubber bands or pieces of
shot).
Conclusion
This study of the food and feeding habits of magpies is
a preliminary investigation only.

Now that a list of the food

items that may be expected to be present at anyone time in
magpie gizzards has been compiled, future work can avoid this
time-consuming task and concentrate on more quantitative
research.

Specific areas such as farm paddocks or airfields

could be initially sampled on a biomass or volumetric basis to
find the density of invertebrates present.

This could then

be followed up by sampling the resident magpie population to
discover the regulatory effect of these birds on the
invertebrate populations and give an indication of the economic
status of the birds.

Magpies could be collected by trapping

or narcotics and the food obtained through a stomach pump.

If

this method was successful regular sampling could be carried
out, both of the habitat and the same magpie specimens, on a
monthly basis or over any desired time period.
Numerical data could easily be converted into volumetric.
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or biomass data if simple indices of the biomass or vOlume or
each item were first constructed.
t

Fragments such as legS Or

I

,

heads would then represent a certain volume or biomass or a
complete invertebrate.

The biomass or volumetric approach

would also allow a more accurate or definite comparison of the
proportions of vegetation, seeds, invertebrates and vertebrates
(particularly carrion) in the diet.
Future work could also be directed towards regional
differences in the diet.

Sampling could be undertaken in areas

heavily infested with grass grubs or in higher rainfall areas
where

porin~

may be more abundant or obtainable.

Many insects

suqh as Pyronota sp., black field crickets and white-fringed
weevils are only locally abundant and therefore the composition
of magpies'· diets in such areas may strongly favour such items
and be quite different from the general diet recorded here.
Finally, the seasonal incidence of many invertebrates in
the diet should once again be stressed.

The use of this seasonal

abundance of food during the nesting and rearing season has
already been pointed out.

This availability of insect lUe

resulting from the different seasonal life history

pa~terns,

wi th perhaps some degree of preference being shown by the magpies,

is also utilised throughout the rest of the year and prodUces
an'·'.interesting pattern in the diet.
Thfs examination of the food and feeding habits of magpies
not only could serve as a basis for

futur~

work on magpies, but

also could form a basic study for an investigation of other bird
species.
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CHAPTER

7

BREEDING BIOLOGY

REPRODUOTIVE OYCLE
Introduction
The progress of the breeding season may be followed by
macroscopic and microscopic examination of gonads as these
develop and regress under the influence of proximate breeding
factors such as temperature, rainfall and day length.

Robinson

(1956) followed the histological and physiological changes in
G. dorsalis through the breeding season in this manner.

The

objective in this study however, was to find simple indices
to act as a guide to reproductive status.
Methods of

Btud~

A total of 332 magpies of both species and including
hybrids was collected over a period covering one year from
different parts of New Zealand.

Because of body damage caused

by shooting or road accidents, gonad measurements were possible
on only 300 magpies, consisting of 141 males and 159 females.
Insufficient material was obtained to make reliable analyses
.p",,..,.

+-."1-.0

[ynoo+'

rd' the

hreedine: season in Cl. tibicen, hybrids and
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North Island specimens of G. hypoleuca.

Gonad measurements

of these birds, however, are contained in Appendices C and D
and are! commented on in this section.
Following the removal of the alimentary canal for future
food identification work, the gonads were measured in situ
with vernier caliphers to the nearest 0.02 mm.

Marples (1942),

Gurr (1954), Lewin (1963) and Williams (1966) all stated that
the left testes of the birds they had examined were always
larger than the right testes, and were therefore used
preferentially in such testes measurement studies.

(1956)

mad~

Robinson

no mention of this particular feature in his study

on the reproductory cycle of G. dorsalis.

Seven of the 141

males examined during this study had one testis

dama~ed

so

that measurements were taken of the remaining testis, irrespective of whether it could have been the largest or not.

This

left 134 completely undamaged pairs of testes, of which both
testes were measured and the largest volume used in further
work.

Left testes were generally larger than right testes

but not consistently so.

Out of 134 pairs, left testes .were

largest on 81 (60.4%) occasions, right testes on 51 (38.1%)
occasions and in two birds (1.5%) both testes were the same
size.
Kendeigh (1941) calculated testis volume from the
formula for the voluI\le of a prolate spheroid, and Gurr (1954)
from that of an oblate spheroid.

Magpie testes appeared to

conform to the shape of a prolate spheroid so the formula
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v =

1/6~b~1

was used, where 1 = length of prolate spheroid (testis)
b

= breadth of prolate spheroid

(te~tis).

All testes measurements and volume calculations are
given in Appendix C.

Robinson (1956) obtained testis volume

by displacement in a small measuring cylinder for his study
on G. dorsalis.

However, this method appeared too laborious

and not as accurate comparatively between testes to be used
for the larger samples of a greater range in testis size used
in this study.

For example, he recorded the same volume for

four testes-each with different length and breadth measurements.
Notes were also taken of the colour of 96 pair of testes.
The diameter of the largest pre-ovulatory follicle, or
follicles if several were very prominent, was measured.
Follicles, or the appearance of follicles on the ovary of under

O.5mm in diameter were recorded as non-significant or
quiescent.

The measurement of the largest pre-ovulatory

follicles is fundamentally only an indication of the chances
of finding an ovum at the stage of being shed and not a direct
measurement of the onset of the laying period because a bird
may have ovulated and perhaps even laid an egg.

This would

not be apparent from the diameter of the next largest remaining
follicle, which would be short of the point of shedding its
ovum, so that unless the presence of a post-ovulatory follicle
was observed and noted, the bird would be classified as one
which had not yet laid.
~h~refore,

Follicle measurements in this study

are only an indication of ovarian activity.
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Male ReEroductive O;y:c,le
Review of Literature.

Robinson (1956) described in

detail histological changes in the male gonads of G. ,dorsalis
in correlation with field observations.

He found that there

was a correlation between songs and the development of gonads.
Although gonad regeneration was evident in January and
February there was no upsurge in development until April-May
when a few birds began their new rhythm.
Oarrick (1'963) found that G. tibicen males of all ages,
environments and social positions had motile sperm in the
breeding season.

Testes were largest in adult males in

permanent territories and much smaller in territory or flock
one-year olds.

wVhere nutrition was adequate, as it always

seemed to be, physical environmental stimuli alone appeared
capable of bringing the testis to maturity, after which age
and social status in that order determined how far development
would proceed.

Testis size and sperm production did not

appear to be affected by antagonostic relations between groups,
or between a group and trespassing individuals, or within the
group.
Male Reproductive Oycle in New Zealand.

In Oanterbury

specimens of G. AYpoleuca, the testis is at its minimal size
between January and June (see Fig. 6).

During June and July

it increases rapidly in size and attains maximum dimensions and
volume during August.

During September there is a rapid decline

in size and this regression continues, although at a slower
rate, through October and November until the resting stage is
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again reached in December.

In males three years of age and

older, the testis is nearly 200 times larger in volume at peak
I

development than at the resting

stage~

This pattern of testis

development is basically similar to that of G. dorsalis in
Western Australia (Robinson, 1956) except that testes of

Q.

dorsalis reach peak size in mid-September and near peak size
is maintained for a longer period through October until rapid
regression in November and December.
Second-year and immature male

Q.

gypoleuca in Canterbury

show a similar pattern of testis development and regression
(see Fig. 6)- with development starting about the same time
but lower peak testes volumes being achieved and regression
occurring earlier.
700 mm:i)

From one testis volume reached (almost

immature males would appear to be able to breed during

August and early September.
Copulation between white-backed magpies was observed
in the field on 16.7.1965, 1.8.1965 and 7.9.1967.

Other dates

of copUlation were quoted by McCaskill (1945) as "July 5" and
by J.W. Tonkin (pers. comm. 1965) as early as 9.6.1965 in
Canterbury.

Histological studies of the testes would reveal

when motile sperm first became present, but from the curve of
testis development shown in Fig. 6, it would appear that
copulation attempts before at least mid-June would be unsuccessful unless precocious ,testes development had occurred.
reported for

Q.

As

dorsalis, (Robinson, 1956) most males show an

upsurge in gonadal development after the winter solstice when
daylight begins to increase, but a small proportion show an
~"""""--~"
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upward trend before this.
Measurements of testis volume of G. hypoleuca from the
Noruh Island and of Q. tibicen or hybrids combined from all
parts of New Zealand were inadequate to form a reliable
picture of their respective reproductive cycles.
measurementis are listed in Appendix C.

Such

However, from this

information it appears that testes of North Island specimens
of

Q. aypoleuca also start to rapidly develop in July, peak

volumes are maintained over August and September and rapid
regression of testes occur in October and November.

One

adult male from Woodhill Forest, North Auckland, still retained
very large testes (2027 mm')

as late as 8.11.1965.

Testes of

second-year hybrid and G. tibicen males both appear to increase
in volume slowly from May until August and then rapidly
increase to peak volumes in late September.

In the hybrids,

a regressing testis was measured in early October, two testes
at the resting stage in mid-December and a further one in
mid-January.
~ypoleuca

If, as occurs with Canterbury specimens of G.

(see Fig. 6), the testes of second-year males of

G. tibicen and hybrids regress earlier, then testis development and regression in older birds may extend slightly longer
than that of second-year males reported above.
Testis Oolour.
of many species of

Serventy (1956) commented that the testes

wi~ely

unrelated birds were subject to

oonsiderable colour variation.

He found that testes of G.

dorsalis oocasionally had a yellow colouring associated with
a highly lipoidal interstitium, but that this was sometimes
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masked by melanoblasts or that the testes generally remained
pallid.

Yellow testis colour could be used as an index of a

mat~ing

interstitium bUF its absence was n9t necessarily

incompatible with interstitial maturity.

As spermatogenesis

progressed and the testes increased in size, interstitial
Leydig cells dispersed and the organ again became pearl white.
During the measurement of testes of all magpies in this
study, the colour of

96 pairs of testes

w~s

recorded.

main colours were white, yellowish, red and black.

The four

Black could

occur in combination with red or white in a single pair of testes
No apparent difference existed between either species or hybrids,
so the data were combined.

This is shown in Table 19.
TABLE 19

Colour of Testes in New Zealand Specimens of Gymnorhina spp.
No.

9
34

5
5

33
1
4

5

No./age group

Colour

Yellowish
White
White left, black right
White right, black left
Red
Red right, black left
Red left, black right
Black

"Older" Ad.

Ad. (2yr.)

7

16

2
11

1
13

2
6

2
3

Imm.
7
5

2
14
1
2
2
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Yellowish testes were noted from May to December with a
peak frequency in July and August; white testes appeared from
'April to November with peak frequencies in May, August anq.
September; while red testes occurred from March to January
with no apparent peak frequency.
Marshall and Serventy (1956) described a case of intersexuality in

Q.

dorsalis where a specimen was phenotypically

masculine, contained a normal right testis, but also contained
an abnormal left ovo-testis.
Female Reproductive Cycle
Review of Literature.

Anon (1964, 1965a) stated that

the amplitude of annual fluctuations in the numbers of G.
tibicen was greatly reduced by the reduction of the potential
breeding population size through intense competition for
breeding habitat; by deferment of maturity; and by breeding
failure within the territorial group because of social causes.
Although one-year females could breed successfully if excess
food and sites sufficiently minimised the inhibiting aggression
of older females of the same territorial group, their level of
response to the feeding demands of nestlings could be
inadequate to the point of breeding failure.

The normal

pattern in which some two-year old and most older birds bred
was, therefore, an ecological and not a physiological phenomenon.
Variations in breeding attempts and success occurred through a
normal distribution of aggressiveness and of inhibition of
breeding due to this.
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Carrick (1963) found that in spring the ovary of

Q.

tibicen underwent partial development in all females but the
f±nal rapid increase an oocyte size, witu associated nestbuilding behaviour, depended on the presence of certain
critical stimuli as well as the absence of inhibiting factors.
To attain ovulation the hen must be a member of a social group
in a territory that offered an acceptable nest site.
stimulation was shown experimentally not to occur.

Male
Even in

the presence of adequate proximate stimuli, oocyte development
and nest-building could be inhibited by emotional factors
such as intrusion of a strange magpie of either sex into the
territory, an undue amount of boundary fighting, or domination
by another female of the same group.

The response of

individual hens to similar stimulatory and inhibitory environmental factors varied widely.

Carrick (1963) concluded that

territorialism and the associated sociosexual interactions
limited breeding to about one quarter of the adult population
of G. tibicen.
Ovarian Oycle in New Zealand.

During the quiescent or

resting period, the ovary appears granular and has rows of
indistinct protuberances less than O.5mm in diameter.

Any

one of these small protuberances has the potential of
increasing to a structure of over 164 times its diameter in
the nesting season.

In ,Canterbury, the annual variation in

size of ovarian follicles of

Q. hypoleuca (see Fig. 7) in

third-year or older hens starts in May, when the chances of
finding an ovum at the stage of being shed increase steadily
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up to mid-August and then rises rapidly to a maximum between
early September and mid-October, (shed ovum noted on 21.10.1965).
Such chances decrease rapidly in October, and trail off in
November until the quiescent stage is reached again in
December.

This peak period of ovarian activity coincides with

the main egg-laying period between mid-August and mid-October
postulated from field observations (see later) in Canterbury.
Insufficient data were obtained on adult (second-year)
and immature female G. hypoleuca in Canterbury to obtain a
curve of annual changes in follicle size.

However, from the

data (in Appendix D) it appears that follicles, in both cases,
increase only very slightly (always less than 2mm in diameter)
from July until September, and that many immature birds'
ovaries remain quiescent over the breeding season.

This slight

increase in follicle diameter is in accordance with the findings
of Carrick (1963) with G. tibicen, so that the absence of
certain critical stimuli or presence of inhibiting factors
must prevent the final rapid increase in size and the associated
nest-building behaviour.
Insufficient data were also obtained on

Q.

~poleuca

from the North Island and G. tibicen or hybrids despite the
combination of measurements from all areas of New Zealand.
From the data that were obtained (see Appendix D) it appears
that third-year adult female follicle diameters in North Island
specimens of G.

~poleuca

may increase in size earlier than

South Island specimens (e.g. 3.14mm on 19.7.1965), reach a
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peak size about the same period (e.g. 11.04mm on 25.9.1965)
and also decrease in size during October and November.
year and older adult female hybrids and

Third-

Q. trbicen tend to

show a typical increase in follicle diameter from May onwards
to peaks in mid-September but the data are generally inconclusive

BREEDING AND NESTING BEHAVIOUR
Introduction
During this study a limited amount of information was
obtained through correspondence, records and field observations
on the sequence of events in the breeding and nesting behaviour
of

Q. tibicen and g. hyPoleuca.

Both species are very sedentary

and territorial birds in which social groups occupy the same
territory permanently.

Studies in Australia by Wilson (1946)

and Robinson (1956) on G. dorsalis and Carrick (1963) on G.
tibicen have shown that sexual promiscuity appeared to be the
rule in most groups, with polygamy, polyandry and rape occurring,
but that the normal pair-bond did not appear to have been
completely supressed.

This aspect of breeding behaviour, along

with group composition and formation, territorial behaviour and
other aspects of social organisation and use of habitat will be
fully discussed in Chapter 8.
In New Zealand egg-laying in G. hypoleuca usually
extends from August to November and is preceded by increased
epigamic'activity of adult males from July onwards.

During

this period many immature birds appear to be evicted from
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territorial groups and invasion of territories by other groups
seeking adequate tree cover for nesting reaches its peak (see
Ohapter 8).' Copulation takes place during this p~riod and
nest construction begins.
Courtship Displ5Y and Copulation
Wilson (1946) and Robinson (1956) both stated that they
bad never observed definite mutual courtship behaviour in

Q. dorsalis but described invitatory
copulation.

displ~s

by females and

Female birds assumed a crouched position with the

head bent back so that the beak pointed upwards, wings lifted
slightly, tail quivering rapidly up and down and vent feathers
fluffed out.

Precocious young birds hatched the previous year

could also display in this manner, but,o like many instances of
the display amongst older birds, were ignored by seemingly
indifferent males nearby.

Oarolling by either or both sexes

could also occur before this display and even during copulation.
,Carrick (1963) remarked that copulation amongst G. tibicen
occurred only at the invitation of the female.
Invitatory display and copulation in

Q.

~ypoleucawas

witnessed on several occasions during field work in Oanterbury.
On 16.7.1965 an adult female was seen in an invitatory display
position similar to that recorded for Q.. dorsalis above.

A

male bird briefly mounted twice before the female moved away
at the approach of a third bird, feeding or foraging as she
went.

Similar instances of copulation were also observed at

later dates.

Seeker (1946) described what he took to be a

I<,..JU

birds were attempting ,to copulate with a third which lay with
with its underparts on the ground and wings outstretched.

The

bird, presumed to be a female, was next seen lying on its back
t

with its wings still outstretched and its feet stiffly erect.
The other birds each seized a wing and tugged in opposite
directions until the "female ll suddenly attacked them.

This

report should be treated cautiously in the absence of further
details of the sex of each bird, the date and the obvious
difference in behaviour from that reported or observed elsewhere in New Zealand and Australia.

It may simply have been

an instance of intraspecific aggression or post-fledgling play.
Nest Sites
Position in Territory.

Robinson (1956) outlined how

nests of G. dorsalis, providing sites were available, were
usually situated approximately in the centre of the territory
and instances of two or three nests in one tree were not
uncommon.

Sometimes however, a nest would be built a long

distance from the main nesting area.

Serventy and Whittell

(1962) also noted that nests of groups of this species could
be constructed in the same tree, adjacent trees, or as far
apart as quarter of a mile and 'usually in forks of trees up to
4-0 to 50 feet above the ground.
No instances of communal nesting of groups have as yet
been recorded in New Zealand.

In three of four territories of

G. l\ypoleuca studied where the territorial boundaries were

known, the birds nested in trees along one of the boundaries.
In each case these sites appeared to be the only suitable

nesting cover within the territory, with apparently poorer
feeding conditions in the non-territorial areas adjacent to
the nesting trees.
areas.

Birds were never observed feeding in these

t

i

In the fourth terri tory "the nesting site was in t a line

of pines (Pinus radiata) roughly in the middle of the territory
and at this site nesting in different trees over 50 yards
apart by members of the same group was observed.
Australian Sites.

In Australia eucalyptus trees appear

to be preferred for nesting although in the Barlee Range area
Robinson (1956) found that G. tibicen had a strong preference
for the mountain wattle (Acacia Xiphophylla) , mainly because
it was the highest type of tree found away from creek beds.
Barrett (1945) described how magpies generally built large
and deep bowl-shaped nests at varying heights up to 60 feet
in tall trees, the site as a rule being an upright forked
branch.

Hall (1909) noted that G. tibicen preferred nesting

in smaller trees or medium sized saplings and in forks near
the trunk, whereas

Q.

hyPoleuca preferred large trees and

selected an upper branch somewhere near the crown, nesting
near the end of the branch in a horizontal fork.

In Victoria

both species apparently nested on the sheltered side of trees.
Carrick (1963) found that the threshold value of an acceptable
nest site in different individuals of G. tibicen varied from
a high tree to a low bush or post, and in one exceptional case,
the ground.

Tradition was probably important and preliminary

experiments in open territories with artificial sites, devoid
o~

or decorated with

~oliage

~oliage

and small trees, suggested that

as such sometimes had valency.
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New Zealand Sites.

In New Zealand, McCaskill (1945)

found that G. hYpoleuca nested preferentially in pines, although
macrocarpa (Cupressus macrocarpa)
trees were also favoured.
(Beilochmiedia

~),

~d

eucalyptus (EucalyPtus spp.)

On farms containing bush, tawa

was popular; on North Auckland bush-burn

country tall living or dead trees were used; cabbage trees
(Oord~line

Tolaga

B~;

australia) were reported as nesting sites from
and in Oanterbury, gorse CUlex europaeus) and

hawthorn (Orataegus ox;yacantha) hedges were reported to be used
on occasions.
The Nest Records. Scheme of the Ornithological Society
of New Zealand (OSNZ) provided information on the nests of 22

Q.

h~poleuca.

Sites mentioned were in broom (Oytisus scoparius)

five feet from the ground in a pasture habitat with scrub
relics On steep faces and in gullies; in kanuka (Leptospermum
ericoides) 15 and 20 feet high; in a suburban macrocarpa at
60 feet; in pine trees in open or hidden situations from 20 to
60 feet or higher; in willows (Salix spp.) frequently devoid
of, or just coming into leaf and usually near the top (12 to
40 feet high); in broom (exposed) on top of a gorse hedge five
feed above the ground; in -the dead top of a beech (Nothofagus
sp.) tree (20 feet); on an open platform at the top of an
airfield tower (20 feet); and on top of a large bunch of creeper
outside an overhanging limb of whitey-wood (Melicytus ramiflorus
Willows and pines were the main type of trees preferred.

The

pine trees in question occurred either together as plantations
or windbreaks in farmland and suburban habitats, or as single
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trees in suburbs "(e.g. in a gully between two sections).
Groves or solitary willow trees containing nests were noted in
farmland, sMburbs, beside rivers and ponds, and in one case,
t

t

in a scrubby tributary valley near the Ahuriri River in northwest Otago.

The nest on top of the gorse hedge was in open

farming land, the nest on the bunch of creeper amongst scattered
bush, and the nest in the dead top of a beech, 50 yards inside
the beech forest from grassland and a road.

The nest on the

airfield tower was adjacent to other air force buildings on
the treeless Ellesmere Spit near Birdling's Flat.
The_Ranger (Waitaki Acclimatisation Society) (in litt.
20.6.1967) reported that the favourite nesting sites of G.
hypoleuca in the Waimate district were pines and macrocarpas,
but up the Hakataramea Valley, where these trees were scarce,
willows were very much used.

In the Waitaki district,

eucalypts were the preferred nesting sites.

J.W. Tonkin

(pers. comm. 1965) observed G. hypole"uca nesting in fences and
gorse hedges in the Dorie - Pendarves - Seadown area, where
presumably competition for nesting space amongst the large
population was very severe.,
Field work during this study confirms that pines, willows
and to a lesser extent (perhaps because they are not as numerous
and widespread) eucalyptus and macrocarpas are the preferred
nesting trees.

Height of nests above the ground varied between

15 and 30 feet.

Such nests appear commonly in forks of over-

hanging or upright branches (see Plates 12 and 13).

Reports

were also recieved of nesting occurring in tawa (30 feet high)
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12:
.abpie ( ,fI!lIl0rhina s p . ) ne.3t
in lIi l 0 I (Jalix sp.) tree
Note position in fork an

nearness to cano py.
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tree
Note sit e and oeneral structure of

e t .
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and in native beech up the Harper-Avoca River, near Bealey and
at other localities in both islands.

and

Electrical transformers

other electrical <equipment are somet~mes used as nesting,

sites and the resulting interference this may cause to electric
power supplies is discussed in Chapter 10.
Nest Construction
All species of magpies appear to show considerable
ingenuity in the choice of materials and construction of nests.
Australia:

Serventyand Whittell (1962) described the

nest of G. dorsalis as a large bowl-shaped structure built of
sticks and twigs, lined inside with grass, bark, hair, wool or
leaves and usually in a fork up to 40 or 50 feet above the
ground.

Nests of wire were not uncommon; one such nest weighed

2268 g and contained 238 separate pieces of wire ranging from
4.5 inches to four feet two inches in length, with a total
length of 243 feet, and a second larger nest weighed 6237g
and contained 286 pieces of wire, including barbed wire, of
a similar range and a total length of 338 feet.

A typical nest

measurement given by Campbell (1895) for G. dorsalis was nest
diameter 11.75 inches, cup diameter 6 inches and cup depth
2.5 inches.
Oampbell (1895) also gave dimensions of a typical

Q.

tibicen nest as nest diameter 13 inches, nest depth 8 inches,
cup diameter 5 inches arid cup depth 3.5 inches.

G. hypoleuca

nest dimensions given were nest diameter 18 inches, cup
diameter 8 inches and cup depth 3 inches.

Wire nests were

recorded, either of fencing or binding wire.
I&..:.~---.-- .. -

One nest, entirely
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ot wire-like roots from newly grubbed ground nearby and well
fitted inside with string and pieces of jute and another of
binder-twine lined with horse manure were alao described.

Hall
/'

(1909) noted that both

Q.

tibicen and G. hypoleuca were

reported to have the same shape of nes"li, nest :(Ilaterials and
nest lining, with eggs of a similar size and colour.
New Zealand:

In New Zealand, Thomson (1922) described

mag:p.ies' nests as. usually shallow, approximately one foot in
dia,meter and ,three inches deep_. Oliver (1955) described the
nests of

Q.

~ypoleuca

as commonly conspicuous, large and loose,

one to two feet wide and composed of sticks lined with grass.
~cOa8kill
,
~

(1945) received numerous reports of Q.
,

~oleuca
..
,

~.

-

nests which were constructed of a variety of materials such as
plain and barbed wire; ,string; sacking twine; tape; twigs of
pine, gorse and silver birch; a handkerchief; wool; cardboard;
a matchbox; pine needles; yarrow; rotten wood; horse hair;
straw; grass; feathers; cotton-wool; rubber; matagouri and
boxthorn twigs; cabbage tree leaves; eucalyptus bark; potato
tops; rope; old sppons; glass; pieces of china; or entirely of
wire.

One nest described had a foundation of coarse twine,

twigs of gorse and pine and some twitch rhizomes and was lined
with

~heep's

wool, part of the inner felted lining of a horse

cover, scrim, bark fibres and horse hair.

Another nest was

constructed of three pieces of wire (one barbed); 12 sticks, 12
pieces of sayking a couple of inches square, several

~ieces

of

unravelled binder-twine, raw wool and ends of wool yarn, 18
pieces of binder-twine and string up to 20 feet long, eucalyptus
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bark and 150 pieces of dried sorrel up to 27 inches long.

A

third nest, built of matagouri, rushes, tWine, and wool,weighed

510 g with a n~st diameter of 12 inches, nest depth

off

7.5

inches, cup diameter of 7 inches and cup depth of 3 inches.
Three pairs of G. 4ypoleuca were observed which had to
rebuild because of destruction of their nests.

Two pairs

reconstructed nests in similar positions using identical
materials'blitthethird pair showed a wide variation in the
site and materials for their second nest.
Descriptions of the materials used in construction of
22 G. hlPoleuca nests obtained

~rom

the Nest Records Scheme

(OSNZ) show that straw (coarse and fine), twigs (pine, broom,
and others unnamed), wire (in one case

t

inch diameter), wire-

netting, roots and strips of bark are commonly used as a
framework, and the cup lined with wool, grass blades, string,
~eathers,

or pine needles.

The nest near the Ahuriri River

in north-west otago was constructed of a dense bundle of
matagouri twigs 18 inches in depth, lined with tussock, fine
grass and a few feathers.
The wire framework of a nest obtained from a macrocarpa
shelter belt, weighed 673 g. Another nest obtained

~rom

the

same shelter belt had nests of blackbirds (Turdus merula) ,
thrushes

(!.

philomelos) and sparrows (Passer domesticus) ,

within a few feet of it and contained wire of different gauges,
including wire cloche frames from a nearby horticultural nursery.
Three nests of

Q.

hYEoleuca were also obtained in

Oanterbury, measured and examined closely.

Details of the
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construction are described below and the nests are shown in
Plate 14.
Nest 1; Weight 255 g.

Nest diameter 10 inches, nest

depth 6 inches, cup diameter 6 inches, cup depth 2 inches.

Cup

lining wool mixed with very fine grass stems forming a wiry
mass.

Outer cup constructed of grass stems, including some

with roots,becoming progressively larger towards the outside
and the C':1;P ~,~PJ~~;r;~.~s:~,~b,:L,e fro~,th~ rest ,ot the :ne~t.
Ie,

-

"

'."\"

-

'.

-j'''I'·

Basis

'

of nest c 6.h~:~p~¢'#.;~ii'tp~m~,&.'bl,tiU:clt,~-~~:V~Sf3,a"t,*$,J:"anging
from 1 - 2.3

JIUll-

:i.fldimn~1r~r, tWig~

lip t03,2ttuil·in,d.iameter

and clumps of grass complete with roots all '(l'ightly ,wound
together.

Exterior of the nest built o:f wool, flattened stems

and roots of grass bound together with a mud plaster and
forming the basic strength of the nest. 'Loose grass stems
below this.
Nest 2:

Weight 520g. Nest diameter 14 inches,

nest depth 6 inches, cup diameter 6 inches, cup depth 3 inches.
Construction similar to nest 1.

Cup lining 2 inches deep,

composed of wool mixed with very fine grass stems thickly
compressed and layered to be almost hair-like.
base to cup.

Mud plaster

Basis of nest constructed of progressively

thickening stems, from grasses 1 mm in diameter and small
twigs 2 mm in diameter t9 larger stems and twigs about 5 mm
in diameter forming the base
of the nest.
.
-

..

Base plastered

with mud or mixture of mud, whole clumps of grass and some
twigs and resting on a platform of

willo~;,

all between 5 and 8 rum in diameter

~d

long.

twigs (cut by man)

over 12 - 18 inches,
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PLATE 14: Nests 1, 2 and 3
(from right to left) showing typical shape
and materials used.
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Nest 3:

Weight 775 g.

Nest diameter 11 inches,

nest depth 8 inches, cup diameter 7 inches, cup depth 3 inches.
Wider cup than usual with less insulating material atld more
mud lining, similar to the outer basic material of nest 1 but
also containing much coarse string, some wool, small twigs and
thin small wafers of pinex compressed in

l~ers

with the mud.

Outer cup built of stronger thicker fibrous stems and twigs,
clumps of grass and pinex.

Nest virtually 5 inches deep, 9 x 7

,

inches wide and supported on a platform of wire, large twigs
and roots stretching around and holding it to the tree.

One

pine twig, 15 inches long, 9.2 g in weight and composed of
three forks, appeared an integral part of this anchorage.

Wire

12 gauge, source most likely from netting, rolls of wire or
farm yards, total weight 1989; range in weights 10.5 - 12.5g;
total length 37 feet 3 inches; range in length 25 - 30 inches.
All 17 pieces of wire bent round nest ranging from one quarter
of the way round to completely encircling the nest.

All ends

of the wire bent round to form hook and at least one end of
each piece entangled with nest material or with another.
~. ~ypoleuca

obviously shows a great deal of ingenuity

in the variety of materials used and in the actual construction
of nests.
Nesting Season
Australia:

From records obtained from most states in

Australia, Robinson (1956) concluded thctt the normal nesting
season for all magpie species was between July and December,
with apeak in August and September.

Nowhere in Australia did
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the season vary much and only odd birds started nest-building

as early as the beginning of

June~

He believed that second

broods occurred only on rare occasions if, the first was successful and that there was no doubt that most late nesting birds
were those that had been unsuccessful with their first brood.
This would most likely be the reason for a number of records
of young in nests in January.
New Zealand:

In New Zealand Oliver (1955) described

the breeding season of

Q. hypoleuca as occurring between August

and November, with some nests being built in June and July.
Occasionally two broods would be raised in the one season.
Falla, Sibson and Turbott (1966) stated that nesting could
start as early as June for

Q. hyPoleuca, but that nothing was

known of the nesting season of G. tibicen.

McCaskill (1945)

gave August until November as the nesting season for G.
hyPoleuca, with September and October as the commonest months.
The earliest nesting reported in Canterbury was from the second
week of June.
The earliest record of potential nest-building oDtained
during this study was on ,.7.1967 in Canterbury when a female

Q.

~ypoleuca

was observed to pick up a long stem of grass from

a rank portion of a paddock and fly towards pine trees where
nesting had taken place the previous year.

An adult male

G. tibicen specimen collected from Willowflat near Kotemaori
and Gisborne on 28.7.1965 had, immediately previous to being
shot, been observed carrying grass stems in its beak.

Other

records of G. bypoleuca carrying nesting materials or building
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nests were from Mount Bruce (1.8.1945), Paekakariki (16.8.1957),
Wellington (6 - 8.10.1967) and the Hermitage, Mount Cook
(21.10.1965).

Between 1.8.1965 and

7.8.~965

G. hypoleuca

were observed to be building nests at Amberley and during sunny
spring weather on 9.8.1965 one bird was observed near Lincoln
repeatedly carrying grass stems to the top of a young pine
tree (30 feet) from pasture over 200 yards away.
From 48 records and field observations obtained during
the breeding season 'of magpies, plus the information from above,
the nesting season of at least G.
appears to

ext~nd

hypol~uca

in New Zealand

from July to November, with the peak nesting

months being August, September and October.

Nests containing

eggs were reported or observed on 18, 20, 25 (until 7 September)
and 29 August; 10, 11, 15, 16, 17, 20 and 24 September; 20
October (twice); and 21 November.

Nests containing young were

reported or observed on 18 and 26 August; 6, 15, 16, 17, 18
(three times), 26 and 29 (twice) September; 1 (twice), 16, 18,
24 and 30 October.

Empty nests were observed on 16 September

and 2 October; nestlings of G. hlPoleuca collected on 21
September, 21 October, 23 November and a hybrid nestling on
21 October.

Fledgling G. &ypoleuca were observed or collected

on 8, 21 and 26 October and 14 and 22 November; G. tibicen on
23 September and 21 and 27 October.
This last information was the only information obtained
on the nesting season of §:.. tibicen and hybrids.

However, in

view of the similarity in nesting behaviour between G. tibicen
and G. hypoleuca in Australia (Hall, 1909) and the similarity
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in their reproductive cycles already discussed, it appears
quite likely that there is no difference in the nesting season
between the two species *t
Role of Sexes
Australia:

Wilson (1946) and Robinson (1956) both

found that female G. dorsalis were entirely responsible for
the building of nests, incubation of eggs, and in most cases,
the feeding of the young tintil they left the nest.
seldom made full use of all the nests they built.

The females
Robinson

(1956) recorded 13 nests built by five females and Wilson (1946),
43 nests built by 29 females, with nestlings

in only

19 of these.

Male birds gave very little assistance in the feeding of the
young while in the nest and were never seen by either author
to feed the sitting female or brood the nest themselves.
birds left the nest unattended when they went to feed.

Female
Males

of the same group tended to feed in company and when they had
little to do, spent a considerable time playing with other
birds, with occasionally the whole group joining in this play.
It was during this period that attacks by males on other birds
and man were reported.

Kilpatrick (1935) however, reported

that both sexes of G. dorsalis incubated and fed the young.

-

Carrick (1963) stated that female G. tibicen, alone
selected the nest site, built the nest and brooded, but male
birds could feed the hen on the nest and play a variable part
in feeding the young.

Lord (in Robinson, 1956) noted that male

Q. tibicen helped in nest building and fed the sitting female
at times, but more often took over the brooding while she fed
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and helped feed the nestlings.

Male G. hypoleuca took no part

in nest-building or brooding, but fed the female on the nest
and helped feed the nestlings. McGilp (in Robinson, 1956)
observed both Q. tibicen and G. hypoleuca males often, but not
alw~s,

feeding females on the nest, and, at other times, very

temporarily brooding while the females were away feeding.
New Zealand:

In New Zealand McCaskill (1945) received

reports indicating that both sexes of Q. hypoleuca brought
food to the young in the nest and that a female bird carried
away dried nestling droppings from a nest in her beak and
deposited them in a special place in a paddock.

One report

from the Nest Records Scheme (OSNZ) mentioned a female
G. hypoleuca on the nest remaining there while the male brought
her food.
Three nests of G. hyPoleuca were closely observed during
this study.

At one site the female was always recorded on the

nest, this being left unattended when she went to feed.

On

several visits to this site both sexes flew to adjacent willows
and watched the inspection of the nest.

On the last visit one

nestling was removed and ten minutes later a male and female
both returned to the nest from feeding nearby.

The female fed

the two remaining nestlings and carried excreta from the nest,
dropping it over the paddock while the male perched near the
nest preening.

At the other two nests both sexes fed the young

but the females appeared to do the most searching for food and
flights to and from the nests.

All records obtained of nest-

building by G. hypoleuca where the sex of the birds concerned
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were included and field observations indicate that only
females appear to build nests.

One adult male specimen of

G. tib:Lcen was collected with nesting materials in its beak.
Male

Q.

nypoleuca, however, take a variable role in feeding

the fledged young.
~

No eggs of either. species of magpies were examined in
this study.

Robinson (1956) and Serventy and Whittell (1962)

agreed in that the eggs of G. dorsalis were not so variable
in colour or markings as the eggs of the other two species.
A description given was of a bluish-greenish colour, blotched
smeared or streaked allover with liver and brown.

Average

measurements of 25 eggs were 40.1 x 27.3 mm, with a range of
38 - 43 x 25.5 - 29 mm.

- Eggs of G. tibicen were reported by Serventy and
Whittell (1962) and Barrett (1945) to vary considerably in
coloration from grey to brown with dark brown spots larger
at the broader end and submerged purple spots; pale blue with
submerged spots of dark blue or purple; or greenish-blue to
paler bluish-white, the ground colour being almost obscured by
reddish or chestnut brown markings in the form of streaks,
smears and scratches, either uniformly distributed or forming
indistinct patches on the shell.

Average measurements of 15

eggs were 39.8 x 27.8 mm with a range of 34 - 46 x 24.5 - 32 mm.
Oliver (1955) described eggs of G. tibicen in New Zealand as
greenish-white to bluish-grey, streaked and spotted with
brownish-red to purplish-black and,dull slate, with three sets

-I
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of measurements being 39 x 26, 41 x 29, and 43 x 29 mm.
Both Hall (1909) and Barrett (1945) agreed that the
eggs of G. tibicen and G.
and colour.

Q.

~poleuca

were of a,similar size

McCaskill (1945) described New Zealand eggs of

AlPoleuca as of varying siZe, with mainly a bluey-green

background.

The following colourings were described from eggs

from three different sites:(i)
(ii)

Olive green streaks and blotches on light green.
Sparse,dark blood-coloured blots and diffused
purple tinges toning into a greenish-blue
_ background.

(iii)

A dozen brown spots on a light greenish-blue
background.

Oliver (1955) described eGgs of

Q.

~ypoleuca

as ovoid, pale

green and closely marked allover with brown and greyish
blotches.

38.6

x

Three sets of measurements given were 37.5 x 27.0,

26.8 and 41.4 x 29.6 mm.
Clutch Size and Incubation
Clutch Size and Egg-laying:

Wilson (1946), Robinson

(1956) and Serventy and Whittell (1962) all gave the.clutch
size of G. dorsalis as ranging from two to five eggs, with
three or four eggs being the usual number.

Kilpatrick (1935)

described a nest of G. dorsalis with a large cog wheel worked
into the nest lining so that only one portion showed, with
three eggs arranged around this.
Campbell (1895) and Barrett (1945) stated that three to
five eggs were laid by G. tibicen, with four being the most
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common number.

Carrick (1963) however, described the clutch

size as ranging between one and six eggs with three eggs being
the average number.

Campbell (1895) recorded one nest containt

ing two magpie eggs and two eggs of the channel-billed cuckoo
(Scythrops novaehollandiae) and Lord

(1956~)

mentioned two

records of G. tibicenrearing two of these cuckoos.
Campbell (1895) and Barrett (1945) also stated that the
clutch size of G. hyPoleuca ranged from three to five eggs, the
average being four.
In New Zealand, information has been obtained on the
clutch size mainly of G. hypoleuca.

McCaskill (1945),

Ol~ver

(1955) and Falla, Sibson and Turbott (1966) all recorded the
clutch size as between two and five eggs, with two or three
eggs apparently being the most usual.

The Ranger (Waitaki

Acclimatisation Society) (in litt. 20.6.1967) reported that the
usual clutch size of ,9:. hypoleuca in that area was four eggs.
McCaskill (1945) received reports that the clutch size for the
first nesting season was only two eggs; three being laid in
subsequent years.
Oliver (1955) described the clutch of G. tibicen as
from two to five eggs.
Ten reports from the Nest Records Scheme (OSNZ) gave
the range of clutch size of G. hypoleuca as two to five eggs,
with two eggs reported tWice, three or four eggs three times
and five eggs once.

One nest examined near Lincoln contained

four eggs.
Carrick (1963) mentioned that some re-laying after
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failure occurred amongst

~.

tibicen in earlier seasons, but

little'c occurred in a normal one.

McOaskill (1945) mentioned
{

that where nests or eggs of

~.

hypoleuca were destroyed,

nesting could occur again and cited one example where four
eggs were removed, the next four eggs laid also removed and
yet ano'ther three were still laid.

On another occasion three

eggs were laid in late August, the second egg two days after
the first and the third egg three days after this.

The first

two eggs hatched 24 and 23 days later respectively.

However,

the chicks were killed in early October and immediately a new
nest was commenced and eggs laid again in mid-October.
second egg was again laid two

d~s

The

after the first and the

third. egg this time two days, later.

Hatching of the first two

eggs (the third was removed) this time occurred after 22 and 21
days respectively.
Hall (1909) recorded that three eggs of G. tibicen were
laid on successive days between midday and 1.00 p.m.

The first

egg hatched 22 days later at midday and the others hatched on
successive days as laid.
Incubation:

Details of egg-laying and incubation for

G. dorsalis do not appear to have been published and only the
report of 22 days by Hall (1909) for

Q.

tibicen could be found.

From the information mentioned above for G. hypoleuca by
McOaskil1 (1945), incubation would appear to extend from 21 to
24 days.

McGilp (in Robinson, 1956) stated that the incubation

period in Australia

w~s

from 18 to 21 days from the laying of

the first egg, with the young usually hatching out a few hours
'he

»
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Breeding Success and Survival of Young
Australia:

&.

Wilson (1946) never observed a nest of

dorsalis containing more than two young birds.

Robinson

(1956) stated that from the time eggs were laid until the
young left the nest there appeared to be at least a

50% loss

as seldom did more than two young leave the nest and in many
cases none at all.

Seasonal conditions appeared to

pl~

an

important part in the survival of young and if August and
September were very wet months, few young survived to leave the
nest.

Where males were willing to help feed the young while

in the nest or the incubating female, the survival rate
improved.

Abortive nest building could also have some bearing

on the low survival rate.

Hawks and other avian predators

apparently could also predate on magpie eggs or young.
Carrick (1963) stated that in a good breeding season
about one juvenile magpie per adult territorial female reached
the free-flying stage but the number was much lower in poor
seasons.

Predation by crows and hawks occurred up to the

free-flying stage and was more severe in poorer cover.
Immature

~

sapiens of all ages also took a steady but small

toll of nestlings.

Marginal groups in inadequate territories

attempted to breed but rarely succeeded to the point of
fledging.

Open groups and non-territorial flock birds (see

Chapter 8) made no attempt to nest.

MObile groups (see Chapter

8) always failed to breed, usually at an early stage.

This

failure varied from no attempt to build nests, to an occasional"
successful hatching, but,

~ecause

of predation while the adult
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was absent at the feeding ground, no hen was able to fledge
its young.

Eggs were often lost from the direct attack of

neighbouring magpies, or became addled, or

alo~g

with nestlings

fell to predators, such as the Australian raven (Corvus
coronoides).

Even the breeding rate of permanent groups was

reduced by aggression between groups and by sex dominance
within groups.
Campbell (1895) noted that the usual brood of G. tibicen
Hall (1909) believed that every third member of

was four.

each broo. died of starvation, either in the nest or after
leaving it.

Over several nesting periods he found many young

birds, perfect in development and in the last stage before
leaving their parents, lying about dead with empty stomachs.
If eggs hatch on consecutive days as laid, one would expect
that the first hatched would have a much greater chance of
survival than the last hatched.
New Zealand:

'McCaskill (1945) received a number of

reports stating that the number of young G.

~ypoleuca

raised

was usually two, but broods of one or three birds were also
frequent and in two districts broods of four birds were
recorded.

Data on nest success and survival of young G.

Rypoleuca, obtained from the Nest Records Scheme (OSNZ) and
field observations, are presented in Table 20.

These figures

appear insufficient to calculate the percentage hatched and
fledged.

Wind, man and road accidents were three

causing loss of eggs or young.

kno.~

factors
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TABLE 20
Nest Success, and Survival of Young of Gymnorhina
in New Zealand
Eggs

Young in nest

Number fledged

h~poleuca

Remarks

1

Nest destroyed by man

2

Nest blown down by wind

3

Abandoned nest, eggs cold

3

2*

3

2*

3

3

4

2*

4

4

2

Dead fledgling found

2

One removed, one disappeared
Nest on ground, eggs broken

5
1

1

1

1

2
2
2

2

2

2

3
4

Notes.

Young six to seven days old

* Incubation possibly still in progress.
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..Post-fledgling Survival and Behaviour
Hall (1909) noted that young
eyes two
~he

d~stafter

~.

tibicen opened their

hatching, one bird stood on the edge of

nest and preened after 29 days and both young left the

nest after 34 days. For the next nine days food was brought
to the young; after that they followed their parents but had
~o

be kept apart owing to a tendency to fight each other.

After

a further 20 days they began to search for food, partly fed
themselves and were less inclined to fight.

The young birds,

73 days after hatching, imitated the adults I song and calls in
a low key and after one more month were fairly perfect in all
notes.
On 15.9.1966 both sexes of G. hypoleuca were observed to
be feeding young in an inaccessible pine tree nest.

Vocal

begging by the young was heard on three successive visits,
including the last on 18.10.1966, but the tempo of feeding
appeared to have slackened.

Although the hatching date was not

known, the young were noted to be present in the nest for at
le ast 34 days.

After 42 days, one of the young was noted

perching very unsteadily on a telephone wire.

On the ground

it was fed a snail by an adult male after much vocal begging,
picked up a red b'erry but did not eat it, and, after the
accompanying three older birds flew off, remained standing close
to a gorse hedge, once or twice pecking at the ground.
it was

purposefu~ly

When

disturbed it fluttered up to the telephone

Wire again for a few seconds of uncertain balance and then flew
to a line of poplars (Populus sp.) 20 yards away.

All the other
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magpies immediately flew to it from all directions and an adult
male flew to a pole only ten yards

aw~

and surveyed the scene.

The following day one young bird waS observed with older birds,
playing with stems of dead grass and begging loudly in a garden.
On another occasion a young bird had a piece of bread taken off
it by an adult female and the young bird retaliated by pulling
on the adult's outstretched wing.

During the beginning of

March several young magpies moved into the trees around a
house and vocal experimentation throughout a wide range was
heard from dawn to dusk.

In late March the carols were more

uniform in sound.
Roberts (1963) described how parent

Q. tibicen never

allowed the young any liberties, such as snatching food in
which the parent was interested.

This doubtless was what

occurred in the incident with the bread recorded above for

Q. hypoleuca.

He also described parental dominance, sun-

posturing, song, play and fear reactions of post-fledging

Q. tihicen, as well as feeding .behaviour, which has been
previously mentioned in Chapter 6.
Robinson (1956) described the behaviour of young

Q.

dorsalis after they had left the nest and noted that for the
first few days the young were almost helpless and could not
fly high enough to get back to the tree.

Once the young could

fly well enough it became a problem to keep them within the
territorial boundaries and some flying birds were borne down on
to the ground by adults.

It was during this period that many

juveniles were killed on the roads by vehicles, as well as a
~----.
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few adults, possibly while attempting to shepherd the young.
Kilpatrick (1935) also noted that parent

Q. dorsalis would

settle on very young birds' backs if they attempted flights of '
over 30 yards to force them to the ground, possibly to prevent
the young from unduly-weakening themselves.

Chisholm (1948)

twice observed adult magpies fly under tired youngsters and
carry them to a tree.

OONCLUSION AND

SUW~Y

Annual changes in testis volume and pre-ovulatory
folli'cle diameter in New Zealand specimens of magpies appear
to reach a peak slightly earlier than in Australian specimens,
but this peak is maintained over a shorter period.

In males,

testis activity starts in June, reaches a peak in AugustSeptember and declines during October-November.

In females,

gonadal activity increases from May onwards, reaching a peak in
September which is maintained until mid-October.

North Island

specimens appear to undergo increased gonadal activity slightly
earlier than South Island specimens, but both reach their peaks
at about the same period.

Follicle diameters indicate that

virtually all breeding is undertaken by third-year and older
hens; younger hens- being presumably affected by similar
inhibiting factors to those that operate under Australian
conditions.
No significant differences appear to exist between the
reproductive cycles of Q. Rypoleuca and G. tibicen but
information on the latter species is very meagre.
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Breeding and nesting behaviour tends to be very similar
between all species of magpies in New Zealand and Australia.
Courtship

d~splay

is extremely +imited, and, in

many birds, copulation exceedingly brief.

co~on

with

Eucalyptus trees

are preferred as nesting sites in Australia, no doubt because
of their general availability, height and annual cover of
leaves.

In New Zealand common evergreen trees of similar

height such as pines, macrocarpas and eucalyptus are preferred
but willows, often without leaf, are frequently utilised.
Native trees such as beech are also used making possible the
occupancy of

m~y

tussock grassland areas.

Competition for

nest sites can occur or lack of suitable nest sites and such
sub-optimal sites as gorse and hawthorn hedges, broom bushes,
electrical transmission equipment or other artificial sites
may be used.

Considerable ingenuity is evident in the choice

of nesting materials.

Nest construction usually takes the

form of the establishment first of a "piLatform" of large twigs,
stems, or wire (shaped by the birds) in a fork of a tree, and
then the interweaving of a smaller nest of finer material on
top of this.

Such nests are often of a considerable size and

weight.
As can be observed from the changes in the gonadal
cycle, the nesting season ofG. hypoleuca extends from July
to November, with peak nesting between August and October.
Two to five eggs of variable coloration and size are laid by
both species, incubated for 21 - 24 days and some re-Iaying
after brooding failure is possible.
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The only apparent difference in nesting behaviour between
the two species in New Zealand is in the role of the males.
Males of both species may

~eed

females on the nest and the

young, but in G. hypoleuca nest-building, incubation, removal
of nestlings' faeces and most of the feeding of nestlings is
Male Q. tibicen, however, may

undertaken by females only.

help in nest-building and take a variable part in other nesting
activities.
Up to four young
one or two are fledged.

Q.

~ypoleucahatch,

but usually only

Mortality factors at this stage

include wind, man and perhaps aggressive competition for food
by older or stronger chicks.

Coupled with post-fledgling

mortality from road accidents and other causes 'they reduce
nesting success to under half of its potential.
In conclusion, the breeding season of magpies in New
Zealand and the appearance of fledged young occurs generally
in early and mid-spring; earlier than for many other passerines.
This can be correlated with the seasonal appearance of large
numbers of insect species (see Chapter 6) which provide optimum
feeding conditions for the rapidly growing young.
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CHAPTER 8

SOCIAL ORGANIZATION AND USE OF HABITAT
INTRODUCTION
Although the investigation of social organization and
use of habitat by magpies in New Zealand was not a major aim,
some observations were obtained on this aspect during the
present study.

These observations have been compared with the

relevant information on magpies in Australia.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Gymnorhina tibicen
Carrick (1963) carried out an extensive study of the
population ecology of G. tibicen near Canberra, Australia.
All of the following information reviewed in this section
on

Q.

tibicen is

summ~rised

from this study.

Carrick (1963) found that social territorial groups of
two to ten birds were formed.

A group containing two birds

always consisted of an adult male and female, whereas a group
containing ten birds could consist of six adults in any sexual
combination.

A maximum of three breeding individuals of either

sex occurred in anyone group howeyer, and on average, only
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Males seldom outnumbered

three adults per group were found.

females so that bigamy was common and trigamy also occurred.
Most, territories fell w:i,.thin the five to tw;,enty acre
range with an average of about ten acres, but smaller areas
were held where surrounding pressure was strong and larger
ones at the margins of the territorial area where there were
no neighbouring groups.
size

~d

There was no relation between the

quality of the territory and the number of birds that

occupied it.

At

~'time

a large territory could have a small

group and vice versa; groups could fluctuate in time within
the range of two to ten birds without boundary changes.
The upper limit of territory size was, by observation,
the largest area that the group could obtain and hold effectively;
the better territories contained far more nest habitat and
shelter than the group could use.

In a few instances the

constant lateral pressure at territory boundaries enabled a
,group to increase its area when a neighbouring group departed,
but this gain was later surrendered, presumably through
inability to defend the larger area.

The lower limit of

territory size was set by the amount of feeding pasture
'required to sustain the group, for a much smaller area than
this could contain superabundant cover.
In many changes of territory ownership, no healthy
reigning group was dispossessed, regardless of the size of its
territory or the relative strength of opponent groups.

The

members of defending and attacking groups fought as a team,
with the advantage strongly in favour of the fbrmer.
Five social categories were recognised, based on the
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quality of habitat occupied by each, but these formed a graded
series and the system was anything but static, for birds and
groupS in the poorer environments were continually
improve their position in the habitat scale.

striv~ng

to

Groups competed

for tree cover \'Vi th adj oining pasture feeding areas, which
resulted in open and marginal woodland, and also some open
pasture, becoming subdivided into territories that were held
for periods and defended with a tenacity proportionate to their
quality as places to breed and feed.
Permanent Groups:

These groups held territories that

provided an adequate or surplus amount of all requirements all
the year round.

There were many more trees than the small

number of birds required for shelter, roosting or nesting, and
seasonal weights gave no indication of food shortage at any
time.

Birds remained in these optimal territories all day and

all year and made no attempt to move.

Virtually all successful

breeding was done by these birds and the group could contain
birds of all ages.
Marginal Groups:

These birds occupied territories with

an inadequate amount of either cover or feeding area.

They

formed around one or two small trees or bushes (or even artificial
nest sites such as telegraph poles or tall wireless masts) on
the outskirts of better cover and also in open woodland poorly
defended by the surrounding groups, but with inadequate pasture
for feeding at all seasons.

Attempts to breed rarely succeeded

to the point of fledging and such groups usually contained
adult birds only.
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Mobile Groups:

Mobile groups commuted between a separate

feeding area in the open and a nesting - roosting area among
trees which was' held against the strong opposition of
neighbouring groups.
breeding season.

I

Such groups existed mainly during the

Breeding always failed, usually at an early

stage, so that the groups did not contain first-year birds.
Open Groups:

These groups formed in areas of tree-less

pasture that provided adequate feeding all year, except possibly
during severe drought or hard frost.

They roosted in the

denser woodland that was not otherwise used by this species;
the daily flight was usually within a mile, and members of the
same open group could go to different roosts.

An open group

could last for several years and some become mobile groups in
spring.

Open groups contained only adult birds, but they made

no attempt to nest.
Flock Birds:

Such birds were nonterritorial, were of

all ages and both sexes and some may have bred as members of
territorial groups since disbanded.

They formed loose £locks

of a few up to several hundred individuals that fed in open
pasture and roosted in woods.

Flock adults could possibly be

in open groups with varying degrees of attachment to feeding
area or constancy o£ membership, but which were more stable
during the breeding season.
throughout the year.

The flocks showed slight mobility

No attempts to nest were made.

In this territorial system there was considerable temporal
and spatial stability of groups and individuals, maintained by
constant vigilance in a dynamic situation in which there was
continual d.aJ.ly effort all the

year T'ound _ wi'l:h~

11=011-n,.,.0.
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before and during breeding on the part of both groups and
individuals to improve their social status.
Individual changes could result in increase, replacement,
I

or decrease in the members of a group.

Most birds left their

natal territory during their first year, some in their second and
a few in their third, but a small proportion continued to live
and breed there, especially females.

It was exceptional -for an

adult to be added to an existing group but this occurred when a
sick hen was unable to repel a flock hen that became established
in the group before the resident hen recovered.

Members of a

group repelled their own sex, but each sex supported the other
-

once a contest was under way.

When a vacancy of either sex was

created, as through mortality, a replacement by one or more birds
of the same sex could occur, especially in the case of females.
A group preformed in the flock, or one in occupation of
a poor habitat, could succeed in forcing its way into a better
habitat thus creating a new territory.

Loss of the dominant

adult, usually the male, often led to break-up and displacement
of a group by a new one.
G~orhina

dorsalis

All information reviewed here on

Q.

dorsalis has been

summarised from Robinson (1956).
Gymnorhina dorsalis differed from

Q.

tibicen in having

groups of up to 26 birds, with as many as six adult males in
some groups.

These occupied territories of 30 - 150 acres, and

there were apparently no flocks.

Each group consisted of both

... adul t and immature birds, with numbers changing from year to
year and there always appeared to be a despot or "k:!.-ng" in
each group.

The dominance of this male governed the number of

adult males to each group and female despotism/possibly also
had some bearing on the sex ratio in certain flocks.

Though

sexual promiscuity appeared to be the rule in most groups,
the normal pair-bond did not appear to have been completely
supressed in these societies.

The dominant male or despot in

a group could at times live harmoni9usly with a particular
female, or be polygamous but polyandry also occurred.

Rape

of females was frequent, even with breeding birds, and took
place within and outside the group.

These irregular relation-

ships, associated with a very unequal sex ratio in the group,
could be a consequence of the despotism of dominant males and
females.
Territories or groups were defended in local squabbles
on boundaries, in which all birds of adjoining groups could
join; against mass invasions of one group by another; and
against attempts of "intruder" males to enter the territory and
interfere with the fe.males (rape).

Dominant males possibly

inhibited any sexual advances by other males to females in the
same group, and so left many males and females unsatisfied
sexually.

This could have accounted for the prevalence of

intruder males, which could affect the survival of young by
molesting females, particularly when on the nest, and their
prolonged period of activity with instances of rape within their
own flock.

It could also have an effect by causing abortive

nest-building.
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New groups could be formed from time to time according
to the

~opulation

density and the changing environment, in a

similar manner to that of G. tibicen.

Young birds of the

previous season sometimes helped feed the new brood when they
left the nest, at which age they were often dependent on their
parents for six months.
Robinson (1956) concluded from information available
that G. tibicen showed certain characteristics of behaviour
which were not fourid amongst

Q.

dorsalis and the latter species

showed a greater development as a social species than any other
member of tha genus.

NEW ZEALAND CONDITIONS
Introduction
Without an intensive population study involving colour
banding for individual recognition, information on the social
organisation and use of habitat of both magpie species in New
Zealand is very difficult to obtain.

However, during this

study field counts of G. hypoleuca groups were made on many
occasions, and information on groups (mainly G. hypoleuca) was
included with many specimens collected over New Zealand.
Helpful assistance was also given by J.W. Tonkin of Ashburton
in obtaining counts of group numbers of G.hypoleuca in
Oanterbury.

Oomments on mixed species, pairs or groups have

been included in previous chapters (Ohapte+s 3 and 4).
Group Oomposition
Information on the composition of groups of G.

~xpoleuca

~
~'ln
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New Zealand has. been summarised in Table 21.

Figures have

only been included for apparent complete groups or single birds
r

{

and pairs definitely on their own.

However, other birds

belonging to the group may have been absent or the pairs and
single birds may have unknowingly belonged to groups not present,
so the information must be treated with some degree of caution.
From Table 21 it can be seen that conventional pairs made
up 19% of the total number of birds observed, single birds

7% and birds in groups of varying numbers and sex ratios
the remaining 74%. Groups containing between three and six
birds made up 84.4% of the total group numbers, and sex ratios
another

of one male to two or three females, or two males to one or
three females appeared the most common.

Monogamy, polygamy and

polyandry therefore occur in G. hypoleuca in New Zealand.

One

group of four birds was known to have contained two immature
birds of unknown sex; a group of five birds, three immatures;
and a group of 11 birds, five immatures of unknown sex.

Flocks

of birds were also observed or reported ranging from one of 15
plus birds, from which an adult (second-year) female, an "older l1
adult male and an immature male were shot; flocks of 30 plus
and 35 plus (Lake Grassmere, Canterbury); a flock of 70 and a
flock of about 100 birds, from which an "older l1 adult male was
shot; to flocks of 150 plus, at Geraldine and Cust.

Past

records (see Appendix A) indicate that larger flocks have also
been reported on other

occasio~s.

A flock of 100 plus

Q.

tibicen,

consisting mainly of immature birds, was also reported near
Hastings by P.C. Bull (in·litt. 8.11 •.1965).

Eighteen of these
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TABLE 21
Composi~ion

Ii

rGroups of known sex
Frequency'"
M. F.

of Gymnorhina

~ypoleuca

Groups of unknown sex
No./group Frequency'"

Groups

Total groups
No./grouJ? Frequency

~1

1

70

3

34

2

70

~-

4

1

4

15

3

46

1

2

8,

5

18

4

23

1

3

5

6

11

5

23

2

1

4

7

6

6

11

2

2

1

8

4

7

6

2

3

4

9

1

8

5

3

1

1

11

3

9

1

3

2

1

11+

1

11

3

3

5

1

12

1

11+

1

13

2

12

1

13

2

t
It

k
L

Single males

= 25

Single females - 17
Bingle (un,known sex) birds
l.rotal single birds

=

8

50

Total number of groups

= 192

Total of birds in groups
Notes

::0

=

682

* Frequency of occurrence

I~
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~irds were collected and proved to be nine immature males, five

itmmature females, two adult (second-year) females, and two adult

~aecOnd-year) males~

•

1&'.

i

i>

~.

Group Behaviour

~

~

No measurements of territorial area were made, but in

~.".• .~.~ur

r

territories where the boundaries were known, and in another

4ree in. which a rough idea of the boundaries was known, all

i!n the

Lincoln district, the area was estimatied at between ten

and 15 acres.
Replacement of birds was observed in two territories.

In

the first territory, two adult males, two adult females and an
immature female were shot, leaving one immature female as a
survivor.

This territory was then taken over by a group of

eight birds which incorporated the surviving female into their
group.

Of these, two adult females, an adult male and an

immature male were shot and two more birds joined the group.
One of these, an adult male was shot, but the five surviving
members were joined by another two birds.

Later still an

immature female was shot leaving a surviving group of six birds.
In the second territory one immature male and one immature
female were shot initially, followed later by an adult male.
other birds were reported as present also.

Two

'rhe area then

appeared to be taken over by as many as 30 flock birds, from
which over a period of time, three adult (second-year) females,
seven immature males and 16 immature females were collected.
It is possible that some of the 25 single males observed
(see Table 21) were intruder males.

One solitary adult male
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waS seen on five occasions between late April and late May
always in the same area.

Another adult male was observed

being attacked by four birds in the same general area.

Near

Oulverden, seven birds were observed attacking an adult male

'which remained crouching low to the ground, and on one further
occasion five birds forced an adult male to the ground and into
a submissive posture before leaving it untouched.
Boundary clashes involving birds of both groups were
observed in territories near Lincoln College.

Swooping flights

and tilting wing display accompanied by much carolling were
usually typical of such bri.~f_ encounters.

Birds would/chase

each other but only rarely come into actual physical contact,
gliding in and out of trees and ending up perching near each
other and carolling loudly.

Eventually the groups would

separate and fly back to their respective territories.

Such

encounters were observed only between May and July.
Flocks and permanent territorial groups of G.
are definitely present in New Zealand.

~yPoleuca

Only detailed

observations on banded birds could provide information on
marginal, mobile and open groups.

J.W. Tonkin (pers. corum. 1965)

however, reported flights of between two and six birds, more or
less continually for half an hour, flying north at Glanavy at
first light on three mornings in June and back again in the
evenings.

Such birds may have belonged to mobile or open groups.

Reports of birds nesting in gorse (Ulex europaeus) hedges,
electrical power transmission equipment and other artificial
nest sites (see Chapter 7) may have belonged to marginal groups.

~.
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Three birds were observed near Lincoln, flying southwards in a
south-westerly gale, reported as gusting up to 66 miles per
hour, allowing the wind to carry them to a considerable height.
From their activities this was probably more in the nature of
aerial play.
Oonclusion
G. hypoleuca in New Zealand appears to conform to the
general social organisation and use of habitat, or territorial
behaviour reported for

Q. tibicen and G. dorsalis in Australia,

with social groups possibly of the five categories listed by
Carrick (1963).

Groups contain from two to 13 birds, with

varying sex ratios from monogamous pairs to groups containing
three males and five females, although the age of birds of each
sex in these larger groups is not known.

Flocks of from 15 plus

to 150 plus birds have also been noted recently.

Replacement

of group members, boundary disputes and intruder male behaviour
similar to that of the other two species in Australia also
takes place.

i
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CHAPTER 9

MORTALITY FACTORS
Carrick (1959) concluded from an extensive study of a
G. tibicen population near Canberra that there was a low annual
mortality of-adult birds, especially in the permanent territorial
groups.

No population studies including the measurement of

mortality have been carried out on magpies within New Zealand,
but the mortality factors appear generally similar.

The major

factors appear to be diseases and parasites and conflict with
man or his interests.

Predation and starvation are less

significant factors.

DISEASES AND PARASITES
Pasteurella pseudotuberculosis, avian aspergillosis,
blood parasites and fowl pox have all been recorded from
magpies in Australia (Mackerras and Mackerras, 1960; Carrick,

1963).

P. pseudotuberculosis was also recorded from magpies

in New Zealand during this study but the other diseases and
parasites mentioned were not investigated.

No work was carried

out either on possible ectoparasites or otherendoparasites.
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Magpies in Australia have also on occasions been
responsible for the infectiorr of sheep (Ovis aries) with
·P. pseudotuberculosis (Pullar, 1932; Mykytowycz' and Davies,

-

1959).
Pasteurella pseudotuberculosis
Pasteurella pseudotuberculosis has been isolated from

a variety of wild mammals and birds allover the world.
Mykytowycz and

Dav~es

(1959) considered its epidemiology was

of considerable interest, not only because of the injurious
effect of the organism on domestic animals including poultry,
but also because of its potentiality to infect man.
Mackintosh (1964) noted that a disease which had
developed among the Southland Acclimatisation Society's Game
Farm partridges (Perdix perdix) had eventually been identified
as

E.

pseudotuberculosis.

The exact way in which these birds

had contracted the disease was not known.

Although this

disease also occurs amongst magpies in New Zealand, it is
unlikely that they were responsible for this outbreak as they
are virtually absent from the Southland province.
Magpies in Australia however, have been responsible for
infecting sheep with P. pseudotuberculosis on occasions.

This

has caused outbreaks of ovine pyaemic hepatitis in which
affected sheep lag behind the flock and if made to walk any
distance eventually assume a

char~cteristic

head and neck elevated and the back arched.

attitude, with the
Diarrhoea,

excessive thirst and shedding of wool may often occur before
the animal becomes comatose and dies without struggling.
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(

Pullar (1932) was the first to link such an outbreak in
sheep in Victoria, Australia, with an epidemic of P.
Eseudotuberculosis occurring at the same time in the danse
Mykytowycz and Davies (1959) in a

local magpie population.

similar investigation however, concluded that the magpie strains
of

~.

pseudotuberculosis were normally only of a low

for sheep.

pathogenicit~

Sheep could only become vulnerable to such mild

strains when their resistance had been lowered by savera winter
conditions and shortage of food, such as existed during the
Victorian outbreak.
Oarrick (1959) believed that the cold wet winter of

1956 around Oanberra also lowered the resistance of large
numbers of flock magpies and contributed to the success of P.
Qseudotuberculosis in killing these.

Nearby territorial birds,

by carolling their challenges to keep intruders at bay, avoided
this contact-spread disease and suffered absolutely no loss.
Mykytowycz and Davies (1959) examined a number of sick
and recently dead G. tibicen from the Oanberra area during-the
winter and spring outbreak of P. Qseudotuberculosis in 1956.
Sick birds could often be caught on the ground in the early
morning as they were too weak to accompany healthy birds to
their roosting-places the previous night.
Symptoms.

Mykytowycz and Davies (1959) described only

an advanced stage of the disease in which such birds were quiet
and depressed,. with ruffled feathers and drooping wings.
-

Pre-ening was neglected so that the feathers were soiled with
mud and contained a very high incidence of ectoparasites.
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Although there was no loss in appetites, SUch birds showed
general evidence of malnutrition and debility.

Average body

weights were only 217 g compared with weights of OVer 3qo g in
~affected

birds sampled at the same time.

Difficulty in

flying or walking was sometimes caused by the presence of
lesions on the wings and legs.
Signs.

Mykytowycz and Davies (1959) were able to

recognize acute or chronic cases of infection on the basis of
appearance

o~

internal lesions.

In acute cases the liver and spleen were slightly
enlarged and contained white miliary lesions.

These ranged

from few to innumerable in number and were only slightly
raised above the surface of the organ.
Chronic cases contained innumerable minute and medium
sized lesions as well as large lesions, often 15 mm. in diameter,
hard and yellowish in colour.
A third hyperacute form could also be observed in
artificially infected birds.
Some birds exhibited external lesions due to traumatic
injuries or staphylococcal infection.

One such male bird

contained P. pseudotuberculosis in liver, spleen and kidney
lesions, and Staphylococcus aureus in an external lesion on
its left foot.

S. aureus also commonly occurs with tubercle

baccilli and P. avicida in the

pou~try

disease bumble foot,

recorded from one magpie during this study.
Haematological examinations carried out at the same
time by Mykytowycz and Davies (1959) on both diseased and
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healthy birds clearly demonstrated the association of anaemia
with P. pseudotuberculosis.

Counts of erythrocytes and

haemoglobin values fell to almost half the normal level and
there was usually marked leucocytosis, with an absolute
increase in granulocytes and monocytes.
New Zealand Records.
four specimens of

Q.

During the course of this study

~ypoleuca

were examined in the laboratory

and a fifth observed in the field, all of which had been or
were suffering from some form of disease.

All specimens came

from the Lincoln-Leeston district in Canterbury; the four
laboratory-examined specimens during the end of winter and
start of spring, and the field-examined specimen during the
middle of summer.
Three of the

laboratory~examined

specimens and the field-

examined specimen showed characteristic symptoms of P.
pseudotuberculosis, with loss of body weight, general debility
and soiled plumage.

The following notes were made for each

bird; the figures in parentheses are the average weights for
the particular sex and age class in Canterbury birds at that
time.
Bird 1;
fat.

Adult female, 269.1 g ( 323.0 g), -no body

Found under trees unable to stand, Lincoln College,

31.7.1965, weather very cold and wet (sleet).
brought indoors.
cloaca.
its base.

Plumage

soile~

Died later after

with faeces, especially around

Tail feathers very tattered and culmen wounded around
Gizzard contents:
Bird 2:

two weevils and one ground beetle.

Adult male, 365.6 g C~52.3 g),

slight body
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fat.

Found sick on front lawn of Lincoln district farm house,

2.8.1965, dead when inspected.
Gizzard contents:

Plumage normal in appearance.

five tweevils and six lepj.dopteran larvae •.

No evident signs ,of disease.
Bird 3:

Adult male, 325.5g (352.3g), no body fat.

Found dying on side of road, Killinchy district, 2.8.1965.
Much faecal material voided nearby but plumage normal in
appearance.

Gizzard contained one weevil.
Bird 4:

fat.

Adult female, 236.7 g (345.9 g),

no body

Obtained alive but obviously diseased, from Springston

district, 4.9.1965.
cage.
soiled.

Very thin and small with prominent rib.

Died following excessive voiding of faeces.
Gizzard contained only one ground beetle.

Plumage
Yellow

nodular bodies throughout internal cavity, attached to gizzard,
intestines, kidneys and ovary.
Bird 5:

Small lesions allover liver.

Immature, undetermined sex, observed in

the field, Lincoln district, 24.12.1966.

Swollen badly shaped

foot, diagnosed by G.G. Thomson, Lincoln Oollege (pers. comm.
1966) as typical of the poultry disease bumble foot.

Thin and

emaciated with conspicuous faecal soiling of plumage about
tail.

Such symptoms strongly suggestive of P. pseudotuberculosis

also.
The Department of Agriculture Diagnostic Station,
Wallaceville Animal Research Centre, Wellington (in litt.
8.11.1965) examined the liver, gut and a lesion from bird 4
and found many bacterial colonies suggestive of P.
pseudotuberculosis.

Conclusion.

Mykytowycz and Davies (1959) concluded

from their work in Canberra,the work of Pullar (1932) in
Victoria, ,and a number of reports on tihe undiagn0sed mortality
of magpies with charac.teristic symptoms from different parts
of Australia, that P. yseudotuberculosis could be more common
amongst G. tibicen than previously assumed.

The absence of

more frequent reports iR the past was probably due to the lack
of interest in the ecology of magpies or the relatively low
pathogenicity of magpie strains of this disease on domestic
animals.
P. psaudotuberculosis appears to be present in at least
G. nyPoleuca in New Zealand and may cause the death of such
birds during cold wet conditions in late winter and early spring.
Surviving infected birds may act as reservoirs for this disease,
especially over summer until severe climatic conditions again
occur.
More research is needed for an accurate understanding
and evaluation of the importance of P. pseudotuberculosis in
the ecology of magpies in New Zealand.
Avian Asper5illosis
Aspergillosis is characteristically an infection of the
respiratory system of birds, but occasionally man and other
animals have been known to be infected.

Avian aspergillosis

has a world-wide distribution among domestic poultry, gamebirds
and other birds.

All age classes are susceptible but epidemic

outbreaks are most frequent among young birds.,
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Symptoms may be recognisable for some weeks before death.
The most obvious are emaciation, loss of appetite, poor plumage
and respiratory distress, which can be acute.

i

The most frequent causal fungus, ASRergillosis
fumigatus, is widely distributed as a saprophyte in soil,
straw and other vegetative debris.
Carrick (1959) in continuing his population, studies on
~.

tibicen near Canberra which were affected by

E.

pseudotuberculosis during 1956, found that during the even
harder winter of 1957, frosts tended to cause food to become
unavailable on the more exposed pastures.

Flock magpies

tended to concentrate on haystacks for feeding and further
mortality resulted from inhalation of A. fumigatus spores.
Once again the group or territory-holding birds suffered no
mortality because the softer ground in their territories
provided an adequate supply of available food.
Blood Parasites
Mackerras and Mackerras (1960) in an investigation of
the haematozoa of Australian birds, recorded TryPanosoma sp.,
Haemoproteus sp. and Leucocytozoon sp. from the blood of

Q.

tibicen and Haemoproteus sp. from G.

h~poleuca.

Fowl Pox
Carrick (1959) mentioned that benign insect-borne fowl
pox affected both group

(territory-holdin~)

the Canberra population of G. tibicen.

and flock birds in
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CONFLIOT WITH MAN'S INTERESTS
In a human dominated environment' some conflict with other
animals is inevitable.

Human activities, directly or indirectly,

and the apparatus of settlement can cause changes in the number
and distribution of animals.

On occasions these factors may

constitute an important mortality factor.

Magpies are one such animal affected by man and settlement.
Indireot.mortality'has occurred through trapping, poisoning,
interference with electricity transmission and road traffic.
Direct mortality occurs only through shooting.
Trapping
Wodzicki (1950) f.rom a questionnaire answered by 60
opossum (Trichosurus vulpecula) trappers throughout New Zealand
during 1946, found that 19 magpies had died in the traps of
eight of these operators.

Magpies were the fourth commonest

type of bird caught but represented under 2% of the total of
all birds discovered in traps.
Only a small proportion of the total magpie population
of New Zealand frequent native forest areas where the bulk of
opossum trapping is carried out, so that deaths from this cause
appear to be generally insignificant.
Carrick (1963) noted that a small number of magpies in
Australia were killed in rabbit (Orlctolagus cuniculus) traps.
No information is available for New Zealand conditions but
trapping is less commonly used for rabbit control nowadays and
probably has little effect on the

~ortality

of magpies.
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Poisoning
,
The Christchurch "Press ll (1.4.1967) contained a report
that over 100 birds had

d~ed

of poisoning

fol~owing

the aerial

spraying of a blue-coloured granular insecticide on a Lands
and Survey development block near Porirua, Wellington.

:Magpies

were included among the birds killed by the insecticide,
Fensulfothion, not on general sale to farmers.

The insecticide

has since been withdrawn and reportedly will not be used again
until after exhaust'ive experiments.
P.C. Bull
course of

(~

litt. 8.11.1965) stated that during the

alp~a-chloralose

trials to control rooks (Corvus

frugilegus) damaging a field of newly sown pumpkins in Hawke's
Bay, 18 black-backed magpies were collected.

However, unlike

the rooks which mostly died, nearly all the magpies recovered
from the narcosis caused by the chloralose.

If this could be

relied upon it would offer one way of obtaining magpies for
banding and population studies.
Seeker (1965) stated that there was definite evidence
of bird mortality through the use of chlorinated hydrocarbQn
insecticides on farmland in Southland and the North Island.

Q. gypoleuca was one such bird affected.

The Ranger (Waitaki

Acclimatisation Society) (in litt. 20.6.1967) found 27 G.
hypoleuca dead under macrocarpa (Cupressus macrocarpa) trees
during late winter and early spring and claimed that death was
caused by DDT accumulation in the body tissues.

I.S. Robinson

(Wellington Acclimatisation Society) (~ iitt. 3.8.1967)
commented that four years ago there were large populations of
magpies in the Erewhon and Ngamatea areas but two years later
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they were completely absent.

He was informed that the birds

had been killed out as a result of aerial topdressing applications
containing

DD~.

Birds and fish were reported to

hav~

died in

the Darfield area (Canterbury) following the aerial spraying of
wheat with a pesticide to control aphides (Christchurch "Press tl

26.9.1967).

Magpies were observed shivering and shaking on the

ground and were found dead.
The effect insecticides, 1080 and other chemical
pesticides are having on bird life, whether they are causing
direct mortality or affecting the reproductive fertility, is
a subject requiring further investigation.

Substantial

scientific data are needed before poisoning can be truly
evaluated as a mortality factor.

At present the evidence

available suggests that a certain number of magpie deaths may
be traced to such insecticides and other pesticides.
Shooting
A varying number of magpies are shot by man each year
in retaliation for attacks on humans, or supposedly, on game
birds.

For instance, Arthurts Pass National Park Board Officers

(P. Croft in litt. 2.6.1965) destroyed several magpies within
the park following written complaints by campers and picnicers
who had suffered such attacks.

A pair of nesting magpies were

shot at Islington, Christchurch, following attacks on school
children passing by on cycles.

Many similar examples occur

throughout the country, frequently reaching their peak during
the breeding season when some birds may become particularly
aggressive.
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Numbers of magpies are also killed by some acclimatisation
societies in the mistaken belief that they are predators of
game birds.

i

The North Canterl;mry Acclimatisation Society

(Ohristchurch "Press" 14.6.1962) invited shooters to destroy
magpies in the Ladbrooks area following reports that magpies
The same society destroyed 127

were harrying partridges.

magpies during 1966 (Ohristchurch ItPress" 21.5.1.966) for the
same reason.
A small annual toll of magpies also arises from the
birds being used as targets in the absence of other game.
Numbers are also killed at various times for museum or other
collections and for scientific studies such as the present.
Electrocution
Magpies at various times cause interference with electric
power transmission (see Ohapter 10).
No actual figure can be determined for the number of
birds electrocuted annually.

Modified construction in recent

years has reduced the number of birds affected, but it has also
reduced the incidence of such interference being reported.
Both Mr Rogers (Central Canterbury Electric Power Board) (pers.
comm. 1967) and Mr Clark (North Canterbury Electric Power Board)
(pers. comm. 1967) agreed that less electrocuted magpies have
been found in recent years.
Power and Gas Board) (in

D.J. Binns

(Ashbur~on

11!1. 15.5.1967)

Electric

estimated that

nowadays 100 magpies were electrocuted annually in his area.
McCaskill (1945) recorded that at Waipara, Canterbury, the
number of birds in the area remained at a constant level because
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of the numbers killed through interference with electrical
transmission.
One electrocuted bird was collected during this study
and several other specimens were noted at various times of the
year.

All such birds were immatures, which suggests that

learning may play a role in avoiding this cause of death.
Adul t birds ho'wever, can also be affected, especially during
the nesting season.
Road Accidents
In Australia, Carrick (1963) found that G. tibicen
territories on main roads consistently lost their juveniles
and an occasional adult in traffi.c accidents.

Robinson (1956)

similarly recorded that many G. dorsalis were killed on West
Australian roads, the majority again being juveniles.

Occasional

adults were thought to have been killed while attempting to
shepherd the young

aw~

from the roads.

Eighteen birds found dead on Canterbury roads between
April and November 1965, were used as

specimens in this study.

Seven of these were adult males , five '\ivere adult females, and
the remaining six, including two recently fledged birds, were
immature birds of both sexes.

It appears all sex and age

classes are normally affected to a similar degree by road
accidents in New Zealand but juvenals appear to be especially
affected shortly after leaving the nest when their powers of
flight are still relatively weak.
'Nith the

advent,y?,~

progressively increasing good quality

tar-sealed roads and faster road vehicles, road accidents may
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become an increasingly significant mortality factor for magpie
populations.

PREDATION
Carrick (1963) found that Australian populations of
~.

tibicen suffered predation by crows, ravens and hawks up

to the free-flying stage and was most severe in poorer-cover.
The most common predator of eggs and nestlings was the Australian
raven (Corvus coronoides).

Natural losses among older birds

through predation, even including those due to feral cats,
were not considered serious.

The peregrine falcon (Falco

peregrinus) occasionally took flock birds in the open.
The situation in New Zealand.is very much different
with the virtual absence of any potential predators.

Harrier

hawks (Circus approximans) are frequently attacked by magpies
but this is more likely to be territorial behaviour rather than
defence against a predator.

Certainly hawks may appear to be

threatening the chicks' survival, but it is unlikely such birds
could manoeuvre
nests.

~hrough

the tree tops and predate on the magpies'

Attacks against hawks are carried out all year also and

not just during the breeding season.

On other occasions hawks

and magpies may peaceably share the same territory.
Mustelids may kill nestlings but Marshall (1963) made
no reference of this in his discussion on the food of mustelids.
A pair of G. hypoleuca kept in an aviary overnight were killed
by a ferret (Mustela putorius) but this is unlikely amongst
unconfined birds.
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Magpies appear to be generally undisturbed by cats
(Felis catus).

Pet magpies and cats may exist amiably together.

The bold pied plumage, especially of adult magpies,
advertises the fact that any possible predation on them is
unlikely to be important.

If it was, natural selection would

have worked towards a less conspicuous coloration.

Consequently.

this is one reason why such birds can live in generally exposed
habitats.

The

~elatively

smaller size and lack of aggressive

temperament in such birds as blackbirds (Turdus merula) and
house sparrows (Passer domesticus) probably makes them a more
auspicious item of prey than magpies to most avian predators.

STARVATION
Magpies may die of starvation in certain areas of New
Zealand subject to snowfalls which can cover the ground for
days.

Constantly frozen' ground may also have the same effect

by denying the birds their usual available food supplies-.
Carrick (1963) found no'evidence of starvation in Canberra
populations of G. tibicen but these food limiting factors,
especially snowfalls, probably occur very 'infrequently in this
area.
R. Goldsbrough (pers. comm. 1965) reported that magpies
were dying from s1'arvation in the Methven foothill country
following a heavy persistent snowfall in late July 1965.
Ranger (Waitaki Acclimatisation Society)

(in~.

The

20.6.1967)

commented that a few magpies appeared each summer in the country
above Lake Ohau but died during _the winter when the ground

24~

. could be covered with snow, or frozen for days at a time.
Starvation caused by such climatic factors would appear
t

significant enough as a mortality factor to

~etard

the

establishment of magpies in certain areas of New Zealand.

CONCLUSION
Future work could well concentrate on a more detailed
or quantitative investigation of the mortality factors of
magpies.

P. pseudotuberculosis

i~

known to be present in New

Zealand specimens of magpies but nothing as yet is known of
its general incidence amongst magpie populations, especially
during cold wet winters, or the role magpies may play in the
transmission of this disease to sheep or other birds.

Other

disease organisms or parasites present in magpies in
Australia and mentioned in this chapter were not investigated
and may well be present in New Zealand.

Certainly possible

ectoparasites and endoparasites of magpies would appear to be
a suitable future study.
Of mortality caused by conflict with man's interests,
poisoning and road accidents appear to be the most significant
and worthy of further study.

Magpies, as dominantly insectiv-

orous birds, appear to be very susceptible to insecticides.
With the increase in public controversy over the use of
insect!cides and their possible effects on wildlife, further
studies on this aspect are warranted.
Quantitative measurements of road accident mortality,
possibly taking into account type. and surface of road, surround-

2~

ing habitat and other relevant factors, could well show that
this mortality factor has an important influence on the
potential number of breeding birds.,
Starvation is likely to be significant only in certain
areas of New Zealand, but may help to explain any discrepancies
in the pattern of distribution of magpies.

Unseasonal heavy

snowstorms such as experienced in Canterbury during November,

1967, may strongly affect regional populations of magpies,
particularly the annual production of young.
Mortality rates could be measured for the various ages,
sexes, species and territorial groups.

Methods used could

include the construction of life tables from band recoveries
or retrap data, the use of age ratios or a series of
successive censuses.

Magpies are particularly sedentary birds

and well suited for such studies.
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CHAPTER 10

RELATIONS WITH HUMANS AND OTHER ANIMALS

INTRODUCTION
Magpies have a reputation of being the most aggressive
birds in New Zealand towards both humans and other animals.
However, many of the comments or reports on this subject found
in New Zealand literature appear charged with emotion or based
upon unsubstantiated opinions of various individuals.

The

literature dealing with attacks on other birds fits especially
into this category.
Certainly there is reliable evidence of both attacks on
humans and on other animals, but the pattern of these attacks
needs to be evaluated in context with the magpies' peculiar
behaviour and ecology.
Magpies have also been blamed for interfering with
electrical power transmission.

Little is known however, on

the methods, extent, or reasons for this interference.
In recent years, major air fatalities caused by aircraft
collisions with birds have focused attention on birds inhabiting
airfields.

As magpies commonly feed in pastoral land, it is
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quite possible that they

m~

be found near, or on airfields

around New Zealand, especially those with large areas of grasslands between runways.

,Whether or not magpi.es constitute a

hazard to aircraft in such situations is not known at present.

RELA~IONS

WITH HUMANS· AND OTHER MAMMALS

Att acks on Humans
Magpies are notorious for their often unprovoked attacks
on humans.

These attacks reach a peak during the birds' nesting

season and many birds have been destroyed for this reason.

The

attacks can result in nasty wounds and in some cases the impact
of a bird against the head of its victim can have an almost
stunning effect.

Chisholm (1948) recorded how one 13 year old

Australian boy had subsequently died of tetanus after being
severely pecked on the head by a magpie.

McCaskill (1945), from

questionnaires answered by individuals throughout New Zealand,
reported varying amounts of injury to humans caused by magpie
attacks.

These ranged from cut heads, an eye "injured but saved"

another eye lost, to a baby being "severely injured".

However,

60% of all the replies mentioned only swooping attacks without
any resultant injury.
Attacks on humans are so inconsistent that there must be
a number of influences underlying the wide variation encountered
in the behaviour of individual birds.
that female
hatched.

~.

Robinson (1956) believed

dorsalis only attacked after the young were

The variation in the behaviour of females was very
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pronounced when the young left the nest.

Some birds became

exceedingly vicious, but in other cases the cry of a molested
bird brought no/retaliation.

Robinson (1956) also commented

that immature birds were liable to swoop at humans and other
animals at any time of the year, but that most of these attacks
had none of the viciousness of those of adults during the
nesting period.
described

how~.

Both Kilpatrick (1935) and Robinson (1956)
dorsalis always attacked the head of their

victims and either buffeted with their whole body or used their
beaks or claws to inflict wounds.

Elliot (1934) described

similar attacking behaviour he encountered at a nest of
G. tibicen.

Such attacks were not very savage initially; the

birds were swooping at but not touching him.

However as the

eggs became incubated and later as 'the young grew, the male
bird became really ferocious and attacked with heavy

buffet~ng

blows, using the beak, chest and claws, especially the hind
claws.

This ferocity was considered to be very unusual for

G. tibicen and had been observed only in a few similar birds.
He proposed that only aged males carried on in this fashion.
The particular male in question ceased attacks after the young
had been on the wing for a few days.
Robinson (1956) related how there were many cases where
some people were attacked and others were not.

There often

appeared to him a good reason for thinking that the birds
associated particular individuals with past maltreatment.

In

many instances birds attacked boys and not girls, or strangers
but not residents.

Chisholm (1948) also described instances
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of the selective behaviour of attacking magpies.

All reports

of attacks on humans in New Zealand literature indicate that
children have been attacked twice

~s

frequently as adults.

No attacks were ever experienced during field work for
this study despite examination of recently hatched young in a
nest on several occasions, and the close proximity to nesting
birds on other occasions.

When the former nest was visited the

adult birds returned to the tree or nearby trees, but waited
silently until the visit had ended.

Swooping attacks without

injury were made however, on several students during the 1965
breeding season in a territory bordering the Lincoln College
campus.
Identification of the age and species of attacking birds,
plus the recording of the date of such attacks, age and sex of
the victim and other relevant information is necessary before
any definite conclusion can be reached on variation in
aggressiveness among magpies in New Zealand.

The present

conclusion is that a certain number of attacks are made on
humans, especially children, probably reaching a peak during
the breeding season, but that most of these
or harrying without causing injury.

attac~s

are swooping

Where persistent attacks by

magpies in New Zealand occur over a period of time such birds
are frequently destroyed in retaliation.
Attacks on Other Mammals
Magpies on occasion may attack other mammals besides
humans.

McCaskill (1945, 1946) received numerous reports of

attacks on sheep (Ovis aries).

Sick or cast sheep were reported
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to have had wool pulled from them or their eyes gouged out,
ewes with young .lambs "worried" and at least on two occasions
r

lambs killed.

All' these reports should be treated cautiously

in the absence of fuller particulars on each case.

The southern

black-backed gull (Larus'dominicanus), also a iarge pied bird,
has been observed during field work and at other times to peck
out the eyes, or feed on dead cast sheep and especially weak
lambs.

Some confusion between the two birds seen at a distance

may exist or magpies may be blamed for the depredations of the
other bird.

It is quite feasible that magpies may pull wool

from cast sheep as this is often used to line the nest.

Farmers

may see the magpies doing this, but not realize that in some
cases, other birds

such as the gull have previously pecked out

the eyes or killed the already weakened lamb.

Barbed wire

fence's, prickly vegetation, sheepyards and the vicinity of
shearing sheds, dead sheep pits and other objects or areas
where wool may be caught or found are probably more frequent
sources of wool for lining the nest.
McCaskill (1945) also mentioned a few instances of sheep
dogs (Canis familiaris)being attacked and one instance of a
shepherd's horse (Equus caballus) losing an eye through attacks
by magpies.

Such reports appear isolated cases only and not

typical of most magpies.
McCaskill (1950) reported that a young opossum (Trichosuru
vulpecula) had been attacked and had fur torn from it by three
G.

~ypoleuca

in a willow (Salix sp.).

No mention was made of

whether this was during the breeding season or whether there
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was a magpie nest in the same tree.

On 20.4.1965 R. Wynn-

Williams (pers. comm. 1965) observed a pair of magpies,
l

su1:5sequently collected and identified as
and an adult female

~.

an

adult male hybrid

tibicen, attacking a hedgehog (Erinaceus

europaeus) on the lawn of a farmhouse.
Interference with Electric Power Supplies
McCaskill (1945) commented that of all birds, magpies
appeared the most ·,affected by electricity transmission lines
in New Zealand.

Mr D.J. Binns (Ashburton Electric Power and

Gas Board) (in litt. 15.5.1967), stated that h1llldreds of magpies
were killed when power lines were first erected in the area
over 40 years ago.

Later these figures dropped considerably,

and at the present time, possibly only 100 birds were electrocuted annually.

Most other power boards over New Zealand where

either species are present have reported breaks in transmission
in rural areas caused by magpies at one time or another.
Barrett (1945) noted similar interference caused by magpies
in ,Australia.
'I~

(

i.Interferencecan be caused in several ways.
birds

alight~ng

Individual

on crossarms, especially metal ones and on wet

or damp days,or on earth guards, apparently often peck at the
high tension conduQtors or wires, either to clean their beaks
or perhaps while feeding on insects collected in the insulators.
This causes an immediate short circuit, electrocuting the bird,
and resulting in a power failure.
failure is only temporary.

If the bird falls clear the

Sometimes however, the bird may

remain or be caught by a claw on a binder and the short circuit
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remains until the bird is either removed or is charred away.
Sometimes the only evidence left is a charred claw or foot
gripped around the crossarm or conductor.

In one or/two cases

the caught bird may cause charring of the crossarm.

Similar

behaviour between two or more birds perched together on high
voltage wires and pecking at each other, or in some other
manner coming into contact with each other, can also cause
power failures.

Sometimes charred re,mains of magpies may be

noticed hanging from the wire by one leg after such short
circuits.
Magpies may also settle on transformer
for warmth on cold mornings.

lids~

perhaps

Often the bird only has to touch

a bare 11,000 volt wire within nine inches of it to blow the
transformer fuses, causing power failure over a large area.
Opossums, sparrows (Passer domesticus) and starlings (Sturnus
vulgaris) can produce the same effect.

M.J. Clarke (South

Canterbury Electric Power Board) (in litt. 18.5.1967)
recalled one incident where a magpie flew between the drop
leads from fuse bottoms to the transformer.

The resulting

flash-over blew the fuses and fuse clips completely to pieces
and caused a short feeder power failure.

However, auto

reclosing of the' circuit operated successfully.
The most common method of interference stems from the
use of short lengths of wire for nest construction.

Birds when

flying with such a length of wire are likely to drop it on to
power lines or conductors, causing a short circuit and consequent
loss of power transmission.

More often nests may be built on
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crossarms or transformer lids and the wire nesting material
causes the short circuit.

Such nests may have to be removed

up to three times in a season andlif the nest materi&l is not
burnt or destroyed, the bird will rebuild with the same material.
These birds often become very vicious when the nests are
approached and linesmen may have a general reluctance to work
under conditions conducive to accidents.
Magpies however have caused less interference in recent
years.

Both Mr Rogers (Central Canterbury Electric Power Board)

(pers. comm. 1967) and Mr Clarke (North Canterbury Electric
Power Board) (pers. comm. 1967) believed this was mainly due
to altered line construction.

Changes in regulations made 14

years ago have allowed much of the equipment to be gradually
replaced or modified.

Power wires over railway or telephone

wires, for example, used to be only one foot apart and birds
sitting on

~ither

could come into contact with each other.

The

separating distance has now been increased to 18 inches which
appears to have solved the problem.

On some country lines

especially subjected to animal interference (as is experienced
with water-fowl and other birds in the Ellesmere district)
automatic cutouts and reclosings are now used.

If an animal

such as a magpie causes a short circuit, the power is temporarily
cut and then resumes transmission again.

Such incidents may

pass unnoticed until much later the remains of the animal are
found beneath the power lines.

On some lines the high voltage

carried will completely burn the bird so that interference is
only momentary.

Where o·ther problems arise there is a tendency
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to modify construction to overcome these.
Another reason for the reduction of incidents is the
change from use of baling wire to twinetby farmers.

Such wire

was frequently left on fences or tossed into hedges and
subsequently utilised by magpies as nesting material, often
causing the failures mentioned previously.

Discarded wire

thrown into hedges could also be flung upwards by gorse-cutters
to create the same interference.
Electric Power Board)

(in~.

R. Shearman (North Canterbury
16.5.1967) remarked that existing

transformers in the Cheviot area were usually relatively free
from interference, but any new line or transformer came in for
some attention.

One transformer had four magpies killed on it

before being left alone.
Airport Hazards
As long as birds and aircraft use the same airspace,
birds will continue to be struck by aircraft, with usually
fatal consequences for the bird and often serious damage to the
aircraft.
A survey of bird problems at Australian airports is
being carried out by the Wildlife Division, CSIRO (Anon., 1965b).
Several birds have already been mentioned in connection with
this but so far there is no information on magpies.
At the Royal New Zealand Air Force Station, Ohakea,
magpies constitute the major bird hazard to aircraft.

Because

of their moderately large size they are capable of causing
severe damage to engines or airframes, especially to the jet
aircraft 'that operate from this airfield.

Bull (1966) noted
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that approximately 250 magpies were present on the airfield
from dawn to dusk.

The birds showed little concern other than

wariness for operational aircraft and 'moved to and from the
airfield regardless of planes landing or taking off.

Such

birds formed an iwmediate hazard as soon as they were flying,
especially during the nesting season when parent birds were
continually flying between the airfield and the nearby pine
(Pinus radiata) belts with food for their young.

He concluded

that until the eradication of insect food species by the

insecticide Telodrin was effected, there could be no satisfactorJ
alternative

~or

dispersal of the magpies.

The only other airfield in New Zealand where magpies are
prominent, according to G. Williams (in litt. 10.6.1967), is
at Palmerston North where they do not appear to be any hazard
to aircraft.
Magpies caused the crash landing of a two-seater aircraft
in Canterbury (Christchurch "Press ll , 13.1.1968).

Three magpies

rose in front of the aircraft attempting a practice landing in
a paddock but neither pilots nor birds were hurt.
The frequency with which birds such as magpies are struck
depends both on bird and aircraft densities.

Any control

measures must first find means of permanently lowering bird
densities near airfields.
General
During field work magpies were observed on four occasions
to be pecking at fresh sheep skins slung on fences or gates to
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dry.

Each time the skins

was found.

w~re

investigated but no damage

All that the birds were doing was obtaining loos.e

pieces 0f fat still adhering to the skins"

a favourite item of

food.

v.

Olarke (pers. comm. 1966) strongly suspects magpies

are responsible for the breakage oftbermometers at Lincoln
Oollege Research Farm meteorological station.
were discovered broken at different

perio~s

Five thermometers

during 1965.

Magpies were seen tlplaying about" around the station's equipment.
The magpie is a particularly inquisitive bird and may have been
attracted~y

the shininess of the thermometers.

Magpies in

New Zealand and Australia however, have none of the notorious
thieving characteristics of their unrelated Northern Hemisphere
namesakes.

Many magpies are popular pets living in the grounds of
various homes.

Such birds can become very tame, exhibiting a

wide range of vocal notes, mimicry and behaviour which would
never occur among completely feral birds.

These birds have

been adopted by cats (Felis catus) or played tricks on them,
and taken a wide range of food not normally available.

Public

reports claim such pets help to control insect numbers, other
invertebrates and even mice (Mus musculus) and lizards in
gardens or glasshouses.

RELATIONS WITH OTHER BIRDS
One of the most notorious and loudly proclaimed aspects
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of the ecology of magpies is their aggressive relations with
other birds.

Unfortunately, so many reports and observations

,

on this have been filled with emotional andtsometimes hysterical
terminology that they must be treated with extreme caution.
Reports that other birds have been displaced from certain
localities must be evaluated with regard to modifications in
habitat, especially food and cover, and the effect of known
predators such as cats and mustelids, or disturbing agencies
such as man.

Until such reports that magpies alone have

displaced other birds can be backed by study of the whole
ecological community relationships, such reports must be treated
as opinions only.
Predation has been rather loosely defined by a number of
authors, such as Elton (1927), Odum (1953) and Andrewartha and
Birch (1954) as occurring when one popUlation adversely affects
another popUlation by direct attack but is dependent on the
other.

This definition makes no sharp distinction between

predation and parasitism.

Coclcrum and McCauley (1965) defined

predation as a negative interaction in which one species (the
predator), kills and feeds on a second species (the prey).

The

Pocket Oxford Dictionary (Fowler and Fowler, 1960) similarly
defines a predacious animal as Olle subsisting by the capture of
living prey, and prey as any animal hunted or killed by animals
for food.

The essence of predation therefore appears to be the

killing and eating of prey.
Magpies are often erroneously labelled as predators of
other birds.

This in many cases appears to fit into the
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aggressive behaviour category as outlined by Turbott (1961).
From general reports there appear only a few instances of
t

actual predation by magpies.
Poultry
McCaskill (1945) obtained numerous reports of magpies
attacking poultry, with chickens often being killed and
"sometimes fed to young".

No evidence of predation on poultry

was found in an investigation of 302 magpie gizzards in this
study and the vast majority of evidence indicates that young
magpies are fed or feed dominantly on invertebrates.

Poultry

feeding in the open however, may become alarmed by the
characteristic swooping flights of magpies even if attack was
not intended.

Such alarms in easily upset birds may incorrectly

be classed as "attacks".

On the other hand the strongly

territorial behaviour of magpies may induce them to harry
poultry in the open on occasions.
The presence of magpies around poultry may dissuade or
prevent harrier hawk (Circus approximans) predation on poultry.
This will be discussed further in the next section.
Game Birds
At the 1964 meeting of the North Island Council of
Acclimatisation Societies, a remit by one of the societies
suggested that a bounty should be paid on magpies because of
their possible damage_to young game birds.

Instances were cited

of young pheasants (Phasianus colchicus) being molested by
magpies.

However the remit was not accepted and instead
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delegates sought a research programme on the impact of magpies
on pheasants, partridges (Perdix perdix) and ducklings.

The

idea of imposing a. bdunty on magpies had'already been suggested
in previous years.
tried

The Hawke's Bay Acclimatisation Society also

unsu~cessfully

for a bounty at the 1956 meeting of the

North Island Council of Acclimatisation Societies and the
Gisborne "Herald", (7.10.1957), noted that the Gisborne - East
Coast Acclimatisation Society offered a bounty of sixpence on
magpie feet.
Aggression.

The evidence of attacks by magpies on game

birds is not-very extensive.

Thomson (1922) reported that

magpies were known to have killed a pheasant, but gave no
further details.

McCaskill (1945) received an account of an

attack on a cock pheasant by two magpies, each jumping at it
from one yard away on both sides.
attack was not given.
three G.

~ypoleuca

Again the outcome of the

Blackburn (1957) recorded an attack by

on a hen pheasant which was eventually

killed, and Oliver (1955) included pheasants in his list of
magpie victims.

Finally, the New Zealand Wildlife Branch Head

Office File 46/23 (H.O. File 46/23) on magpies includes
reports of a liberated pheasant near Palmerston North being
mutilated by a large flock of magpies and of a liberated cock
pheasant knocked to the ground by three magpies, but which
eventually "won after a long struggle".

A third report stated

that 11 magpies had killed 63 ducklings on ponds at Ashhurst,
near Palmerston North.

This report requires further

elabo~ation

as it is difficult to imagine how insectivorous ground-feeding
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birds such as magpies could successfully kill such a large
number of ducklings in an aquatic habitat.
At Coes Ford, Canterbury, grey ducks'(Anas superciliosa),
mallard ducks (A. platyr~chos) and pukekos (Porphyrio
melanotus) have all nested in an area covered by two magpie
territories.

On occasions young ducklings and especially

pukeko chicks have been observed away from cover but aggression
by the neighbouring magpies towards them was never witnessed.
McCaskill (1945) obtained one report, however, of a pair of
pukekos feeding in a wheat (Triticum sp.) crop during August
being attacked by three magpies.
The only incident involving a game bird observed during
this study involved a male California quail (LophortYe
californicus), at Coes Ford, 9.30 a.m. on 26.10.1966.

This

bird suddenly ran into a property from the roadside and crouched
close in the shadow of a gorse hedge for ten minutes.

After

this, it slowly approached the entrance again, keeping close
to the hedge, made a tentative venture out into the gateway, a
sudden sprint in one direction and then an immediate change of
direction back down the roadside of the hedge and out of sight.
Four magpies immediately landed on the gate and
area where the quail had been.

the

The magpies then showed no

further interest and started to feed.
that the quail had become

investiga~ed

It appeared most likely

frightened by the sight of the

magpies, which however, were more curious than dangerous.
Williams (1966) made no reference to magpie aggression in his
study on quail.

At least three quail shared the same territory
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as the magpies mentioned above at Coes Ford that summer without
any signs of aggressive behaviour occurring between the two
species.
Discussion.

Public opinion is generally strongly against

predators of mammals and birds unless their prey are pests.
This opinion has persisted despite the conclusion by Errington

(1946) and others, that predation is more likely to result in
regulation of the predator by the prey than vice versa.

Magpies

are not predators and their numbers certainly do not depend on
the numbers of game birds or other birds in their habitat.
However, their aggressive behaviour towards game birds may on
occasion result in injury or death of the latter and it is
worth considering at this stage the relative importance of this
to other mortality factors (excludhg hunting, diseases and
parasites).

Because magpies are mistakenly regarded as

predators, it is also worth considering the true effect
predators have on game bird populations.
Westerkov (1955) noted that some of the major checks
which limited pheasant populations occurred during the nesting
season.

I

Human activities (scrub burning, various farm work)

and domestic animals were responsible for 86% of all nest
destruction.

Hay mowing was especially important and accounted

for over half of the nest mortality.

Only 3% of known nests

were destroyed by predators, namely harrier hawks and rats
(Rattus sp.).

Survival of chicks was affected by a great many

factors, but included weather conditions, food availability
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and predation.

Brood mortality was very high; just illlder half

of the chicks hatched died before the brood dispersal age of
12 weeks.

Chicks were killed by, mowing machines, or by harrier

hawks and dogs; some fell into cracks and cattlestops and some
were left behind by their not always careful mother.

It is

fairly well recognised that pheasant hens are not particularly
good mothers and are prone to wander about quite content if
only one chick is following.

Consequently less robust chicks

are left to fend for themselves and become easy prey for
predators or suffer from exposure.

Predation appears largely

confined to this age group.
Partridges, according to the North Canterbury Acclimatisation Society (Christchurch ItPress" 21.5.1966) and Zumbach (1963),
are most prone to predatory attacks' and road accidents shortly
after their release.

Cats appeared the biggest problem although.

hawks could cause some damage.

Birds may also hit power lines

and other obstacles on cross cOillltry flights following their
liberation.

The North Canterbury Acclimatisation Society

(Ohristchurch "Press" 21.5.1966) stated that 20 partridges had
been killed by hawks following the partridges' liberation.

No

other predators were mentioned but in retaliation 55 hawks, 12
cats, 29 hedgehogs, 127 magpies and one ferret (Mustela
putorius), "all predators of partridges" were killed.
killing the

magp~es

In

the society may have in fact opened up the

area for greater hawk predation.. Aerial skirmishes between
magpies and hawkS are well known, with many hawks being driven
away by the magpies.

The magpies, either by continually
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upsetting cruising hawks or driving them away, may actually
prevent-greater partridge predation from occurring.
Williams (1966) concludedtthat little owls (Athene
noctua) were unlikely to be of any consequence in predation on
California quail.

Similarly, although sportsmen viewed the

widely-distributed harrier with disfavour, there was no evidence
that it was appreciably more important in quail ecology than
little owls.

He- only received two reliable reports of harriers

killing young quail.

Gurr (in Williams, 1966) examined a great

number of hawk stomach contents and found carrion to be the
main food. - Al though hedgehogs ,have a strong

rep~tation

amongst

laymen as predators of game birds and eggs, Williams (1966)
stated that the only instance of undoubted predation he
observed was when two quail were caught with a hedgehog in a
trap.

Both birds had their heads eaten but the rest of the

carcases were left untouched.
Marshall (1963) showed that stoats (Mustela ermine a) ,
and ferrets prey upon birds, but there is little information
on the actual species eaten.

Most published data (including

that of Wodzicki (1950)) consists of answers to questionnaires
sent to laymen so they should be accepted with caution.
Williams (1966) maintained that there was no reason to believe
that the interaction between mustelids and game birds resulted
in a reduction of the latter, but admitted the need for a proper
investigation of the quantitative effect of mustelids on local
bird populations.
The same type of investigation is needed on rats and cats
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(semi-feral and feral).

Feral cats are often encouraged in

some areas where it is believed, without any evidence, that
they

pl~

an important part in controlling'rabbits (Oryctolagus

cuniculus).

Williams (1966) frequently saw cats stalking quail

and occasionally found detached wings, a characteristic of the
feeding methods of cats.

Wodzicki (1950) cited opinions of

collaborators in his questionnaire scheme that cats were
responsible for the reduction of quail populations in some areas.
Aggressive behaviour by magpies towards game birds
appears insignificant compared with these known.mortality
factors.

Only a detailed quantitative study of

mQr~ality

caused by this aggression compared with other mortalities and
a comparison of hawk predation in areas of absent, low or high
magpie populations will reveal the true status of magpies.
Sportsmen tend to fear any possible "natural enemy" of
game birds and seek control measures against them regardless
of the natural balance of communities or the actual extent of
their predation.

For this reason predator-prey relationships,

or anything appearing similar to these, can become grossly
exaggerated in the public's mind and scientific studies revealing
the true status of such predators largely ignored.
of hedgehogs is an example of this.
20

he~gehog

Persecution

Brockie (1959) examined

droppings from areas where, and during the season

when, pheasants were nesting, plus ten stomachs and 90 droppings
from the Wellington province.
predation were found.
to break open eggs.

No traces of egg shells or

Caged hedgehogs similarly made no attempt
Williams (in Brockie, 1959) found no direct
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evidence of nests being attacked by hedgehogs during an extensive
survey of chukor (Alectoris graeca) and California quail in New
Zealand.

Balham (1949) kept 35 grey and mallard ducks' nests

under observation and found that none was disturbed by hedgehogs.
In Britain, Middleton (1935) discovered that of 1,323 partridge
nests under observation, only 16 (1.3%) were disturbed by
hedgehogs.

Brockie (1959) considered it interesting that the

sand dunes of the south-western coast of the North Island
harboured large numbers of pheasants, yet there was a dense
hedgehog population in the area.

But this st"rong reputation

as predatops still exists in many circles.

Unfounded opinions

on the magpie can arise in the s·arne manner.
As a final note, game birds are not favoured by all
sectors of the community.

The Executive of the North Canterbury

Federated Farmers' (Wildlife Branch H.O. File 46/23) considered,
correctly or otherwise, that partridges would become a worse
nuisance than magpies could ever be.

Other sectors of the

farming community hold similar views on pheasants and other
game birds and would rather retain the insectivorous magpie.
Under such circumstances persecution of magpies is unjustified.
Other Birds
A campaign by the Royal Forest and Bird Protection
Society of New Zealand and various members of the public
intermittently over 15 years finally resulted in the lifting
of legal protection from magpies in 195J.

Farming organisations

had been consulted in 1947 but the consensus of opinion then had
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been against the removal of the protection.

The decision to

lift the protection was finaIil...y,based on the numerous reports
of their

vicio~s

habits and

attac~s

on humans and native birds.

Although some of these reports were highly emotional or based
upon supposition only, the decision appeared fair in that
magpies had by then increased to such numbers and spread over
such a wide range of country that they were obviously well able
to fend for themselves without protection.
Turbott'(1961) summarised the interaction of native/'

~d

introduced birds in New Zealand and especiall;r;.the effect of '
habitat cftanges on this.

Specifically, the interactions could

occur in four ways:(i)

(ii)
(iij)

(iv)

Oompetition for food.
Oompetition for nest sites.
Aggressive behaviour.
Predation.

Aggressive behaviour could include territorial behaviour and
this was exemplified by magpies which frequently chased both
native and introduced species.

He regarded it as doubtful

whether aggressive behaviour alone would result in the
exclusion of a species (c.f. interaction of red and introduced
grey squirrels in Great Britain), but suggested that a strongly
aggressiv~

and/or territorial introduced species may have this

effect.
Displacement of Other Birds.

Many letters in the

Wildlife Branch H.O. File 46/23 are concerned with the reduced
number of other birds, especially tuis (Prosthemadera
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novaeseelandiae) and bellbirds (Anthornis me I anura) , in areas
where magpies had increased in numbers.
control

s~ooters

A report by deer

in the same file, stated

thatm~gpies

had

invaded all the valleys in the Esk - Wilberforce and Rangitata
river catchments in 1955 and were a danger to the small native
birds.

McCaskill (1945) received reports of magpies settling

in small patches of bush or plantations and driving away tuis
or other native birds.
Although the reduced numbers of native birds and the
increased numbers of magpies may have coincided, it is doubtful
whether they are related.

A population decrease is usually the

result of more subtle changes, often traced t'O.deterioration
in the condition of the habitat.

Opossum damage to trees for

instance, especially fuchsia (Fuchsia sp.) which is often the
first to be affected, may restrict the food of nectar-feeding.
birds such as tuis and bellbirds.

The changed conditions may

however, suit magpies' requirements.

The opening up or

clearing of pure bush ·areas may allow suitable areas of
grassland to develop adjacent to, or within the bush areas and
allow the invasion of magpies.

This has already happened in

many areas of scattered bush in Canterbury, especially in the
upper reaches of many rivers, where tussock-covered terraces
provide acceptable feeding grounds.
-Magpies have also been accused of causing a marked
decrease in numbers of banded dotterel (Charadr!us bicinctus)
and black-fronted tern (Chlidonias albostriatus) on plains and
near rivers (Anon., 1950).

Again this must be considered in
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relation to possible changes in habitat or increased mammalian
predation or disturbance.
that magpies had caused

McCaskill (1945) received a report

disturban~es

in dotterel and stilt

(Himantopus spp.) colonies although no attacks were witnessed.
Magpies were also reported to keep keas (Nestor notabilis)
away from the lower levels of Hakaia Gorge sheep runs (McCaskill,

1945).

Keas ventured down lower only at night in the Bealey

region near Arthur's Pass according to B. Douglass (pers. comm.

1965), and were' driven back up to higher levels during the day
by magpies.

Aggressive behaviour or combat between the two

species was never witnessed.

Although keas are regarded

as

amusing friendly birds by many members of the public, their
destructive habits and particularly bad habit of attacking sheep'
(Aspinall, 1967) gives them a bad reputation in some high
country areas and partial displacement by the dominantly
insectivorous magpie may in fact be welcomed.
Predation.

Most reports of actual predation by magpies

either do not provide sufficient information or are questionable.
McCaskill (1945) received a number of such reports.

Six

correspondents described adult or nestling sparrows being killed
and eaten.

One correspondent described magpies tearing off

the tops.of sparrows' nests to reach the nestlings which they
fed to their young.

"Nestlings", "small birds", young

starlings and blackbirds (Turdus merula) were also recorded as
"taken", "seen in beaksr! or killed and eaten by four
correspondents.

Another correspondent described how during

a snowstorm in 1943, magpies apparently fed upon small dead
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birds.

However, this was probably an emergency food utilised

only because their normal food was covered by the snow.

The

Wildlife -Branch H.O. File 46/23 contains information on young
sparrows taken as food for young magpies, of a pet budgerigar
(Melopsittacus ungulatus) killed and carried off and of four
starling's eggs being eaten at the latter's nest.

Savell (1950)

described how about mid-November 1949 near Levin, a magpie was
seen flying with an unfledged sparrow in its beak and being
followed by about 40 sparrows.

When the magpie eventually flew

under a thick barberry (Berberis sp.) hedge the sparrows
alighted on the hedge chirruping loudly.
The only instance of predation on

a.

native bird recorded

was by E.J. Gibbs (in litt. 4.7.1965) who observed two magpies'
diving and swooping on a small bird in flight at 9.30 a.m. on

3.7.1965 in an area three miles west of Lake Taupo.

One of the

magpies caught the bird about ten feet above the groUnd, landed
with it and began to tear at it.

After the magpie had been

chased off three times, the body was eventually recovered and,,;
identified as a male North Island tomtit (Petroica macrocephala
toitoi).

The bird was badly mutilated with the head torn off

and the body heavily damaged, with only the legs intact.
No mention is made in any relevant Australian literature
of predation by magpies on other birds.

Only the bones of a

very young sparrow were found in an examination of the gizzard
contents of magpies in New Zealand (see Chapter 6).
Aggressive Behaviour.

Robinson (1956) discussing

G. dorsalis, stated that except for attacks on predators such
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as hawks, most of the chasing of other birds appeared to be
more in the nature of play.

This play however, did at times

have disastrous consequences for the other bird.

He cited

t

reports of vicious attacks on two Australian birds, although
he had never witnessed a fatal attack himself.
he had seen usually ended amicably.

The clashes

From notes of these many

clashes he divided attacks into two types:(i)
(ii)

Those by a single unemployed male.
Those in which a number of magpies mobbed
one bird.

Much of the same situation appears to exist in New Zealand.

T. Shout (in litt. 15.6.1967) described how he had observed
magpies swoop down scores of times at smaller birds and on
one occasion saw a juvenile thrush '(Turdus philomelos) killed
and one of its legs pulled off.' Hall (1962) observed a large
black shag (Phalacrocax carbo) hotly pursued by two G.
near Gisborne.

~ypoleuca

The shag was eventually forced down on to the

roadway where it remained until he approached and it flew off
apparently unharmed.
Additional evidence of aggressive behaviour by magpies
towards other birds can be obtained from "Notornis" (the
quarterly journal of the New Zealand Ornithological SOCiety),
the Wildlife Branch H.O. File 46/23, Thomson (1922), McCaskill
(1945) and Oliver (1955).

Some of the evidence appears to be

repeated by different authors, which may create a false
impression of the frequency of such attacks.

It must be

remembered that the evidence presented below is the total
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TABLE 22
List' of Birds Killed bytMagpies
Species

Number of RepQrts

Oanary

(Serinus canarius)

1

Fantail

(Rhipidura fuliginosa)

5

Silvereye

(ZosterQPs lateralis)

2

Grey warbler

(Gerygone igata)

4*

Chaffinch

(Fringilla coelebs)

1*

Yellowhammer

(Emberiza citrinella)

2

Sparrow

(Passer domesticus)

2

Thrush

(Turdus philomelos)

3**

Blackbird

(Turdus merula)

1

Parakeet

(Gyanoramphus spp.)

1

Kingfisher

(Halycon sancta)

1

Tui

(Prosthemadera novaeseelandiae)

3**

Bellbird

(Anthornis melanura)

1

(Anthus novaeseelandiae)

1

(Alauda arvensis)

1

. Pipit
S~lark

Native pigeon (Hemiphaga novaeseelandiae)

1

Rock pigeon

1

(Columba livia)

"Pigeons r I ( ?)
Notes

•

*.

1

InclUdes one report of young birds killed.
Includes one report of nestlings killed.
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TABLE 23
List of Birds Attacked or Chased by Magpies
Species

Number of Reports

Fantail

(Rhipidura fuliginosa)

1

Chaffinch

(Fringilla coelebs)

1

Yellowhammer

(Emberiza citrinella)

1

Thrush

(Turdus philomelos)

2

Blackbird

(Turdus merula)

1

:Kingfisher

(Halyeon saneta)

1

Tui

(Prosthemadera novaeseelandiae)

1

Bellbird

(Anthornis melanura)

4

Pipit

(Anthus novaeseelandiae)

3

Skylark

(Alauda arvensis)

4

Goldfinch

(Carduelis earduelis)

1

Native pigeon

(Hemiphaga novaeseelandiae)

2

Racing pigeon

(Columba Iivia)

1

"Pigeons"

( 1)

2

Black shag

(Phalacrocorax earbo)

1

Red-billed gull

(Larus scopulinus)

1

Black-backed gull (Larus dominieanus)

1'"

"Small birds only during nesting season"

1

"Introduced small birds"

1

"Small birds"

3

"Native and imported birds"

1

Notes

...

Young and adult birds.
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accumulated over the years and not that likely to occur in any
one year.

Some of the evidence is not fully reliable; not so

much because of possible bias, b~t because of failure to
determine or record the cause or onset of the aggressiveness
and the final outcome.
as vague.

Other statements can best be described

This type of inadequate information is frequently

perpetuated by each succeeding author on the subject.

All

evidence from the above sources is summarised and presented
in Tables 22 and 23.

Harrier hawks are considered separately

later.
Field-Observations:

During field work three instances

of magpie aggression to smaller birds were observed and rec.orded
in the field book as follows:-

28.5.1965:

Magpie chasing harrier hawk away from

macrocarpa (CuEressus macrocarEa) trees.

Furious pursuit of

sparrow by same magpie one minute after it had returned to
tree, pursuit covered an estimated half mile and rose to 40
feet elevation.

Sparrow escaped unharmed and magpie flew back

to tree, pausing briefly on power pole halfway back.

24.11.1965;

Magpie chasing several sparrows away

from belt of pines.

20.5.1967:

Magpie chasing yellowhammer (Emberiza

citrinella) from pine trees, erratic darting flight covering
approximately 50 yards.

Yellowhammer finally overtaken but

magpie wheeled about and returned to trees without touching it.
Hawks.

McCaskill (1945) noted that most of the

information on magpie aggression sent into him by correspondents
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mentioned attacks on harrier hawks.
also mentioned magpies driving

aw~

Two o£ the correspondents
or chasing native £alcons
t

r

f

(Falco novaeseelandiae), although Thomson (1922) described
magpies defending themselves against falcons.

Frequent reports

of hawk-magpie clashes appear from time to time in "Notornis"
and the Wildli£e Branch H.O. File 46/23.

In a few cases the

outcome has been described as flsuccessfulll or "harrier brought
down lt and in one instance an old male harrier was severely
knocked about and killed.

Oliver (1955) also noted that

harrier hawks had been killed by magpies.

T. Shout (in litt.

15.6.1967) has seen harriers swooped at by two or three magpies
on hundreds of occasions but never a mid-air strike.
Well over 100 aerial skirmishes between magpies and
hawks were observed in the £ield during this study.

The number

of attacking magpies varied £rom solitary birds up to groups of
£our and the method of attack ranged £rom closely following the
hawk with bluffing movements to repeated attacks accompanied by
loud shrieks.

At no stage was an actual strike observed and the

hawks either flew apparently un£lustered onwards or momentarily
turned on their backs and showed their talons every time a
magpie dived at them.

At Coes Ford 18 skirmishes were observed.

One or a pair of hawks frequently covered the territories of at
least three groups of magpies.

At times there was no opposition,

especially if the magpies were away £eeding in a distant part
of the territory.

At the other extreme, the hawks were furiously

chased out of the territory.

On one occasion a hawk slowly flew

f
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~;

Ubver the terri tory of two adj acent magpie groups.

As it covered

:It;he first territory alarm notes were given by four magpies
feeding nearby which however, remained on the

ground~

When the

hawk entered the second territory the second magpie group
settled in a macrocarpa tree, all gave alarm notes and one
magpie took a long swinging flight at the hawk, turned it out
of the territory and flew back to the trees.

No response by

either group occurred a minute later when an adult black-backed
gull followed a similar flight pathway, this time passing only
a few feet above the second group.

Aerial skirmishes without

contact however, were witnessed between gulls and magpies on
other occasions.
Competition for Nesting Sites.

Moon (1956) recorded

the destruction of two successive clutches of eggs in the nest
of a white-faced heron (Ardea novaehollandiae) by magpies soon
after the arrival of the former species in North Auckland.
Turbott (1961) noted however, that subsequently the heron had
a history of successful establishment throughout New Zealand
in areas with large magpie populations and it was possible that
the aforementioned incidents were competition for nest sites.
Robinson (1956) related how in his Western Australian study
area of G. dorsalis nearly every group of magpies had a pair
of white-faced herons nesting with them, often in the same tree.
The herons generally nested a little earlier than the magpies.
He never saw any signs of aggression between the two, even
though the nests might only be a few feet from one another, but
instead believed that in this case herons derived some protective
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benefit from the magpies' alertness and aggressiveness.
Magpies and white-faced herons have also been observed feeding
quietly together, at Coes Ford.
Amicabilitl_

Roberts (1942) described how a pair of

Q. tibicen in Australia nested in a sapling 20 yards from a
blue gum (Eucalyptus sp.) in which willie wagtails (Rhipidura
leucophrys), restless flycatchers (Seisura inguieta) and
. magpie-larks (Grallina cyanoleuca) nested.

One young magpie

was fiercely attacked by the magpie-larks, helped by the wagtails,
after. it had fluttered to the ground.

The magpies never showed

signs of aggressive behaviour, never settled in the blue gum and
rarely flew past it, and were indifferent to the pursuits and
assaults of the wagtails and flycatchers.

Fletcher (1934)

outlined how three pair of G. hypoleuoa nested within 20 feet
of each other in separate pine trees and fed in harmony with a
pair of butcher birds (Oracticus torquatus) and miners (Myzantha
melanocephala).

No small birds came near however, while these

birds were feeding.

Littler (1904) recorded magpies and miners

(Manorhina garrula) nesting six feet from each other in the
same tree.

The white-faced heron nesting and feeding

association has already been mentioned in the previous section.
In New Zealand, McCaskill (1945) also received reports
from correspondents that bellbirds, tuis, silvereyes (Zosterops
lateralis) and finches were numerous where magpies were common
and suggested that magpies were not an appreciable menace to
small birds.

The Wildlife Branch H.O. File 46/23 similarly

contains reports from different individuals of never seeing
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small birds killed or rarely chased.

Instances were cited

where tuis, bellbirds, shining cuckoos (Chalcites lucidus)
and other (unspecified) birds lived amicably with magpies and
in fact had increased in number over the last 25 years.

This

situation appears to have happened in an area near Akaroa where
the planting of flowering shrubs and trees by property owners
has increased the amount of nectar-food present and probably
has been the reason for the increase in such bird numbers.
At Coes Ford, pukekos, starlings, blackbirds, thrushes,
house sparrows, hedge sparrows (Prunella modularis), goldfinches
(Carduelis carduelis), silvereyes and yellownammers were all
present and many were observed breeding during the local magpies'
nesting season in 1966.

Aggressive behaviour by magpies towards

these birds was never witnessed.

Magpies frequently visited

a feeding tray under observation to obtain bread or pieces of
fat.

Initially sparrows and silvereyes would fly off upon such

visits, the sparrows to a willow tree a few yards away and the
silvereyes to a sycamore (AceI' 12seudo-platanus) further away.
Following repeated visits by the magpie however, the sparrows
would stay at the tray or perch on the 'wire fence next to the
tray until the magpie had left.

The silvereyes still flew to

the sycamore tree.
AggreSSion towards Magpies by Other Birds.

McCaskill

(1945) received one report of tuis that drove away the odd

magpie from their nests.,
Discussion.

In

attempting to reach a conclusion or

verdict on the aggressive behaviour of magpies towards other
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(non-game) birds, two important facts must be considered.
First, a major portion of the evidence presented here has
originated from letters or answered questionnaires sent in by
laymen.

These must necessarily be regarded with caution.

Secondly, the bones of one sparrow only were found in an
examination of 302 magpie gizzards collected from a range of
habitats in both main islands of New Zealand.
Reports of birds displaced by magpies have already been
discussed in relation to changed habitat conditions.

Such

displacement has basically been caused by man and certain other
mammals (particularly deer (Cervus spp.), opossums and sheep)
and the only influence magpies could have had was acceleration
of the nearly reached exclusion of these remnant pockets of'
native birds.

Magpies require adjacent 'pastoral feeding

grounds and are not found in areas of pure bush.

Conservation

of these bush-covered areas by man will prevent the displacement
of other birds.
PredatiQ,tl. by magpies appears negligible.

A small amount

obviously occurs, concentrated mainly on sparrows, especially
their nestlings.

Only one instance of predation on a native

bird has come to light

~

this study.

Sparrows are not only

exceedingly common throughout New Zealand but also generally
regarded as nuisances or pests, especially in grain or other
seed crops.

Predation by magpies may be favoured if it

concentrates largely on these birds.

Only a detailed study

(if possible) would reveal whether magpie predation was
.§~gnificant

or harmful on other birds.

Such a study

m~

be
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~ble

to discover whether predation occurs only during the

nesting season when food for young magpies reaches its most
critical stage.

The study may also'reveal whether other native

species are taken or not and the quantitative aspects of this.
"Notornis" over the years contains references of other birds
such as black-backed gulls and kingfishers (Halycon sancta)
t~king

small birds but no controversy exists over this.

m~gpie

is an insectivorous ground-feeder, not a bird of prey;

The

its morphological characteristics confirm this, so that instances
of predation may be expected to be

negligib~e.

-

The aggressive behaviour of magpies towards other birds
however, is not so clear-cut a factor.

Although much of the

evidence of this is subject to bias or emotional reporting,
there have been enough reports over the years, some completely
reliable, to confirm this type of behaviour.

However, there

appears to be a great variation in this aggressive behaviour.
Carrick (1963) did not mention attacks on non-predatory birds
in his study on 220 territorial groups of G. tibicen.
Robinson (1956) believed such behaviour was more in the nature
of play in G. dorsalis, but noted that all magpie species in
Australia were inconsistent in their behaviour and appeared to
show more individualism than most birds.
~.

In areas occupied by

hypoleuca the attacks (except on hawks) appear to be very

variable in nature and frequency and may be similar to those
described by Robinson (1956).

In many territories observed,

many other birds appear to live undisturbed all the year.

. . . . .; O±;-LUl

The

~nil reason for ~K:r~ssiv_~ behaviour in magpies appears
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especially interesting and worthy o£ future ethological studies.
Introduced and native birds appear to be affected
equally.

O£ the 11 native birds so far reported killed,

at"tJacked or chased, only parakeets (Cyanoramphus spp.) are
limited in their distribution and numbers.

Fantails (Hhipidura

fuliginosa) , tuis, bellbirds and native pigeons (Hemiphaga
novaeseelandiae), however, are popular birds and aggression
by magpies towards them is an unwelcome feature.
Hawks appear to be the only bird constantly attacked,
but great variation in the extent and nature of aggression exists.
Finally, in many areas magpi"e aggression appears
negligible and amicable relations exist between them and
(except hawks) all other birds.
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SUMMARY

Magpies (Gymnorhina spp.) were introduced into New
Zealand from Australia approximately 100 years ago in an
attempt to control the large numbers of insect pests prevalent
then.

This thesis, based on an examination of 332 magpies

collected from both North and South Islands between March 1965
and March 1966 and field observations, describes the biology
of magpies in New Zealand, particularly their food and feeding
habits.
Methods of study including collection and preservation
of specimens, laboratory work and field work are then described
The systematics of magpies both in Australia and New
Zealand are discussed.

The family Cracticidae is centred in

the Australian region.

Gymnorhina is one of the three closely

related genera in the Cracticidae.

Three forms, the black-

backed magpie (G. tibicen), the white-backed magpie

(Q.

hyPoleuca) and the varied-backed magpie (G. dorsalis) are
generally given specific status.
by the oddity

ofQ.

dorsal~

The position is complicated

which apparently combines the

characters of the male and female of the other two species and
by the presence of an overlap or hybrid zone between these
latter two species along the M~rray River valley.

This hybrid
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zone is discussed with regard to interbreeding, gene exchange
I:ll1d reproductive isolation.

At least five hybrid zones have

been disoovered in New Ze,aland.

Subspeoies likely to be present
I

in New Zealand are G. tibioen tibioen, Q.

{

~ypoleuoa ~euoonota

I:ll1d Q. hYEoleuoa hYEoleuoa.
The liberation, subsequent spread and present distribution
of magpies in New Zealand is desoribed.

No details of the

liberation of G. tibicen are known and they were quite possibly
inoluded with G. hypoleuoa as flmagpies" in some distriots.
White-baoked magpies are at present established and still
spreading over most of New Zealand.

Dispers

espeoially

evident on to the Voloanio Plateau and into Southland and the
West Coast (South Island).

Low numbers are present in the

South Auokland CVaikato), Nelson and Marlborough land distriots.
Blaok-baoked magpies and hybrids have a more restrioted
distribution and abundance, with populations present in the
North Auokl

, Gisborne, Hawke's Bay, Wellington, Taranaki

and North Canterbury land distriots.
of magpies

The present distribution

New Zealand has arisen initially through the

number of each species liberated and the areas of liberation,
and secondly through the amount and distribution of suitable
pastoral areas containing adequate nesting sites.
The morphology of eaoh age class of both species and
hybrids is described.

Nestling Q. hypoleuca can be distinguished

by their general small Size, inability to fly, soft beak with

.. en~arged pink gape, fluffy natal down and swollen bare abdomen.
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Juvenal specimens can be differentiated from other age classes
by the presence of gingery-yellow to yellow or fawny tips to

the white upper wing. coverts and grey bFlCk.

Jrhe bluish-white
I'

adult beak colour appears to develop towards the end of the
first year when the immature plumage is replaced.

Variation

in the appearance of the ventral plumage of immature birds is
caused by the abrasion of the light feather tips throughout
the year.

Immature birds are easily separated from adults by

the presence of a fawny band over and under the eyes and on
the throat, ventral plumage, beak colour (most of the year)
and general

p~evalence

of brown in the dark plumage.

Adult

(sec.ond-year) birds differ only from "older" adults by the
presence of a brownish influence to the black-'of wings, tail
or thighs.

Adult (second-year) males also still possess traces

of the greyish-white back of immatures.

"Older" adult males are

truly pied in character with glossy black heads and ventral
plumage <;IDd pure white backs.

"Older" adult females have a

glossy black ventral plumage arid neutral grey backs.

All age

classes of G. tibicen and hybrids are similar in appearance to

Q. hypoleuca except for the presence of a dorsal black band
(browner in immatures), or broken black dorsal band or scattered
black feathers on the back respectively.

The worn external

surfaces of all magpies' beaks are continually renewed throughout the year.

Juvenal birds undergo a partial moult into

immature plumage within three months of leaving the nest.
Immature birds moult during September-December, second-year
. birds during October-March and "older" adults during December~ ..
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May.

Bergman's Rule operates between North and South Island

populations of magpies.

Sexual identification in the field is

possible only with adults.

r

The identification of gizzard contents is a specialised
and time-consuming process.

Results are expressed numerically

in the form of total numbers and frequencies of occurrence,
including percentages, but alternative methods are discussed.
The contents of. 302 gizzards were examined.

Pasture foliage,

mainly grass blades and clover leaves, was found in 88% of all
gizzards but it occurs in widely varying amounts and is only
of minor importance compare.d with invertebrates as a. food.

37% of all gizzards, invertebrates (dominantl~
insects) in 100% and vertebrates in 5%. Coleoptera (particularly
Seeds were found in

weevils (Curculionidae), grass grubs (Costelytra zealandica),
ground beetles (Carabidae), click beetles and wireworms
(Elateridae)

and Lepid~ptera (particularly porina (Wiseana sp.),

army worm (Persectania. sp.) and grass moth (Crambus spp.)
larvae)were the most common food items,

Hymenoptera (particularl

European wasps (Vespula germanica»), Diptera (adults and maggots)
Hemiptera, Orthoptera, spiders (Araneida) and earthworms
(Lumbricus sp.) also occuDOOd in varying numbers of gizzards.
Vertebrates, notably skinks (Lygosoma sp.), gecko (Geckonidae),
mice (Mus musculus), a sparrow (Rasser domesticus) and carrion
were found in a few gizzards.

Type of feeding area, feeding

habits and feeding associations observed during field work are
described.
Magpies make use of the. seasonal abundance and
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availability of many insects, especially during the breeding
season.

Regional differences in the diet are likely to exist.
,
Food preferences, palatability and availability, as factors
governing the actual food item eaten, are discussed.

The

economic status of magpies is considered, including consumption
of agricultural pests, a comparison with other pastoral
insectivorous bird"s and their possible role in regulating
insect populations.

Finally,possible future research work

extending from the results of this study is outlined.
Male and female reproductive cycles and aspects of
breeding season ecology are described.

Testes volumes and

pre-ovulatory follicle diameters were used as siml)le indices
of the reproductive status of different birds.

Testis activity

starts in June, reaches a peak during August-September and
declines during October-November.

Follicular activity increases

from May onwards, reaches a peak from September until midOctober and thereafter declines.

North Island specimens appear

to show increased gonadal activity slightly earlier than do
South Island specimens but both reach peak activities about the
same time.

Virtually all breeding is undertaken by third-year

and older hens.

No significant differences appear to exist

between the gonadal cycles of either species.

Courtship display

and copulation are both extremely limited and occur between
June and early September.

Nest sites are generally in

eucalyptu~

(Eucalyptus sp.), pine (Pinus radiata), willow (Salix sp.) or
macrocarpa (Cupressus macrocarpa), but other sites such as
native trees, gorse (Ulex

europaeu~)

hedges and electrical
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transmission equipment' may be used depending on the locality
and competition for nest sites.

Both species show considerable

ingenuity in the choice of materials and construction of nests.
I

Q.

hypoleuca (and possiblyQ. tibicen and hybrids) nest

between July and November (peak during AU6ust-October).

Two

to five eggs of variable coloration and size are laid by both
species and incubated for 21 - 24 days, with some re-Iaying
after brooding failure possible.
on the nest and the 'young.

All males may feed females

Female G.

~ypoleuca

however,

undertake all nest-building, incubation, removal of nestling's
faeces and mos_t of the feeding of nestlings.

Male G. tibicen

may help in nest-building and take a variable part in other
nesting activities.

One to four chicks are hatched but usually

only one to two are fledged.
The social organization and use of habitat by magpies
is described.

Social territorial groups of 2 -13 birds are

formed with varying sex ratios which include monogamy, bigamy
and polygamy or polyandry.

Territories with definite upper

and lower size limits are held all year round, with all members
of the group joining in its defence.

Five social categories

of groups are recognised, based on the quality of habitat
occupied.
Pasteurella pseudotuberculosis is one mortality factor
that affects New Zealand specimens of magpies.
trapping, poisoning
~hr?ugh

Others include

(insecticides), shooting, electrocution

interference with electric power transmission, road

86

f'accidents (especially juvenal birds) and starvation in area:

:l'

f· '

subject to heavy snowfalls or frosts.

Predation is negligible

as a mortality factor.
Finally an account is given of the relations between
magpies and

hum~s,

other mammals and birds.

Aggressive

behaviour, including attacks on humans, other mammals, poultry,
game birds and other birds is extremely variable in nature and
tends to be overstressed in description.

Interference with

electric power transmission is declining following recent
modifications_ or replacement ot equipment.

Magpies are a

hazard to aircraft at only one airfield in New Zealand.
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APP}'''NDIX 1'1.
I

DISTRIBUTION OF MAGPIES (Gynlnorhina spp.) IN NEvv ZEALAND

Unless specifically mentioned, all data have been
obtained from McCaskill (1945); Olassified Summarised Notes
(.Anon, 1940-62); the Recording Scheme of the Ornithological
Society of New Zealand;

corresponde~ce

or personal communication

with the author; or from field observations.

Details of

specific observers and dates of reports can be found in the
Classified Summarised Notes and the Recording Scheme.

All

the data, regardless of their specific sources, have been
grouped to aid continuity of discussion.

WHITE-BACKED

I~GPIE

(G. hypoleuca)

North Island
North Auckland: Stray white-backed magpies have been
noted as far north as Awanui (1962-63), Rotokakahi (1964), ten
miles south of Kaitaia (1966) and OWhata (1945).

c.w.

Devonshire (in litt. 12.6.1967) mentioned that someone had
introduced them to Broadwood but that they did not appear to
.be increasing.

Stray G. hyPoleucahave also been observed

recently at Whangamumu Harbour (1963), Kerikeri Inlet (1963),
Kerikeri and Takou Bay (1962) and since 1945, in continuous
small numbers at Taheke, near the Hokianga Harbour.
Larger numbers of G. hypoleuca occur south of 7/V11angarei

rand
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Dargaville.

c.w.

Devonshire (in litt. 12.6.1967) reported

~:.

!'- magpies present as far north as Waipu or thereabouts and also
sporadically north of Whangarei Harbour.

Some were present

four miles east of Onerahi seven to eight years ago

but they
;

apparently disappeared after a short while.
of five or six magpies was

observe~

miles north of the Vf.hangarei Heads.

In 1967 a group

at Kauri Mountain, a few
Generally- only isolated

groups of magpies occurred in the Whangarei Acclimatisation
Society district and uncertainty existed over the identity of
the species.

Other reports, however, have described G.

hypoleuca as present at Houto (4 - 8 pairs, 1945), Maungakaramea,
"plentiful on sheep farms with bush ll near Dargaville and at
Whangarei (1945, 1948 and 1966).
McCaskill (1945) received one report that G.

h~poleuca

had been present between Mangapai and Waipu, on the east coast
of North Auckland below Whangarei, for 50 years.

These birds

had lived on an eight square mile area of undulating to steep
land, with ridges ranging to about 500 feet above sea level.
The land was cleared of bush in patches, grazed by sheep (Ovis
aries) and cattle

(~

taurus) and used as feeding areas by

groups of five to seven birds.

Clearings contained scattered

dead or still living native trees; the magpies congregating or
nesting in tall dead trees.

The total number of magpies in the

area had remained at about 50 over all these years.
~ypoleuca

G.

has also been recently reported from Waipu (1961 -

1963, at least- 14 b,irds); Brynderwyn (ten birds) and
Maungatoroto (four birds); from Kaiwaka to Mangawhai (1962);
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'south of Kaiwaka (1961); Te Arai and Pakiri (1961); Wellsford
(known since at least 1908); Warkworth, Leigh, Big Omaha, Cape
Rodney, Matakarta and between Pakiri and Mangawhai, all. since at
least 1945.

G. Moon (in litt. 26.6.1967) commented that the

Q.

main species around Warkworth appeared to be

hypoleuca.

Around Kaipara Harbour white-backed magpies have been
noted at Ruawai (1945); on the Pouto-Dargaville peninsula (two
groups) and at Poutn (relatively common, 1963); Hukatere and
Pahi (1945); Whakapi'rau (1960); Kaipara Flats, Woodcocks,
Makarau and Kaukapakapa (1945); Glorit (1961); Waioneke and
Helensville South Head (1960); Helensville (up to 20 in 1945);
and between Muriwai Lakes and Parakai (1961).

Q.

~ypoleuca

reached Little Barrier Island in 1949 and

1960, but, probably because of their aggressive reputation,
these birds ,were shot almost immediately upon arrival at this
sanctuary for native birds.
Between Warkworth and Auckland City, G. hyPoleuca has
been revorted at Waiwera (1961); Upper Orewa valley (1945) and
Orewa (1962); Silverdale (1945); Waimauku to Wellsford (1945);
Muriwai; Piha; Bethells; thinly distributed in the more open
parts of the Waitakere Range; Swanson; Henderson; Titirangi;
Waitakarere swamp; Laingholme (1961); Huia and Parau (1960);
Karakare; Whenuapai motorway and airport (1962); Glenfield

(1964) and regularly at the Manukau Heads.

Q.

~ypoleuca

Specimens of

were collected for this study from Helensville,

Woodhill Forest and Riverhead Forest.
In Auckland City and to the south, white-backed magpies
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have been noted at Remuera (1947 - 1949); Howick (1963); Whitford
and Tamaki (single birds); Clevedon South (1949, one bird);
Clevedon North (1949, four birds); Clevedon'(1966, eight birds};
in the hills in the Mount Louden Area, near Clevedon ("a few
pairslt); Orere (1964, four birds); Brookley (1961, one pair);
Karaka (1962); and Maungatawhiri, near Poke no (1945, three birds
since 1940).

H.R. McKenzie

(in~.

25.5.1967) commented that

Q.. h,yPoleuca had been plentiful from the South Manakau Head to

the mouth of the Waikato River for many years.

Fourteen birds

were once recorded on'the Waiuku Peninsula but the present
population could now be over 60.

Magpies were also plentiful

on the Awhitu Peninsula and in recent years the population in
this general west coast region had overflowed towards the east
coast from Whitford to Miranda.
South Auckland:
recorded G.

~yPoleuca

H.R. McKenzie (in litt. 25.5.1967) has
from the Waikato River to Raglan and

further south in patches.

The first record of a pair between

Kawhia and Marokopa on the same coastline was made in 1954.

Q. hzpoleuca were reported in 1961 from the Mokau River in all
areas which supported

Ii

sheep population.

A nesting pair, the

only one for the district, was observed at Glen Murray in 1951,
a pair at Te Awamutu in 1945, and single birds at Ta Pahu (1937,
none since) and Te Kuiti (1960).

Two birds were reported

between Puketurua and Putaruru in 1955 (and later four); others
west of Putaruru, across the Mamaku Range (1964); three at
Tirau (1953); and two on a Morrinsville farm (1953).
Three white-backed magpies were reported near Waimana
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in the Whakatane neighbourhood in 1946 and as still present
in 1952.

Since then similar birds have been seen in the

vVhakatane River valley near Ruatoki (1961, one flying); at
Murupara and near the Rangitaiki-River (two birds); at Kaharoa,
north of Lake Rotorua (one pair); near Te Puke (1963, four birds)
and at Te Puke (1964, one pair); and recently at Tauriko, seven
miles from Tauranga.

Two reports mentioned that magpies of

either species had not established or been seen in the Rotorua
area.

A.H. Dickinson (!g litt. 4.5.1967) stated that there

were generally no magpies in the Tauranga Acclimatisation
Society's

dis~rict,

except for a family of five birds on the

eastern boundary in the Otamarakau Valley_

This group had been

present for some years and showed no signs of increasing in
numbers or changing in location.
Gisborne: Four or five G. 4ypoleuca were reported in

1952 as having stayed in the Opotiki area for the last three
to four years.
In the East Coast region white-backed magpies are well
established from Hicks Bay to Gisborne and further south.

In

the East Cape area, between Pakihiroa and Fuchsia Camp, below
Honokawa, 12 birds were reported flying within half a mile of
the bush edge in 1960.
about 1938

an~

In the Ruatoria district magpies arrived

are now numerous and well established.

In one

valley 50 birds are now present, the- original birds arriving
as single pairs from the south.

Pairs of adults have been

reported (1965 - 1966) between Gisborne and Hicks Bay and birds
were collected for this study from Tolaga Bay, Paremata and
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Arero (north of Tolaga Bay).

One report described white-backed

m.agpies as widespread and numerous in the Gisborne - East Coast
region, lncreasing in all cleared country (1960).
Nearer Gisborne,

Q. hypoleuca were collected for this

study at Muriwai, Ohaia, Gisborne, Puha, Waerengaokuri, Pehiri
and Matawai.

Birds were also observed at Waimata Valley, Ormond,

Te Karaka and Poverty Bay.

At Totangi, 12 birds were counted on

a farm in 1908 and 50 in 1948.

Similarly, between Tuai and

Waikaremoana two birds were noted in 1940 and there are now
approximately 200.
Hawke-' s Bay:

McCaskill (1945) received one report that

Q. hypoleuca had been liberated in Hawke's Bay in the 1870s
and that a pair appeared at Tutira in 1885 from Tangoio, where
prior to 1882 a small colony had established itself.

In 1945

the magpies were well established at Tangoio; 30 were observed
on one farm frequenting the bush edge.

A breeding pair was

also noted at Wairoa in 1945.
In northern Hawke's Bay specimens of G. hypoleuca were
collected for this study from Kopuawhara, near the Mahia
Peninsula; near the 're Hoe River at Willowflat; at Hereheretau
,

near Wairoa; Puketitiriri; and in the Te Pohue district.

White-

backed magpies have also been observed at Eskdale (1962, two
dead), Napier, Tawera on the Napier - Taupo road and in the
Kaweka Range.

In this range birds have been seen mainly on the

Blowhard Plateau between the Tutaekuri River and the Napier Taihape road east of Kuripapango and in the lower Tutaekuri
R~ver

valley near farmland.

No birds have been observed north
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of the plateau and most birds were seen in grassy areas up to
~,550

feet in altitude.

Birds have also been noted in the

upper and middle Ngaruroro and Oamaru River Catchments.
G. hyPoleuca was first identified at Havelock North in
1952 but was reported as common around Hastings in 1945 and
present and increasing along the Napier.- Taihape road in 1945
and at Woodville in 1947.

Present records indicate that it is

common from Hastings to Takapau and from there to Feilding in
the Wellington land district.

Thirty birds were reported on

one farm at Ormondville and the species as plentiful or common
at Waipukurau, Waipawa, Wanstead, Pukehou, Dannevirke and
Norsewood, where it arrived in 1930.
Wellington: I.S. Robinson (in litt. 3.8.1967) commented
that the Wairarapa area of the Wellington Acclimatisation
Society's district contained large populations of G. hyPoleuca.
In 1945 the species was reported at Pahiatua, Eketahuna (100
in one valley), Masterton (first seen 1910), Oarterton (small
numbers, 50 on a 3,000 acre sheep farm), the Whangaehu River
valley (29 on one farm), Featherston and Pirinoa (large numbers),
Lake Wairarapa (numerous over the last 20 years), Oastle Point
and Martinborough (200/square mile and increasing).

Recent

information described G. hypoleuca as present at Mount Bruce,
Oarterton (1962, 13 on sports field), Pike's Lagoon, Te Nui
east of Masterton, generally in southern Wairarapa and very
common on the road to Te Awaite on the east coast, especially
beyond Martinborough and along the coastline (56 in a 5 acre
~~ddock).

The species has also been noted in the Tararua
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Range from Golden Hills south in very small numbers and on
grassy flats near cultivation (1959).
G. hypoleuca is generally well established in the suburbs
and surrounding districts of Wellington City.

Birds have been

noted at Karori, Island Bay, Mornington, Newtown, Otari, Muri,
Days Bay, Hutt Valley (1960, common), Upper Hutt, Gollans and
Wainui Valleys, Makara, North Makara, Wainuiomata (large numbers
all year), Porirua Haven (1962), Titahi Bay and Plimmerton.
Further along the coast the species has been noted at
Paakakariki (1957), Reikorangi, Raumati South, Waikanae River
estuary, Otaki, Ohau, Levin (absent only inside the bush edge),
Foxton, Linton, Palmerston North, Glen Oroua (100 birds on a
100 acre farm), Feilding, Ohakea, Bulls, Halcombe, Ashurst,
Bonny Glen (200 birds), Rata and Marton (up to 50/flock and
200 in one river valley).
Up the Oroua River valley, white-backed magpies have been
observed at Kiwitea (12 - 20) and at Apiti (300 - 400 birds in
the district).
G.

~ypoleuca

I.S. Robinson (in litt. 3.8.1967) stated that

was fairly well distributed throughout the

Wellington Acclimatisation Society's district, with pockets of
large p'opulations, such as in the Apiti-Kimbolton areas.

This

was one of the original liberation areas mentioned by Drummond
(1906).
Flocks of 25 - 30 birds were reported in the Manawatu
county in 1944 where only odd pairs had been seen 15 years
earlier.

Magpies are now fairly numerous in this area.

In

__1953 flocks of 30 birds were still common but by 1962 - 1963
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groups contained not more than five birds and dispersal about
the Manawatu was usually undertaken by pairs.

The large flocks

were most likely,.immature birds whicp. have a high capacity for
(

dispersal whereas the smaller groups probably contained more
sedentary breeding adults.
Large populations ofG. hypoleuca have also been recorded
in the Wanganui, Rangitikei and Wanganui-King Country districts.
E.S. Brandon (.!g

llll. 2.5.1967) stated that this species was

very prevalent in the whole Wanganui Acclimatisation Society's
area wherever there were trees of any height.

Reports were

obtained from Okoia-Fordell-Turakina Valley (well established),
Whangaehu Valley (very abundant), Wanganui (common in city and
surrounding country) and between the Waiotara River and
Wanganui (conspicuous and regular).

G. hypoleuca has also occaSionally been reported as a
wanderer to the off-shore islands of Mana (1945, seven birds)
and Kapiti.
Volcanic Plateau:

Q. hypoleuca have been recorded in

the Ruahine Range with odd birds being sighted at Lake Colenso,
the Upper Makawakawa River, Weka Flat near Waterfall Creek Hut
and the Kawhatau River, in the tussock grasslands on Remutepo,
Miracle Camp (1957), Titapu (1957), Waiwheo (1961), along the
Maropea River

1i

hours walk below the Waikamaka confluence and

on the lower Hinerau Ridge (1962., none above bush line).

A

large increase in the number of birds in this range apparently
occured about 1946 - 1947.

The birds fed in the clearings and

when disturbed flew into beech (Nothofagus sp.) trees or other
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subalpine trees or scrub.

No breeding was occurring during this

period.
Magpies have also been record&d at Ruahine (1935), Mangaweka
and Rangiwahia (1945, numerous), Taihape (1945 and 1966, plentiful),
Waiouru (1941 and 1966) and Ohakune and Raetihi (throughout the
district from the National Park to Wanganui in scattered colonies).
T. Shout (in litt. 15.6.1967) related how two magpies first
arrived in the Raetihi area in 1922 and nested four miles from
Raetihi.

After a few years there was quite a number in the

district.

After ten years Ohakune, Karioi and neighbouring

districts carried quite a large population.

At Tangiwai 19

birds were counted in a four acre paddock.
White-backed magpies are common today in the Tongariro
National Park.

W.F. Hislop (in litt.6.9.1965) has noted magpies

within the park near Ohakune in a grassland area known as
Mangawhero Camp, about 20 acres in size, grazed by sheep and
entirely surrounded by native forest.

Magpies are plentiful

throughout this whole area and quite commonly seen in and around
heavy bush.

At the Chateau Tongariro (3,710 feet) two birds

were reported in 1947 and birds as "numerous in the area" in
1950.

Four birds in 1952 and two in 1957 frequented the golf

course, but never increased in numbers.

Five birds were seen

at 3.800 feet altitude on the western side of Mount Ruapehu, two
at 5,080 feet on the same mountain, eight at 3,700 feet at
Waihohora Stream near the base of Mount Ngauruhoe and two at
2,900 feet within the Park.
To the west of the National Park, G. AYpoleuca has occurred
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just south of Jerusalem (1947); and to the north, at Whareroa
Stream, three miles west of Lake Taupo (1965); Kaitieke (1947,
several); Piriaka (1955); Retaruks; and Taumaranui (1945).
birds have been reported north of Taumaranui.

No

To the east and

north-east of the National Park, white-backed magpies were
observed at Rangipo (1952, five birds; only two before so may
have bred); Taupo (1946); and in the Kaimanawa Range, at the
head of the Waiotaka River (three in tussock country at 4,000
feet altitude); in the Orongorongo Valley (three birds) and at
Ngamatea homestead.
Taranaki: T.E. Drake (in litt. 5.5.1967) stated that
G.

~ypoleuca

were well distributed throughout the whole Hawera

Acclimatisation Society's district and were especially plentiful
in the Waverly area.

In 1945, birds were recorded at Patea,

Hawera, Auroa, Irokaora, IVlanaia, Pihama and Kaponga with flocks
or large numbers on some farms.
More recently white-backed magpies have been reported to
be widely scattered throughout the province, generally in small
numbers (pairs of groups up to six), but extending even into
partly cleared bush country, such as at lVloeroa in the
Matemateaonga Range.

Numbers appear to be increasing in the

Opunake - Okato - New Plymouth" area.

Birds were reported at

Douglas, Wharehuia, Midhirst and Stratford in 1945; and commonly
at ~fuangamomona in 1957.

C.J. Capper (in litt. 12.6.1967) believ

that in central Taranaki and the Stratford Acclimatisation
Society's district magpies were not present about 20 years ago
but since then have steadily increased and there is plenty of

1
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evidence of both species.
South Island
Nelson:

J. Wesney (in litt. 28.4.1965) reported that

magpies did not appear in the Nelson Acclimatisation Society's
district, except for some kept in captivity.

The only exception

was of five birds on Matakitaki Station in the Murchison
district.

These birds had been present for a number of years

before being first recorded in 1963, but had not spread to
other areas or increased near Murchison.
Marlborough:

R.J. Tylor (in litt. 14.4.1965) remarked

that there were very few magpies in the Marlborough Acclimatisation
Society's district except for about 15 birds which had been
present in the Waihopai Valley for the past 20 years or so, plus
a few about Kaikoura.

Q.

bypoleuca however, has been recorded

at Upcot Station in the Awatere Valley; at Molesworth Station;
regularly each summer at Tarndale Homestead up to 1946; at
Leefield in the Waihopai valley area; at Blenheim; and 20 miles
south of Blenheim in 1962.

An apparent gap in distribution then

occurs until the Clarence-River, whence isolated individuals or
groups can be found in settled areas southwards.

G.

~ypoleuca

is fairly common at Clarence and in the Kaikoura district,
especially along the Vvaiau-Kaikoura road; near Lake Rotorua,
Kaikoura; at Oaro (one group of five recorded); and sparingly
over the Hundalee Hills.
West Coast: G. Nicholls (in litt. 21.5.1965) commented
that magpies were very rare in the Westland National Park.
However, there do appear to be two small established or
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establishing populations on the ',V'est Coast.
The first small population appears to inhabit the
coastal land near Hokitika.

r

repo~ted

Magpies were

shot at

Kowhiterangi in 1964, but five were still present in 1965.
Magpies have also been observed over the past five years at
the junction of the Styx and Kokatahi Rivers and several years
ago a single bird (possibly an escaped pet) was noted at
Kaihinu, three miles north of Hokitika.

McCaskill (1945)

received a report that six magpies had been liberated in the
Upper Arahura valley but that, except for a few feathers three
days later, the birds were not seen again.
The second larger population inhabits the lowlands and
river valleys in the general Ahaura

Rotomanu - Haupiri area.

J.F. \ihite (in litt. 25.5.1965) noted that three magpies presen'
at Rotomanu were in their third winter there ,and during this
period had not moved from the one small area, or nested.

Other

reports described how these birds had established themselves
in native bush on a hill and during the first winter they
appeared to live almost entirely in a paddock of 'burnips and
were never seen more than a few hundred yards from the hill.
Very little was seen of them during their second winter but on

25.8.1964 two birds were sighted roosting about half a mile
from the original location.

G.,hypoleuca have also been record

from Haupiri (1959 and again in 1961, at least three birds);
the Upper Ahaura River (1965, one pair); Ahaura and Nelson Cree

(1963 - 1964); Kopara River (1965, two birds) and at Aickens,
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on the Otira line, at irregular intervals in recent years.
Canterbury:

North of the Waimakariri River G. hypoleuca

is found on nearly all farmland'below 1,000 feet a1titude.
Birds were collected in such localities as Oxford, Bennetts,
Loburn, North Loburn, Waipara, Culverden, Domett, the general
Cheviot district and at Mendip Hills near Parnassus.
over 150 in one paddock were recorded in 1966.

At Cust

The species is

also found through the Weka Pass, up the Hurunui River to Lake
,

Sumner and Lake Taylor, all the way along the coast and through
the Hundalee Hills into Marlborough.

Past records note the

arl:,ival -of the species at Greta Valley, Motonau in 1876, and
Cheviot in 1920; and include such density figures as up to 100
birds, mostly pairs, but including a flock of 30 in one paddock
on the Hurunui River flats 'in 1946; a flock of 300 in a paddock
of gorse (Ulex europaeus) three miles from the mouth of the
Motonau River (1953); 300 on one farm near Ethelton (1939); and

50 in one paddock at Rotherham (1945).
South from the Waimakariri, G. hypoleuca are also found
on most land below 1,000 feet altitude.

Between the Waimakariri

and Rakaia Rivers magpies have been observed from the foothill
sheep country to the heavier dairying land around Lake Ellesmere
and Belfast; on the outskirts or suburbs of Ohristchurch and
even as small numbers breeding in the city itself in such areas
as Hagley Park, other parks, schoolgrounds, golf ,links and
reserves.

From the Rakaia River to the Waitaki River large

numbers are also found on all pastoral land.

Past records

indicate that the species was first seen about 1915 at Lyndhurst
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and at Bluecliffs, south of Timaru, only infrequently before
1918.

Density reports, mainly about 1945, include such numbers

as up to 70 on a 250 acre farm at'Mount Hutt; Fairfield, 75 in
one flock; Geraldine, 150 in one flock, common in district and
downlands (1966); Peel Forest, thousands in the district, 156
in six acres; Te Moana and Kakahu, flocks of 30 to 40 and 28
respectively; St. Andrews, flocks of up to 50 birds in number;
and Waihao Do·wns, 50 to 100 birds.
On Banks Peninsula groups of magpies have been observed
at Governors Bay, Lyttleton to Purau, Port Levy, Okains Bay,
Akaroa Head, Onuku, Akaroa, Takamatua, Duvauchelle, French Farm,
Wainui, Hilltop, and along the Hilltop-Akaroa Summit road.
G. hypoleuca has invaded inland up the Waitaki River and
is now common throughout the Waitaki and Waimate Acclimatisation
Societies' districts, from the coastal plains and the
Hakataramea Valley (since at least 1944) to above Lake Ohau
(two pairs and a group of three, September 1965); around the
lower end of Lake Pukaki; and between Lakes Pukaki and Tekapo.
I.M. Orr (in litt. 22.10.1965) collected one adult female, with
incipient eggs inside her, from one of two.pairs preparing to
nest in Governor's Bush near the Hermitage, Mount Oook.
Invasion has also occurred via Fairlie and the Opihi
River over Burke's Pass to Lake Tekapo.

Magpies have been

reported as common at Fairlie, Burke's Pass and McKenzie Oountry;
while 30 to 35 birds were noted in one acre of pines (Pinus
radiata) at Kimbell between 1937 and 1940.
Isolated birds have been recorded from the Rangitata
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River and its headwaters.

The third main route o£ dispersal

however, is up the Rakaia River.
that G.

hypol~uca

McCaskill (1945) reported

was common up the main river as far as the

Lake Heron outlet.

Magpies have been noted on Glenthorne

Station (Harper-Wilberforce Rivers) since 1930 and by 1945 had
spread up the Wilberforoe as far as Moa Stream, a £ew miles from
the Main Divide.

Magpies were also reported as common on

Mount Algidus Station, and ·five birds were noted in pines and
willows (Salix sp.) at Lake Coleridge.
about 15 magpies were noted at Lake

During 1965 and 1966

Coler~dge

nesting in pine

trees; five birds on river flats near the Harper-Avoca
Diversion Station; and along the Harper-Avoca River flats, a
flock of 30 birds, 21 birds, and a group of six birds all on
different occasions.

The latter habitat is essentially river

flats with tussock and matagouri (Discaria toumatou), with
native beech on the hillside.

Five birds apparently nesting

or roosting in the bush, were noted behind the Forest Service
huts at Mount Fitzwilliam and birds in this area have been
observed as high as 3,000 - 3,500 feet altitude.

M. Douglass

(pers. comm. 1965) believes the bush-line in this area prevents
the further· spread into the tall tussock grasslands.
G. hypoleuca

has also spread extensively up the
'<,'"

Waimakariri River into all the surrounding countty.

Magpies

have been recorded at Annat (over 200 in eight square miles);
Springfield (flocks o£ 30 and 45 in 1943); and at Kowhai Bush
(100 on one farm, 85 in four miles).
magpies were first no.ticed in 1931.
4

In the Cass district
In 1940, two pairs were
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present and by 1945 flocks of up to 40 birds were recorded.
Magpies were first seen at Mount Vilhi te in 1924 ("hundreds II in

1945); Oraigieburn in 1929; several hundred between Crafgieburn
and Cora Lynn in 1939; and "quite numerous" at Cora Lynn in 1945.
In 1965 birds were noted at Broad Stream, Mount \Vhite, Lake
Grassmere (35 plus, in one flock), Craigieburn Cutting (two
birds in the bush), and at Bealey (nine birds in flight over
river flats, one adult male carolling outside Bealey Hotel with
,

others carolling nearby).

B. Douglass (pers. comm. 1965) has

noted magpies, usually six to eight in number and sometimes
carolling,-as high as 4,000 feet altitude in the bush and above
this into the open tussock grassland on Mount Bruce, near Bealey.
Other repo'rts have noted over 30 magpies above the bush-line
at the head of South Bruce Creek since 1961.

M. Douglass (pers.

comm. 1965) stated that magpies could travel as high as the top
of Mount Bruce (over 5,000 feet above sea level) in this region
because,unlike in the Harper-Avoca catchment area, there were'
no barriers and plenty of grasshoppers for food.

In this

region it has been suggested that magpies nest in the bush.
From the Waimakariri River magpies have spread in small
numbers up many branch rivers.

Birds have been observed at the

Greenlaw River hut (one bird, 2,500 feet altitude), Carrington
River and Lagoon Saddle in the Upper Waimakariri 'Valley; up the'
Esk River and at the head of the Poulter River; at Mingha
Junction; the Craigieburn ski huts at the upper bush-line

(1958 - 1965); and at the Jordan River and Klondyke Corner,
where they are frequently shot because of aggressive behaviour

?'I?

towards campers and picnicers.

Over the last 12 years magpie

numbers hav,e apparently fluctuated in the Bealey valley.

In

some years they have 'reached Arthur's Pass township and accordin€
to one report, nested, but they are generally cleaned out.

In

other years they are found two to three miles downstream near
Rugg's Bluff.
The birds noted above the bush-line on Mount Bruce and
at the Craigieburn ski huts may cross the Craigieburn Range,
or birds in the 'Upper Waimakariri and Bealey-Mount Bruce area
may cross the Black Range into the Harper-Avoca catchment,
joining up with the birds from the Rakaia River distribution
route.

One bird was noted three miles south of Lake Lyndon in

1965 and birds from Kowhai Bush may be crossing Porters Pass
to Lake Lyndon and then further south to Lake Coleridge, or
vice versa.
The final river flat system being invaded in Canterbury
is the Waiau, Hope, Boyle and possibly Lewis Rivers leading up
to the Lewis Pass.

Magpies were first recorded along the

Waiau River towards Lewis Pass and as a few pairs at Lake
Sumner in 1945.

The species is very common in the Hanmer Basin.

On trips through the Lewis Pass region in 1965 and 1966, three
birds were noted on river terraces on the Canterbury side of
Glen Wye Station, one adult male at Glen Wye, two birds at Poplc
Station, another two at Poplars Fan and several on the tussock
flats near the junction of the Lewis and Boyle Rivers.

Small

numbers were also noted in the Lake Taylor - Lake Sumner and
upper Hurunui River areas during 1967.

otago: South of Waitaki regular flocks of up to 30 birds
have been recorded at Hilderthorpe (as well as nesting birds)
sinGe 1943.

From 1945 ,onwards magpies appear to have spread ,

south in great nwnbers.

Localities reported to have magpies

present include Waitaki, Pukeuri, Oamaru, Maheno, Herbert (1945,
40 birds, increasing rapidly, first seen 10 - 15 years ago),
Waianakarua (a group of ten observed in forested foothills,
1965), Hampden, Moeraki (first reported 1918), Anderson's

Lagoon at Palmerston (.1965, 12 in one group, never seen nesting),
Palmerston (increased rapidly about 1945), the Shag Valley Dunback area (1964, large numbers especially north-west of
Palmerston; 60 seen in a one acre paddock; groups of three or
four birds scattered over the surrounding district), Green
Valley, Bushey Park (1964 and 1965, two flocks of 30 and 40
birds seen, no signs of

nests)~

Waikouaiti and north of this

(breeding since at least 1946), and Merton (first seen in 1938,
breeding) •
Small colonies appear to be building up south of Merton.
At Karitane magpies were first seen in 1955 and since then four
birds, have been reported in 1962 and again in 1965.

At

Puketeraki three birds were observed in 1963, but further south
at Evansdale magpies have been noted since 1952 and also seen
flying across Blueskin Bay, at Warrington and on the Seacliff
road.

Only one bird at a time was seen at Waitati about seven

years ago, reappearing at the same season each year.

About

five years ago a pair bred in old macrocarpa trees near the
school.

Many more birds were observed in 1965 possibly because
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of the long drought in the Palmers ton area.

A pair of magpies

were observed with nestlings just west of Waitaki in 1964 and
, at Orokonui, east 'of Waitati; a pair has been reported as
present on one particular hillside since at least 1964.
At Dunedin and on the Otago Peninsula, G. Qypoleuca has
been noted at Heyward Point (1962, group of five), Aramoana
Spit (1964, three birds), on paddocks between Mount Charles and
Cape Saunders (1965, two birds),

~andymount

(1965, four and

later five birds), occasionally in the suburbs of Dunedin between
1945 and 1946, at Maori Hill (1947, one bird), Kew (1965, one
bird feeding on rough ground, February and May) and Oorstophine
(1965, for several years, possibly breeding; also two birds on
the Oorstophine Football Ground and others, breeding for a few
years, on rough ground and golf links).
South of Dunedin on -tihe Taieri Plain, up to 100 magpies
were reported at lVIaungatua in 1942 and as present at Taieri
since 1941.

Four birds were observed at North Taieri in 1964;

four and later three at East Taieri in 1963; and in 1964 six
birds were noted on new pasture developed on the hilltops about
600 feet above sea level at Tara Station above North Taieri,
on the road to Taioma.

The hillsides were generally steep and

covered with rough tussock and scrub, but the small colony of
magpies appeared to be established and possibly breeding.
Small colonies also appeared to be building up in the Momona Allanton area (1964, one group of five birds).

Other localities

in this general area containing magpies were Middlemarch
(1945 - 1946) and at the mouth of the Waipori Gorge (1956, one
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,pair).
Small colonies have also been reported to be building
up at Circle ,Hill, . west of Mil tO,n (breeding); on a hillock just
north of the Main South Road, four miles south of Milton
(breeding); and near the mouth of the Tokomairiro River (possibly
breeding).

Magpies have also been noted at Inchclutha (1963)

where one bird was seen for one autumn month at the Kaitangata
Bridge over the north branch of the Clutha River.
known of the

dis~ribution

Little is

of magpies south of Balclutha, although

the birds have been reported as absent in the Hillend - Clydevale
area and present at Moa Flat (1953, extending up the Clutha
River) and at Clinton in 1963.
G. h.Ypoleuca also appears to have travelled up the Waitaki
River from coastal North Otago as well as from South Canterbury.
In 1945 magpies were reported in the hills in the Duntroon
district and as a recent arrival at Kurow.

However, four birds

were observed on the Lower Lindis River flats and another four
in the Upper Waitak;i River valley in 1942.

From Omarama birds

have either spread towards Lake Pukaki and the Burke's Pass
population or through the Lindis Pass region to the Wanaka
district, from which they are now slowly spreading down the
Clutha River.

Various reports over recent years describe

magpies near the

O~au

River, Omarama and in the Lindis Pass.

Birds were observed at the Ahuriri River, on the Lake Pukaki Omarama road and near Omarama (two dead on road) during 1965
and one bird was collected for this study from Hawea Flat.
At Luggate a pair of magpies was recorded in 1957, a pair and

~;
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f:·

a group of six in 1958; and in the Wanaka district, two birds

~"

in 1955.
f

Small numbers noted on the Pisa Flats above Cromwell

and in the Manuherikia Valley north of, Alexandra have pr01>ably
spread from the Waitaki River and Omarama areas through the pass
at the northern end of the Hawkdun and Ewe Ranges.

Nesting by

these birds and those at Earnscleugh and Galloway near Alexandra,
takes place in pines and willows, and the birds are generally
only in very small numbers.

Only one bird was reported from

Galloway in 1964 and a few around Lauder are said to be gradually
spreading.

Two birds feeding in rough tussock country have

also been reported from Moutere Station, 12 miles north of
lUexandra in 1965, and much further west, one bird at Lake Hayes
near Queenstown in 1955.

Magpies also are present on the

Maniototo Plains, most likely from the same source as those in
the Manuherikia Valley and also from the Shag Valley population.
Southland:

R.R. Sutton (in litt. 25.5.1967) remarked

that west of the Southland Acclimatisation Society's district
boundary at the Mataura River only occasional magpies were
seen and in all these cases they were most likely escaped pets.
Sightings have been from such widely scattered localities as
Te Anau (1948), Dipton, Balfour (1963), Five Rivers (two birds),
five miles north of Gore (1948 - 1949, solitary male), nine
miles west of Gore (1953), West Plains near Invercargill,
Queen's Park in Invercargill (one bird, December 1957 January 1958), Winton (six reports) and Orepuki (1967).

No

instances of breeding have formerly been reported from Southland.
At Pahia four birds were introduced from Ashburton in
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1964.

Over the last three years the birds have lived in pine

trees at the coast and through breeding have increased in
n~ber

to six birds.

gener~l

I

All the birds have remained in the same
I

I

area, but may have been the magpies reported at Orepuki

in 1967.
R.R. Sutton (in litt. 25.5.1967) commented that over the
years he has noted how far north from Invercargill magpies
appear, and in recent years has formed the opinion that they
are slowly extending their range in a southerly direction.

At

present only stragglers or fore-runners and introduced pets
appear to be present in Southland.
Magpies have not been recorded from Fiordland or Stewart
Island.

BLACK-BACKED ltAGPIE (G. tibicen)
North Island
North Auckland:

R.T. McIndoe (in litt. 12.5.1967)

reported that G. tibicen was distributed throughout the Hobson
County.

The birds were fairly numerous, always in pairs, and

were common on hilly farms with good pasture and isolated trees.
Birds were not found on country without trees and numbers had
increased over the last five to six years.

Only three other

reports have been made from North Auckland.

These are of a

casual bird at Karaka (1950), one at Albany (1963) and the
third from Parakai near Helensville (1951).

H.R. McKenzie

(in litt. 25.5.1967) knew of no G. tibicen south of Auckland
City in the Auckland Province.
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Specimens of G. tibicen for this study were collected
from Woodhill Forest, near Waimauku.

Here the birds are found

generally in small numbers 9illd widely scattered over the forests
t

and surrounding district.
Specimens of G. tibicen for this study were

Gisborne~

obtained from Bartletts, Ohaia and Waerengaokuri.

G. tibicen

has also been observed at Ardkeen in 1953.
Hawke's Bay:

Specimens of G. tibicen were also collected

from Nuhaka and the.Te Hoe district, where magpies (in general)
have built up only in the last five to six years, although a
few scattered birds were noticed up to ten years ago.

At

least 30 birds have been observed in the immediate vicinity of
the logging camp and magpies have spread over the whole of the
cleared area and along the bush edge.

Specimens were also

collected from a flock of over 100 birds, mostly immatures, at
r.Jiaraekakaho, eight miles west of Hastings and from the Ahuriri
Plain one mile north-west of Napier Airfield.
At Whanawh an a ,

25 miles west of Hastings, probably the

first record of this species in the North Island was made in
1946 and 1947.
area.

Large numbers of G.

~ypoleuca

are also in the

At Mount Campbell, Napier,· 21 birds were observed and

the species has also been recorded at Clive in 1950.
recent reports of

Q.

More

tibicen have come from Guavas State Forest,

Otane, at the Mohaka River bridge on the Napier - Taupo road,
Waiwhare, Te.Pataungata, Havelock North, Hastings to Takapau
and Wanstead, Waipukur au , inland along the Puketitiri and Seafield
roads, and from Fernhill to Kuripapango (Taihape road).
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Q. tibicen has also been reported as the main species in a flock
of 17 birds north of Norsewood, and at Dannevirke and eight
mi~es

north of Woodvil,le, although here tlte black band width

apparently varied considerably.
Wellington:

In the Wairarapa district G. tibicen has

been observed at Mount Bruce, Pahiatua, Martinborough and at
Western Lake.

On the western coast the species has been noted

at Levin, Raumati South, Foxton, Massey College (Palmerston
North), Hunterville, Rongotea., Santoft, Turakina, and one rtpet"
at Pipiriki (1964).

Specimens were collected from Bulls and

half a mile from the Tangimoana Beach, to the south of the
Rangitikei River 'mouth.
G. tibicen were reported by Westerkov (1954) to be
increasing throughout the Kaimanawa

~ountains,

although they

were mainly confined to the areas surrounding permanent and
old established huts.

Colonies throughout

the highest number ever seen together.

wer~

small; six was

One specimen was

obtained at Turangi, south of Lake Taupo and a pair were seen
regularly in the Turangi - Tokaanu district.
Taranaki:

--

C.J. Capper (in litt. 12.6.1967) remarked
,

that although G. tibicen was not present in central Taranaki
20 years ago, good numbers are present now and are still
increasing.
South Island
AlthoughG. tibicen has been recorded once frOm Windermere,
South Canterbury (1946, one adult) and also from Kaikoura
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(1947, one bird on golf links), the main population appears
confined to North Canterbury.
observed in the Kaikoura

No black-backed magpies were

dist~ict

in 1964.

One bird ina

Christchurch suburb was obtained as a pet from North Canterbury
in 1966, and the bird at Windermere was also quite likely an
introduced pet.
Canterbury:

Study specimens were obtained from Waipara

(adult female with adult male hybrid in farm yard); Domett
(immature female with adult female G. gypoleuca); Mina, four
miles west of Cheviot (adult female); Leamington, seven miles
west of Cheviot (immature male with eight G. &ypoleuca); two
miles west of Culverden (immature female and adult female
collected with Q.E:;y:poleuca); and at Mendip Hills, Parnassus
(one adult female and four adult males living in the same small
area with G. hypoleuca).

G. tibicen have been observed at

Culverden (1965, adult male, thin black band; also both species
in this area); Saltwater Creek (1967, adult male, thin black
band); north of Waiau (1953, four birds); Waiau Hiver between
Montrose and Lochiel (1945, four birds); between Nonoti and
Cheviot (single male); and about four miles north of Parnassus
(hybrids and Q. h.ypoleuca also in the gener.al area).

HYBRIDS
North Island
North Auckland:

Hybrids were collected from Noodhill

Forest (adul·t male, part of a flock living in the area for some
months, containing at least one immature male and one immature
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female G.

~IPoleuca

and later an adult female).

Flocks in this

area also contained adults of both sexes and species.

One

hybrid was, also collected from Riverhead ]'orest (immature female
in fields and swamps around Forest Headquarters), and another
from Helensville, and were noted as well distributed on the
Southern Kaipara Peninsula, from Parakai to the heads in 1953.
G. Moon

(~

litt. 26.6.1967) remarked that around Warkworth

Q.. hypoleuca were generally seen but variable forms wi th

almo~t

black backs have- also been seen.
Gisborne:

Hybrids were collected from Muriwai, Matawai,

Pehiri, Waerengaokuri, Ohaia and from near Tolaga Bay.
Hawke's Ba;y::

Hybrids from Hawke IS Bay were obtained

from Maraekakallo (from a flock of over 100, mainly immature
birds with 17 G. tibicen), Te Hoe, Nukaka and Kopuawhara.
Breeding pairs of Q. tibicen and G.

~ypoleuca

have also been

observed south of Waipukurau and -at Havelock North (1952).
~Vell:ington:

.

Hybrids have been observed at 1VI0awhango,

near Taihape; 14 miles south of Hunterville; and one old hybrid
with an old black-backed magpie at Western Lake in the
Wairarapa.

Hybrids were also collected from Bulls and Ohakea.

South Island
North oant erbury.:

Hybrids collected for this study came

from Greystones Orchard, a quarter of a mile up the Makirikiri
River from the Rangiora-White Rock bridge near Loburn (adult
male with six specimens of G. hypoleuca); 1'1 aipara (adult male
paired with adult female G. tibicen,

Q. &ypoleuca also reported

in the area); Cheviot (adult female with adult male G. ~IPoleuca):
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and south of the general area, two miles west of Hororata
(immature male dead on road).

Hybrids have also been observed

recent-ly in the Parnassus, area (one female with G. b..y:poleuca
male, one adult male, one immature bird).

This and other

reports of hybrids in this area suggest that the greatest amount
of hybridisation between both species in North Canterbury occurs
in the vicinity of Parnassus.

GENERAL

From the present information on distribution, both·
species of magpies are still spreading in the Tongariro Kaimanawa region.

Westerkov (1954) gave additional locality

reports for this region, including one of several magpie.s at
approximately 5,600 feet altitude on Mount Ruapehu and he
believed that the magpies present in this area came either
from the south-west (National Park area), from the
Kaimanawas, or from the south in the Waiouru - Taihape area.
He believed the further spread of magpies in this area would
be aided by the opening up of new land from Tokaanu towards
Taumaranui.

The Kaimanawa Mountains and desolate manuka

(Leptospermum scoparium) and bracken fern (Pteridium sp.)
land of the lower Kaingaroa Plains seemed to cut off a further
spread in a north-easterly direction.

Towards the north the

only outlet was the lake, the road and a narrow rim of partially
developed pastoral land along the eastern shore of Lake Taupo
to Taupo and along the western shore when (as at present) that
land was brought into production.

He considered that the
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pastoral land between Taupo and Rotorua, the new land being then
brought in around the Kaingaroa plantations and in several
places along the Taupo - Rotorua highway" would undoubtedly,
be suitable habitat for magpies if regular spread was possible,
or if stragglers happened to reach the area.

Only one

additional locality of magpies, that near the Opepe Bush at
Taupo was noted by Westerkov (1954) for the Napier - Taupo
road compared with the general distribution recorded in this
study.

He considered that the whole Kaingaroa Plains and

Ahimanawa - Urewera Country was not suitable magpie habitat. at
that time,_but undoubtedly migration from this direction would
occur when new land was broken in.

Magpies could also traveL

over the mountains, the vast bush and scrub areas and invade
sheep stations from the south; and indeed by 1952 magpies were
at the gate to the district from this quarter.
Additional magpie localities between Wairoa and Galatea
not previously mentioned in this appendix, but recorded by
Westerkov (1954) were Moutere, Mahia Peninsula, Mangapoike and
Waihua Valleys, around the Putere Lakes and seven miles past
the lakes along the Putere road.

Magpies could spread north-

west from the Wairoa area but he considered the mountains and
bush-clad -country and the limited amount of pastoral country
were hot inviting factors for possible magpie spread.

Easier

colonisation, perhaps on a broader front, would be possible
when more land was opened up.
Westerkov (1954) also believed that magpies had moved
north-west towards Opotiki and Vlhakatane from their stronghold
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in the Gisborne district.

Further localities Ilot included

previously in this appendix were Nukuhou North (four to five
,birds present for three to four years, ,one shot); 20 miles, up.
the Waioeka Gorge from Opotiki (one bird and a further one
another half mile up the gorge) in 1945 or 1946 but not since
then; Tirohanga Valley, five miles east of Opotiki; and on
Paerata Ridge, four miles from Opotiki.

No birds were present

between Opotiki and East Cape and he considered the mountainous,
bush-clad country covering the major part of this general
region was generally unsuitable magpie habitat except for the
drained bottom-lands of the Whakatane area, valleys and.other
suitable areas being broken in for farming.
Westerkov (1954) was able to obtain only two reports of
magpies around Rotorua; one magpie eventually killed by a
rooster (Gallus sp.) after some weeks at Lake Okataina; and
one bird at Lewis Hill, a suburb of Rotorua, which was fairly
tame and thought to have escaped from captivity, but which only
stayed for about two weeks.

These birds could have been

escaped pets or stragglers from the Whakatane area as it was
very unlikely they had spread from the Auckland district or
from south or west of Lake Taupo.

If magpies were to colonise

the area around Rotorua, the birds would presumably have to
come either from a northward extension of the birdls distribution
from National Park - Taumaranui towards Te Kuiti and a later
invasion of the Rotorua area from the west, or from the east
from the Whrucatane - Opotiki area.

Immigration from the Auckland

area was very unlikely as the birds were unkrlown in the vast
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are~

of fertile land in the South Auckland - Hamilton district.

Direct movement of birds from Turangi towards Taupo and from
Tarawera or Wairoa were faint possibilities.
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APPENDIX B

DETAILS OF ITEMS FOUND IN MAGPIE GIZZARDS
Number of gizzards = 302
PART 1 - PLANT MATERIAL

Plant
SEEDS
Family GramiIleae
Triticum sp. (wheat)
Dactylis glomerata
Lolium multiflorum
Vulpia dertonensis
Bromus mollis
C:nosurus cristatus
Poa annua
F;3tuca arundinaceae
Anthoxanthum odoratum
Family Leguminosae
Trifolium dubium
Trifolium subterra.neum
Trifolium repens
~sp.

Vicia. hirsuta
Family Compositae
Bellis perennis
Xanthium spinosum
Cirsium lanoeolatum
Crapis capillaria
Taraxacum officinale
Family Cyperaceae
Juncus bufonius
Carex sp.
Family Urtioaoeae
Urtica dioioa
Family Po~gonaceae
Muehlenbeckia oomp'!exa
Polygonum ~rsioaria
Polygonum aviculare
Family Chenopodiaceae
Chenopodium album

No.ot gizzards Freq;ncy
in which found

112
29
1
3
3
1
2
2
15
2
1
52
31
3
1
19
3
6
1
1
2
1
1
8
1
7
1
1
8
5
1
2
4
4

37.1
9.6
0.3
1.0
1.0
0.3
0.7
0.7
5.0
0.7
0.3
17.2
10.3
1 .. 0
0 .. 3
6.3
1.0
2.0
0.3
0.3
0.. 7
0.3
0.3
2.7
0.3
2.3
0.3
0.3
2.7
1.7
0.3
0.7
1.3
1.3

Aotual
Count

%total

1629
230
59
19

15.7
14.1
3.6
1.2
1.3
0.3
0 .. 5
0.1
6..1
0.7
0.3
13.1
9.4
0.. 3
0.1
2.8
0.5
0.5
0.1
0.1
0.3
0..1
0.1
1.4
0.2
1.2
0.1
0.1
13.4
9.4
0.1
3.9
2.1
2.1

21

5
9
2
99
11
5
213
154
4
1
46
8
9
2
1
4
1
1
23
3
20
1
1
218
153
1
643434-

seeds

Plant
SEEDS (cont.)
Portulacaceae
Portulaca oleracea
Family Caryopqyllaceae
Stellaria media
Family Rosaceae
Rosa eglanteria
Unknown
Family Geraniaceae
Oxalis corniculata
Family Malvaceae
Malva rotundifolia
Fami~ Boraginaceae
M:osoti8 arvensis
Family Solanaceae
Solanum nigrum
Family Rubiaceae
Coprosma SPa
Family Epacridaceae
Unknown
VEGETATION
Grass blades
Clover leaves
Grass and clover
Bellis perennis
inflorescences
1Ioss
1Iaorooarpa foliage
Leat tissue
Small roots
Unknown fruit
Fami~

'. \'Ifo ~ot· gizzardS

Freq;ncy

4
4
16
16
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
13
13
3
3
1
1
267

1.3
1.3
5.3
5.3
0.7
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.7
0.. 7
4.3
4 .. 3
1 .. 0
1.0
0.3
0.3

in which found

88.4-

123
110

79.5
40 .. 7
36.4

20
11
1
1
1
1

6.6
3.. 6
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.. 3

240

. ActU{l1
Count

18
18
646411
4
7
4
4
5
5
8
8
449
449
9
9
333
333

--
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---

-"

%total
seeds

1 .1
1 .1
3.9
3.9
0.7
0.3
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.5
27 .. 6
27.6
0..5
0.5
20.4
20.4

-

--_.---

-

APPENDIX B (cont.)
PART 2 - ANIMAL lWATERIAL (
(b)

Phylum Chordata

Vertebrates

No.of gizzards
in which found

Frequency

16

5.3

%

Actual
Count

Class Reptilia

6'

2.0

Family Geckonidae

1

0.3

Family Scincidae

5

1.7

Lygosoma sp.

5

1.7

Class Aves

1

0.3

1

Passer domesticus

1

0.3

1

Class Mammalia

9

3.0

1

1

0.3

2

Unknown teeth and bones

5

1.7

Unknown skull fragments

2

0.7

Animal tissue

2

0.7

Animal fat

4

1.3

~

musculus
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APPENDIX B (cont.)
PART 3 - MISCELLANEOUS

No.of gizzards
in which found

Frequency
%

7

2.3

35

11.6

Magpie feathers

2

0.7

Pieces of shot

2

0.7

White stones

2

0.7

Metal shaving

1

0.3

1

Small piece of wood

1

0.3

1

Rubber ring

1

0.3

1

Rubber band

1

0.3

1

Brown string

1

0.3

1

Knitting wool

1

0.3

1

Food boli
Grit over -0.6 rom diameter

Actual
Count

2
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APPENDIX C
Measurements of Testes of New Zealand Specimens of Magpies
Date

Species

Age

21. 3.1965

G. a."lI2oleuca

"Older" Ad.

28. 3.1965

G. h;YI2oleuca

"Older It Ad.

4. 4.1965
4. 4.1965

G. a.YI2oleuca tlOlder" Ad.

G. h:!20leuca

Imm.

4. 4.1965

G. h.Yl2oleuca

"Older tl Ad.

Hybrid

Ad. (2yr.)

2. 5.1965

G. h."lI2oleuca

"Older" Ad.

2. 5.1965

G. tibicen

"Older" Ad.

15. 5.1965

G. h."l12oleuca

"Older" Ad.

21. 5.1965
21. 5.1965

G. tibicen
G. tibIcen

"Older" Ad.
"Older" Ad •

21. 5.1965

G. tibicen

Ad. (2yr.)

21. 5.1965

G. tibicen

Ad. (2yr.)

21. 5.1965

G. !!."ll20leuca

Ad. (2yr.)

23. 5.1965
23. 5.1965
27. 5.1965

G. hypoleuca
G. a."l12oleuca
Hybrid

Imm.
"Older" Ad.
Imm.

30. 5.1965
30. 5.1965
30. 5.1965

G. hypoleuca
G. llYPoleuca
Hybrid

Imm.
Ad. (2yr.)
"Older" Ad.

31. 5.1965
31. 5.1965

G. h."l12oleuca
G. a."!12oleuca

Ad. (2yr.)
Imm.

31. 5.1965

G. h."l12o I e'llca

Ad. (2yr.)

31. 5.1965

G. h."!12oleuca

flOlder" Ad.

31.
2.
5.
6.
6.

G.
G.
G.
G.

Imm.
Imm.
Ad.(2yr.)
"Older" Ad.

20. 4.1965

5.1965
6.1965
6.1965
6.1965
6.1965

tibicen
h.!12oleuca
h."ll20leuca
R;b0leuca
'G.
oLiiica

. "Older ''-.Ad.....

Testis
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
. Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Left
Left
Right
Left
Left
Left
Right
Left
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Left
Left
Left

Lx B*(mm). Vol.(cmm)
5.50
3.50
5.00
5.00
3.50
6.50
6.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
4.75
6.06
4.34
5.22
6.06
5.50
5.00
5.36
5.40
4.24
5.10
5.04
4.76
4.04
5.24
4.56
3.30
5.00
3.90
2.70
3.50
5.10
6.04
6.38
4.60
2.66
2.46
4.50
3.80
4.20
3.90
4.60
5.00
4.80
5.80

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

3.10
1.95
2.91
2.91
3.50
3·.95
3.04
2.91
2.91
2.91
2.73
2.88
2.64
2.54
2.70
3.00
3.00
3.60
3.26
3.00
3.06
3.14
2.56
2.14
1.90
1.58
1.20
3.62
1.10
1.48
1.46
2.60
3.90
4.08
1.74
1.80
2.04
1.80
1.78
3.04
3.20
1.74
2.00
2.28
3.48

. __ 'i-_40...Y 2....22

27.64
6.96
22.14
22.14
22.42
53.04
29.00
22.14
22.14
22.14
18.52
26.29
15.82
17.61
23.10
25.89
23.54
36.33
30.02
19.96
24.98
25.99
16.32
9.68
9.89
5.95
2.47
34.27
2.47
3.09
3.90
18.03
48.05
55.54
7.28
4.51
5.35
7.63
6.30
20.30
20.89
7.28
10.46
13 '~:05
36.73
13.9.2

eN"
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Date
8. 6.1965
9. 6.1965

Species

Age

Testis

G. hypoleuca Ad. (2yr)
G. h.ypoleuca Imm.

(

9. 6.1965
14. 6.1965

G. hypoleuca Ad.(2yr.)
G. b.ypoleuca Imm.

14. 6.1965
14. 6.1965

G. h.ypoleuca "Older" Ad.
G. h.ypoleuca "Older rt Ad.

14. 6.1965
14. 6.1965
15. 9.1965

'G. hypoleuca
'G. hypoleuca

16. 6.1965

G. h.ypoleuca Imm.

19. 6.1965

G. hypoleuca Ad.(2yr.)

22. 6.1965

G. h.ypoleuca Imm.

29. 6.1965

G. hypoleuca "Older" Ad.

29. 6.1965

G. hypoleuca "0lder l1 Ad.

G. hypoleuca Ad.(2nr.)
110IdeJ'~" Ad.
~d.(~yr.)

Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Left
Right
Right
Left
Right
Left
Left
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Left
Right
Left
Right
Right

1 • ? .1965

Hybrid

4. 7.1965

G. hypoleuca "Older" Ad.

11. 7.1965
21. 7.1965

G. hypoleuca Imm.
G. hypoleuca "Older" Ad.

21. 7.1965

G. h.ypoleuca "Older" Ad.

24. 7.1965
27. 7.1965
28. 7.1965

G. h;ypoleuca "Older" Ad.
(f. hypoleuca Ad.~2yr.~
G. tibicen
Ad. 2yr.
Left
Right
G. tibicen
Left
Ad. (2yr.)
Right
G. hypoleuca "0lder lt Ad. Right
G. h.ypoleuca "Older" Ad. Left
Right
G. h.ypoleuca Ad.(2yr.)
Left
Right
G. hypoleuca Imm.
Left
G. h.ypoleuca "Older" Ad. Left
Right
G. hypoleuca nOlder" Ad. Left
Right
G. h:D2oleuca "Older" Ad. Left

28. 7.1965
30. 7.1965
30. 7.1965
30. 7.1965
30. 7.1965
1. 8.1965
1. 8.1965
2. 8.1965

.Imm.

L'

x .B* (mm)

5.26 x
4.28 x
3.60 x
3.08 x
4.32 x
3.10 x
3.88 x
5.92 x
6.10 x
6.20 x
5.54 x
3.62 x
4.80 x
6.00 x
3.24 x
2.90 x
4.52 x
3.52 x
3.04 x
2.36 x
10.80 x
11.60 x
9.68 x
7.80 x
5.78 x
4.44 x
9.56 x
6.66 x
4.96 x
15.06 x
14.00 x
14.78 x
17.80 x
4.96 x
13.12 x
10.56 x
9.38 x
7.14 x
7.26 x
20.46 x
19.30 x
16.76 x
15.20 x
13.70 x
5.40 x
12.06 x
9.62 x
13.4 . x
11.80 x
25.70 x

Vol. (ClOD

20.96
21.79
7.23
4.76
14.81
4.58
4.81
37.49
4~52
65.18
3.84
47.82
3.44
34.29
16.14
2.92
2.28
13.05
3.14
25.78
2.10
7.47
2.02
6.19
1.54
5.61
1.60
4.71
1.92
5.86
1.22
1.84
6.26
221.35
6.84
283.84
106.66
4.59
5.28
113.73
2.54
19.50
. 2.62
15.94 .
4.72
111.39
4.70
76.94
2.96
22.73
11.62 1063.50
9.90' 717.63
11.46 1.015.19
12.62 1482.65
4.04
42.34
6.00
247.02
5.92
193.55
6.08
181.35
82.49
4.70
126.85
5.78
14.80 2343.86
13.62 1872.46
13.62 1626.03
10.6
893.22
654.85
9.56
2.90
23.75
6.56
271.43
7.26
265.1~
'7~80
426.3
400.92
8.06
14.64 2880.83
2.76
3 .12
1.96
1.72
2.56
1.68
1.54
3.48
1
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Species

Date
2. 8.1965

Age

Testis

G. h:rnoleuca "0lder tl Ad. ;Left

4. 8.1965 . Q:. h.Y.:Q0leuca Imm.
4. 8.1965
4. 8.1965
4. 8.1965

G. hl120leuca Imm.
If. hnoleuca Imm.
n:. hYl20leuca Ad.(2yr.)

4. 8.1965

Hybrid

5. 8.1965

G. hl120leuca j'Older ,t Ad.

8. 8.1965
11. 8.1965

nOlder l1 Ad.

G. h.noleuca i'Older it Ad.
G. hll20leuca Imm.

12. 8.1965 . G. hl120leuca "Older" Ad.
12. 8.1965 . G. hlEoleuca Imm. .
20. 8.1965 "Cr. hl1201euca Ad.(2yr.)
23. 8.1965

G. h.!12oleuca Imm.

~4.
~8.

8.1965
8.1965

G. h~oleuca "Older" Ad.
"Cr. li- oleuca Imm.

~9.

8.1965

Q:. b.:rE0leuca "Older" Ad.

50. 8.1965

G. h.!12oleuca Ad. (2yr.)

3. 9.1965

G. hypoleuca Ad.(2yr.)

5. 9.1965

G. h.!12oleuca Imm.

6. 9.1965
6. 9.1965

G. mOleuca "Older rl Ad.
"Cr.
oleuca Ad. (2yr.)

7. 9.1965

G. h.!12oleuca Imm.

7. 9.1965 : G. ~!l20leuca i'Older" Ad.
7. 9.196$
!6. 9.1965
18. 9.1965

G. hypoleuca "Older rt Ad.
G. hypoleuca Imm.
"Cr. hypoleuca Imm •.

• 9.1965 G. hnoleuca Imm.
Juv.
~3 • 9.1965· "Cr. tibicen
13
,
9.1965 G. h.!l201euca Imm.
~1

.

-

Right
Left
Right
Left
Left
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left.
Right
Left
Right
Left
Left
Left
Right
Left
Right
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Left
Left
Right
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right

-- -----.----

... ~.

L x B*(mm)
11.10
7.56
14.70
13.96
6.02
7.26
6.86
5.74
11'.28
8.88
26.00
18.60
25.70
21.90
4.06
5.10
10.60
4.04
15.40
13.14
3.58
2.42
17.00
7.40
6.02
26.04
22.74
14.70
11.00
22.64
17.92
8.98
12.42
17.50
11.60
10.38
6.06
6.06
24.28
23.28
15.00
6.68
3.82
3.68
4.72
2.80
2.98
10.84
7.52

--------

----

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

5.08
6.24

9.22

8.99
2.40
5.04
3.64
3.72
6.48
6.96
14.38
15.10
14.22
18.56
2.54
3.16
3.04
2.82
9.46
10.56
2.02
2.02
10.00
4.30
4.50
14.86
14.54
9~74

9.50
12.08
14.80
7.24
6.80
13.00
8.00
8.72
2.46
3.38
15.72
16.84
10.38
3.36
2.40
2.10
3.36
1.16
1.16
7.34
6.48

-

Vol. (cmm)
149.81
153.96
653.55
590.07
18.14
96.45
47.54
41.54
247.72
224.98
2811.85
2235.70
2717.90
3945.50
13.70
26.64
51.24
16.80
720.79
766.35
7.64
5.16
889.10
71.56
63.76
3007.33
2514.33
729.35
519.21
1727.87
2052.88
246.18
300.36
1546.77
388.27
412.79
19.18
36.21
3138.01
3452.78
845.25
39.44
11.51
8.49
27.87
1.97
2.10
305.44
165.14

;);)';1

Species

Date
24. 9.1965

G. tibicen

Age
Ad. (2yr.)

24. 9.1965

G. hypole~ca Ad.(2yr.)

24. 9.1965

G. tibicen

24. 9.1965

G. hypoleuca Imm.

25. 9.1965

G. h.ypoleuca "Older" Ad.

25. 9.1965

G. h.ypoleuca Ad. (2yr.)

25. 9:1965

Hybrid

25. 9.1965

Q. h.ypoleuca "Older" Ad.

26. 9.1965

G. h:IPoleuca i'Older" Ad.

26. 9.1965

G. h.ypoleuca "Older" Ad.

26. 9.1965

Q.

I

8.10.1965

~noleuca

Ad. (2yr.)

nOlder" Ad.

1t0lder" Ad.

G. hypoleuca Nestling

10.10.1965

Hybrid

Ad. (2yr.)

15.10.1965

G. h.ypoleuca HOlder'" Ad.

21.10.1965

Q. tibicen

21.10.1965

G. hypoleuca "Older" Ad.

26.10.1965

Hybrid

28.10.1965
4.11.1965

(1:. t~bicen

Juv.

4.11.1965

G. tibicen

Juv.

4.11.1965

G. tibicen

Juv.

4.11.1965

G. tibicen

Imm.

4.11.1965

G. tibicen

Ad. (2yr. )

4.11.1965

G. tibicen

Juv.

4.11.1965

Q. tibicen

Juv.

4.11.1965

G. tibicen

Ad. (2yr.)

Juv.
Nestling

G. h;rpoleuca Imm.

Testis
Left
Rigl;tt
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right

L x B*(mm)
16.50
13.80
6.26
5.18
5.24
5.16
6.38
5.58
23.96
19.30
9.22
7.96
25.62
16.90
21.10
18.30
14.36
12.24
25.28
20.62
20.70
20-.58
3.42
3.04
11.60
11.46
8.50
7.00
3.00
2.50
16.74
14.70
3.16
4.02
4.00
3.74
3.34
3.30
2.76
3.20
3.14
3.82
3.14
3.70
4.58
4.06
3.70
3.42
2.68
3.50
4.56

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Vol.(cm

11.80 1201.57
11.38
,934.68
3.34
36.52
3.70
37.09
2.64
19.10
2.52
17.14
2.88
27.67
31.78
3.30
13.00 2117.75
15.82 2526.22
157.77
5·72
4.66
90.41
15.42 3186.02
12.74 1434.59
15.40 2617.13
12.70 1543.69
828.01
10.50
10.20
666.01
17.80 4189.08
17.78 3409.21
12.24 1621.94
13.56 1979.1C
4.24
1.54
2.8E
1.34
491.41
9.00
9.24
511.72
147.49
5.76
147.1E
6.34
1.92
5.78
1.86
4.52
11.58 1174.01
14.26 1563.3E
1.18
2.3C
2.02
8.58
15.48
2.72
14.4'1
2.72
2.42
10.23
2.92
1.30
1.84
4.8~
1.08
1.95
0.98
1.5E
6.1~
1.76
1.90
5.93
2.22
9.54
2.56
15.7C
2.42
12.43
12.2~
2.52
1.72
5.2~
4.9;
1.88
2.06
7.7,
17.3E
2.70
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Species

Date
4.11.1965

G. tibicen
t

4.11.1965 G. tibicen
4.11.1965 Hybrid

Age
Juv.
Juv.
Imm.

5.11.1965

G. hnoleuca "Older" Ad.

8.11.1965

G. b.!:eoleuca "Older" Ad.

14.11.1965

Q. hnoleuca Ad.(2yr.)

5.12.1965

G.

5.12.1965

G. h.ypoleuca "Older" Ad.

13.12.1965
13.12.1965

~ypoleuca

Ad.(2yr.)

G. h:r.J2oleuca Imm.
u
li· !!:!:eoleuca "Older Ad.

Testis
Left
Right
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right

13.12.1965

Hybrid

i10lder" Ad.

13.12.1965

Hybrid

Imm.

13.12.1965
13.12.1965

Hybrid
Hybrid

13.12.1965

G. hnoleuca

13.12.1965

Hybrid

13.12.1965

G.

21.12.1965
21.12.1965

G. Afa0leuca
Hybr d

21.12.1965

Q. h:!poleuca

21.12.1965

G. h.ypoleuca

21.12.1965

G. h.y:eoleuca

30.12.1965

G. ;a.ypoleuca

21. 1.1966

Hybrid

14. 2.1966

G. h.noleuca

10. 3.1966

G. hypoleuca

20. 3.1966

G. hnoleuca

"0lder rt Ad.
Left
Imm.
Right
Left
Ad. (2yr.)
Right
"0lder ll Ad. Left
Right
Juv.
Left
Right
Left
Imm.
Left
Imm.
Right
Left
Imm.
Right
Left
Imm.
Right
Left
Ad.(2yr.)
Right
Left
Imm.
Right
If Older " Ad. Left
Right
Juv.
Left
Right
Ad.(2yr.)
Left
Right
Left
Ad.(2yr.)
Right

~ypoleuca

L x B*(mm)
3.50
2.78
4.40
4.06
3.14
9.50
8.60
18.64
17.30
3.90
3.12
4.08
3.72
5.90
5.02
5.00
3.32
3.12
3.76
3.52
3.62
3.42
2.60
3.76
4.56
3.54
3.00
2.36
6.28
6.18
3.90
3.76
4.50
2.94
3.90
4.40
4.00
2.64
2.46
5.26
4.22
4.00
4.22
4.12
3.62
2.60
2.50
3.40
3.32
2.66
3.76

x 1.38
x 1.28
x 2.40
x 1.80
x .2.12
x 6.28
x 6.74
x 14.42
x 13.28
x 1.98
x 2.34
x 2.28
x 2.56
x 3.38
x 3.42
x 1.20
x 1.36
x 2.06
x 2.64
x 2.56
x 2.44
x 1.60
x 1.78
x 2.64
x 1.88
x 1.68
x 1.58
x 1.08
x 3.70
x 2.44
x 2.22
x 1.68
x 1.78
x 1.70
x 1.76
x 2.48
x 2.66
x 1.84
x 1.70
x 2.08
x 2.50
x 1.90
x 2.04
x 2.56
x 2.28
x 2.00
x 1.48
x 2.02
x 2.30
x 1.88
x 1.84

Vol. (cmm:
3. 4 9
2.38
13.25
6.88
7.38
195.95
204.33
2027.11
1595.67
8.00
8.94
11.09
12.75
35.25
30.71
3.77
3.21
6.93
13.71
12.07
11.27
4.58
4.31
13.71
8.43
5.22
3.92
1.44
44.96
19.24
10.05
5.55
7.46
4.44
6.32
14.15
14.80
4.67
3.72
11.90
13.79
7.55
9.19
14.12
9.84
5.44
2.86
\
7.26
9.19
4.92
6.66
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APFEl\lDIX D
Ov~ian

Follicle

3.1965
3.1965
3.1965
3.1965
3.1965
4.1965
4.1965
4.1965
4.1965
4.1965
4.1965
4.1965_
4.1965
4.1965
4.1965
5.1965
5.1965
5.1965
5.1965
5.1965
5.1965
5.1965
5.1965
5.1965
5.1965
5.1965
5.1965
5.1965
5.1965
5.1965
5.1965
5.1965
5.1965
5.1965
5.1965
6.1965
6.1965
6.1965
6.1965
6.1965
6.1965
6.1965
6.1965
6.1965
6.1965
r
"""'ALC

of New Zealand ,Specimens of

Species

Date
21.
21.
21.
21.
29.
2.
4.
4.
18.
20.
. 24.
24.
25.
29.
30.
2.
11.
11.
12.
16.
18.
18.
18.
21.
24.
24.
27.
29.
30.
30.
30.
31.
31.
31.
31.
2.
2.
2.
2.
3.
9.
14.
14.
14.
14.
... ,....

Diame~ers

G. hy:poleuca
G. iNi)0leuca
ti. _oleuca
. G. hypoleuea
'G. bypoleuca
G. hypoleuea
'G. woieuca
'G. __ oleuca
G'. h.ypoleuca
'G. tibicen
G. h.ypoleuca
G. mOleuca
G. __ oleuea

G.

~ypoleuca

'G·iPoleuca
Hybrid
G. mOleuca
G. __oleuea
G. hypoleuca
G. hYDoleuca
(f. holeuca
tie
oleuca
(f.

'G.
G.
lie
'G.
(f.
(f.

G.
G.
G.

G.

'G.
G.
G.

n:.

U_'h .... -I A

Age

Diameter (mm)

"Older" Ad.
"Older II Ad.
"Older" Ad.
"Older" Ad.
"Older" Ad.
.iOlder" Ad.
"Older tl Ad.
Ad. (2yr.)
"Older ll . Ad.
"Older" Ad.
"Older" Ad •
"Older ll Ad.

0.40.
0.40
0.40
0.40

"Older" Ad.
flOlder" Ad.
"'Older" Ad.

1.33
Q.
1.08
Q.

Imm.

Imm.
Imm.;

"Older" Ad.
flOlder ll Ad.
"Older" Ad.
"Older" Ad.
"Older" Ad.
I1Older" Ad.
I1Older" Ad.
Imm.
"Older" Ad.
"Older" Ad.
"Older" Ad.
"Older ll Ad.
Ad. (2yr.)
"Older" Ad.
"Older" Ad.

Imm.

°

euea
YEO euca
G. ti leen
G. hypoleuea
G. hypoleuca
Q:. hypoleuca
G. ii!poleuca
G. Holeuca
Rybr

'G.

Magpie~

"Older" Ad.
"Older II Ad.
"Older" Ad.

Imm.
Imm.

Imm.

Q....
0.60
0.75
1.00

0.60
0.40

0.70
0.90
0.60

Q.
Q.
Q.
Q.

0.60

Q.
Q.

1.00

Q.
Q.
Q.
0.75
1.00
1.00
2.32
Q.
Q.
Q.
Q.
Q.
Q.

Q.
Q.
Q.

"Older" Ad.
"Older" Ad.
"Older l1 Ad.

1.70

'iOlder'! Ad.

1.00
1. 54. __~___

Imm.

Tmm_

Q.
Q.
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. Date

16.
22,
1.
4.
4.
4.
11.
11.
18.
19.
21.
21.
14.
29.
30.
30.
2.
2.
2.
8.
10.
11.
11.
11.
11.
19.
21.
24.
28.
29.
29.
4.
6.
6.
8.
16.
19.
21.
21.
21.
21.
22.
23.
24.
24.
24.
24.
25.
25.
25.
27.

6.1965
6.1965
7.1965
7~1965

7.1965
7.1965
7.1965
7.1965
7.1965
7.1965
7.1965
7.1965
7.1965
7.1965
7.1965
7.1965
8.1965
8.1965
8.1965
8.1965
8.1965
8.1965
8.1965
8.1965
8.1965
8.1965
8.1965
8.1965
8.1965
8.1965
8.1965
9.1965
9.1965
9.1965
9.1965
9.1965
9.1965
9.1965
9.1965
9.1965
9.1965
9.1965
9.1965
9.1965
9.1965
9.1965
9.1965
9.1965
9.1965
9.1965
9.1965

Species
G. hypoleuca
G. AYpoleuca
G. tibicen
G. hypoleuca
'li. hypoleuca
G. h,ypoleuca
'li. tiblcen
'Hybrid
G. Rgoleuca
G.
_oleuea
'<i. hJEoleuea
G. ___ oleuea
IT •. h.ypoleuea
Hybrid
G. hypoleuea
IT. h.ypoleuea
IT. h.ypoleuea
IT. h.ypoleuca
'li. hypoleuca
G. h.ypoleuca
'li. h.ypoleuea
G. hypoleuea
IT. h.ypoleuca
G. h.ypoleuca
G. h.ypoleuea
G. h.ypoleuea
G. h.ypoleuea
G~ hypoleuea
IT. hypoleuca
IT. hypolauca
IT. h.ypQleuca
IT. h.ypoleuca
G. h.ypoleuea
G.
oleuea
G'.
0 euca
G. ~o euca
IT. t lean
G. h.ypoleuea

IT. ~ypoleuca
'li·iPoleuea
G. h.ypoleuca
G. h;ypoleuca
Hybrl.d
G. h oleuea
IT.
° euca
IT. ~o euea
Hybr
G. hypoleuca
G. hypoleuea
G. tibieen
G. hypoleuea

Age

"Older u Ad.
Imm.
Imm.
"Older" Ad.
"Older tt Ad.
Imm.
"Older" Ad.
"Older" Ad.
Imm.
"Older" Ad.
"0lder ff Ad.
"Older tr Ad.
Imm.
"Older" Ad.
Ad. (2;yr.)
Imm.
"Older" Ad.
flOlder" Ad.
Imm.
"Older" Ad.
Ad. (2yr.)
Imm.
Imm.
Imm.
Imm.
1.0lder fI Ad.
Ad. (2yr.)
"Older" Ad.
Ad. (2;yr.)
Imm.
Imm.
. "Older" Ad.
"Older" Ad.
Imm. t
"Older ! Ad.
Imm.
"Older" Ad.
Imm.
Imm.
Imm.
Imm.
imm.
Imm.
Ad. (2yr.)

Imm. tl
1I0lder Ad.
1I0lder tl Ad.
HOlder" Ad.
Imm.
Ad. (2yr.)
Imm.

Diameter (rom)

Q.
Q.
Q.
1.62
1.10
Q.
1.60
2.26
Q.
3.14
Q.
2.64
Q.
1.70, 1.06
1.56
Q.
2.02
0.70
Q.
2.46
1.30
Q.
Q.
Q.
Q.
1.64·
Q.
3.54, 3.52
Q.
Q.
Q.
Q.
4.84, 4.08
Q.
2.52
1.64
2.66
Q.
0.90
Q.
Q.
Q.
2.14
1.52, 1.50
0.62
2.46
4.56, 4.54~
11.04,10;05
1.38
Q.
Q.

.54:)

Date

Species

Age

Diameter (rom)

27. 9.1965
28. 9.,1965
28. 9.1965
1.10.1965
4.10.1965
17.10.1965
19.10.1965
19.10.1965
21.10.1965
21.10.1965
21.10.1965
21.10.1965
21.10.1965
21.10.1965
27.10.1965
27.10.1965
31.10.1965
1.11.1965
2.11.1965
3.11.1965
2.11.1965
3.11.1965
3.11.1965
3.11.1965
3.11.1965
3.11.1965
5.11.1965
8.11.1965
11.11.1965
20.11.1965
22.11.1965
1.12.1965
5.12.1965
5.12.1965
9.12.1965
9.12.1965
9.12.1965
9.12.1965
9.12.1965
9.12.1965
9.12.1965
10.12.1965
10.12.1965
10.12.1965
10.12.1965
10.12.1965
10.12.1965
10.12.1965
21.12.1965
21.12.1965
21.12.1965
21.12.1965

G. h:~I201euca
(I. hZ120 leuQa
G. hypoleuca
G. !!.VI2oleuca
G. h.!l20leuca
Hybrid
G. hypoleuca
G.
oleuca
(I.
oleuca
ti. Zl20 euca
G. h;I1201euca
G. h.!:I2oleuca
f!. hypoleuca
Hybrid
G. tibicen
Hybrid
G. hypoleuca
Hybrid
G. tibicen
(I. tibicen
G. tibicen
G. tibicen
(I. ti'bicen
(I. tibicen
G. tibicen
tibicen
G. tibicen
'G. tibicen
Hybrid
G. ~ypoleuca
'G. -;!12oleuca
G. tibicen
G. !!.!J2oieuca
'G. h;!I2oleuca
'G. h;!I201euca
(I. hypoleuca
'G. iiij201euca
G. hyI20leuca
'G. hf-S0ieuca
'G. t bicen
G. tibicen
'G. !!.Yl2oleuca
fi. h;D20leuca
G. hZ:Q0leuca

Imm.
Imm.
Imm.
Ad. (2yr.)
Ad. (2yr.)
nOldeI'" Ad.
"Olderll Ad.
nOldeI'll Ad.
nOlder tl Ad.
"Older" Ad.
Ad. (2yr.)
Imm.
Imm.
Imm.
Juv.
Ad. ~2yr. ~
Ad. 2yr.
"Older" Ad.
Ad. ~2yr.)
Ad. 2yr.)
Imm.
Imm.
Imm.
Imm.
Imni.
Imm.
"Older" Ad.
nOlder tl Ad.
"Older" Ad.
Imm.
Imm.
Juv.
"Older u Ad.
Imm.
"Older" Ad.
"Olderll Ad.
"Older" Ad.
"Older" Ad.
Imm.
Juv.
Juv.
1I0lder" Ad.
"Older" Ad.
"Older" Ad.
"Older" Ad.
Imm.
Imm.
"Older It Ad.
Imm.
"Older" Ad.
Imm.
Imm.

Q.
1.?0

n.

G.

'G.
'G.
'G.
'G.
G.
G.
Q.

~oleuca

hZ:Qoleuca
hZ:Q0leuca
tibicen
~I2oleuca

~Eoleuca

£:IEoleuca
hypoleuca

Q.

1.20
1.66
Q.
1.28
2,50, 1.72'
16.42, 10.401.?2, 1.22
Q.
Q.
Q.

Q.
Q.

Q.

Q.

1.96,

Q.

1.60

1.82'
Q.

Q.
Q.
Q.
Q.
Q.

1.34,
0.90

Q.

Q.
Q,.
Q.
0.40
1.00
0.92
0.78
0.60
0.82
Q.
Q.
Q.
0.62
Q.
0.45
0.60
Q.
Q.
0.40
Q.
0.84
Q.
0.54

1.20
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Date

Species

21.12.1965
21.12.1965
21.12.1965
21.12.1965
21.12.1965
30.12.1965
29. 1.1966
1. 2.1966
·1. 2.1966
1. 2.1966

Q. h:ypoleuca

Notes.

G. Aypoleuca
HybrJ.d
Hybrid
Hybrid
G. Ay;poleuca
'G. tibicen
G. hnoleuca
HybrJ.d
Hybrid

Age

Diameter (nu'n)

Imm.
Imm.
Ad.(2yr.)
Imm..
Imm.

Ad. (2yr.)

ftOlder tl Ad.

lmm.
Imm.
Imm..

1.18
Q'.

Q.

0.60
0.62

0.60
0.82

Q.
Q.
Q.

Qu.i~scent

Well
+

develop~d

ovary and oviduct

Well developed ovary and oviduct with two large yolky
follicles still attached to ovary.
Oviduct very developed, near state of laying.
yolk free from ovary in body cavity_

Large

